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INTRODUCTION

American literature refers to the written or literary work that was produced in the

US and its preceding colonies.

American literature reflects beliefs and traditions that come from the nation’s

frontier days. The ideals of self-reliance and independence appear frequently in

American writings.

As America was a series of British colonies during its early history, its literary

tradition begins with a link to the broader tradition of English literature. Yet, unique

American characteristics and the breadth of its production usually cause it to be

considered a separate path and tradition.

American writers have been known to break away from literary tradition

and to choose their own directions. Writers of other countries, on the other hand,

appear to absorb their national literary traditions. However, many American authors

have rejected the old in order to create something novel.

In this book, American Literature, there are ten units that cover poetry,

fiction, drama and prose in American literature.

The first section comprises three units dealing with poetry. Unit one discusses

the poems of Robert Frost. The second unit discusses the poems of William Carlos

Williams. The third unit is devoted to the poems of Langston Hughes. The fourth

unit focusses on Hemingway’s Farewell to Arms. The fifth unit focusses on

Steinbeck’s Grapes of Wrath. The sixth unit is devoted to Herzog by Saul Bellow.

Unit seven discusses Eugene O’Neill’s The Iceman Cometh. Unit eight is devoted

to discussing another play The Glass Menagerie by Tennessee Williams. Essayist

Emerson’s essays ‘American Scholar’ and ‘Self-Reliance’ are discussed in Unit

nine. The tenth unit focusses on the works of Thoreau. It discusses the essays

‘Economy’ and ‘Where I Lived and What I Lived for?’

The book is presented in the self-learning format with each unit beginning

with an introduction to the topic of the unit. This is followed by an outline of the

unit objectives and then the detailed content is presented in a lucid and structured

manner. The content is interspersed with Check Your Progress questions to test

the understanding of the student. A Summary, a list of Key Terms and a set of

Questions and Exercises are provided at the end of each unit to help the students

revise.

 .
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UNIT 1 ROBERT FROST (1874-1963)

Structure
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1.1 Unit Objectives
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1.2.1 Contribution to American Poetry

1.2.2 Personal life
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1.3.2 Commentary and Analysis
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1.4.2 Commentary and Analysis

1.5 ‘‘The Road Not Taken’’, Text of Poem
1.5.1 Summary of Poem

1.5.2 Commentary and Analysis

1.6 "Two Tramps* in Mud Time", Text of Poem
1.6.1 Summary of Poem

1.6.2 Commentary and Analysis

1.7 "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening", Text of Poem
1.7.1 Summary

1.7.2 Commentary and Analysis

1.8 "Birches", Text of Poem
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Robert Frost was the most popular American poet of the twentieth century. He

holds a unique position in American literature as he stands at the crossroads of

nineteenth-century American poetry and modernism. His verse suggests a unique

mix of many nineteenth-century tendencies and traditions and modernist tendencies

of his twentieth-century contemporaries.
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Most Americans recognise Frost’s name, the titles of poems and many lines

from his best-known poems. His poetry is still quoted widely across all genres and

all over the world. His immense popularity and the range and depth of his literary

achievement make his critics accede that he was one of the greatest, if not the very

greatest, modern American poets.

In this unit, you will study about the life and works of Robert Frost, his

contribution to American poetry and his personal life tragedies.

1.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

In this unit, we will study the life and works of Robert Frost. We will also look into

his poems in detail and see how Frost developed his own unique, spare and clean

style, in which there was always a close link with nature and where ordinary natural

objects often suggested something far greater.

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Learn about the life and works of Robert Frost

• Read and discuss some of the most popular poems of Robert frost.

• Appreciate the unique style of Robert Frost

• Critically analyse the poems of Robert Frost

1.2 LIFE AND WORKS OF ROBERT FROST

Robert Lee Frost was born in San Francisco, California to William Prescott Frost

Jr., a journalist with political aspirations, and Isabelle Moodie, a teacher and poet

of Scottish descent. His father occasionally showed violent traits and his behaviour

developed in Frost a lifelong unease towards violent and destructive impulses.

Frost was introduced to poetry through his mother and at a very young age

he became acquainted with the Romantic poets as well as New England poets like

Emerson. His mother also introduced him to organised Christian religion.

Frost's father died in 1885 and soon the family returned to New England.

Frost finished high school (studying classics) from Lawrence, Massachusetts, as

the class valedictorian*. Three years later he married his classmate and fellow

valedictorian Eleanor White.

Frost studied for a short time at Dartmouth College, taught in schools and

later enrolled as a special student at Harvard where he was influenced by William

James and George Santayana. He took courses in English, philosophy and the

classics. From Harvard, he entered a completely different world.

His grandfather bequeathed* him a farm in New Hampshire and Frost, his

wife and his four children endured years of hardship there. While he was struggling

with depression and thoughts of suicide, Frost was also composing poetry and
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establishing a close link with nature. In the years 1906-7, he wrote many of the

poems that would later appear in North of Boston and Mountain Interval (1916).

In 1909 Frost left the farm to teach in New Hampshire. From there he sold his

farm and moved to England in 1912 because he was unable to find publishers for

his work in the land of his birth.

Within a month of his arrival in England, he was able to publish his poems

and North of Boston won praise from Ezra Pound. Within two years, his volumes

had appeared in America and he won a number of honours, including election to

the National Institute of Arts and Letters.

Picture of Robert Frost

1.2.1 Contribution to American Poetry

Frost returned to New England in 1915 and started teaching in Amherst College

two years later. Rudyard Kipling had already pointed out that Frost's language

sounded strange to English readers. Many other critics suggested that Frost's

poetry sounded unfamiliar, even to Americans outside New England. Frost found

this strangeness of language as an advantage--he realized that his language had the

"freshness of a stranger" and that strangeness in language or metaphor is intrinsic

to poetry.

Frost inherited the technique of using the ordinary to suggest something

other than itself from a variety of sources: the Bible, the classics, the poetry of

Wordsworth, and New England writers such as Thoreau or Emerson. He admired

Emerson's use of simple words and expressions to suggest something that had

profound meanings. He merged the use of New England vocabulary and turns of

phrase with the classical pastoral tradition and the Romantic tradition of poetry

about nature.
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While a poet like Wallace Stevens was drawn to the fine arts or music as a

source of influence, Frost was more attracted towards science and philosophy.

He felt that poets should try to establish a link between sound, sense and emotion.

Metre too was important, but its rigidity should be allowed to compromise the

rhythms of actual speech. He was a master in the use of a number of verse forms,

such as the blank verse, the sonnet, rhymed couplets and rhyming quatrains. For

him drama was also important to make writing exciting and interesting. However,

he believed that the effect of poetry should be carefully controlled in order to

avoid excesses. He believed that the charm of the poem was in its beauty and in its

slow, dignified exploration of reality, a momentary relief from confusion. For him,

a poem was an affirmative entity that emanated from belief—the belief in God, in

the poet's own self, in art, in culture, or in the country.

All his important poems were written before 1930. While his first love was

always poetry, he also took time to teach and to recite his poems in public. His

longest association was with Amherst (1917-20, 1923-38, 1949), though he also

spent time at Dartmouth, Michigan and Harvard. He was a very popular teacher.

He helped establish the famous Bread Loaf School of English in Middlebury

College. Vermont.

He won four Pulitzer prizes before the publication of two ambitious

philosophical poems, The Masque of Reason (1945) and The Masque of Mercy

(1947). His last work was In the Clearing (1962). He won many honours, including

honorary degrees from Oxford and Cambridge universities in 1957. He was invited

to read a poem at President John F. Kennedy's inauguration in 1961, where he

recited "The Gift Outright" from memory.

Robert Frost is the quintessential New England poet. His poems are spare,

meditative and have a close affinity with nature, something he shares with the

Romantic poet Wordsworth. Often, ordinary natural objects suggest something

greater in his poems. He plays around with metre in order to capture the easy

rhythms of the speaking voice. His poems flow like a good conversation—smoothly

and coherently.

1.2.2 Personal life

Robert Frost's personal life was rocked by grief and loss. His father died of

tuberculosis in 1885, when Frost was 11, leaving the family with just eight dollars.

Frost's mother died of cancer in 1900. In 1920, Frost had to admit his younger

sister Jeanie to a mental hospital, where she died nine years later. Frost's family

had a long association with mental illness. Both he and his mother suffered from

depression, while his wife Elinor also experienced bouts of depression. His daughter

Irma was committed to a mental hospital in 1947.

Elinor and Robert Frost had six children: son Elliot (1896–1904, died of

cholera); daughter Lesley Frost Ballantine (1899–1983); son Carol (1902–1940,
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committed suicide); daughter Irma (1903–1967, committed to mental hospital in

1947); daughter Marjorie (1905–1934, died as a result of puerperal fever after

childbirth); and daughter Elinor Bettina (died just three days after her birth in

1907). Frost's wife, who suffered from heart problems throughout her life, developed

breast cancer in 1937 and died of heart failure in 1938. Robert Frost died of a

heart attack on January 29, 1963 in Boston. He was survived by his two daughters

Lesley and Irma.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. How did Robert Frost define poetry? Which poetic forms did he use?

2. How did Rudyard Kipling and other critics judge Frost’s language?

How did Frost turn that to his advantage?

1.3 "PROVIDE, PROVIDE", TEXT OF POEM

Complete Text

The witch that came (the withered hag)

To wash the steps with pail and rag,

Was once the beauty Abishag, 1

The picture pride of Hollywood.

Too many fall from great and good

For you to doubt the likelihood. 2

Die early and avoid the fate.

Or if predestined to die late,

Make up your mind to die in state. 3

Make the whole stock exchange your own!

If need be occupy a throne,

Where nobody can call you crone. 4

Some have relied on what they knew;

Others on simply being true.

What worked for them might work for you. 5

No memory of having starred

Atones for later disregard,

Or keeps the end from being hard. 6

Better to go down dignified

With boughten friendship at your side

Than none at all. Provide, Provide! 7
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1.3.1 Summary of Poem

Robert Frost is known as a man of nature. Most of his poetry revolves around his

love for his farms in New England and the natural surroundings. However, Frost

as a nature lover also had a dark side, which was critical of contemporary values

that he often found superficial and dishonest. Frost shows us his attitude of disdain

toward superficiality through the mocking tone mixed with ironic diction and detail

that he uses in this poem. He reminds us of the ephemeral* nature of life and its

superficial trappings, such as our vanity and love of external beauty.

In his poem Provide, Provide, he derides this superficiality through the

persona of a househelp, a maid (witch that came to wash the steps with pail

and rag), who was once a Hollywood star and now lives as the ghastly shadow of

her past (the withered hag).

Frost tells us that it is natural for the mighty and the beautiful to fall from

grace once they succumb to the ravages of time. Too many fall from great and

good for you to doubt the likelihood is a foreboding*, a warning for all of us

about the inevitability of decay and death and the mortal nature of human existence.

The 'great and good' are also likely to be afflicted by misfortune; you cannot

escape this eternal reality of life.

The third stanza gives a poignant* suggestion either to die young and avoid

the vicious ravages and neglect of old age or to make up your mind about the

realities of life awaiting you in old age, so that the infirmity and anonymity of old

age do not torment you when you face them.

The poet also throws up some suggestions to avoid misfortunes of loneliness

and anonymity, though these suggestions sound pompous, allegorical and, moreover,

satirical. He suggests to own up the stock exchange (create and amass an enormous

amount of wealth), or occupy a throne (become a king or queen of a land) so that

nobody helps but to notice you, even in old age.

In the fourth stanza, the poet sobers up and throws some valid, logical

suggestions to gain immortality: to gain immense amount of knowledge (some

have relied on what they knew), or be pure, honest and truthful (others have

simply being true). The stanza ends on a plain, almost humorous note, stating

simply, "what worked for them might work for you."

The poet juxtaposes* these virtues—knowledge, wisdom, purity, honesty

and truthfulness—against the vileness* of being vain and falling in love with external

beauty in the fifth stanza. He says that despite being a great star, you cannot avoid

anonymity, neglect and disregard in old age. Nor does it guarantee any reprieve*

from the harshness of the cold, numb awareness of the impending end of life.

In the last stanza, the poet again throws satirical and conceited suggestion

to die at the height of your pompous glory, at the peak of your resounding, but

otherwise insignificant, career, with friends that your money has bought, but you

have not truly earned, rather than to die alone with no one at your bedside.
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Provide, Provide is a poignant call to give it a serious thought, to review

your life in cold and simple terms, and to decide your own fate regarding how you

want to live and how you want to die. It’s a matter of personal decision about how

want to live your life. You have diverse choices, whether to live briefly but a fulfilling

life, or live a long but wasted life (stanza 3). The point to remember is that life is

always at a crossroads--things can be rosy now and turn out to be a nightmare in

the next moment; like the old woman in stanza 1 - referred to as "a witch that

came", who was once a beautiful Hollywood star (face of Hollywood), but now

lives like a maid herself "to wash the steps with pail and rag".

1.3.2 Commentary and Analysis

This poem addresses the futility of vain accomplishments, particularly concerning

a woman's external beauty. The speaker calls for early termination of life as a

better fate than ending life in humiliation as a "withered hag" washing steps. Whether

this is done in sarcasm as a warning against vain aspirations or not is uncertain. In

many of Frost’s poems, he is very unhappy with the world and generally doesn't

express approval for external aspirations.

When Robert Frost wrote the poem "Provide, Provide", what he meant to

say was decide, decide. To decide what type of life we want to live and when do

we wish to die. Throughout life gives us many choices. The decisions that we

make during the course of our life will change the way we live our final hours;

whether we want to live them with peace or with remorse.

Robert Frost says that we should provide us with the virtues we want to die

with, by making the right decisions early on. Whichever path you choose to take,

make sure it’s the one you want to live with and die with.

In the poem Provide, Provide, Robert Frost shows a few examples of

what kind of life one may live. One can be born a beautiful woman and die a

haggish witch. One can rule the economy and be the richest person in the world

but end up with fake friends by their side. One can become a king or queen and be

viewed by people as a demigod but end up surrounded by self-serving sycophants.

In the third stanza Frost writes, "Make up your mind to die in state," meaning that

you should take control of your destiny and the mental state in which you wish to

die.

In the fifth stanza, Frost writes, "What worked for them might work for

you," meaning that we can look at people before us to take their example, whether

theirs is the way we want to live and die. But once again everything comes down

to the decisions we make, which shape our life. If we think that the meaning of life

is to be rich and famous, than we should take decisions to that effect and put our

efforts into making that come true. If all we wish for is to live life for our family,

then we should stay loyal and true to them. Throughout the poem, Frost is providing

us with the philosophy on how to be happy and for that he suggests us to be just

us; it is as simple as that.
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Frost's poem Provide, Provide is a reminder that life can be harsh and fate

unforgiving. He ends his poem with what is believed to be a sarcastic stanza:

Better to go down dignified with boughten friendship at your side than none

at all. Provide, Provide! Frost continues his sarcasm from the third stanza and

says that one that has been following a life of vanity should end it at the peak of his

glorious nothingness, with at least some ‘bought’ friends by their side, rather than

be left alone to die with none around.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

3. What suggestions does Frost provide to avoid anonymity and neglect

in old age in the third and fourth stanza of the poem Provide, Provide?

4. What kind of life (or death) does Frost prescribe for those who live

their glorified existence by the virtue of their physical appearance only?

5. What message does Frost wish to convey through his poem Provide,

Provide?

1.4 "MENDING WALL", TEXT OF POEM

Complete Text

Something there is that doesn’t love a wall,

That sends the frozen-ground-swell under it

And spills the upper boulders in the sun,

And makes gaps even two can pass abreast.

The work of hunters is another thing: 5

I have come after them and made repair

Where they have left not one stone on a stone,

But they would have the rabbit out of hiding,

To please the yelping dogs. The gaps I mean,

No one has seen them made or heard them made, 10

But at spring mending-time we find them there.

I let my neighbor know beyond the hill;

And on a day we meet to walk the line

And set the wall between us once again.

We keep the wall between us as we go.     15

To each the boulders that have fallen to each.

And some are loaves and some so nearly balls

We have to use a spell to make them balance:

"Stay where you are until our backs are turned!"

We wear our fingers rough with handling them. 20
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Oh, just another kind of outdoor game,

One on a side. It comes to little more:

There where it is we do not need the wall:

He is all pine and I am apple orchard.

My apple trees will never get across 25

And eat the cones under his pines, I tell him.

He only says, "Good fences make good neighbors."

Spring is the mischief in me, and I wonder

If I could put a notion in his head:

"Why do they make good neighbors? Isn’t it 30

Where there are cows? But here there are no cows.

Before I built a wall I’d ask to know

What I was walling in or walling out,

And to whom I was like to give offense.

Something there is that doesn’t love a wall, 35

That wants it down." I could say "Elves" to him,

But it’s not elves exactly, and I’d rather

He said it for himself. I see him there,

Bringing a stone grasped firmly by the top

In each hand, like an old-stone savage armed. 40

He moves in darkness as it seems to me,

Not of woods only and the shade of trees.

He will not go behind his father’s saying,

And he likes having thought of it so well

He says again, "Good fences make good neighbors." 45

1.4.1 Summary of Poem

A stone wall separates the speaker’s property from that of his neighbour. There

are a number of small animals that make holes beneath the wall to go across. In

spring, the two neighbours meet to walk the length of the wall and jointly make

repairs wherever there is a hole. There is a portion of the wall where there are only

trees in the backyard. The speaker sees no reason for the wall to be kept there—

there are no cows or other livestock to be contained, just apple and pine trees. He

does not believe in walls for the sake of walls. The neighbour resorts to an old

adage: "Good fences make good neighbours."

The speaker remains unconvinced and mischievously presses the neighbour

to look beyond the folly of such reasoning. He pleads that he will never breach the

sanctity of the wall and will not cause any harm to anyone across the wall. His

neighbour is not swayed. Then the speaker jokes that his apple trees will never get

across and eat the cones under his pines. But the neighbour continues to work

silently and simply repeats the adage: "Good fences make good neighbours."
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1.4.2 Commentary and Analysis

The poem opens with the narrator reviewing the wall as he walks along the wall

with his neighbour to see the damages to the wall over the year. He laments the

hand of nature (Something there is that doesn’t love a wall), as it works on the

wall and tears down some boulders. He also rues* the hunters (The work of

hunters is another thing), and other unknown animals, who insidiously* make

holes under the fence.

Here is the first contrast of the poem: between acts of animals and humans,

and the acts of nature. However, both seem to be conspiring against the neighbours,

suggests the narrator, "The gaps I mean, No one has seen them made or heard

them made, But at spring mending-time we find them there."

This annual wall-mending is almost like a ritual, enacted out of habit rather

than need. Both neighbours meet on the prescribed date at the suggestion of the

narrator himself (though he appears to be against the entire idea of mending the

wall, or even questions the existence of the wall between two good neighbours)

and work together diligently to find out and close all gaps and fix all missing boulders

of the wall.

Here is the second contrast of opinion about the relevance and validity of

the wall between two good neighbours. The narrator feels like pointing out to his

neighbour that "Why do they make good neighbors? Isn’t it Where there are

cows? But here there are no cows." At the same time, it is the narrator himself

who unfailingly fixes up the date of their annual wall-mending, which suggests that

the narrator himself somehow feels the need of the wall, or at least wall mending

that for him is like an "outdoor game" or a sociable act between two good neighbours.

The neighbours persist and fix the wall wherever needed. What’s striking

here is the bonhomie* between the neighbour as they do not fret over the

unnecessary work, but rather take it sportingly (just another kind of outdoor

game), and enjoy working with each other. Despite all this good civility, the narrator

does not stop from taking pot-shots* at his neighbour, cajoling* him about the

need for maintaining the wall between them (My apple trees will never get across

And eat the cones under his pines, I tell him).

But despite this verbal duel*, both sincerely continue their work of mending

the wall and finish it until late in the evening.

The poem uses the wall between the neighbours as a metaphor for the walls

that exist in the society—between rich and poor, between religions, societies and

nations. The poet questions the need for such walls, but at the same time justifies

the effort in mending and maintaining these walls.

Wall-building is an ancient and enduring enterprise that marks the beginning

of human civilization. They have served their purpose since ancient times and

continue to do so in modern times. Figuratively, rules and laws are also walls that

protect the rights of property of the individual. Justice is the process of wall-
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mending that defines and protects individual rights and prevents encroachment or

infringement* of personal rights. The ritual of wall maintenance highlights the dual

and complementary nature of human society, as by insisting on wall mending, the

neighbour protects his own right to property and, at the same time, guarantees the

same to the narrator. This is perhaps the reason why the narrator, while ruing the

entire exercise of wall-mending (that humans and nature would eventually undo by

next year), still participates wilfully in the act of wall maintenance.

This wall-mending also has an element of community benefit: by participating

together in the exercise, the neighbours interact with each other and build mutual

trust and goodwill, which would have otherwise been difficult in lonely rural settings.

Perhaps the narrator does believe that good fences make good neighbours— for

it keeps them happily engaged in their annual ritual of wall-mending.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

6. In the poem Mending Wall, how does the narrator try to convince his

neighbour about the futility of the wall?

7. What are the two contrasts that you notice in the poem Mending Wall?

8. Do you believe in the adage that "Good fences make good neighbours?"

1.5 "THE ROAD NOT TAKEN", TEXT OF POEM

Complete Text

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood

And sorry I could not travel both

And be one traveler, long I stood

And looked down one as far as I could

To where it bent in the undergrowth; 5

Then took the other, as just as fair

And having perhaps the better claim,

Because it was grassy and wanted wear;

Though as for that, the passing there

Had worn them really about the same, 10

And both that morning equally lay

In leaves no step had trodden black.

Oh, I kept the first for another day!

Yet knowing how way leads on to way,

I doubted if I should ever come back. 15

I shall be telling this with a sigh

Somewhere ages and ages hence:

Two roads diverged in a wood and I—
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I took the one less traveled by,

And that has made all the difference. 20

1.5.1 Summary of Poem

The narrator stands in the woods, considering a fork* in the road. He stands there

considering the dilemma: which road to take; and laments that he cannot take

both. The narrator looks far into both roads, trying to visually measure their length

and finds them to be nearly the same. He then tries to see which road looks more

worn (meaning, which has been used more by travellers before him). Here again

he finds that both roads look equally worn.

What confounds* the narrator’s choice is the fact that that morning, both

ways were equally overlaid with green, un-trodden leaves, making the choice

even more difficult. The narrator finally chooses one, consoling himself that he will

take the other some other day, though he clearly knows that one road leads to

another and he will continue on his chosen path and never be able to take the other

road.

The narrator says that someday in a distant future, he would reminisce*

about this day that say with a sigh* that two roads diverged in the woods and he

took the less travelled one—and that made all the difference.

1.5.2 Commentary and Analysis

The Road Not Taken is among the most popular, most quoted, most interpreted,

misinterpreted and re-interpreted, and yet the most-often-misunderstood poems

in the history of modern English literature. Generations of carefree readers have

been fed on the moral of the poem, usually found at the end in stories and prose,

in the last three lines of the poem: Two roads diverged in a wood and I—I took

the one less traveled by, And that has made all the difference.

The very idea of taking a road less travelled by is so non-conformist, so

romantic that it has almost become a cliché*, a rather overused one. It has so

often been used in the media for so many different stories and references that

anybody who has ever come across this cliché, and has read this poem, immediately

forms the opinion that the narrator took the less travelled road and that somehow

made a great difference to his life.

So let us leave the romanticism out of this poem and re-read it word by

word to examine its true meaning and purpose. When we read it again, we should

do so not with passion or imagination, but with simple and accurate interpretation

of words, phrases and expressions.

The first stanza simply states the narrator’s dilemma: that he is standing at a

fork in road in the woods with two divergent roads. The narrator states, "I could

not travel both  And be one traveller", suggesting that he realises the fate of

choosing one of the roads. He realises that by travelling both roads, he cannot

remain one traveller (each path will have its bearing on the narrator’s life, adding
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to his experiences and thereby making him a different person altogether). Therefore

he stands there contemplating and analysing the possible consequences of taking

the first road (long I stood And looked down one as far as I could To where it

bent in the undergrowth)

In the second stanza, he looks down the other road with a tinge* of hope,

as if trying to find a clue that could help him make a better choice (Then took the

other, as just as fair And having perhaps the better claim, Because it was

grassy and wanted wear). But the optimism wanes off soon as the narrator

realises that both roads were equally worn, suggesting that both roads nearly

looked the same and perhaps had been travelled equally by the travellers before

him (Though as for that, the passing there Had worn them really about the

same).

The third stanza again begins with hope, "And both that morning equally

lay In leaves no step had trodden black," stating that on that particular day, both

roads were covered with fresh green leaves with no footsteps on them. This is a

metaphoric expression that suggests that each day marks a new beginning, and

one must start afresh without any overhang of previous experiences. So, ultimately,

the narrator makes a choice to leave the first one and take the other one, fully

knowing that once he made that choice, he would never be able to make a

comeback, never be able to retrace his steps and get back to the first road (Oh, I

kept the first for another day! Yet knowing how way leads on to way, I doubted

if I should ever come back).

This stanza highlights the quandary* that we all face, when we have to take

tough decisions in life. Whether these decisions relate to our academics, career,

profession or our personal life, there comes a time in everybody’s life where we

have to take firm decisions. We all know that once the decision is taken, we

cannot make a comeback and face the fate of such decisions later in life.

The fourth and last stanza of the poem is the most cryptic and most hotly

debated. The narrator says that sometime in a distant future, he would say it "with

a sigh" that "Two roads diverged in a wood and I—I took the one less traveled

by, And that has made all the difference." Most cursory readers believe that the

narrator took a bold step and took the road "less traveled by" and that made a

great difference to his life.

But as we have seen in earlier paragraphs, there were no indications really

that either of the road was "less traveled by", both were "about the same".

Here is a great paradox in the words of the narrator. He admits that sometime

in a distant future, he would say it "with a sigh", but a sigh can be both a sign of

relief and a sign of remorse. The sigh can also be a sign of guilt—that the narrator

will be telling his story in the future with a twist that he took the road less travelled

by and that made all the difference.

The narrator also says that it "made all the difference", not really a happy,

positive difference. So the popular perception that the narrator took the road less
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travelled and that made a great difference to his life is mistaken. All he states is a

truism of human life: that he took a decision, a bold and firm decision, fully knowing

that he cannot regress on his decision any time in the future, and that decision

made all the difference in his life. He does not make any pretence of the claim that

it made a great difference to his life. It is really hypothetical* and there is really no

way of knowing what difference any other decision could have made to his life as

he did not really take that decision.

Finally, perhaps the most quoted expression about the road "the one less

traveled by" is at best a leverage that the narrator wants to use sometime in the

distant future to justify his decision. In case he gets to his destination (read, success

in life) through his chosen path, the narrator can state with a sigh of relief that he

took the road less travelled by, and stake his claim to glory. However, if he fails to

reach his destination (read, fails to achieve success in life) through his chosen path,

he can again state with a sigh of remorse that he took the bold decision to take the

road less travelled by, and survive condemnation.

This ironic twist is also evident in the choice of title of the poem, which is not

"The Road Less Traveled" but "The Road Not Taken". While the narrator is

convinced that he would somehow explain his predicament* to the future

generations, his own mind still delves* on "the road not taken". His mind is still on

what might have lied at the end of the other path. This is a typical reaction of a

soul-searching man who continuously weighs his pros and cons, of the decisions

taken and those not taken, and their real or probable repercussions.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

9. Why is the narrator standing at the fork in the road and what is he

thinking?

10. What signs does the narrator look for to decide which road to take?

11. How does the title of the poem The Road Not Taken add to the irony

in the poem?

1.6 "TWO TRAMPS* IN MUD TIME", TEXT OF POEM

Complete Text

Out of the mud two strangers came

And caught me splitting wood in the yard,

And one of them put me off my aim

By hailing cheerily "Hit them hard!"

I knew pretty well why he had dropped behind

And let the other go on a way.

I knew pretty well what he had in mind:

He wanted to take my job for pay. 1
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Good blocks of oak it was I split,

As large around as the chopping block;

And every piece I squarely hit

Fell splinterless as a cloven rock.

The blows that a life of self-control

Spares to strike for the common good,

That day, giving a loose my soul,

I spent on the unimportant wood.  2

The sun was warm but the wind was chill.

You know how it is with an April day

When the sun is out and the wind is still,

You're one month on in the middle of May.

But if you so much as dare to speak,

A cloud comes over the sunlit arch,

A wind comes off a frozen peak,

And you're two months back in the middle of March. 3

A bluebird comes tenderly up to alight

And turns to the wind to unruffle a plume,

His song so pitched as not to excite

A single flower as yet to bloom.

It is snowing a flake; and he half knew 4

Winter was only playing possum.

Except in color he isn't blue,

But he wouldn't advise a thing to blossom. 5

The water for which we may have to look

In summertime with a witching wand,

In every wheelrut's now a brook,

In every print of a hoof a pond.

Be glad of water, but don't forget

The lurking frost in the earth beneath

That will steal forth after the sun is set

And show on the water its crystal teeth. 6

The time when most I loved my task

The two must make me love it more

By coming with what they came to ask.

You'd think I never had felt before

The weight of an ax-head poised aloft,

The grip of earth on outspread feet,

The life of muscles rocking soft

And smooth and moist in vernal heat. 7

Out of the wood two hulking tramps

(From sleeping God knows where last night,

But not long since in the lumber camps).
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They thought all chopping was theirs of right.

Men of the woods and lumberjacks,

They judged me by their appropriate tool.

Except as a fellow handled an ax

They had no way of knowing a fool. 8

Nothing on either side was said.

They knew they had but to stay their stay  9

And all their logic would fill my head:

As that I had no right to play

With what was another man's work for gain.

My right might be love but theirs was need.

And where the two exist in twain

Theirs was the better right--agreed. 10

But yield who will to their separation,

My object in living is to unite

My avocation and my vocation

As my two eyes make one in sight.

Only where love and need are one, 11

And the work is play for mortal stakes,

Is the deed ever really done

For Heaven and the future's sakes.  12

1.6.1 Summary of Poem

Two Tramps in Mud Time is a simple observation of the poet that has deep

underpinnings*. The poem begins in a rural surrounding where the poet is chopping

woods and enjoying every moment of it. Suddenly a tramp comes up from behind

him and cheers him to "hit them hard" (the woods that the poet was chopping).

The poet is amused at the intervention, fully knowing that the tramps had come to

ask for the job that was rightfully theirs. But the poet resists the obligation of

handing over the work to them, contemplating about the very idea of work for

need and work for pleasure, and how these two make an immense difference in

our life.

1.6.2 Commentary and Analysis

First published in 1934, Robert Frost’s Two Tramps in Mud Time mirrors American

life after the Great Depression of the 1930s, when people were financially insecure

and jobs were hard to get. In their search of a living for survival, they had lost out

on the joy of living. The term "mud time" refers to those uncertain times when

thousands of Americans had lost their permanent jobs, even their houses, and

were forced to live on streets and did odd jobs.

Among these thousands of unemployed people, many chose to work as

lumberjacks or workers in the timber industry, where they felled and transported
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the trees for their processing into forest products. These workers often had a

migratory life, very low pay-scales and used primitive, low technology instruments

like axes, crosscut saws and chains for cutting and transporting large trees.

Lumberjacks worked in lumber camps and due to the seasonal nature of work

and timber transportation often had to visit far flung places, looking for timber

harvesting jobs as they opened.

The narrator is chopping woods in his courtyard, when he notices two

strangers coming up from behind him. One of them shouts "hit them hard", distracting

the narrator and making him miss the aim. The narrator immediately understands

the intent (perhaps by their attire or behaviour), as one of them continues on his

way and the other one stops behind the narrator. The narrator knows that he has

come for the job of a woodcutter for the pay.

The narrator now assesses the job that he has done so far—cutting large

logs of wood in perfect sizes and that too with single, fine strokes of axe. These

strokes were possible, the narrator believes, because of a life lived under self-

control, which was let loose that day to spend energy on something as unimportant

as the wood logs.

The narrator defines the fine day in April that he had chosen for this creative

task—the sun was warm, while the wind was chilly. By next month, the sun would

be hot and wind would be still (making the same task unpleasant). And if there

were clouds in the sky and chilly winds blowing from the mountains (as is usually

in March), the same work would have been equally arduous* and uninspiring. So

it is the perfect weather setting that has inspired the narrator to spend his heart out

on this uneventful task of wood cutting.

A bluebird lands somewhere near, so softly and gently as not to disturb the

flowers that are yet to blossom. Even the tone of its song is subdued so as not to

disturb the surroundings. The narrator says that some snow flakes still fall occasionally

and even the bird realises that the time has not yet come for it to sing its song

loudly that could make the flowers blossom. The corollary* suggests that even the

birds understand the importance of the cycles of nature and they also do not dare

to disturb their environment until the surroundings are receptive to their calling.

The narrator states that water that is rare to find in summers is now available

in abundance (In every wheelrut's now a brook, In every print of a hoof a

pond) under the soil (suggesting that perhaps the time is ripe for the flowers to

blossom). But at the same time, the "lurking frost in the earth beneath" will come

out once the sun is set and turn the same water into ice crystals.

The narrator says that at the time when he is loving his work the most, the

arrival of two strangers is making him love his work even more because he

understands their motive. The narrator says that he has never experienced this

exhilaration earlier—the weight of an axe held high, the grip of earth under his feet,

the pulsating muscles of his hands and the soft and moist skin in the heat.
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The narrator describes the two bulky men who have come out of the woods.

Perhaps taking clue from their looks and attire, he wonders where they slept last

night and is certain that they did not sleep much ever since they had been staying in

lumber camps. The narrator rues that these men of the woods, the lumberjacks,

considered wood cutting jobs as their right and were judging him by their favourite

tool, the axe. But the narrator feels confident that, except the way he was holding

the axe (which perhaps is unprofessional), they had no way of telling that he was a

novice at the job.

No conversation takes place between the narrator and the strangers, but

the narrator knows that they will stay (till they get the job).

The reason of their adamant attitude bothers the narrator. He realises that

he has no right to work out of fun, when somebody needy could get a gainful

employment out of the same work. The narrator admits that he loves to work but

they need to work and when the two conflicting interests vie for the same job, the

one with need should be given preference (And where the two exist in twain

Theirs was the better right—agreed).

The last stanza of the poem sums up the poet’s views on work, the right to

work, and how work is defined by the doer’s intent. The narrator says that he will

not yield to the difference between love for work and work for need. He says that

the purpose of his life is to combine the two opposites: his vocation and his

avocation*. He adds that just like the sight of his two eyes make up a view, where

the love and need are one and work is a game, a source of enjoyment, only such

work is really done for the sake of spirituality and the posterity*.

Robert Frost’s views on work, as defined in this poetry, reflect work culture

in America and carry a lesson for all parents, peers and teachers. You force a

person to work, through pay or pressure, and he will work only to fulfil his needs

or your needs. On the other hand, if you inspire someone to do a work, make him

love his work and feel proud of it and he will put in his heart, mind and soul into it

and do the work creatively and effectively. Throughout the history of human

civilization, all great creations and inventions have come out not of need or pressure,

but out of inspiration and love for work.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

12. How do the weather conditions inspire the narrator to engage in wood

cutting?

13. Do you think the narrator is right in his judgement that one that works

for need should be given preference over someone who is working for

pleasure only?

14. From the poem, Two Tramps in Mud Time, define the poet’s views on

work, the right to work, and how work is defined by the doer’s intent.
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1.7 "STOPPING BY WOODS ON A SNOWY EVENING",

TEXT OF POEM

Complete Text

Whose woods these are I think I know.

His house is in the village, though;

He will not see me stopping here

To watch his woods fill up with snow.

My little horse must think it queer 5

To stop without a farmhouse near

Between the woods and frozen lake

The darkest evening of the year.

He gives his harness bells a shake

To ask if there is some mistake. 10

The only other sounds the sweep

Of easy wind and downy flake.

The woods are lovely, dark, and deep,

But I have promises to keep,

And miles to go before I sleep, 15

And miles to go before I sleep.

1.7.1 Summary

Riding on his horse, the narrator is passing by the woods and stops at a place that

looks familiar. It is late in the hour and the snow is falling. The narrator is enticed

by the silent charm of the woods and wishes to stay longer to take the view. But he

soon realises that he has miles to go—considerable distances to travel—before he

can settle down to take rest.

1.7.2 Commentary and Analysis

This small poem, written in simple verses, is considered nothing short of a

masterpiece of English poetry. You read it once and you get a feel of what the poet

wishes to convey. You read it again and it delves deeper and gives entirely new

meanings to the same words, the same lines.

Reading this poem is like entering the woods that the narrator describes. As

you enter deep into it, you feel like the levels of mysteries hidden in its text reveal

themselves one by one. The woods here are literal and symbolic. The woods

represent the realm* of the unknown, the undiscovered. The woods also hint to

the dark side of anything, even of our own mind, thoughts and choices.

The woods here are not wilderness; these woods belong to someone—

someone who lives in the village and has forsaken the woods in the chilly winter
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night for the sake of warmth and comfort of a village home. The narrator states

that he knows whose woods are these and also knows that the person would not

be here to watch him stop by. This assures the narrator to stop by and take in the

view as the woods get gently covered by the snow-fall.

The narrator states that his horse must be surprised at this strange behaviour,

as there was no farmhouse anywhere between the woods and the frozen lake on

what was the darkest evening of the year (My little horse must think it queer To

stop without a farmhouse near). The very idea of a horse disapproving of the

narrator’s odd behaviour suggests the conflict in the narrator’s own mind. By

imagining that the horse was disapproving of his strange behaviour, the narrator

admits that his decision to stop by is abnormal and irrational.

The narrator says that the horse shakes its harness bells, as if to ask if there

is a mistake. The only other sound there is that of sweeping winds and falling snow

flakes. This is an act of reconsidering the decision of stopping by in the dark,

snowy woods in a dark night, which the narrator ascribes to the horse, as if seeking

hint from the animal for his moralist judgement.

"The woods are lovely, dark, and deep" these words sound like a parting

sigh of a tormented lover. These words show the angst* and the strain, the pull of

all unfulfilled desires, all unrealised wishes and all unlived dreams. The words are

simple and yet they clearly suggest that the narrator is looking at the breathtaking

view for one last time and perhaps he would never get another chance to experience

it.

The next line, "But I have promises to keep" sounds like an anti-climax, an

awakening from a wondrous dream, an opportunity lost forever. The narrator is

suddenly aware of his worldly responsibilities, of unfinished tasks and is about to

shake off the temptation and return home.

The last lines, a rare repetition in English poetry—And miles to go before I

sleep, And miles to go before I sleep—are but an extension, a reiteration* of the

narrator’s resolve expressed in the previous line.

The last stanza of this poem has been a source of constant discussion and

debate among the literati* regarding their possible multivalent* meanings,

expressions and annotations*.

On its face value, the poem seems simple and straightforward: It’s the middle

of the night (the darkest evening), the weather is freezing, the snow is falling, and

it’s the middle of a dark, deep jungle. The narrator, riding on a horse, stops by to

view the scenario. Even the horse feels uneasy in such circumstances and prods

the narrator to move on. At last the narrator is reminded of his social responsibilities

and the pending tasks on hand and, with a parting sigh, he finally moves on.

However, a critical analysis of the same lines throws up an entirely different

meaning. Many critics have interpreted them as the poet’s apparent struggle with

the idea of mortal fear, the fear of death or even a thought of suicide. The woods
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are lonely; the owner of the woods has gone to the village in such a cold, freezing

night. He is not there to see the narrator stopping there, as the woods get covered

with sheets of ice. There is no farmhouse nearby, which means no human existence

in the vicinity. This is the darkest evening of the year and there is no sound, except

that of sweeping winds and falling snow.

To die in such a setting would be like dying in anonymity—with nobody to

see you, hear you, or even discover you until after days, months, years or perhaps

never. The woods are lovely, dark, and deep...lovely, dark, and deep—as if

inviting the narrator to their arms to lull him to sleep…sleep forever (even to fall

asleep in such a chilly night may cause death due to cold and frost).

Against such a tempting pull of death, the narrator finally awakens and

reminds himself, "But I have promises to keep." He suddenly shakes himself out

of his reverie*, as if getting out of morning slumber, and tells himself of the day, of

life and opportunities ahead. He states his resolve: And miles to go before I

sleep, and then reiterates it: And miles to go before I sleep. He now seems alert

and ready to take back charge of his life and move ahead with renewed

determination.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

15. In the poem Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening, how does the

narrator feel that the horse is disapproving of his behaviour?

 16. What is the significance of repetition in the lines: And miles to go before

I sleep, And miles to go before I sleep.

1.8 "BIRCHES", TEXT OF POEM

Complete Text

When I see birches bend to left and right

Across the lines of straighter darker trees,

I like to think some boy’s been swinging them.

But swinging doesn’t bend them down to stay

As ice storms do. Often you must have seen them 5

Loaded with ice a sunny winter morning

After a rain. They click upon themselves

As the breeze rises, and turn many-colored

As the stir cracks and crazes their enamel.

Soon the sun’s warmth makes them shed crystal shells    10

Shattering and avalanching on the snow crust—

Such heaps of broken glass to sweep away

You’d think the inner dome of heaven had fallen.

They are dragged to the withered bracken by the load,

And they seem not to break; though once they are bowed

15
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So low for long, they never right themselves:

You may see their trunks arching in the woods

Years afterwards, trailing their leaves on the ground

Like girls on hands and knees that throw their hair

Before them over their heads to dry in the sun. 20

But I was going to say when Truth broke in

With all her matter of fact about the ice storm,

I should prefer to have some boy bend them

As he went out and in to fetch the cows—

Some boy too far from town to learn baseball, 25

Whose only play was what he found himself,

Summer or winter, and could play alone.

One by one he subdued his father’s trees

By riding them down over and over again

Until he took the stiffness out of them, 30

And not one but hung limp, not one was left

For him to conquer. He learned all there was

To learn about not launching out too soon

And so not carrying the tree away

Clear to the ground. He always kept his poise 35

To the top branches, climbing carefully

With the same pains you use to fill a cup

Up to the brim, and even above the brim.

Then he flung outward, feet first, with a swish,

Kicking his way down through the air to the ground. 40

So was I once myself a swinger of birches.

And so I dream of going back to be.

It’s when I’m weary of considerations,

And life is too much like a pathless wood

Where your face burns and tickles with the cobwebs 45

Broken across it, and one eye is weeping

From a twig’s having lashed across it open.

I’d like to get away from earth awhile

And then come back to it and begin over.

May not fate willfully misunderstand me 50

And half grant what I wish and snatch me away

Not to return. Earth’s the right place for love:

I don’t know where it’s likely to go better.

I’d like to go by climbing a birch tree,

And climb black branches up a snow-white trunk 55

Toward heaven, till the tree could bear no more,

But dipped its top and set me down again.

That would be good both going and coming back.

One could do worse than be a swinger of birches.

1.8.1 Summary of Poem

The narrator is looking at the bent birch trees, thinking that they are bent because

children had been swinging on them. He then realises that these are not bent because
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of the children but due to ice storms. Because when children rise up a tree and

bend them, they are quick to return to their original shape and stand erect again.

However, when snow falls on the trees and stays there for days and months, the

trees tend to bend rather permanently and gradually bend so much that their tops

touch the grounds.

The narrator reminisces that he was also once "a swinger of birches" and

wishes to become one again. He wants to be youthful again to go up a tree and

come down again. He also expresses his concern for old age, and even death,

suggesting that he would forever like to rise and fall in life but would never like to

leave the earth and its little joys.

1.8.2 Commentary and Analysis

The narrator says that whenever he looks some birches bent left or right, instead

of standing straight like all others, he thinks that some boys have been swinging

them. But swinging does not bend them forever, he wonders; this is rather due to

ice storms. The narrator describes birches after the sea storms—how their branches

are loaded with snow after the snowfall, which often lies frozen on them (the snow

melts under the snow and transforms into ice crystals, which adds on the weight,

bending down the branches permanently).

These branches strike against each other as the wind blows, which rashes

their stems and make them look multi-coloured. Soon the sun’s warmth melts the

grip of these ice crystals and they fall on the earth, shattering and spreading in all

directions. The narrator suggests that such is the volume of falling ice crystals,

which look like broken glass, that it seems as if the inner dome of the heavens have

fallen (Such heaps of broken glass to sweep away You’d think the inner dome

of heaven had fallen).

The branches, having been lowered by such heavy loads, do not regain

their original straight stature and forever remain bent. The narrator says that after

years, their trunk also follows the branches and seems to be bent permanently

towards the earth. The narrator compares such birches with the girls who are on

their hands and knees and have thrown their hair over their heads to make them

dry in the sun.

The narrator says that he’d have preferred that the boys, instead of the ice

storms, had bent the branches, the boys who come there to graze their animals.

He says that, while boys in the cities learnt to play baseball, for the boys in the

villages like himself that was the only game, which he could play day and night, and

alone. The narrator says that when he was young, he used to ride trees of his

father one by one and none was left and yet none of the trees had bent permanently.

He learnt that the trick was to jump off the tree early, so as not to bring down the

tree with self.

He says that he kept his poise and climbed carefully, and tried to go as high

as possible to the top branches. Then he jumped off, flying outward, feet first,
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with a swish, kicking his way down through the air to the ground. So he was

once the swinger of birches, says the narrator, and wishes and dreams of becoming

that again. It is such time when considerations are thrown to the winds and life is

wild (much like a pathless wood), when your face burns and tickles with cobwebs

(found among the tree branches) that cover your face and one of your eye hurts as

a twig has lashed across it.

The narrator, ostensibly* in his old age, says that he would once again like

to ride up and down a tree. This is a symbolic representation of a wish for youth

again. Anybody past a certain age wishes that he could regain prowess, freedom

or fun of childhood or adolescence.

The lines that follow (May not fate willfully misunderstand me And half

grant what I wish and snatch me away Not to return) are a touching

representation of an old man’s worst fear: the fear of death. The narrator says that

he wishes to swing on the trees again, and climb up and down again and again, but

fears that fate may only grant him half a wish—that he climbs up and up (and goes

to heaven) and never returns.

The narrator says that Earth’s the right place for love: I don’t know

where it’s likely to go better. He is so attached to his worldly existence, so

complete in his circumstances that he wishes to live more, live again (like in childhood

or in youth) but never die and leave earth, which is perhaps the best place for fun,

fulfilment and…love.

The narrator says that he’d prefer that he’d go on climbing a birch tree

towards its snow-white peak and further up towards heaven, till the tree could

bear no more, but dipped its top and set me down again. In a way, the narrator

feels that the birch tree could be his saviour*, and send him from impending death

by lowering its branches as soon he is close enough to heaven.

That would be good both going and coming back, says the narrator.

How endearing life is that the narrator feels that I would go up to heaven and

return to the earth again, and let this process go on and on.

One could do worse than be a swinger of birches. The narrator is bemused

at his own imagination, at his own wishful thinking that he could go close to the

heavens and again return to earth. In the last line, though, he admits that people do

worse than be swinger of birches, that they unfortunately fall out of this cycle and

climbing up and coming down; they just go up, up and away…

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

17. How does the narrator differentiate between birches affected by boys

swinging on them and the birches bent down by snow?

18. In the poem Birches, how do you feel that the narrator is attached to his

worldly existence and loves his life on earth?
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1.9 "THE ONSET", TEXT OF POEM

Complete Text

Always the same, when on a fated night

At last the gathered snow lets down as white

As may be in dark woods, and with a song

It shall not make again all winter long

Of hissing on the yet uncovered ground,

I almost stumble looking up and round,

As one who overtaken by the end

Gives up his errand, and lets death descend

Upon him where he is, with nothing done

To evil, no important triumph won,

More than if life had never been begun.

Yet all the precedent is on my side:

I know that winter death has never tried

The earth but it has failed: the snow may heap

In long storms an undrifted four feet deep

As measured again maple, birch, and oak,

It cannot check the peeper's silver croak;

And I shall see the snow all go down hill

In water of a slender April rill

That flashes tail through last year's withered brake

And dead weeds, like a disappearing snake.

Nothing will be left white but here a birch,

And there a clump of houses with a church.

1.9.1 Summary of Poem

The poem describes winters in their all-pervasive form, with long nights, chilly

winds and a deep blanket of snow all around. It represents the despair in the

poet’s mind of the life’s darkest hours where there is no hope and only despair

rules.

However, the poet says, that there is precedent on his side that winters (the

dark periods in a person’s life) do not last forever. There is spring after winters,

dawn after the darkest night, and hope after endless despair. He says that just like

last year, this year too, the winters will give way to springs and all the snow of

despair will melt in the sun and the waters will go down the hills and mix with all the

dead weeds and silt of last year’s winters.

1.9.2 Commentary and Analysis

This two-paragraph poem seems to have been written during a dark period in the

poet’s life. The words are simple and the message open and clear. There is despair,

deep pain and a great sense of loss at the beginning; however it ends on a note of
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optimism and a ray of hope for life ahead.

The narrator is retrospecting on his life on a depressing, cold winter night,

evaluating life that has just gone past him. He feels that the end of his life has

already overtaken him. He says that his errand on earth (his life) seems to be over

and yet, apparently, he has not achieved much, no important triumph won. It

appears as if life has not yet begun (and yet, it seems to have come to an end).

He says that like the winter nights, when snow encompasses everything,

and there is no respite from it, the life’s end is suddenly upon him, all encompassing

and overbearing, with nowhere to escape, the excruciating reality descends upon

him.

Yet, the narrator says, that the precedent is on his side. He says that no

matter how wild the winters may be, however heavy the snow may fall, in

comparison to the heights of maple, birch, and oak, it always falls short and

never hides them from people’s views.

The next lines, "And I shall see the snow all go down hill In water of a

slender April rill," show the narrator’s resolve against all odds. He says that he

will survive to see that all the snow goes down the drain as it melts in the April sun

and will mix with all dead weeds and other withered remnants of last year’s winters.

What will remain at the end of this long despair will be a birch tree, a clump

of houses and a church. This symbolises that after months of despair under the

winters, a new dawn will break and there will be trees, houses (a sign of new civil

life), and a church (a sign of divine hope). The title of the poem, The Onset, also

suggests not the end, but a new beginning and a fresh start in life.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

19. In the poem The Onset, how does the poet comforts himself against

deep despair in his life?

20. What signs of a new life does the poet see in the poem The Onset?

1.10 "AFTER APPLE-PICKING", TEXT OF POEM

Complete Text

My long two-pointed ladder’s sticking through a tree

Toward heaven still,

And there’s a barrel that I didn’t fill

Beside it, and there may be two or three

Apples I didn’t pick upon some bough. 5

But I am done with apple-picking now.

Essence of winter sleep is on the night,

The scent of apples: I am drowsing off.

I cannot rub the strangeness from my sight

I got from looking through a pane of glass 10
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I skimmed this morning from the drinking trough

And held against the world of hoary grass.

It melted, and I let it fall and break.

But I was well

Upon my way to sleep before it fell, 15

And I could tell

What form my dreaming was about to take.

Magnified apples appear and disappear,

Stem end and blossom end,

And every fleck of russet showing clear. 20

My instep arch not only keeps the ache,

It keeps the pressure of a ladder-round.

I feel the ladder sway as the boughs bend.

And I keep hearing from the cellar bin

The rumbling sound 25

Of load on load of apples coming in.

For I have had too much

Of apple-picking: I am overtired

Of the great harvest I myself desired.

There were ten thousand thousand fruit to touch, 30

Cherish in hand, lift down, and not let fall.

For all

That struck the earth,

No matter if not bruised or spiked with stubble,

Went surely to the cider-apple heap 35

As of no worth.

One can see what will trouble

This sleep of mine, whatever sleep it is.

Were he not gone,

The woodchuck could say whether it’s like his 40

Long sleep, as I describe its coming on,

Or just some human sleep.

1.10.1 Summary of Poem

This poem is about a hard day’s work in the life of an apple orchard owner. The

narrator describes how his ladder is still hanging against an apple tree, even though

he is finished with a long day of apple-picking. The narrator is tired and drowsy on

a winter day and keeps flitting in and out of his reveries* and dreams. Even in his

dreams, he sees large-sized apples and other cores related with his act of apple-

picking. The narrator appears satisfied with his large harvest of apple and seems

to go back to sleep contented. The narrator wonders whether this sleep is like a

woodchuck* hibernation (during the long period of winter), or is it simply some

human sleep (which will last only a few hours).

1.10.2 Commentary and Analysis

The narrator says that his ladder is still standing at the side of the tree, as if pointing

towards heavens, and there is still an empty barrel that is yet unfilled with picked
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apples. He says that he might also have missed one or two apples here or there on

the bough. But he is now tired. The intoxicating essence of ripe apples, exhaustion

of the day, and the general drowsiness of winters is upon the narrator. He says he

is drowsing off.

The next lines are from his dream. He says that he is still not able to rub off

from his eyes the strangeness of what he saw in his dream. He dreamt that he

washed a glass pane in the water in the trough* and put it on the grass. Surprisingly,

the glass melted, so the narrator allowed it to fall through and crash into pieces.

But, the narrator says, that he was on his way to sleep before it fell.

These kinds of time warps are natural when a person is dreaming. At one

point, you see that you are doing something, when you realise that this has already

happened in the past, or perhaps an event that occurred in the past may be fresh

in your memories and you dream of doing it again.

The narrator again seems to know (appears to be in a conscious state,

though he is not) and what kind of dream is going to follow. He says that large

sized apples are appearing and disappearing, rotating slightly and its reddish-brown

skin is very clear and smooth. He seems to be holding one such large apple in

hands, while his hands ache and he is finding it very difficult to balance himself on

the ladder while holding such a large apple in his arms.

The narrator hears a lot of sound and noise coming from the cellar as if

loads of apples are tumbling down the cellar. The narrator says that all such dreams

are occurring because he has done a lot of apple-picking and is now over-tired.

He himself desired for such a bumper crop and now he is tired of harvesting it. He

says that there are hundreds of thousands of fruits, and it felt so good touching

them, picking them and cherishing them, and not allowing them to fall.

Because if they fall on the ground, even if they not get bruised or soiled,

they fell on the heaps of apples on the ground and lost their value (their true value,

according to the narrator, is in holding them and cherishing them).

The narrator says that he knows what is again going to disturb his sleep,

whatever kind of sleep it is. He refers to the woodchuck*, saying that if they had

not already gone all into hibernation, they would have certainly explained whether

it was somewhat their kind of sleep or it was just human sleep.

The reference to the woodchuck adds a mysterious meaning to the end of

the poem, and to the entire poem for that matter. The woodchucks go into

hibernation in winters and theirs is a very deep sleep lasting nearly three months.

However, since humans don’t hibernate, the narrator could possibly be hinting

here at death, which is a deep sleep and where no dreams disturb you ever. Also,

the narrator seems to be dozing off after a hard day’s work, after harvesting the

best crop he has probably ever had, and he is contented with it. All these hints

could be suggesting that the narrator is satisfied with his life’s work, hardships and

achievements, and now wants to go into deep sleep. The dream of putting the

glass sheet on the grass, and it falling through and crashing into pieces could be
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another hint suggesting at the lowering of coffin into ground, and the pane of life

shattering.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

21. Write the summary of the poem After Apple-Picking in your own

words.

22. Why does the narrator think that all his dreams are of apples only?

1.11 SUMMARY

All the poems of Robert Frost seem to have a few common threads: they all are

based on rural life and they have close association with nature. His poems are

deep, and always have some explanations hidden carefully in the beautiful

craftsmanship of words. His poems are meditative that allow you to read them,

re-read them and then ponder over them.

There is also some autobiographical content in all poems of Frost. He talks

about the villages and the woods, the dark, winter nights, the deep snow, and

death. However, very often there is an equal amount of hope, of renewed life, or

good deeds, joy and happiness of a pleasurable life are interwoven in his poems.

Overall, his poems call out to the deep emotions inside the reader’s mind, cajoling

them and challenging them to find the same resonance in his words.

1.12 GLOSSARY

••••• Valedictorian: The student with the highest academic rank in a class who

delivers the valedictory at graduation

••••• Bequeath: To leave or give (personal property) by will

••••• Ephemeral: Living or lasting only for a day, as certain plants or insects do

••••• Foreboding: A sense of impending evil or misfortune

••••• Poignant: Profoundly moving; touching

••••• Juxtapose: To place side by side, especially for comparison or contrast

••••• Vileness: Morally depraved; ignoble or wicked

••••• Reprieve: To postpone or cancel the punishment of

••••• Rue: To feel regret, remorse, or sorrow for

••••• Insidiously: Working or spreading harmfully in a subtle or stealthy manner

••••• Bonhomie: A pleasant and affable disposition; geniality

••••• Pot-shots: A criticism made without careful thought and aimed at a handy

target for attack
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••••• Cajole: To persuade by flattery, gentle pleading, or insincere language

••••• Duel: A prearranged, formal combat between two persons, usually fought

to settle a point of honour (not to be confused with dual; meaning double)

••••• Infringement: A violation, as of a law, regulation, or agreement; a breach

••••• Reminisce: To recollect and tell of past experiences or events

••••• Sigh: To exhale audibly in a long deep breath, as in weariness or relief

••••• Cliché: A trite or overused expression or idea

••••• Tinge: To apply a trace of colour to; a slight added element, property, or

influence

••••• Quandary: A state of uncertainty or perplexity

••••• Predicament: A situation, especially an unpleasant, troublesome one, which

is morally perplexing

••••• Delve: To search deeply and laboriously

••••• Tramp (Here): a person who travels about on foot, usually with no

permanent home, living by begging or doing casual work

••••• Underpinnings: Material or masonry used to support a structure, such as

a wall; a support or foundation

••••• Arduous: Testing severely the powers of endurance; strenuous

••••• Corollary: A deduction or an inference; a natural consequence or effect

••••• Avocation: An activity taken up in addition to one's regular work or

profession, usually for enjoyment; a hobby

••••• Posterity: All of a person's descendants; future generations

••••• Realm: A community or territory over which a sovereign rules; a kingdom

••••• Angst: A feeling of anxiety or apprehension often accompanied by

depression

••••• Reiteration: To say or do again or repeatedly

••••• Literati: The literary intelligentsia

••••• Multivalent: Having various meanings or values

••••• Annotations: A critical or explanatory note; a commentary

••••• Reverie: A state of abstracted musing; daydreaming

••••• Ostensibly: Represented or appearing as such; ostensive

••••• Saviour: A person who rescues another from harm, danger, or loss

••••• Woodchuck: A common burrowing rodent of northern and eastern North

America, having a short-legged, heavy-set body and grizzled brownish fur;

also called groundhog or whistle pig

••••• Trough: A long, narrow, generally shallow receptacle for holding water or

feed for animals
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1.13 ANSWERS TO ‘‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’’

1. Robert Frost believed that the effect of poetry should be carefully controlled

in order to avoid excesses. He believed that the charm of the poem was in

its beauty and in its slow, dignified exploration of reality, a momentary relief

from confusion. For him, a poem was an affirmative entity that emanated

from belief—the belief in God, in the poet's own self, in art, in culture, or in

the country.

2. Rudyard Kipling once pointed out that Frost's language sounded strange to

English readers. Many other critics suggested that Frost's poetry sounded

unfamiliar, even to Americans outside New England. Frost found this

strangeness of language as an advantage--he realized that his language had

the "freshness of a stranger" and that strangeness in language or metaphor is

intrinsic to poetry.

3. In the third stanza, the poet suggests to own up the stock exchange (create

and amass an enormous amount of wealth), or occupy a throne (become a

king or queen of a land) so that nobody helps but to notice you, even in old

age.

In the fourth stanza, the poet suggests to gain immense amount of knowledge

or to be pure, honest and truthful.

4. The poet satirically suggests such people to die at the height of their pompous

glory, at the peak of their resounding, but otherwise insignificant, career,

with friends that their money has bought, but they have not truly earned,

rather than to die alone with no one at their bedside.

5. Frost's poem Provide, Provide is a reminder that life can be harsh and fate

unforgiving. One can be born a beautiful woman and die a haggish witch.

One can rule the economy and be the richest person in the world but end up

with fake friends by their side. One can become a king or queen and be

viewed by people as a demigod but end up surrounded by self-serving

sycophants. Frost says that we should take control of our destiny and the

mental state in which we wish to die.

6. The speaker sees no reason for the wall to be kept there—there are no

cows or other livestock to be contained, just apple and pine trees. He does

not believe in walls for the sake of walls. The neighbour resorts to an old

adage: "Good fences make good neighbours."

7. The first contrast of the poem is between acts of animals and humans, and

the acts of nature. Both seem to be conspiring against the neighbours. The

second contrast of opinion about the relevance and validity of the wall

between two good neighbours. While the narrator insists on the irrelevance

of the wall, he himself fixes the annual day for wall-fixing.
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8. Wall-building is an ancient and enduring enterprise that marks the beginning

of human civilization. Rules and laws are also walls that protect the rights of

property of the individual. Justice is the process of wall-mending that defines

and protects individual rights and prevents encroachment or infringement of

personal rights. Walls are necessary to protect an individual’s right to property

and, at the same time, guarantee the same to the others.

9. The narrator stands in the woods, considering a fork in the road, and trying

to decide which road to take; and laments that he cannot take both. What

confounds* the narrator’s choice is the fact that that morning, both ways

were equally overlaid with green, un-trodden leaves, making the choice

even more difficult.

10. The narrator looks far into both roads, trying to visually measure their length

and finds them to be nearly the same. He then tries to see which road looks

more worn (meaning, which has been used more by travellers before him).

Here again he finds that both roads look equally worn.

11. The irony in the choice of title of the poem is that it is not "The Road Less

Traveled" but "The Road Not Taken". While the narrator is convinced that

he would somehow explain his predicament to the future generations, his

own mind is still on "the road not taken". His mind is still on what might have

lied at the end of the other path. This is a typical reaction of a soul-searching

man who continuously weighs his pros and cons, of the decisions taken and

those not taken, and their real or probable repercussions.

12. The narrator defines the fine day in April that he had chosen for this creative

task—the sun was warm, while the wind was chilly. By next month, the sun

would be hot and wind would be still (making the same task unpleasant).

And if there were clouds in the sky and chilly winds blowing from the

mountains (as is usually in March), the same work would have been equally

arduous* and uninspiring. So it is the perfect weather setting that has inspired

the narrator to spend his heart out on this uneventful task of wood cutting.

13. He realises that he has no right to work out of fun, when somebody needy

could get a gainful employment out of the same work. The narrator admits

that he loves to work but they need to work and when the two conflicting

interests vie for the same job, the one with need should be given preference.

14. Robert Frost’s views on work, as defined in this poetry, reflect work culture

in America and carry a lesson for all parents, peers and teachers. You force

a person to work, through pay or pressure, and he will work only to fulfil his

needs or your needs. On the other hand, if you inspire someone to do a

work, make him love his work and feel proud of it and he will put in his

heart, mind and soul into it and do the work creatively and effectively.
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15. The narrator states that his horse must be surprised at this strange behaviour,

as there was no farmhouse anywhere between the woods and the frozen

lake on what was the darkest evening of the year. He also says that the

horse shakes its harness bells, as if to ask if there is a mistake.

16. The last lines, a rare repetition in English poetry, are but an extension, a

reiteration of the narrator’s resolve expressed in the previous lines. The

previous line, "But I have promises to keep" sounds like an anti-climax, an

awakening from a wondrous dream, an opportunity lost forever. The narrator

is suddenly aware of his worldly responsibilities, of unfinished tasks and is

about to shake off the temptation and return home.

17. The narrator says that when children rise up a tree and bend them, they are

quick to return to their original shape and stand erect again. However, when

snow falls on the trees and stays there for days and months, the trees tend

to bend rather permanently and gradually bend so much that their tops

touch the grounds.

18. The narrator reminisces that he was also once "a swinger of birches" and

wishes to become one again. He wants to be youthful again to go up a tree

and come down again. He also expresses his concern for old age, and even

death, suggesting that he would forever like to rise and fall in life but would

never like to leave the earth and its little joys.

19. The narrator says that the precedent is on his side. He says that no matter

how wild the winters may be, however heavy the snow may fall, in

comparison to the heights of maple, birch, and oak, it always falls short

and never hides them from people’s views.

20. The narrator says that what will remain at the end of this long despair will be

a birch tree, a clump of houses and a church. That after months of despair

under the winters, a new dawn will break and there will be trees, houses (a

sign of new civil life), and a church (a sign of divine hope).

21. The poem After Apple-Picking is about a hard day’s work in the life of an

apple orchard owner. The narrator is tired and drowsy on a winter day and

keeps flitting in and out of his dreams. Even in his dreams, he sees large-

sized apples and other cores related with his act of apple-picking. The

narrator appears satisfied with his large harvest of apple and seems to go

back to sleep contented. The narrator wonders whether this sleep is like

hibernation or is it simply some human sleep.

22. The narrator says that all dreams are related to apples because he has done

a lot of apple-picking and is now over-tired. He himself desired for such a

bumper crop and now he is tired of harvesting it. As he dozed off in the

middle of his apple-picking day, he is getting such dreams.
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1.14 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. What metaphoric expression does these lines suggests: "And both that

morning equally lay In leaves no step had trodden black"?

2. What does the term "mud time" refer to in the poem Two Tramps in Mud

Time?

3. May not fate willfully misunderstand me And half grant what I wish

and snatch me away Not to return. What is the significance of these lines

from the poem Birches?

Long-Answer Questions

1. What is the significance of the title of the poem The Road Not Taken when

the stress of the poem appears to be on the road, the one less travelled

by?

2. Discuss Robert Frost’s views on work from the poem Two Trams in Mud

Time. How these views are relevant in the modern work culture?

3. Do you think the reference to the woodchuck in the poem After Apple-

Picking refers to the idea of death?

Answers to Short-Answer Questions

1. This metaphoric expression suggests that each day marks a new beginning,

and one must start afresh without any overhang of previous experiences.

2. The term "mud time" refers to those uncertain times after the Great Depression

of 1930s when thousands of Americans had lost their permanent jobs, even

their houses, and were forced to live on streets and did odd jobs.

3. These lines are a touching representation of an old man’s worst fear: the

fear of death. The narrator says that he wishes to swing on the trees again,

and climb up and down again and again, but fears that fate may only grant

him half a wish—that he climbs up and up (and goes to heaven) and never

returns.

Answers to Long-Answer Questions

1. Perhaps the most quoted expression about the road "the one less traveled

by" is at best a leverage that the narrator wants to use sometime in the

distant future to justify his decision. In case he gets to his destination (read,

success in life) through his chosen path, the narrator can state with a sigh of

relief that he took the road less travelled by, and stake his claim to glory.

However, if he fails to reach his destination (read, fails to achieve success in

life) through his chosen path, he can again state with a sigh of remorse that

he took the bold decision to take the road less travelled by, and survive

condemnation.
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This ironic twist is also evident in the choice of title of the poem, which is not

"The Road Less Traveled" but "The Road Not Taken". While the narrator

is convinced that he would somehow explain his predicament to the future

generations, his own mind still delves on "the road not taken". His mind is

still on what might have lied at the end of the other path. This is a typical

reaction of a soul-searching man who continuously weighs his pros and

cons, of the decisions taken and those not taken, and their real or probable

repercussions.

2. The last stanza of the poem Two Trams in Mud Time sums up the poet’s

views on work, the right to work, and how work is defined by the doer’s

intent. The narrator says that he will not yield to the difference between love

for work and work for need. He says that the purpose of his life is to

combine the two opposites: his vocation and his avocation. He adds that

just like the sight of his two eyes make up a view, where the love and need

are one and work is a game, a source of enjoyment, only such work is

really done for the sake of spirituality and the posterity.

Robert Frost’s views on work, as defined in this poetry, reflect work culture

in America and carry a lesson for all parents, peers and teachers. You force

a person to work, through pay or pressure, and he will work only to fulfil his

needs or your needs. On the other hand, if you inspire someone to do a

work, make him love his work and feel proud of it and he will put in his

heart, mind and soul into it and do the work creatively and effectively.

Throughout the history of human civilization, all great creations and inventions

have come out not of need or pressure, but out of inspiration and love for

work.

3. The reference to the woodchuck adds a mysterious meaning to the end of

the poem, and to the entire poem for that matter. The woodchucks go into

hibernation in winters and theirs is a very deep sleep lasting nearly three

months. However, since humans don’t hibernate, the narrator could possibly

be hinting here at death, which is a deep sleep and where no dreams disturb

you ever.

Also, the narrator seems to be dozing off after a hard day’s work, after

harvesting the best crop he has probably ever had, and he is contented with

it. All these hints could be suggesting that the narrator is satisfied with his

life’s work, hardships and achievements, and now wants to go into deep

sleep. The dream of putting the glass sheet on the grass, and it falling through

and crashing into pieces could be another hint suggesting at the lowering of

coffin into ground, and the pane of life shattering.
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UNIT 2 WILLIAM  CARLOS

WILLIAMS (1883-1963)
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2.9 “The Orchestra”, Text of Poem
2.9.1 Summary

2.9.2 Commentary and Analysis
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2.10.2 Commentary and Analysis
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2.14 Glossary

2.15 Answers to ‘Check Your Progress’

2.16 Answers to ‘Short-Answer Questions’

2.17 Answers to ‘Long-Answer Questions’

2.18 Further Reading

2.0 INTRODUCTION

William Carlos Williams was closely associated with modernism and imagism. He

was also a pediatrician and general practitioner of medicine, having graduated

from the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. He ‘worked harder at

being a writer than he did at being a physician’. However, during his lifetime, he

excelled in both these occupations.
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His most notable contribution to the American literature was his willingness

to be a counselor for the young and upcoming poets. Although Eliot and Pound

might have been more appreciated during their life time, yet various important

poets in the generations that followed were either personally tutored by Williams

or accepted Williams as a big influence on their works. He had a particularly

significant influence on various American literary movements of the 1950s: the San

Francisco Renaissance, poets of the Beat Generation, the Black Mountain School

and the New York School. He personally mentored Theodore Roethke. Charles

Olson was also one of those who were guided by him. This poet was very influential

in developing the poetry of the Black Mountain College and later on influenced

various other poets. Robert Creeley and Denise Levertov were also associated

with the Black Mountain School. They also studied under Williams.

Williams had a friendly relationship with Kenneth Rexroth, the founder of

the San Francisco Renaissance. One of the lectures which Williams gave at Reed

College was formative in inspiring three other significant members of that

Renaissance: Gary Snyder, Philip Whalen and Lew Welch. As a mentor, one of

Carlos’ most dynamic relationships was with fellow New Jerseyite Allen Ginsberg.

The latter claimed that Williams effectively ‘freed his poetic voice’. In fact, Williams

included various letters of Ginsberg in Paterson, accepting that one of them inspired

the fifth section of that particular work. Williams also wrote introductions for

Ginsberg’s books, including Howl. He even sponsored unknown poets like H.H.

Lewis, a radical Missouri Communist poet. He believed that this poet wrote in the

voice of the masses. Although Williams constantly loved the poetry of those he

mentored, he did not always like the results of his influence on other poets (the

perceived formlessness, for instance, of other Beat Generation poets). Williams

focused more on the interplay of form and expression.

In this unit, you will study about the life and works of William Carlos Williams,

his contribution to American poetry and his personal life events that shaped his

poetry.

2.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

In this unit, we will study the life and works of William Carlos Williams. We will

also look into his poems in detail and see how Williams developed his own unique

free verse style, in which there was always a close link with the pictorial stillness of

moments, events and happenings.

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Learn about the life and works of William Carlos Williams

• Read and discuss some of the most popular poems of William Carlos Williams

• Appreciate the unique style of William Carlos Williams

• Critically analyse the poems of William Carlos Williams
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2.2 LIFE AND WORKS OF WILLIAM CARLOS

WILLIAMS

Carlos was born in Rutherford, New Jersey to an English father and a Puerto

Rican mother. He got his primary and secondary education in Rutherford. In 1897

he was sent for two years to a school near Geneva and later on to the Lycée

Condorcet in Paris. After his return to New York, he attended the Horace Mann

High School. In 1902, having passed a special examination, he was admitted to

the medical school of the University of Pennsylvania, from where he graduated in

1906.

In 1912, Williams was married to Florence Herman (1891–1976), after his

initial proposal to her older sister was denied. The Williams moved into a house in

Rutherford, New Jersey. It remained their home for many years. Very soon his

first book of serious poems, The Tempers, got published.

His principal occupation was as a doctor; still Williams thrived in literary

career. His works comprise poems, short stories, plays, novels, critical essays, an

autobiography, translations and various types of correspondence. He wrote poetry

during the nights and spent weekends in New York City with friends—writers,

poets and artists like the avant-garde painters Marcel Duchamp and Francis

Picabia and the poets Wallace Stevens and Marianne Moore. He became a part

of the Imagist movement. However very soon he began to develop views which

differed from those of his poetic peers, Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot. Afterwards in

his life, he toured the United States and gave poetry readings and lectures.

During the World War I, when various European artists established

themselves in New York City, Williams befriended the members of the avant-

garde both American, like Man Ray, and European visitors, like Francis Picabia

and Marcel Duchamp. In 1915, he came to be associated with a group of New

York artists and writers called ‘The Others’. Started by the poet Alfred Kreymborg

and Man Ray, this group comprised Walter Conrad Arensberg, Wallace Stevens,

Mina Loy, Marianne Moore and Duchamp. Through these engagements, Carlos

was acquainted with the Dadaist movement, which might explain the influence on

his initial poems of Dadaist and Surrealist principles. His engagement with ‘The

Others’ made Williams a prominent member of the early modernist movement in

America.

Carlos vociferously criticized Ezra Pound’s and particularly T.S. Eliot’s

regular use of allusions to the foreign languages and classical sources, for instance,

in Eliot’s ‘The Waste Land’. Carlos preferred to take his themes from what he

termed ‘the local’. In his modernist epic collage of place, Paterson—an account

of the history, people and essence of Paterson, New Jersey—he evaluated the

poet’s role in American society. He famously summarized his poetic method in the

phrase ‘No ideas but in things’ (from his poem ‘A Sort of a Song’ and in Paterson).

He suggested that poets should leave aside traditional poetic forms and needless
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literary allusions. In its place they should try to observe the world as it is. Marianne

Moore, another critic of traditional poetic forms, stated that Williams had used

‘plain American which cats and dogs can read’, with definitely American idioms.

In 1948 Williams suffered a heart attack and his health began to decline,

and after 1949 a series of strokes followed. Further, during 1953 he underwent

treatment for clinical depression in a psychiatric hospital. The poet died on 4

March 1963 at the age of seventy-nine at his home in Rutherford. He was buried

in Hillside Cemetery in Lyndhurst, New Jersey. A couple of days after his death, a

British publisher announced that it was going to print his poems. During his lifetime,

Williams did not receive as much recognition from Britain as in the United States.

He had always protested against the English influence on American poetry.

Carlos’ main collections comprise Kora in Hell (1920), Spring and All

(1923), Pictures from Brueghel and Other Poems (1962), Paterson (1963)

and Imaginations (1970). ‘The Red Wheelbarrow’ is his most anthologized poem.

It is considered an example of the Imagist movement’s style and principles.

Nonetheless, Carlos, like his associate Ezra Pound, had long ago rejected the

Imagist movement by the time this poem was published as part of Spring and All.

He is more proactively associated with the American Modernist movement in

literature. He saw his poetic project as a clearly American one and strived to

renew language through the fresh, raw idiom which evolved out of America’s

cultural and social heterogeneity. At the same time, he put an effort to free it from

what he observed as the worn-out language of British and European culture.

Williams tried hard to invent a completely fresh form, an American form of

poetry with its subject matter focused on everyday circumstances of life and the

lives of masses. In this context, he came up with the concept of the variable foot

which grew from ‘years of visual and auditory sampling of his world from the first

person perspective as a part of the day in the life as a physician’. The variable foot

is moulded within the multi-faceted American Idiom. This discovery was a result

of his intense observation of how radio and newspaper influenced the way people

communicated and symbolizes the ‘machine made out of words’ (as he interpreted

a poem in the introduction to his work, The Wedge) just as the mechanistic motions

of a city may become a consciousness. Carlos didn’t use traditional meter in majority

of his poems. His correspondence and communication with Hilda Doolittle also

exposed him to ‘the relationship of Sapphic rhythms to the inner voice of poetic

truth.

‘The stars about the beautiful moon again hide their radiant shapes, when

she is full and shines at her brightest on all the earth’—Sappho.

It can be contrasted with a poem from Journey To Love titled ‘Shadows’:

Shadows cast by the street light

under the stars,

the head is tilted back,

the long shadow of the legs

presumes a world taken for granted

on which the cricket trills’
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The breaks in this poem strive to find out a natural pause spoken in the

American idiom which is also reflective of the rhythms available within ‘jazz sounds

that also touch upon Sapphic harmony’. As a poet he experimented with various

kinds of lines and ultimately found the ‘stepped triadic line’, a long line divided into

three segments. It is used in Paterson and in poems such as ‘To Elsie’ and ‘The

Ivy Crown’. Again, one of his objectives is to represent the truly American (that is,

opposed to European traditions) rhythm which is unnoticed but still is present in

common place American language. Stylistically, he worked with variations on free-

form styles, particularly developing and utilizing the triadic line as in his long love

poem ‘Asphodel, That Greeny Flower’.

The critic Christopher Benfey writes of the thematic objective of Carlos’

poetry: ‘Early and late, Williams held the conviction that poetry was in his friend

Kenneth Burke’s phrase, “equipment for living”, a necessary guide amid the

bewilderments of life.’ The American ground was wild and new, a place where a

blooming foreigner needed all the help he could get. Poems were as essential to a

full life as physical health or the love of men and women.’

Modern liberals hold the opinion that Williams was aligned with liberal

democratic issues. Nonetheless, as his publications in more politically radical journals

such as New Masses indicate, his political commitments were further to the left

than the word ‘liberal’ points to. Williams considered himself a socialist and opponent

of capitalism. In 1935, he published ‘The Yachts’, a poem indicting ‘the rich elite

as parasites and the masses as striving for revolution’. It features an image of the

ocean as the ‘watery bodies’ of the poor masses beating at their hulls ‘in agony, in

despair’, striving to sink the yachts and end ‘the horror of the race’. Further, in the

introduction to his 1944 book of poetry, ‘The Wedge’, he mentions socialism as

an unavoidable future development and as a necessity for the true propagation of

true art. In 1949, he published a booklet/bar ‘The Pink Church’. It was about the

human body. Unfortunately it was understood, in the context of McCarthyism, as

being seriously pro-communist. Due to the anti-communist movement, he lost a

consultantship with the Library of Congress in 1952/3. This event contributed to

his being treated for clinical depression. In one of the unpublished article for Blast,

Carlos maintained that artists must oppose propaganda and be ‘devoted to writing

(first and last)’. Nonetheless, in the same article he claims that art may also be ‘in

the service of the proletariat’.
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William Carlos Williams (September 17, 1883 – March 4, 1963)

2.3 “THE REVELATION”, TEXT OF POEM

Complete Text

I awoke happy, the house

Was strange, voices

Were across a gap

Through which a girl

Came and paused,

Reaching out to me—

Then I remembered

What I had dreamed—

A girl

One whom I knew well

Leaned on the door of my car

And stroked my hand—

I shall pass her on the street

We shall say trivial things

To each other

But I shall never cease

To search her eyes

For that quiet look—

2.3.1 Summary of Poem

With ‘The Revelation’ Carlos established himself as the best Line-breaker of his

time. It meant that he had a highly polished and sensitive sense for judging which

word should end a line and how the syntax should turn against the flow of lines.

This skill shapes free verse and gives it the ‘organic form’. This poem can be

characterized as one of the poems whereby Williams is able to fix the atmosphere

of a moment. The poem starts with the narrator awakening from sleep. He is still
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nurturing the memories of a dream. The form of the poem clearly substantiates the

poet’s belief that new verse structures and rhythms are needed to embody the

individual experience and specifically of a ‘moment’. It is a sort of verse vignette,

a kind of piece which Hemmingway wrote in prose as interchapters in his work In

Our Time. The lines and sentences are in the staccato form. It also reminds us of

the Medieval dream poem very much in vogue during the times of Chaucer. Williams

himself said: ‘The poem being an object…it must be the purpose of the poet to

make of his words a new form: it must be the purpose of the poet to make of his

words a new form: to invent, that is, an object consonant with his day.’ In the

present case, the definition of the poem appears to hold good. In case of Williams,

verse does not follow the preconceived rules.

At the same time, it is not, in the real sense of the word, to be ‘free’ either.

In fact, it is to obey, in its language and rhythm, the exigencies of the particular

occasion. Particularly in this poem, it is brief but the similes are really very unified;

it is like all of reality melds together in those sort of moments.

2.3.2 Commentary and Analysis

Words are often futile to feelings; so much can be behind them very often that we

cannot fathom the reality laden strongly with emotion. This is one of the favorite

writings of the poet: Short and very sweet; and also very true. The poem persuades

us to go back to a time when our focus was narrowed on just one person. It is

being thought that we belong to an age where this reference will make sense. A

reader can only find the basic rhythm by taking note of the Poet’s deliberate notation

of syllable count, poetic feet and accent, as it does in the poem, ‘The Revelation’. 

If we analyze the poem line by line, we can observe basics hidden in the

meditative pause in the middle and at the end of the first line, the delicate,

monosyllabic tread of the second, and the echoing effect of the word ‘voices’. All

these help to capture the sense of mystery, and lost bearings, which majority of us

experience when drowsy. In lines 3 and 4, the convoluted syntax, a sort of clumsy

rhythm, represents the narrator’s struggling attempts to remember his ‘revelation’—

the girl just dreamed about. She still appears to be present in the room when he

wakes up. In lies 5 and 6, the ‘revelation’ returns to the narrator for a moment. As

it takes place, the lines assume a kind of stillness or breathless wonder and are left

unfinished. It is very much like an unconsummated desire. The lines 7 to 12 possess

the broad memory of the dream, which comes back just as a memory now. It is

not a moment of transcendent vision. In line 9, the pause which makes us linger

over the word ‘girl’ is intentionally used to enable us to discover in it an excitement

and sense of possibility which it does not generally have. As poet, Carlos tried to

revitalize simple words like this one, and hence avoid what Wordsworth had

disparagingly termed as ‘poetic diction’.

In lines 11 and 12, the stress on ‘leaned’ and ‘stroked’ recaptures the girl’s

movement. Further, the reference to ‘my car’ gives an indication about how far
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this dream is from the conventional poetic dream, and how close it is to the dream

of the common man. In lines from 13 to 18, the poet comes back to the waking

world. Nonetheless, he does it with the intention of finding in it the strange beauty

of his dream. So the poem turns out to be at once an affirmation as well as

demonstration of the belief that only in ordinary, everyday kind of experience can

the ‘absolutes’ be explored. As Williams himself said, ‘This is the poet’s business.

Not to talk in vague categories but to write particularly, as a physician works upon

a patient, upon the thing before him, in the particular to discover the universal.’

Coming from a practicing doctor, we understand what force this formulation

possesses in the context of Williams’s own poetry.

In the monotonous rhythm of lines 13 and 14, ‘other’ prepares us for the

clinching affirmation of the last three lines. It is characteristic of Williams to cling

(as he does in lines 16 to 18) to the specific. The larger, universal meaning of the

poem never gets separated from the specific moment. It leaves off on a note of

expectancy, with the poem, grammatically speaking, still unfinished. The poet’s

objective was to capture the movement of things, as well as their individuality. We

can say that ‘living’ rather than ‘life’, was his absolute. That is why Williams always

attempted to impart to his work a sense of possibility, to leave it open as though it

could continue to change like the world it imitated. Here again, Williams’s poem

comes out to be a verse counterpart of Hemingway’s open-ended short-stories,

which the publishers, to begin with, always found ‘unfinished’ and asked for the

‘rest’.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. What was poet Williams' contribution to the American literary movement?

2. Write a short note on the early years of poet Williams.

3. Provide a brief analysis of the poem 'Tract' by Williams.

2.4 “SEA-TROUT AND BUTTERFISH”, TEXT OF

POEM

Complete Text

The contours and the shine

hold the eye—caught and lying

orange-finned and the two

half its size, pout-mouthed

beside it on the white dish—

Silver scales, the weight

quick tails

whipping the streams aslant
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The eye comes down eagerly

unravelled of the sea

separates this from that

and the fine fins’ sharp spines

2.4.1 Summary

In this poem Williams appears at his best. We may call such a poem ‘word painting’.

Keats is another poet who is equally good in creating word painting. Williams

once remarked, ‘Something occurred once when I was about twenty, a sudden

resignation to existence…which made everything a unit and at the same time a

part of myself.’ Thus, for Williams, as well as for Keats, the essential experience is

contact, the bridging of the gap between the perceiving subject and the perceived

moment or object. In the present poem, for example, the poet is trying through the

agency of the poem to live the life of the sea-trout and butterfish that are described

in the poem, to realize their separate identity. The poet is, of course, trying to

make the reader, as Whitman always does, do the same. As can be seen, the

poem is wholly focused on the sensuous (aesthetic) details of the fish. The poet’s

objective is, undoubtedly, as it is in Keats, to achieve an emotion of empathy. As

Williams puts it, ‘A thing known passes out of the mind into the muscles.’

2.4.2 Commentary and Analysis

The poem realizes the interpenetration of subject and object, partly, through the

use of verbal ambiguity. For instance, in line 2, the world ‘caught’ could refer to

the observing eye (its attention caught by the fish); it could as well refer to the

observed sea-trout and butterfish. Similarly, the words ‘unraveled’ (in line 10) and

‘separates’ (in line 11) could refer to both the observing subject as well as to the

observed object. Each word in most lines seems to stand out, as though it had a

separate life of its own, and yet acquire additional force when seen in its context.

For instance, the word ‘weight’ (in line 6) has its innate meaning and energy brought

out because the rhythm forces us to pause over it, and roll it around our tongues.

However, the word gains further momentum when we relate it to pun on ‘scales’

(in the same line 6)—the pun relates to the word ‘scales’ (that is, the scales on a

fish and weighing-scales). It also increases the feeling for the substance and density

of the fish aroused by the entire line. This clearly shows William’s reverence for the

individuality of words, as well as objects, which, he said, he learnt from the writings

of Laurence Stern and Gertrude Stein. Interestingly, both of them were the writers

of prose fiction, not poems. It also shows the intense inner activity of verse. In this

context, he had once remarked, ‘The poem is made of things—on a field.’ We can

safely say that the words in a typical Williams’s poem insist on their status as

separate entities, engaged in an active relationship with their context, just as a

series of particles on a magnetic field.

In the last four lines of the poem, the grammatical relationship of eye and

fish is reversed. In other words, the eye, in the grammatical sense, is the object in
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the opening lines, but the subject in the closing ones. This further obliterates the

conventional distinction between subject and object; and increases our sense of

the interpenetration of the two. The world ‘sea’ (in line 10) literally means the

matrix from which all individual life derives. And by extension, it also means the

mass of undifferentiated matter from which the poetic eye ‘separates’ its chosen

objects. In line 12, the hissing sibilants and fricative T sounds offer us a verbal

equivalent for the act of touching. Thus, this small poem stands solid as a rock, a

piece in which all the elements are so blended that each shines in its place and yet

none retains an alien presence. The exclusive focus on recreating in words a specific

object keeps away all distracting elements of side glances. It is a beautiful poem

indeed.

2.5 “TRACT”, TEXT OF POEM

Complete Text

I will teach you my townspeople

how to perform a funeral

for you have it over a troop

of artists—unless one should scour the world—

you have the ground sense necessary.

See! the hearse leads.

I begin with a design for a hearse.

For Christ’s sake not black—

nor white either—and not polished!

Let it be weathered—like a farm wagon—

with gilt wheels (this could be

applied fresh at small expense)

or no wheels at all:

a rough dray to drag over the ground.

Knock the glass out!

My God—glass, my townspeople!

For what purpose? Is it for the dead

to look out or for us to see

the flowers or the lack of them—

or what?

To keep the rain and snow from him?

He will have a heavier rain soon:

pebbles and dirt and what not.

Let there be no glass—and no upholstery, phew!

and no little brass rollers

and small easy wheels on the bottom—

my townspeople, what are you thinking of?
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A rough plain hearse then

with gilt wheels and no top at all.

On this the coffin lies

by its own weight.

No wreathes please—

especially no hot house flowers.

Some common memento is better,

something he prized and is known by:

his old clothes—a few books perhaps—

God knows what! You realize

how we are about these things

my townspeople—

something will be found—anything

even flowers if he had come to that.

So much for the hearse.

For heaven’s sake though see to the driver!

Take off the silk hat! In fact

that’s no place at all for him—

up there unceremoniously

dragging our friend out to his own dignity!

Bring him down—bring him down!

Low and inconspicuous! I’d not have him ride

on the wagon at all—damn him! —

the undertaker’s understrapper!

Let him hold the reins

and walk at the side

and inconspicuously too!

Then briefly as to yourselves:

Walk behind—as they do in France,

seventh class, or if you ride

Hell take curtains! Go with some show

of inconvenience; sit openly—

to the weather as to grief.

Or do you think you can shut grief in?

What—from us? We who have perhaps

nothing to lose? Share with us

share with us—it will be money

in your pockets.

Go now

I think you are ready.
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2.5.1 Summary

The objective of this poem is to address the materialism, pomp, ritualized

‘convenience’, and impersonal aura surrounding a traditional funeral. Here Williams

takes a light and facetious tone; however, the underlying themes are critical. In

place of hiring a polished hearse with glass windows and flowers, Williams adopts

a different approach. He suggests that one should—instead of riding above a

coffin in a fancy hearse—drag the hearse. He, in fact, suggests to remove the

hearse altogether. ‘Let it be weathered/like a farm wagon’, he opines, clarifying

that he prefers genuine simplicity to frippery. He playfully mocks the use of glass:

‘My God—Glass, my townspeople! /For what purpose? Is it for the dead/ to

look out or for us to see/how well he is housed—‘. Here, he is trying to enlighten

his townspeople to the preposterous nature of having glass windows for the dead.

He seeks no hothouse flowers because he finds the flowers impersonal in nature.

It is better to display ‘some common memento’ belonging to the deceased. It will

be more personal and more fitting. As we reach the last stanza, the tone acquires

serious contours. The meaning of this passage is that one should not hide grief or

suppress it. He acknowledges that grief must be dealt with a straight face without

any pretensions.

‘Tract’ is taken from Al Que Quiere!, William’s second book of verses,

appears initially to be a forthrightly didactic poem in which the narrator puts an

effort to teach the suitable way ‘to perform a funeral’. The speaker gives advice in

four areas: hearse, flowers, driver and bereaved. In stanzas 1 through 3, objecting

to the usual funeral, with its standardized conventions which insulate mourners

from the meaning of death, the speaker would substitute for the polished black

hearse a ‘rough dray’ to be dragged over the ground, with no decoration other

than perhaps gilt paint.

2.5.2 Commentary and Analysis

Apparently, the poem ‘Tract’ by William Carlos Williams is a criticism of a pretentious

funeral (Geddes 37). Nonetheless, the poem carries a very strong hidden message.

‘Tract’ may very well be a direct criticism of Dylan Thomas’ ‘Do Not Go Gentle

Into That Good Night’ (Geddes 123) and any other poem like it.  In his poem,

William Carlos Williams criticizes poets like Thomas for using various stylistic

formalities, hence obscuring their poetry’s real literal content. He also criticizes

them for putting themselves into the poetry when, as per his view, there was really

is no place for them there. He ends with an offering of recourse for all the poets

like Thomas. Obviously, the speaker in ‘Tract’ is criticizing an excessively ornate

funeral. His objective is to establish a new idiom in which cultural inhibitions are

rejected. This objective may also be applied to the poems’ hidden meaning: a

criticism of Dylan Thomas’ poem.

When the narrator refers to his ‘townspeople,’ Williams may be implying to

‘my fellow poets’. He is addressing a small community—the poets of the world,

and in this case, Dylan Thomas. In Dylan Thomas’ ‘Do Not Go Gentle Into That
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Good Night,’ there is a very characteristic structure of repeated lines and rhythms

called a villanelle (Shaeffer). William Carlos Williams’ poem tries to do away with

such convention. His ‘design for a hearse’ is in fact a design for a poem, which

should be ‘not black—nor white and not polished…[but] weathered like a farm

wagon—with gilt wheels’. With this, Williams might be saying that there should be

no particular design; we should not have villanelles. It corresponds with his

philosophy to reject poetic formalism (Geddes 34). It could also be a comment on

using the common elements to create poetry.

It would follow Williams’ philosophy that the subject matter of poetry should

be focused upon the everyday circumstances of life. According to him, a villanelle

is a kind of ‘gilt’ which is there just for decoration. This gilt can be applied to the

wheels of the hearse or to a small portion of the poem, if so desired, by the poet

without over-embellishment. The point is further emphasized with the line ‘no

upholstery, phew! And no little brass rollers and small easy wheels on the bottom’.

Such features refer to other stylistic conventions used by some poets. The speaker

in ‘Tract’ emphasizes that ‘on this [a rough dray] the coffin should lie by its own

weight’. It may be interpreted to say that the poem should be judged as good or

bad just on the basis of its literal meaning and content; not on pretence and frills

interlaced with the art. Due to their rhyme scheme and syntax, Dylan Thomas’

poems appear to be very elegant. If the sophisticated style is removed, what

would the poem say? What type of poem will it be in the absence of the rhyme

scheme? William Carlos Williams raises these questions in ‘Tract’. The word ‘tract’,

like the poem, also possesses a double meaning. A tract may be a religious

ceremony, like a funeral, or it may be a medical term for a biological structure

serving as a means of passage. It is a very befitting title for a poem which criticizes

peoples’ manner of passage from one life to the next.

The poem emphasizes that a funeral should be dedicated to the deceased

and not to those who attend it. It is unjustified for the driver to draw attention from

the guest of honour; as it is not fitting for the poet to put himself into the poem. It is

evident that in the villanelle Thomas put himself into the poem—the readers clearly

understand that the poem is about Thomas’ father, even without reading its history

or interpretation. The line ‘and you my father, there on a sad height’ clearly informs

the reader about his father’s sickness. In ‘Tract,’ Thomas stands for the driver

who should ‘take off that silk hat!’ There is ‘…no place for him [Dylan Thomas] at

all—up there....’ Apparently, ‘Tract’ criticizes the driver for drawing attention away

from the deceased. Indirectly, Williams is scolding Thomas for putting himself in

the poem about the death of his father when he has no business drawing attention

from the event of his father’s death. The objective of the last stanza is to provide

advice and a mechanism of recourse for the upcoming poets. When Williams says,

‘walk behind—as they do in France, seventh class,’ he might be inferring that the

poem should speak for itself and should not be read by the author, which is usually

the case with Dylan Thomas (Smith). Further, ‘Sit openly to the weather as to

grieve’ may imply that a poet should succumb to failure because it will make him a
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stronger poet (‘money in your pockets’). Also, there is an implied parent-child

relationship here. Parents want their children to be successful and to avoid the

same obstacles which they have encountered themselves.

For the younger poets, Williams suggests to humbly take advice from the

elders to avoid troubles in the same ways. At the poem’s end, Williams advises the

younger poets, ‘Go now I think you are ready.’ This is Williams (the parent) saying

to Dylan Thomas (the child): ‘I have taught you what you need to know, now go

and use what I have taught you.’ According to Carlos, Thomas includes pretence

into his poetry to hide its meaning and camouflage it as something which it is

definitely not. Further, he also injects his identity into his poetry. Therefore, ‘Do

Not Go Gentle into That Good Night’ is a big example of ‘how not to write a

poem’ in the eyes of Carlos.

2.6 “YOUNG SYCAMORE”, TEXT OF POEM

Complete Text

I must tell you

this young tree

whose round and firm trunk

between the wet

pavement and the gutter

(where water

is trickling) rises

bodily

into the air with

one undulant

thrust half its height—

and then

dividing and waning

sending out

young branches on

all sides—

hung with cocoons

it thins

till nothing is left of it

but two

eccentric knotted

twigs

bending forward

hornlike at the top
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2.6.1 Summary

A sophisticated and iconic use of the eye movement is made in ‘Young Sycamore’.

The poem is based on Stieglitz’s photograph Spring Showers. It records the

eye’s linear movement as it follows the tree from the bottom to the top.

A strange tension in this poem results from the fact that the process of

reading guides us down the page while the inward eye is moving upward.

Consequently, the iconic dimension comes in via inversion (the very last word at

the bottom of the poem is ‘top’). This inversion retains its deeper justification in

the fact that the life force embodied in the tree (with which the speaker’s self and

we with him empathize: ‘I must tell you / this young tree’) exists in a world of

process in which growth and decay, creation and destruction are simultaneous.

Stanzas 1 and 2: The poem starts by describing the tree from its base (its

sturdy trunk) from the ground up. The expression ‘round and firm’ helps to create

this initial image. Further, after a short glimpse of water, the tree’s source of life,

trickling by its side, the readers are bestowed a view, a sensation of words (rising

bodily) which enables them to move their gaze up the tree. It is prosody at

work…the word choice, line breaks and use of stanzas, already beginning to

delicately create rhythmic ‘sound’ of organization.

Stanzas 3 and 4: In the third stanza, the reader looks further up in the ‘air’

while using the expression ‘undulant thrust’ to apparently push the reader’s gaze

higher and higher into the tree…till, in stanza four, his attention begins to focus on

the smaller, ‘dividing and waning’ branches constituting the fuller upper body of

the tree. Again, the selection and placement of words, line and stanza breaks not

only control how the poem sounds but also what the reader is visualizing.

Stanzas 5 and 6: At this stage, the reader’s vision is guided to and beyond

the seed pods (defined as ‘cocoons’) hanging in the tree, before ultimately

concentrating on the very tiniest ‘twigs’ forming the tree top. In the last stanza, the

readers can listen for the sounds of letters in the words which help create the

sense—the prosody created image—of small limbs and twigs.

Through prosody the poems mimics the tree itself from bottom to top, start

to finish—strong, heavy words at the beginning; quick, tight words at the end—

controlling how poem is read, experienced and interpreted.

In the poems like ‘Young Sycamore,’ Williams makes an effective use of

iconicity. It mixes the sequential act of reading with the eye’s and the mind’s step-

by-step appraisal of the object under focus to the point where the linguistic force

coexists with the tree’s life force and hence effectuates an empathetic fusion of self

and scene in a space-time continuum.

A second reading of the poem will prove that the poem is hardly without

personification or metaphor, although they are implied instead of being stated.

Williams provides a hint that Stieglitz’s sycamore is also a tree of life, beginning

with youth’s ‘round and firm trunk’ and then ‘waning’ steadily till its branches are
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‘bending forward’ like the bodies of the aged and the old. Both men and trees

beget offsprings: seed ‘cocoons’ hang from the leafless branches. Thus, the eye’s

movement merges with the inner eye’s vision of the passage of time.

2.6.2 Commentary and Analysis

Carlos’ objective is to empathasize or identify with the thing, not just to describe

it—to imitate it in words, to allow it to express itself, to give it verbal shape, a

voice. Not surprisingly, the immediate consequence of this objective is through a

commitment to free verse. It comprises the rhythms that follow the shape of the

object and that respond to the exigencies of a particular occasion. ‘I must tell

you,’ Williams begins in ‘Young Sycamore’. The address is typically insistent and

intimate, as if the poet is speaking under the pressure of immediate experience.

Once grabbing our attention, he then guides it to the object, whose contours get

caught in the curve, pitch and sway of the free verse structure.

Here the use of tactile references is characteristic: in a way, the poet is

trying to ‘touch’ the tree, and make us touch it as well—to achieve contact (a

significant word for Williams) and, momentarily, live the life of another thing. Further,

equally characteristic is the pattern of verbs and verbals. Just like Whitman, Williams

observes life as process in constant motion. As in a painting of Van Gogh, there is

a sense of the tree as animate life, thrusting towards the sky and continuing to

grow long after the artist’s imitation of it is finished. The poem does not get definitively

finished, instead like many of Williams’s poems, ‘Young Sycamore’ simply stops

short without a full stop or even any punctuation mark.

As we see, our attention has been excitedly drawn up the tree, from its base

to its topmost twigs. We are left gazing at what will be: alteration, new growth

needing new poems. The sense of possibility left by the poem is silently accentuated

by the fact that the sentence with which it starts is never completed. The entire

poem starting from the third line (‘whose round and firm trunk’) is a subordinate

clause. The poet never returns to the main clause of the first two lines. Hence the

reader is left (whether he is consciously aware of the reasons for it or not) with the

feelings of openness and incompleteness absolutely suitable in a world governed

by change.

The poem is based on an aesthetic shared with paintings and photographs

by the members of the Stieglitz circle. Bram Dijkstra states that Williams is literally

describing Alfred Stieglitz’s photograph, Spring Showers. ‘Young Sycamore’ like

many other poems of Williams appears to resist explication, to be simply descriptive,

although, as J.H. Miller observes, Williams takes a solid stand against ‘the falseness

of attempting to “copy” nature,’ desiring ‘not “realism” but reality itself’. Miller

argues that the poem does not represent a tree, but rather as a poem it ‘is an

object which has the same kind of life as the tree’. If, he argues, Young Sycamore’

is not symbolic but an object in its own right, it nonetheless presents an analogy

between the growth of a tree and the growth of a poem. The motion described is

paradigmatic, familiar to the readers of Kora in Hell, Spring and All, or In the
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American Grain. The tree’s ‘bodily’ rise culminating in the near still life of the two

twigs is a motion similar to Williams’s description of the imaginative creation. In

‘How to Write’ Williams states that poems begin with ‘the very muscles and bones

of the body itself speaking, [although] once the writing is on the paper it becomes

an object…an object for the liveliest attention that the full mind can give it’. The

poem consolidates its position as another artifact, an object in the world. It also

refers to a series of parallel motions—nature produces the tree, in a way very

close to the way we have observed the production of the inventions described.

Carlos produces his poem and the reader is invited to join in the creative process,

not just by ‘looking through the language that describes it, but by focusing on the

poem itself, and, if the paradigm of the poet and nature holds, producing some

object of his own’.

Even without getting to know Williams’s poetry theories, by focusing mind

and attention on the poem-as-object, the readers are referred to Williams’s process

of ‘creation’ in language. Even though the poem details an act of comprehensive

perception, and hence initially recalls Williams’s statement that artists teach us to

see, a closer study of ‘Young Sycamore’ proves that it places equal stress upon

speaking and language. The importance of the first line draws attention to the

poet’s voice, while the cautious syntax of the main clause and the enjambment

indicate that Williams is not showing us a tree or even clearly telling us about one;

he is creating a tree of language: ‘I must tell you / this young tree.’

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

4. What is the poet's take on 'funeral' as depicted in the poem 'Tract'?

5. Give a brief summary of the poem 'Young Sycamore' written by William

Carlos Williams.

6. What do you feel after a careful second reading of the poem 'Young

Sycamore'?

2.7 “THE WIDOW’S LAMENT IN SPRINGTIME”,

TEXT OF POEM

Complete Text

Sorrow is my own yard

where the new grass

flames as it has flamed

often before, but not

with the cold fire

that closes round me this year.

Thirty-five years

I lived with my husband.
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The plum tree is white today

with masses of flowers.

Masses of flowers

load the cherry branches

and color some bushes

yellow and some red,

but the grief in my heart

is stronger than they,

for though they were my joy

formerly, today I notice them

and turn away forgetting.

Today my son told me

that in the meadows,

at the edge of the heavy woods

in the distance, he saw

trees of white flowers.

I feel that I would like

to go there

and fall into those flowers

and sink into the marsh near them.

2.7.1 Summary

 The poem, ‘The Widow’s Lament in Sprintime’ by William Carlos Williams

describes the misery of a woman who has been widowed.

The poet has successfully blended nature’s beauty with the gloom that

pervades human life. The poet is greatly inspired by nature. He attempts to establish

a connection between the widow’s grief and the beauty of nature. Even while he

talks of a sad incident, he chooses to associate it with the best season of the year,

that is, spring.

The woman cannot help comparing the spring season of the year that has

gone by with the spring season of the present year. The two are so different. Last

year, she had enjoyed the season with her husband who was alive. This year,

however, the same elements of nature that appeared beautiful last year, take on a

totally different meaning.

The spring season is different from other seasons. It is associated with good

things. Spring is associated with warmth that is essential for life to go on easily. It

is associated with greenery, colour and fruits which are symbols of life, joy and

fertility. It is considered a season of rebirth; a season when diseases are at a

minimum.

The poet, however, has given a totally different meaning to this season of

rebirth. Instead of linking it to joy, hope and positivity, he chooses to associate it

with the grief that has taken hold of the woman. He associates the season with the

loneliness, sorrow, frustration, negativity, pessimism and sense of vacuum or

emptiness that has engulfed the woman. He feels that the colours of spring cannot
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diminish the sorrow in her heart which is stronger than all the sweetness that the

season is associated with.

2.7.2 Commentary and Analysis

Through the poem ‘The Widow’s Lament in Springtime’, William Carlos William

uses twenty-eight lines of free verse to express the sadness that dwells in the heart

of a woman who has lost her husband.

The sight of the spring flowers and the growing plants around her reminds

her of the emptiness in her life that has come about due to the death of her husband.

This pastoral elegy uses the images of nature to draw our attention to the sorrow

experienced by a person who loses a loved one to death.

The poem revolves around the central character of a woman who finds

herself overwhelmed with sorrow due to her husband’s death. She is unable to

come to terms with the loss. The association of all the beautiful things of spring

with death, makes the readers forget the beauty of the season. Instead, the readers

are forced to focus on the woman’s loss, on death and heartache. The widow

herself is unable to appreciate the beauty of the season. She does not notice the

beauty around her. She can only think about what she has lost. Everything around

her makes her grieve for her dead companion.

The imagery created by the poet is rather vivid. He describes the colours of

spring, the flowers, the cherry trees and the green bushes. The readers are able to

visualize the beauty of the season in lines 11–14.

The effect of the poem increases manifold just because it is set against the

backdrop of the spring season. Spring brings to the mind images of flowers in full

bloom, warm weather, joy, and of course rebirth. However, in stark contrast, the

woman who has lost her husband associates this beautiful season with sorrow.

However, she does not deny that the season had brought her pleasure in the past

as is clear by lines 15 to 19.

The power of the poem cannot be denied. He manages to allude to the

readers’ experience of sorrow and not the widow’s. She merely reflects the loss

that most readers can understand but only relate to in shadow.

The widow is unable to confront the beauty of the spring season because it

only gives her pain. She finds herself thinking about the absence of her husband.

This confrontation culminates in the experience of the overwhelming whiteness of

the blossoming trees. The blossoms are so white that the whiteness makes one

want to merge with it and lose oneself in it.

According to James E. Breslin ‘crowds are white, the sea is dark: immersion

in either gives relief, a union with One, but halts the cyclic process of renewal.’

White, Kandinsky writes, symbolizes a world bereft of all colours, that is, material

attributes. The world is way beyond us for its structure to affect our souls. A

silence finally sets in which if represented materially is like a cold wall that cannot
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be destroyed. A wall that goes into the infinity. Therefore, white affects human

psyche as absolute silence. White is like a pause that is capable of bringing about

a temporary break in what is otherwise melodious music. It conveys a sense of

nothingness.

The protagonist of the poem is not the poet but the widow. Her soliloquy

familiarizes the readers with what is going on in her mind. The conflict between the

bright colours of spring and the drabness of her life is quite strongly portrayed

albeit overshadowed by the flaming ‘cold fire’. The enclosure of this very ‘cold

fire’ foreshadows the ‘white’ conclusion. A conclusion that is full of whiteness,

emotional as well as physical.

The protagonist (widow) attempts to express herself through short, restricted

sentences. However, her emotions appear to burst through not once or twice but

thrice.

It first breaks through in the initial metaphor, then again with more force in

the middle of the poem and finally through a surge of feeling in the concluding

sentence.

The usage of simple vocabulary only makes the piece more poignant. It

shows how distraught and inarticulate the widows. The simple ‘Thirty five years/ I

lived with my husband’, is quite a stark statement and is no doubt a very genuine

one that comes straight from the heart.

The use of ‘formerly’ and ‘before’ in contrast with ‘this year’ and ‘today’

drives home the point that the widow’s loss is not a very old one. It is quite recent.

The poem is more complex, in terms of structure, than ‘Le Medecin’. The

poet has successfully played with both emotional as well as descriptive statements.

The two are juxtaposed and serve as figurative expression. Following the first

metaphor, personal narrative becomes more prominent than factual description.

The climax is undoubtedly reached when the white flowers are associated with the

wish to die. This is the final result of sorrow.

2.8 “PREFACE TO ‘PATERSON’: BOOK ONE”, TEXT

OF POEM

Complete Text

‘Rigor of beauty is the quest. But how will you find beauty

when it is locked in the mind past all remonstrance?’

To make a start,

out of particulars

and make them general, rolling

up the sum, by defective means—

Sniffing the trees,

just another dog

among a lot of dogs. What
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else is there? And to do?

The rest have run out—

after the rabbits.

Only the lame stands—on

three legs. Scratch front and back.

Deceive and eat. Dig

a musty bone

For the beginning is assuredly

the end—since we know nothing, pure

and simple, beyond

our own complexities.

Yet there is

no return: rolling up out of chaos,

a nine months’ wonder, the city

the man, an identity—it can’t be

otherwise—an

interpretation, both ways. Rolling

up! obverse, reverse;

For what we cannot accomplish, what

is denied to love,

what we have lost in the anticipation—

a descent follows,

endless and indestructible

no return: rolling up out of chaos,

a nine months’ wonder, the city

the man, an identity—it can’t be

otherwise—an

interpretation, both ways. Rolling

up! obverse, reverse;

For what we cannot accomplish, what

is denied to love,

what we have lost in the anticipation—

a descent follows,

endless and indestructible

2.8.1 Summary

The poem ‘The Widow’s Lament in Springtime’ comprises verses that serve as an

introduction to Book 1 of Paterson, an epic poem by Williams. The ‘Preface’

was published in 1946 along with Book 1. William spent the rest of his life writing

this piece. He was working on Book 6 when he passed away.
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He used to say that this epic poem would not have an end. He felt that like

all is other works, even this epic creation should be left open to the world; should

be allowed to grow and change with time.

Paterson investigates the life and history of the city by the same name. This

fictional city that William imagines is actually the poet’s own home, that is, the

town of Rutherford located in New Jersey. As is explained by the author in the

introduction, the poem expresses a purpose – that of ‘seeing’ the city of Paterson.

He wishes to establish contact with it. He hopes to discover the forces that could

help build a new world. In other words, the poet tries to look for universal ideas

through a close study of ‘things’. The city is seen as a conglomerate comprising

various objects and specific moments. All these components have to be studied

carefully, individually, before being combined into a meaningful pattern. The poem

follows the same form as that of ‘The Night Rider’. It follows a technique of

bringing together a series of things in a mosaic. Various things are juxtaposed with

others suggesting a calmness following fulfillment. It touches on the notion of life as

a rhythmic ebb-and-flow. William tries to weave incidents and objects into patterns

before trying to bring ideas out of these emerging patterns.

2.8.2 Commentary and Analysis

Williams starts the poem by stating a purpose. The style is similar to that of Homer,

Virgil, Spenser and Milton all of whom begin their respective epic poems by stating

the theme or purpose of the poem. The poem Paterson is deliberately presented in

an epic form like Iliad and Aeneid, The Faerie Queene and Paradise lost.

Let us now take a look at the epigraph that precedes the poem. The epigraph gives a

clue to the subject of the poem just like its title. In fact, the epigraph is especially

prefixed to the poem to help the reader understand the poem better.

The significance of the title is best brought out in T.S. Eliot’s poems The

Waste Land or The Ash Wednesday. In case of ‘A Widow’s Lament at Springtime’,

even though the title is called ‘Preface’ to Paterson, and is prefixed to the first

Book alone, the epigraph is specific and does not make really make it mandatory

for the readers to have prior knowledge of the poem or its meaning.

The epigraph embodies the theme of the poem. The theme is also stated in

the opening lines. The subject implied is that of beauty being discovered through

the study of its components or particulars.

To make a start,

out of particulars

and make them general, rolling

up the sun, by defective means –

Once this statement is given, the poem goes on to mention the technique by which

these particulars should be collected:
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Sniffing the trees,

just another dog

among a lot of dogs. What

else is there? And to do?

‘Sensing the particulars’ and the dog ‘sniffing’ the trees is very American in

imagery. Whitman is rightly considered the first of the true American poets.

He associates himself with the living as well as non-living objects of nature.

This is where we come across a case of intertextuality. Readers are at once reminded

of Dylan Thomas’s popular ‘Portrait of the Artist as a Young Dog’, which in

turn makes them recall Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man by James Joyce.

 The poet, on a self-depreciating mode, considers himself inferior, even

among dogs. He feels he has to face more limitations than other poets, that is, his

contemporaries.

The rest have run out -

after the rabbits.

Only the lame stands - on

three legs. Scratch front and back.

Deceive and eat. Dig

a musty bone...

The ‘rest’ are the poets such as Eliot and Pound who travelled to Europe

for more meaty topics or fresher subjects. He is therefore one of the ‘lame’ ones

who is literally bound to his own restricted territory, has no other option or choice

and is forced to remain happy with whatever is available to those who are less

adventurous. He is forced to remain content with digging the ‘musty’ bones. He

realizes that he is different from the Eliot, Pound and Joyce who are considered to

be the high modernists, expatriate and avant-garde artists. He counts himself among

the less daring poets who are restricted to their familiar and native surroundings,

that is, the conventional American themes.

This could be a case of inverted irony, which is directed those high brow

artists who looked down upon America as the least interesting subject for artists.

These highly European and flamboyant artists did not think America’s culture was

congenial for the arts.

It is not just on this point that Williams disagrees with the High Modernists.

He also has a different take on the status of the cycle of life, from birth to death.

While Eliot pursues transcendental life, Williams and Whitman accept the cycle

as it is without making it a part of any transcendental design.

For the beginning is assuredly

the end - since we know nothing, pure
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and simple, beyond

our own complexities.

Yet there is

no return: rolling up out of chaos,

a nine months’ wonder, the city

the man, an identity - it can’t be

otherwise - an

interpenetration both ways. Rolling

up! obverse, reverse;

Through the following line, ‘In my beginning is my end’, the poet asserts

that his poem is about the acceptance of the cycle, the world of process and

change.

Williams clearly states that his work accepts the cycle of life and the world

of process and change. Since ‘there is no return’, we have to accept that this life is

the only chance given to us to discover and enjoy the ‘rigor of beauty’. This is why

the poet just ‘sniff’s and draws whatever beauty is offered by life.

He emphasizes on the word ‘wonder,’ to imply a denial of any other wonder

beyond the physical or material world. In this context, the word ‘interpenetration’

refers to the interpenetration of man and city, subject and object.

In lines 26 to 29, the poet records a series of examples of the subjects or things

that the poem Paterson talks of.

Rolling

up! obverse, reverse;

the drunk the sober; the illustrious

the gross; one.

In lines 29 to 31, the poet suggests that one can learn by studying particulars. The

knowledgeable man who begins with preconceptions or the illusion of knowledge

is actually the ignorant man. He relies on the vast abstractions supplied by his

intelligence.

...In ignorance

a certain knowledge and knowledge,

undispersed, its own undoing.

In lines 32 to 36, the poet suggests that when knowledge stays ‘undispersed’ into

particulars, the many potentials of life or ‘multiple seed’ are lost in detail, consumed

by the chaos of undifferentiated detail or ‘flux’. The mind becomes confused and

‘floats off …scum’.

 (The multiple seed,

packed tight with detail, soured,

is lost in the flux and the mind,

distracted, floats off in the same

scum)
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Lines 37 to 38 suggest that knowledge is like a globe. It grows slowly as it is pushed

or egged on, and collects more detail:

Rolling up, rolling up heavy with

numbers.

Proceeding with the same idea, the poet describes the point and insists that each

new day brings a new world. Along with the new day comes a new, innocent and

‘ignorant’ sun that fills the vacuum created by old suns.

It is the ignorant sun

rising in the slot of

hollow suns risen,

In lines 41 to 45, William suggests that to be able to ‘live well’ and know the truth,

a person must accept his own morality and mutability:

... so that never in this

world will man live well in his body

save dying; yet that is

the design.

In lines 46 to 47, he takes the argument a step further and emphasizes on adding

up particulars for the creation of a design or idea. The particulars are then dispersed

to create a new design.

Simply out, the search for knowledge is a never-ending journey:

 .. .Renews himself

thereby, in addition and subtraction,

walking up and down.

The poet uses two similes or comparisons for the mind as follows:

(1) He says the ‘Minds like beds always made up’; and

(2) Minds ‘more stony than a shore.’

He implies that minds that receive ideas from external sources are not really

thinking minds. They are stony and insensitive and therefore incapable of

experiencing life on their own.

Again, Williams seems to be lashing out at poets such as Eliot and Pound

who depended on ideas received from external sources for their analyses. They

analysed contemporary life on the basis of ideas drawn from modem psychology,

anthropology and philosophy.

However, if we actually give it some thought, it is difficult to think of any

great writer who has not been influenced by the ideas of the age that he existed in.

Writers or poets cannot be unaffected by the current ideas or happenings.
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Critics like Matthew Arnold were of the view that only the climate of ideas

created by men of ideas through the advertising agency of the critics could create

great writers.

However, the fact remains that ideas are neither injurious nor advantageous

for poetry. Everything is dependent on the poet’s mind and its quality.

It is more important to assimilate and integrate these ideas into experience

or the plot or theme embodied in the poem.

Williams clearly opposes not the ideas but their acceptance by the poet as

beliefs or dogmas. He uses them to structure his own life experience.

Therefore, as the poem proceeds towards its conclusion, it celebrates the

cyclical process, which man imitates in his continuous search for knowledge, from

‘things’ to ‘ideas’ and then back again to ‘things’. It is a search that begins with the

exploration of Paterson.

Rolling in, top up,

under, thrust and recoil, a great clatter:

lifted as air, boated, multicolored, a

wash of seas-

from mathematics to particulars:

the study of particulars leads us to the science of combinations (mathematics),

which in turn should lead us back to the study of particulars:

divided as the dew,

floating mists, to be rained down and

regathered into a river that flows

and encircles:

shells and animalcules

generally and so to man,

to Paterson.

Although several years of writing may have passed without being noticed,

they were not unfruitful. Williams is said to have spent more than thirty years

writing and preparing Paterson. Even though there are people who do not regard

this five-book work as an ‘epic’, Williams’ creation was definitely extraordinary.

He was devoted to understanding his country, its people, its language. What he

observed found a place in his poetry. In fact, it formed the central theme: ‘the

image of the city as a man, a man lying on his side peopling the place with his

thoughts

In the introductory notes provided for the original volume, Williams explains

that a man is himself a city ‘…beginning, seeking, achieving and concluding his life

in ways which the various aspects of a city may embody—if imaginatively

conceived—any city, all the details of which may be made to voice his most intimate

convictions’.
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M. Sullivan outlined why Williams chose Paterson, New Jersey: It was

once ‘the prototype of the American industrial community…the self-sustaining

city of skills with the competitive energy and moral stamina to lift the burdens of

the citizen and raise the livelihood with social and cultural benefits’. One hundred

years later, continued Sullivan, ‘Williams saw the Hamilton concept [of “The Society

of Useful Manufacturers”] realized, but with mixed results of success and misery.

The poet of Paterson understood the validity of the hopes of Hamilton but also

recognized that the city slum could be the price of progress in a mechanized society’.

The world Williams chose to explore in this poem about ‘the myth of American

power’, added James Guimond, was one where ‘this power is almost entirely

evil, the destructive producer of an America grown pathetic and tragic, brutalized

by inequality, disorganized by industrial chaos, and faced with annihilation’.

In Book I Williams reveals ‘the elemental character of the place during

‘spring’, a time of creativity; a time when Paterson feels the urge to express. To

know the surroundings, a conflict has to be faced between knowing the beauty of

the Passaic Falls and being aware of the misery associated with existing poverty.

2.9 “THE ORCHESTRA”, TEXT OF POEM

Complete Text

The precise counterpart

of a cacophony of bird calls

lifting the sun almighty

into his sphere: wood-winds

clarinet and violins

sound a prolonged A!

Ah! the sun, the sun! is about to rise

and shed his beams

as he has always done

upon us all,

drudges and all those

who live at ease,

women and men,

upon the old,

upon children and the sick

who are about to die and are indeed

dead in their beds,

to whom his light

is forever lost. The cello

raises his bass note

manfully in the treble din

Ah, ah and ah!

together, unattuned

seeking a common tone.

The purpose of an orchestra
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is to organize those sounds

and hold them

to an assembled order

in spite of the

‘wrong note’. Well, shall we

think or listen? Is there a sound addressed

not wholly to the ear?

We half close

our eyes. We do not

hear it through our eyes.

It is not

a flute note either, it is the relation

of a flute note

to a drum. I am wide

awake. The mind

is listening. The ear

is alerted. But the ear

in a half-reluctant mood

stretches

…and yawns.

And so the banked violins

in three tiers

enliven the scene,

pizzicato. For a short

memory or to

make the listener listen

the theme is repeated

stressing a variant:

it is a principle of music

to repeat the theme. Repeat

and repeat again,

as the pace mounts. The

theme is difficult

than the facts to be

resolved. Repeat

and repeat the theme

and all it develops to be

until thought is dissolved

in tears.

Our dreams

have been assaulted

by a memory that will not

sleep. The

French horns

interpose

…their voices:

I love you. My heart
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is innocent. And this

the first day of the world!

Say to them:

‘Man has survived hitherto because he was too ignorant

to know how to realise his wishes. Now that he can realize

them, he must either change them or perish.’

Now is the time

in spite of the ‘wrong note’

I love you. My heart is

innocent.

And this the first

(and last) day of the world

The birds twitter now anew

but a design

surmounts their twittering.

It is design of a man

that makes them twitter.

It is a design.

2.9.1 Summary

This poem has been constructed by Williams as an imitation of an orchestral piece

in five parts. It may be termed as an effort to discover an idea of order that is

capable of uniting man with man, and man with nature. The order also comprises

uniting of the various parts of an art-work with one another. In the poet’s scheme

of things, the said order is to be achieved without betraying the individuality of the

numerous elements constituting the grand order. Through inference the idea of

order gets celebrated in many of Williams’s later poems because these are arranged

like mosaics, in an elaborate combination of detail. It is befitting to recall here

Wallace Stevens, a contemporary of Williams. He was also preoccupied with the

same idea. In this context, a poem of particular interest is Stevens’s ‘The Idea of

Order at Key West’. Actually, the theme of order preoccupied many of the

contemporaries of Williams, including Eliot and Pound. The poem is divided into

five parts, like the five components of an orchestra. All the parts accumulate to

constitute an order, providing a kind of model which the universe is believed to

possess.

2.9.2 Commentary and Analysis

The first part of the poem constitutes lines 1 to 9. It introduces the readers to the

organizing image of the orchestra and offers a key to unravel the musical structure

of the poem (or for that matter the universe itself). This orchestral design ultimately

provides a solution to the problem of design. A good orchestral piece presents a

mixing of various notes and instruments into a coherent pattern. This is exactly the

type of pattern or design sought by Williams. To begin with, the poet introduces

the second important element (‘cacophony of birds’), i.e., the world of natural

objects whose individuality must not be forfeited to upkeep the interests of the
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design. Further, the third element (apart from ‘orchestra’ and ‘cacophony of birds’)

comprises the world of human beings (‘us all’). Its individuality should not be

sacrificed as well. Hence the first part of the poem presents a theme which is to be

given various variations in the coming lines. An order founded on the various

operations of ‘love’ does not deny the individuality of its constituents—the sympathy

uniting man to man; the empathetic response which involves man in nature; and the

imaginative energy which provides an organic unity to an artwork. All this is summed

up in the concluding lines of Part I:

Love is that common tone

shall raise his fiery head

and sound his note.

The second part of the poem comprises the lines 10 to 16. It relates to the

lento movement. Its slowness is a result of the pervasiveness of open vowels, the

recurrent pauses needed by the syntax and punctuation and by the short feet, and

the final prominence of the spaced periods. All this is very suitable to a section that

is almost prosaic in its statement of the problem. How various organs function to

achieve harmony among disharmonies, through an interrelatedness, is corresponded

by an analogous harmony achieved between the various elements and different

sounds of the language in the poem.

Part III of the poem, comprising the lines from 17 to 23, builds the ‘allegro’

movement and the themes with even greater energy. As we observe, the words

whirl around, disappearing and reappearing. It appears impossible ‘to pin them

down as it is to pin down things for long’.

The poem’s themes are again stated in Part IV, although with some

difference. In place of stating them in abstract, the poem now offers them in

experiential terms. Constituting the lines from 23 to 32, this part involves the

development from an idea believed in theory to an idea proved. The poem presents

it being achieved in two manners: (i) through using metaphor instead of discursive

argument to express and clarify the ideas and (ii) through introducing an urgent

personal element into the poem. The ‘tears’ in line 23 and the ‘heart’ in line 26

evoke one level of experience with which Williams is bothered, the level of personal

relationships. Afterwards, the images like dreams...memory...voices follow. These

evoke the world of art. As Williams finds it, these are the elements very crucial to

writing poetry. The inclusion of French horns indicates both the ‘assembled order’

of music and the world of nature—horns being a traditional emblem of outdoor

activities. The introduction of personal note, mentioned earlier, represents the poet’s

feeling the principle of love. It is only through feeling or experience that he can

figure out its real nature. It is an ‘innocent’ and empathetic response to experience

that must be renewed every moment. Therefore, the design it fosters has to be

reshaped every day as well. Each day should be like that ‘first day’ on which

Adam gave names, and so a type or order, to the objects around him. As line 32

emphasizes, each day must be like the last day too because the design it witnesses

must die with it.
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The concluding Part V of the poem, comprising the lines 33 and 34, does so with

a coda. In this coda, the contrasting terms of the poem are recapitulated—(i) the

birds whose ‘twitter’ introduced the problem posed by things; (ii) the design created

by love into which those birds are absorbed and within which they might be said

only fully to live.

2.10 “THE NEGRO WOMAN”, TEXT OF POEM

Complete Text

carrying a bunch of marigolds

wrapped

in an old newspaper:

She carries them upright,

bareheaded,

the bulk

of her thighs

causing her to waddle

as she walks

looking into

the store window which she passes

on her way.

What is she

but an ambassador

from another world

a world of pretty marigolds

of two shades

which she announces

not knowing what she does

other

than walk the streets

holding the flowers upright

as a torch

so early in the morning.

2.10.1 Summary

Carlos Williams’ poem ‘The Negro Woman’ portrays a black woman carrying

flowers from one place to another early in the morning. She represents various

good qualities, like strength (represented by the manner of her walking), care and

love (symbolized by the way she takes care of the marigolds), and power (indicated

by Williams’ use of the term ‘ambassador’). Holding the flowers upright as a torch

appears to compare her status to the Statue of Liberty symbolizing freedom. The

poet is trying to prove that this woman’s ability to simply carry flowers from one

place to another makes her possess various other good qualities. When Carlos

writes that she is looking at the store window, it may mean that she wants to be

able to go inside, even though segregation on the basis of race was a basic issue
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during that time. The poet wants the readers to go into her psyche and get an

inclination about her urge to go into the store, or even getting a job there. It is very

hard to find out which of these she is wanting more. However, she still shows her

pride and strength once she passes the store. It gives her even more power. The

readers can visualize that the way this poem is written, it represents the manner of

her walking, side to side waddling with the bulk of her thighs. This sort of swaying

motion appears to be evident in this poem.

2.10.2 Commentary and Analysis

There was a time when people brought (actually bought) from Africa and kept as

slaves for domestic, industrial or agricultural work were derogatorily termed

‘niggers’. A more formal and racial expression was ‘Negroes’. However, there

was an assertion of human and civil rights during the twentieth century. Consequently,

these people came to be termed as ‘black Americans’, but were still kept as a

separate community of the ‘others’, and not accepted as equal to the ‘more equal’

white Americans. Presently they have secured more rights and maintain their self-

respect as ‘Afro-Americans’. So we can see that the terminology has been changing

with more and more acceptance of these people as a part of the mainstream

American society. Nonetheless, socially and psychologically the distance still persists

between the two communities, although officially there is no ‘discrimination’ against

the people of African origin. This poem belongs to the early decades of the twentieth

century. At that time these people were called ‘Negroes’. It is interesting to observe

how Williams, as a white American poet, views a black woman.

It is ironical that Carlos’ poetical theory to concentrate on the object as a

specific reality in time and space as well as his limitations as a white American to

possess any interest in the personal life of a Negro woman stop him from going

beyond the mere physical description of the woman. As we can see, the woman

described in the poem is not different from a non-living object—a tree or a stone.

Still certain items or gestures in the description give a clue to the Whiteman’s

stereotype attitude to the Negro woman. For instance, consider the lines ‘the bulk

/ of her thighs / causing her to waddle / as she walks’. Here, the characteristic

image of the Negro woman, her excessive fat in comparison to the White woman’s

slimness, surfaces in the poem which is common in the White American literature.

A certain sense of superiority is implied here by the poet about the White artist or

man who concentrates on nothing else but the thighs of the Negro woman. What

about her face? Her eyes? Her emotions and sentiments? In the modern-day

criticism in which all types of deconstructive stances are being taken, the poet

ends up ignoring the ‘other’, or the life and society in general. It reveals or betrays

the artist’s racial, cultural, gender biases. Here, it is racial.

Also important in Williams’s description of the Negro woman is the glance

the woman throws in the lines next to the ones mentioned above: ‘looking into / the

store window which she passes / on her way.’ Here, the Negro woman’s ‘looking

into the store window’ expresses a good deal about her social and cultural
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deprivations. She is not among the privileged ones who can just walk into the

store and buy whatever they like. She is among those unprivileged who can only

‘look into the stores’ from outside, for they are not rich enough to afford buying

anything from the ‘store’, which in itself is a symbol of a class. Nor is she, perhaps,

as a Negro woman entitled to enter such stores where only the Whites do shopping.

The ‘look’ here is a hungry look, a metaphor for deprivation. She does not belong

to the world of stores; she is an outsider, racially, economically, socially and culturally.

The binary of ‘we’ and ‘they’ is operational here. The poet, of course, being a part

of the privileged community would not have much concern about the inequality

and injustice implied in the power structure. Or even if he does, the poem refuses

to reveal any indication to that effect.

In fact, the woman’s ‘otherness’, and the poet’s smugness, come out all the

more clearly and directly in the subsequent lines. Here, the associations of the

Negro woman with the ‘other’ world as its ambassador, the world of flowers,

seem positive, not negative. The world of nature and fragrance, as against the

world of stores, does give the woman a privilege of a different sort, a Nature’s

privilege. However, we can see how the emphasis is on the other world as such,

not so much on the woman representing it. Her link with this world is no more than

that of a flower vase or a cart carrying fruits or flowers. The comparison of the

flowers held in her hand to a torch may suggest her being a torch-bearer for the

change that would flow from the other world. Here, we as readers face the difficulty

of knowing what precisely the poet is trying to convey through these metaphors.

The difficulty arises from Williams’s philosophy of poetry which refuses to go

beyond the word ‘painting’. Some subtle suggestions that might slip from the

concrete description, too, are not very eloquent. We have to rest content with

talking about the various possibilities that seem to be there in these suggestions. It

is owing to this rock-like nature of a Williams’ poem that he is considered a poet

of mute pictures, not a poet of ideas. Whatever, we might work out in the name of

interpretation of a poem, it comes out more of a superimposition than a deciding

of the mute picture. The pictures he draws are so solid that they refuse to yield to

any ‘solution’ we choose to dissolve the solid in.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

7. Give a short note on the subject matter of the poem 'The Widow's

Lament in Sprintime'.

8. Briefly analyse the poem Preface to 'Paterson': Book One written by

poet Williams.

9. What is the main theme as enunciated by the poet in the poem 'The

Orchestra'?
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2.11 SUMMARY

William Carlos Williams was closely associated with modernism and imagism. His

most notable contribution to the American literature was his willingness to be a

counselor for the young and upcoming poets. Although Eliot and Pound might

have been more appreciated during their life time, yet various important poets in

the generations that followed were either personally tutored by Williams or accepted

Williams as a big influence on their works.

Carlos’ main collections comprise Kora in Hell (1920), Spring and All

(1923), Pictures from Brueghel and Other Poems (1962), Paterson (1963) and

Imaginations (1970). ‘The Red Wheelbarrow’ is his most anthologized poem. It is

considered an example of the Imagist movement’s style and principles. Nonetheless,

Carlos, like his associate Ezra Pound, had long ago rejected the Imagist movement

by the time this poem was published as part of Spring and All.

With ‘The Revelation’ Carlos established himself as the best Line-breaker

of his time. It meant that he had a highly polished and sensitive sense for judging

which word should end a line and how the syntax should turn against the flow of

lines. This skill shapes free verse and gives it the ‘organic form’. This poem can be

characterized as one of the poems whereby Williams is able to fix the atmosphere

of a moment.

For Williams, as well as for Keats, the essential experience is contact, the

bridging of the gap between the perceiving subject and the perceived moment or

object. In the present poem, for example, the poet is trying through the agency of

the poem to live the life of the sea-trout and butterfish that are described in the

poem, to realize their separate identity. The poet is, of course, trying to make the

reader, as Whitman always does, do the same. As can be seen, the poem is wholly

focused on the sensuous (aesthetic) details of the fish. The poet’s objective is,

undoubtedly, as it is in Keats, to achieve an emotion of empathy. As Williams puts

it, ‘A thing known passes out of the mind into the muscles.’

A sophisticated and iconic use of the eye movement is made in ‘Young

Sycamore’. The poem is based on Stieglitz’s photograph Spring Showers. It records

the eye’s linear movement as it follows the tree from the bottom to the top. The

poem, ‘The Widow’s Lament in Sprintime’ by William Carlos Williams describes

the misery of a woman who has been widowed. The poet has successfully blended

nature’s beauty with the gloom that pervades human life. The poet is greatly inspired

by nature. He attempts to establish a connection between the widow’s grief and

the beauty of nature. Even while he talks of a sad incident, he chooses to associate

it with the best season of the year, that is, spring.
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2.12 SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. What was the principal occupation of poet Williams?

2. Why did Williams criticize the works of Ezra Pound and T.S. Eliot?

3. With which work Williams established himself as the best line-breaker of

the time?

4. Which of Williams’ poems can be termed as ‘word painting’? Name another

poet who is a master in this art.

5. What is the main objective of the poem ‘Tract’?

2.13 LONG-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. What comprised the basis of Williams’ poetic endeavour?

2. What do you know about Williams’ political affiliations?

3. Give a summary of the poem ‘The Revelation’ by Williams.

4. What is the essence of the poem ‘Tract’ by the poet Williams?

2.14 GLOSSARY

o Modernism: Describes the modernist movement, its set of cultural

tendencies and array of associated cultural movements, originally arising

from wide-scale and far-reaching changes to Western society in the late

19th and early 20th centuries

o Imagism: A movement in early 20th-century Anglo-American poetry that

favoured precision of imagery and clear, sharp language

o Free verse: Poetry organized according to the cadences of speech and

image patterns rather than according to a regular metrical scheme

o Dadaism: A post-World War I cultural movement in visual art as well as

literature (mainly poetry), theatre and graphic design

o Sapphic meter: Typically found in quatrains in which the first three lines

consist of eleven syllables and the fourth line contains five

2.15 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Williams’ most notable contribution to the American literature was his

willingness to be a counselor for the young and upcoming poets. Although

Eliot and Pound might have been more appreciated during their life time,

yet various important poets in the generations that followed were either

personally tutored by Williams or accepted Williams as a big influence on
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their works. He had a particularly significant influence on various American

literary movements of the 1950s: the San Francisco Renaissance, poets of

the Beat Generation, the Black Mountain School and the New York School.

He personally mentored Theodore Roethke. Charles Olson was also one

of those who were guided by him. This poet was very influential in developing

the poetry of the Black Mountain College and later on influenced various

other poets. Robert Creeley and Denise Levertov were also associated

with the Black Mountain School. They also studied under Williams.

2. Carlos was born in Rutherford, New Jersey to an English father and a

Puerto Rican mother. He got his primary and secondary education in

Rutherford. In 1897 he was sent for two years to a school near Geneva and

later on to the Lycée Condorcet in Paris. After his return to New York, he

attended the Horace Mann High School. In 1902, having passed a special

examination, he was admitted to the medical school of the University of

Pennsylvania, from where he graduated in 1906. In 1912, Williams was

married to Florence Herman (1891–1976), after his initial proposal to her

older sister was denied. The Williams moved into a house in Rutherford,

New Jersey. It remained their home for many years. Very soon his first

book of serious poems, The Tempers, got published.

3. Apparently, the poem ‘Tract’ by William Carlos Williams is a criticism of a

pretentious funeral (Geddes 37). Nonetheless, the poem carries a very strong

hidden message. ‘Tract’ may very well be a direct criticism of Dylan Thomas’

‘Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night’ (Geddes 123) and any other

poem like it. In his poem, William Carlos Williams criticizes poets like Thomas

for using various stylistic formalities, hence obscuring their poetry’s real

literal content. He also criticizes them for putting themselves into the poetry

when, as per his view, there was really is no place for them there. He ends

with an offering of recourse for all the poets like Thomas. Obviously, the

speaker in ‘Tract’ is criticizing an excessively ornate funeral. His objective

is to establish a new idiom in which cultural inhibitions are rejected. This

objective may also be applied to the poems’ hidden meaning: a criticism of

Dylan Thomas’ poem.

4. The poem emphasizes that a funeral should be dedicated to the deceased

and not to those who attend it. It is unjustified for the driver to draw attention

from the guest of honour; as it is not fitting for the poet to put himself into the

poem. It is evident that in the villanelle Thomas put himself into the poem—

the readers clearly understand that the poem is about Thomas’ father, even

without reading its history or interpretation.

5. A sophisticated and iconic use of the eye movement is made in ‘Young

Sycamore’. The poem is based on Stieglitz’s photograph Spring Showers.

It records the eye’s linear movement as it follows the tree from the bottom

to the top. A strange tension in this poem results from the fact that the
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process of reading guides us down the page while the inward eye is moving

upward. Consequently, the iconic dimension comes in via inversion (the

very last word at the bottom of the poem is ‘top’). This inversion retains its

deeper justification in the fact that the life force embodied in the tree (with

which the speaker’s self and we with him empathize: ‘I must tell you / this

young tree’) exists in a world of process in which growth and decay, creation

and destruction are simultaneous.

6. A second reading of the poem will prove that the poem is hardly without

personification or metaphor, although they are implied instead of being stated.

Williams provides a hint that Stieglitz’s sycamore is also a tree of life, beginning

with youth’s ‘round and firm trunk’ and then ‘waning’ steadily till its branches

are ‘bending forward’ like the bodies of the aged and the old. Both men

and trees beget offsprings: seed ‘cocoons’ hang from the leafless branches.

Thus, the eye’s movement merges with the inner eye’s vision of the passage

of time.

7. The poem, ‘The Widow’s Lament in Sprintime’ by William Carlos Williams

describes the misery of a woman who has been widowed. The poet has

successfully blended nature’s beauty with the gloom that pervades human

life. The poet is greatly inspired by nature. He attempts to establish a

connection between the widow’s grief and the beauty of nature. Even while

he talks of a sad incident, he chooses to associate it with the best season of

the year, that is, spring. The woman cannot help comparing the spring season

of the year that has gone by with the spring season of the present year. The

two are so different. Last year, she had enjoyed the season with her husband

who was alive. This year, however, the same elements of nature that appeared

beautiful last year, take on a totally different meaning.

8. Paterson investigates the life and history of the city by the same name. This

fictional city that William imagines, is actually the poet’s own home, that is,

the town of Rutherford located in New Jersey. As is explained by the author

in the introduction, the poem expresses a purpose – that of ‘seeing’ the city

of Paterson. He wishes to establish contact with it. He hopes to discover

the forces that could help build a new world. In other words, the poet tries

to look for universal ideas through a close study of ‘things’. The city is seen

as a conglomerate comprising various objects and specific moments. All

these components have to be studied carefully, individually, before being

combined into a meaningful pattern. The poem follows the same form as

that of ‘The Night Rider’. It follows a technique of bringing together a

series of things in a mosaic. Various things are juxtaposed with others

suggesting a calmness following fulfillment. It touches on the notion of life as

a rhythmic ebb-and-flow. William tries to weave incidents and objects into

patterns before trying to bring ideas out of these emerging patterns.
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9. This poem has been constructed by Williams as an imitation of an orchestral

piece in five parts. It may be termed as an effort to discover an idea of

order that is capable of uniting man with man, and man with nature. The

order also comprises uniting of the various parts of an art-work with one

another. In the poet’s scheme of things, the said order is to be achieved

without betraying the individuality of the numerous elements constituting the

grand order. Through inference the idea of order gets celebrated in many of

Williams’s later poems because these are arranged like mosaics, in an

elaborate combination of detail. It is befitting to recall here Wallace Stevens,

a contemporary of Williams. He was also preoccupied with the same idea.

2.16 ANSWERS TO ‘SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS’

1. Williams was a doctor by occupation.

2. Carlos vociferously criticized Ezra Pound’s and particularly T.S. Eliot’s

regular use of allusions to the foreign languages and classical sources, for

instance, in Eliot’s ‘The Waste Land’.

3. With ‘The Revelation’, Carlos established himself as the best Line-breaker

of his time. It meant that he had a highly polished and sensitive sense for

judging which word should end a line and how the syntax should turn against

the flow of lines.

4. In ‘Sea-Trout and Butterfish’, Williams appears at his best. We may call

such a poem ‘word painting’. Keats is another poet who is equally good in

creating word painting.

5. The objective of the poem titled ‘Tract’ is to address the materialism, pomp,

ritualized ‘convenience’, and impersonal aura surrounding a traditional

funeral.

2.17 ANSWERS TO ‘LONG-ANSWER QUESTIONS’

1. Carlos, like his associate Ezra Pound, had long ago rejected the Imagist

movement by the time this poem was published as part of Spring and All.

He is more proactively associated with the American Modernist movement

in literature. He saw his poetic project as a clearly American one and strived

to renew language through the fresh, raw idiom which evolved out of

America’s cultural and social heterogeneity. At the same time, he put an

effort to free it from what he observed as the worn-out language of British

and European culture. Williams tried hard to invent a completely fresh form,

an American form of poetry with its subject matter focused on everyday

circumstances of life and the lives of masses. In this context, he came up

with the concept of the variable foot which grew from ‘years of visual and
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auditory sampling of his world from the first person perspective as a part of

the day in the life as a physician’.

2. Modern liberals hold the opinion that Williams was aligned with liberal

democratic issues. Nonetheless, as his publications in more politically radical

journals such as New Masses indicate, his political commitments were further

to the left than the word ‘liberal’ points to. Williams considered himself a

socialist and opponent of capitalism. In 1935, he published ‘The Yachts’, a

poem indicting ‘the rich elite as parasites and the masses as striving for

revolution’. It features an image of the ocean as the ‘watery bodies’ of the

poor masses beating at their hulls ‘in agony, in despair’, striving to sink the

yachts and end ‘the horror of the race’.

3. The poem titled ‘The Revelation’ can be characterized as one of the poems

whereby Williams is able to fix the atmosphere of a moment. The poem

starts with the narrator awakening from sleep. He is still nurturing the

memories of a dream. The form of the poem clearly substantiates the poet’s

belief that new verse structures and rhythms are needed to embody the

individual experience and specifically of a ‘moment’. It is a sort of verse

vignette, a kind of piece which Hemmingway wrote in prose as interchapters

in his work In Our Time. The lines and sentences are in the staccato form. It

also reminds us of the Medieval dream poem very much in vogue during the

times of Chaucer. Williams himself said: ‘The poem being an object…it

must be the purpose of the poet to make of his words a new form: it must

be the purpose of the poet to make of his words a new form: to invent, that

is, an object consonant with his day.’ In the present case, the definition of

the poem appears to hold good. In case of Williams, verse does not follow

the preconceived rules.

4. ‘Tract’ is taken from Al Que Quiere!, William’s second book of verses,

appears initially to be a forthrightly didactic poem in which the narrator puts

an effort to teach the suitable way ‘to perform a funeral’. The speaker gives

advice in four areas: hearse, flowers, driver and bereaved. In stanzas 1

through 3, objecting to the usual funeral, with its standardized conventions

which insulate mourners from the meaning of death, the speaker would

substitute for the polished black hearse a ‘rough dray’ to be dragged over

the ground, with no decoration other than perhaps gilt paint.
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UNIT 3 LANGSTON HUGHES
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3.5 The Weary Blues: Summary and Analysis
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3.11 Harlem: Summary and Analysis
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3.13 Summary

3.14 Key Terms

3.15 Answers to ‘Check Your Progress’

3.16 Questions and Exercises

3.17 Further Reading

3.0 INTRODUCTION

The Harlem Renaissance was a black cultural movement that was prevalent in the

1920s and 1930s. It was also called the ‘New Negro Movement’. Though the

movement was initially confined to the Harlem neighbourhood in New York, many

black writers from the Caribbean and African colonies were also subsequently

influenced by it.

James Langston Hughes was amongst the greatest poets of the Renaissance.

At a time when segregation was rife and the black community was still considered

second rate, he was one who was unabashedly proud of his colour and his culture,

a trait which is reflected in a majority of his poems.

In this unit, we will be analysing eleven of his best and most influential works

of poetry; we will also be taking a brief look at one of the most significant African-

American figures in literature.

3.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Discuss the life of  James Langston Hughes

• Appreciate the poetry of James Langston Hughes
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• Learn about the different motifs prevalent in the poetry of James Langston

Hughes

• Learn about the importance of the Harlem Renaissance

3.2 BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF JAMES

LANGSTON HUGHES

James Langston Hughes was born on February 1, 1902, in Joplin, Missouri. His

parents separated when he was still a small child, and his father moved across the

border to Mexico. He lived with his grandmother till he was thirteen. Later, he

moved to Lincoln, Illinois, to live with his mother and his stepfather. Their family

was to finally settle down in Cleveland, Ohio. It was in Lincoln, Illinois, that James

Langston Hughes started writing poetry. After graduation, he lived in Mexico for a

year, and he spend another year at Columbia University. In this period, Langston

Hughes held odd jobs, such as a cook and a busboy, among others, and later

travelled to Europe and Africa plying his trade in the seas. He moved to Washington,

D.C. in November 1924.  His first book of poetry, The Weary Blues, was published

in 1926. In 1929, he finished his college education at Lincoln University,

Pennsylvania.

Hughes was influenced by Paul Lawrence Dunbar, Carl Sandburg, and

Walt Whitman. He is particularly famous for his perceptive, effervescent portrayals

of the lives of black people in America. Though he is remembered as a poet, he

was not a one-trick pony, and successfully dabbled in short stories and plays. He

was deep into jazz music and that can be clearly felt in some of his works, most

notably in Montage of a Dream Deferred. Langston Hughes’ contribution was

significant in shaping the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s. Unlike other prominent

black poets of that period, Hughes wrote about everything affecting blacks in

America. He did not hold back from penning down his own experiences. He

stories and poems reflect black culture, including their suffering, their love of music,

laughter, etc.

Langston Hughes suffered from prostate cancer. He died in May 22, 1967,

in New York. Subsequently, his residence at 20 East 127th Street in Harlem, New

York City, has been renamed ‘Langston Hughes Place’.

Apart from poetry, Hughes wrote eleven plays and several other works of

prose, including the popular ‘Simple’ books—Simple Speaks His Mind, Simple

Stakes a Claim, Simple Takes a Wife, and Simple's Uncle Sam. His

autobiography, The Big Sea, is also a much acclaimed work.
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Figure 3.1 James Langston Hughes

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. Who were Langston Hughes’ influences?

2. What were ‘Simple’ books?

3.3 I, TOO, SING AMERICA: SUMMARY AND

ANALYSIS

Poem

I, too, sing America.

I am the darker brother.

They send me to eat in the kitchen

When company comes,

But I laugh,

And eat well,

And grow strong.

Tomorrow,

I'll be at the table

When company comes.
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Nobody'll dare

Say to me,

‘Eat in the kitchen,’

Then.

Besides,

They'll see how beautiful I am

And be ashamed—

I, too, am America.

Summary of poem

In I, Too, Sing America, the speaker starts by claiming that he too ‘sing[s]

America’; in other words, he too sings the national anthem of the country just like

any other citizen. The words ‘the darker brother’ (line two), refers to the colour of

his skin.  He later makes reference to how he is ordered to ‘to eat in the kitchen /

when company comes’ (lines three and four), clearly indicating that he is a black

slave working for a white master. The oppression, however, does not seem to

make his weak; in fact, it makes him laugh.

Then the speaker dreams of a future where he is no longer ordered to go to

the kitchen, and where he would be in equal terms with the rest. They (possibly

referring to the white majority) will eventually see how beautiful he is and be

ashamed of what they had done to him in the past. The poets conclude the poem

by asserting that he is just as American as everyone else.

Commentary and analysis

At the time of writing I, Too, Sing America (1932), African Americans were not

accepted as being equal to the white populace. The oppression in fact gained

embarrassing proportions: blacks were killed violently and, in many places, not

allowed to use the same facility as the whites. The division between whites and

blacks were clear and as wide as ever before. In essence, America was then still

a racially discriminatory society that had racist laws.

Langston Hughes took the medium of poetry to speak against these ills, as

is evident in I, Too, Sing America. The first line of the poem clearly indicates one

thing—the servant (speaker of the poem) may not be white but he sings the National

Anthem the same way as the white folks do. Thus, he is American.

The poem shows how the servant is blatantly disrespected, and how he is

sent away every time visitors come to the house. He is ordered to eat in the

kitchen as he does not belong as the same class as the visitors or the owner.

However, this treatment does not seem to bother the speaker too much; in fact, he

finds humour in it, as evidenced by line five: ‘But I laugh.’

Also, while he is banished to the kitchen, he does not sulk, but eats well. In

fact, the isolation serves him well, and he gains strength, as evidenced by line

seven: ‘And grow strong.’ This line proves that while he is under the yoke of

slavery, his spirit and conviction will not die.
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The following lines are the most stirring lines of the poem and show the

hope and strength of the black slave who refuses to quit:

Tomorrow,

I'll be at the table

When company comes.

Nobody'll dare

Say to me,

‘Eat in the kitchen,’

Then.

These lines show the courage of the slave. His body may be under slavery

but his self-esteem cannot be conquered. This strong mind gives makes him

something of a rebel.

Moreover, the slave feels that, one day, they (here, he is possibly referring

to white Americans), will recognize the beauty of the black American, and will be

ashamed of what they have put him through in the past.

The message of the poem is crystal clear— blacks deserve the same freedom

and equality as whites. The last line, ‘I, too, am America’, best sums up this belief.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

3. Does the oppression the speaker faces make him weak?

4. What is the central message of the poem I, Too, Sing America?

3.4 DREAM VARIATIONS: SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS

Poem

To fling my arms wide

In some place of the sun,

To whirl and to dance

Till the white day is done.

Then rest at cool evening

Beneath a tall tree

While night comes on gently,

Dark like me—

That is my dream!

To fling my arms wide

In the face of the sun,

Dance!  Whirl!  Whirl!

Till the quick day is done.

Rest at pale evening . . .

A tall, slim tree . . .

Night coming tenderly

Black like me.
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Summary of poem

The poem Dream Variations combines two different motifs. The structure is based

on American blues music which is repetitious, and at the same time the poet attempts

to make his work exciting to the younger audience. The poem was first published

in 1932 in the collection, The Dream Keeper and Other Poems. Blues music

structure (repetition) is clearly evident in the poem, where the first, second and

fourth lines of both stanzas more or less resemble each other.

The poem Dream Variations talks about black segregation. This is clearly

evident in the second and fourth lines of the first stanza. The second line ‘in some

place of the sun’ could refer to a place where only whites were allowed, and the

fourth line ‘white day is done’ may imply the power that the white people wielded.

In this poem, Hughes uses the blues structure to relate to the blacks.  The

blues style also helps to efficiently convey the gamut of emotions, most significantly

fear and hope that black Americans felt during that period.

Commentary and analysis

During the Harlem Renaissance (1920–1930) artistic movements were rife in the

country. The art community in New York was especially responsible for this. This

poem was written during that period. At first glance, Dream Variations seemingly

does not intend to offend anyone. This possibly has to do with the period it was

written—the time of Harlem Renaissance was one where direct arguments still did

not have a place in black American poetry. However, there is no doubt that Langston

Hughes intended a subtler and more powerful meaning when he wrote his poem.

In this poem, the speaker wants to dance in the sun and rest under a tree

during night time. Lines three and four, ‘To whirl and to dance/Till the white day is

done’ is the first metaphor in the poem. The term ‘white’ could symbolize anything.

In this poem, it is evident that the poet intended it to mean the Caucasian person.

The ‘white man’ dominated the blacks for several generations, as history would

attest. The ‘white day’ could mean that the white man had total dominance of the

day; in other words, they controlled the black man’s activities. ‘White’ could also

refer to the colour of the sunlight, when it is shining at its brightest.

Then rest at cool evening

Beneath a tall tree

While night comes on gently,

Dark like me—

That is my dream!

These lines speaker’s desire to be free and do whatever he wants to do.

The fact that he can only dream about it shows how much oppression the black

person faced during that period. This makes the meaning of the poem very effective

at every level. The words, ‘Dark like me’ stresses that the speaker still does not

belong to the same level as some higher race. In so many ways, the poem serves

the purpose of putting the message across without indulging in any kind of blatant

criticism.
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

5. What are the themes of Dream Variations?

6. Why is the poem Dream Variations not directly critical?

3.5 THE WEARY BLUES: SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS

Poem

Droning a drowsy syncopated tune,

Rocking back and forth to a mellow croon,

I heard a Negro play.

Down on Lenox Avenue the other night

By the pale dull pallor of an old gas light

He did a lazy sway . . .

He did a lazy sway . . .

To the tune o' those Weary Blues.

With his ebony hands on each ivory key

He made that poor piano moan with melody.

O Blues!

Swaying to and fro on his rickety stool

He played that sad raggy tune like a musical fool.

Sweet Blues!

Coming from a black man's soul.

O Blues!

In a deep song voice with a melancholy tone

I heard that Negro sing, that old piano moan--

‘Ain't got nobody in all this world,

Ain't got nobody but ma self.

I's gwine to quit ma frownin'

And put ma troubles on the shelf.’

Thump, thump, thump, went his foot on the floor.

He played a few chords then he sang some more--

‘I got the Weary Blues

And I can't be satisfied.

Got the Weary Blues

And can't be satisfied—

I ain't happy no mo'

And I wish that I had died.’

And far into the night he crooned that tune.

The stars went out and so did the moon.

The performer stopped playing and went to bed

While the Weary Blues echoed through his head.

He slept like a rock or a man that's dead.
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Summary of poem

Hughes’ intention for writing The Weary Blues was to celebrate African American

heritage, one which he was very proud of. The poet simply wants to give a realistic

portrayal of the plight of the black people during that period. There were some,

however, who disagreed with this aspect of Hughes’ work, which at times showed

black Americans in a negative light; for example, prostitution and poverty. They

felt that Hughes would have been better served to show only the positive aspects

of black America.

In this poem, Hughes tells about the cultural experiences that blacks have to

go through in a land dominated by the whites. The use of the blues structures is

prominent in this work as well. A majority of Hughes’ poems have a racial context,

which is indicative of the struggle that black people underwent in America. This

poem is no different.

Commentary and analysis

It is clearly indicated in this poem that the blues unites the speaker and the performer

in some level. There is an implied relationship between the two; the music compels

the speaker’s participation. The performer is anonymous, as he is not famous. He

is just one of the dedicated practitioners who never made the big time as some of

the blues artists did. The words ‘drowsy syncopated tune’ (line one) refers to

activity as well as rest. It highlights the tension between fantasy and reality, and

induces the speaker to explore the relationship between the performer’s stoic

stance and his sad acceptance of what lies in store for him. This is clearly evident

in the words of the poem.

The performer seemingly only has the blues in his life and nothing else.

However, blues is significant in his life; it reveals ‘a black man's soul’ and it keeps

him alive. The blues gives him an identity. When singing the blues he is singing

about life and how the black man has to struggle to gain an identity in a land

dominated by the whites. As his black hands play the piano, music as the world

has come to know seems to change. The piano becomes an extension of the

performer and comes to life. It moans, seemingly controlled by the pain and the

sorrow felt by the performer.

Finally, that same tradition and culture gives him an identity and keeps him

alive; and long after he is done playing, he sleeps like a de-animated object, while

the blues keeps on playing beyond his conscious state.

Another thing to note in this poem is that there is no real connection between

the speaker and the performer. They do not talk nor share a drink. The speaker

simply observes, and he feels in the performer’s song the weariness of blacks in

America.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

7. What was Hughes’ intention for writing The Weary Blues?

8. How important is the blues in the performer’s life?
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3.6 MOTHER TO SON: SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS

Poem

Well, son, I'll tell you:

Life for me ain't been no crystal stair.

It's had tacks in it,

And splinters,

And boards torn up,

And places with no carpet on the floor—

Bare.

But all the time

I'se been a-climbin' on,

And reachin' landin's,

And turnin' corners,

And sometimes goin' in the dark

Where there ain't been no light.

So, boy, don't you turn back.

Don't you set down on the steps.

'Cause you finds it's kinder hard.

Don't you fall now—

For I'se still goin', honey,

I'se still climbin',

And life for me ain't been no crystal stair.

Summary of poem

Langston Hughes' poignant poem Mother to Son empowers not only the child the

mother is speaking to in the poem but even the readers, with words of wisdom.

The literary devices in the poem include informal language, symbolism, repetition,

as well as good use of format. In this poem, Mother to Son, Hughes manages to

portray the image of a mother who is lovingly, yet firmly, telling her son about how

to tackle the hardships in life.

Commentary and analysis

Mother to Son reminds us of the well-known expression ‘let's have a father to

son talk’; the only difference in the poem is that the mother chatting with the son.

‘So, where is the father?’ you may wonder.  It could be that the father has already

died and this is one of the many difficult situations that the son has to learn to cope

with. The advice that the mother gives the son in the poem involves determination

and courage, especially when faced with life’s difficult situations.

The poem is written from the mother’s point of view and the reader is

immediately pulled by the southern dialect and tone. The image of a middle-aged

woman in conjured up. It is a woman with little or no formal education, but who

has wrestled with struggles all through her life, which empowers her with invaluable

experiences. Informal language is used freely in the poem to bring out a clear

sketch of a loving mother who has a wealth of advice to offer her son.
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However, the poet does not limit himself to the use of informal devices to

paint a picture of the mother giving her son advice. Symbolism, too, is apparent in

this poem.  For example, the use of a word like ‘tacks’ indicates the difficulties

and discomforts of life’s obstacles. Tacks refer to the obstacles that pin down an

individual and stop his from achieving things in life. ‘Splinters’ symbolize the pain in

life and the difficulty of taking out that pain. Then there is the metaphor of life being

compared to the stairs, which symbolizes the tiring climb that life represents. The

‘crystal stair’, in contrast, symbolizes perfection and comfort, which the mother

clearly mentions she was not fortunate to have.

Also, there is the use of repetition that adds to the theme of Mother to Son.

The constant use of p's, t's, and s's can make reading the poem and exhausting

exercise, and symbolizes the uphill climb of stairs. The repeated use of some

specific words also serves the end. The word ‘and’, for example, is constantly

used, indicating continuity, and, therefore, strengthening the themes of courage

and determination.

The poet has also intelligently used format in Mother to Son. For instance,

the word ‘Bare’ in line seven stands alone, and indicates the perilous journey of

life. The need for her son to develop the courage and determination to stand alone

is what the narrator of the poem wants to emphasize.

To conclude, Langston Hughes’ poem Mother to Son offers a simple but

relevant advice—to overcome life’s hurdles, courage and determination are

necessary.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

9. What are the literary devices used in the poem Mother to Son?

10. Give an example of good use of format in the poem Mother to Son. 

3.7 THE NEGRO SPEAKS OF RIVERS: SUMMARY

AND ANALYSIS

Poem

I've known rivers:

I've known rivers ancient as the world

and older than the flow of human blood in human veins.

My soul has grown deep like the rivers.

I bathe in the Euphrates when dawns were young.

I built my hut near the Congo and it lulled me to sleep.

I looked upon the Nile and raised the pyramids above it.

I heard the singing of the Mississippi when Abe Lincoln

went down to New Orleans, and I've seen its muddy

bosom turn all golden in the sunset.

I've known rivers:
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Ancient, dusky rivers.

My soul has grown deep like the rivers.

Summary of poem

The Negro Speaks of Rivers is in so many ways Langston Hughes’ signature

poem. In this poem, he highlights the African American's historical journey to

America. Dedicated to American sociologist and civil rights activist, W E. B. Du

Bois (Figure 3.2), the poet uses the river to symbolize the source of life. The

Negro Speaks of Rivers traces the movement of African Americans from the

Euphrates and Nile rivers in Africa to the Mississippi river in the United States.

Figure 3.2 W E. B. Du Bois

Commentary and analysis

Hughes subtly condemns slavery and racism through the refrain: ‘My soul has

grown deep like the rivers.’ The first appearance of this line in the poem (line four)

is preceded by the speaker’s declaration that he has seen rivers ‘ancient as the

world and older than the flow of / human blood in human veins’ (lines two and

three). The second and the last time the line appears in the poem (line thirteen)

takes place immediately after the poet refers to Mississippi, New Orleans, and

Abraham Lincoln. This time, the poet suggests that he is not the same person who

‘bathed in the Euphrates’ and ‘built [his] hut near the Congo’ but he is worse off

now. Today, he is a black man who has had his share of slavery and pain and

carries the scars of those experiences with him. Of course, when he talks about

himself, he is referring to the entire black race in America.
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The poem is something of a historical account of where the black Americans

came from, and it shows them to possess power and ability.  The Negro Speaks

of Rivers touches upon various places and times where the Negroes have established

themselves. Here, Hughes manages to make a strong point. He establishes the

black race in the same footing as the Caucasian race, especially with regard to

history.

The poet has also successfully uses the metaphor of the river to put his point

across.  Historically, it well known that civilizations have been built near rivers, and

many communities even today are tied historically and sentimentally to rivers.  Thus,

by joining rivers and the Negro race and highlighting their respective contributions

to the development of history, Hughes points out the importance of his community

to the world.

The Negro Speaks of Rivers as such highlights the equality of the Negro

race with respect to other races and how it has contributed to history.  The final

line ‘My soul has grown deep like the rivers’ is perhaps the most powerful in the

poem. Open to many interpretations, the most obvious one is that the poet is

trying to point out how his race, over time, has managed to fashion itself a place in

history, the same way rivers, over millions of years, have helped form soil, rocks,

and mountains.

Indeed, the poet in The Negro Speaks of Rivers successfully tells of how

Negroes over generations have shown that they are not inferior to any other race,

and have a lot more to offer still.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

11. What does the poem The Negro speaks of Rivers highlight?

12. By the use of which refrain does Hughes condemn slavery and racism?

3.8 PERSONAL: SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS

Poem

In an envelope marked:

PERSONAL

God addressed me a letter.

In an envelope marked:

PERSONAL

I have given my answer.

Summary of poem

Personal is a poem from Hughes’ volume of poems called Distance Nowhere.

Hughes wrote his share of short poems, of which Personal is among the shortest.

The poem comprises just twenty words. Personal is one poem that means a lot

though its content is minimal. In this short poem, the letter from God to the speaker
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and the reply the latter sends to God are both marked ‘personal’. This gives the

poem and the possible content of the letter a mysterious feel, as the letter cannot

be opened by any random individual except the one to whom it is addressed.

Commentary and analysis

Personal has a very important theme in that it shows God in a more approachable

light. Conventionally, God is always placed in a revered pedestal and His greatness

guarantees that mortals are always separated from Him. There is no other way to

reach Him than by rituals and ceremonies. Hughes breaks with tradition here and

writes a letter to Him, just like he would do to a mortal.

This poem, because of its short nature and the content, makes itself open to

several interpretations. However, the most obvious interpretation is that the poet

has received personal communication from God, and he replies in the same way.

Here, the poet with the use of the word ‘personal’ implies that the communication

between the two is no one’s business but theirs. Thus, this could also be a subtle

attack at people who tend to patronizingly comment on an individual’s relationship

with God, with lines such as ‘Get yourself right with God’, ‘God would not like

what you have done’, etc.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

13. What is the importance of Personal’s theme?

14. What is the most obvious interpretation of the poem Personal? 

3.9 MERRY GO ROUND: SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS

Poem

Where is the Jim Crow section

On this merry-go-round,

Mister, cause I want to ride?

Down South where I come from

White and colored

Can't sit side by side.

Down South on the train

There's a Jim Crow car.

On the bus we're put in the back—

But there ain't no back

To a merry-go-round!

Where's the horse

For a kid that's black?

Summary of poem

Merry Go Round is widely regarded as one of Langston Hughes’ best works.

Though the theme of the poem is serious, it is written in very casual language. The
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poem talks about a young African-American during a carnival. The child is young

and has no idea of the racial discrimination of the time. The poem subtly target is

the ‘white’ reader and it refers to the inhumane treatment that blacks suffered in

America during the poet’s time. It also highlights the innocence of the black child

who probably feels that the discrimination he has been subjected to all his life is

just the way things are supposed to be.

Commentary and analysis

In the poem Merry go Round, the boy comes from ‘down South’ which is infamous

for racial segregation. He knows that in buses, the back seats are reserved for the

black people; similarly, there are special cars for them on trains. The ‘Jim Crow

section’ (Figure 3.3) is where they have to sit. Jim Crow refers to laws that forbade

black people to mix openly with white people.

In this poem, the child is now in the Northern part of the country and would

like to ride a merry-go-round. There is no Jim Crow section in a merry-go-round

as the seating arrangement is circular. The design is such that there is no front or

back section. The child asks for the Jim Crow section—he possibly asks a ‘white’

man, and gets no satisfactory response. The responses are immaterial here. It is

the questions of the child that matter. The questions of the child render the notion

of racial discrimination as arbitrary and senseless.

Figure 3.3 The Jim Crow Section

The child does not know what to do as the rules he has grown up with are

not applicable here. Whether he eventually rides the merry-go-round is irrelevant.

The crux of the poem is the strange situation confronting the black child.

Also important to this poem is the symbol of the carousel. The carousel is a

circle, and the circle stands as a metaphor for a better world, free of racial divisions

and where people are not judged by the colour of their skin.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

15. Why is the black child asking questions?

16. What does the carousel symbolize? 
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3.10 SUICIDE’S NOTE: SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS

Poem

The calm,

Cool face of the river

Asked me for a kiss

Summary of poem

This is another short poem, comprising three short lines, where the poem’s title

more or less explains the text to follow. However, the poem is more psychological

in nature. It holds more meaning than what the words seem to convey on the

surface, that is, the poet’s attraction to the river.

Commentary and analysis

The title of the poem is ambivalent. One obvious meaning could be that it is a

suicide note left by someone. Here, however, no individual is specified; rather the

word suicide is personified. The title is not ‘A Note Left by a Suicide’ but ‘Suicide’s

Note’.

The poet also makes death attractive by likening it to a woman who is

ready to give him a kiss. There is a chance that the poet is referring to the uncertainty

of human relationships as well. What looks good on the surface may be the thing

that will lead you to your doom.

Also, by placing the mysterious twelve words against the title Suicide’s

Note, the poet is warning the reader of the dangerous allure that suicide holds.

Perhaps, initially, suicide may seem unnatural to us, but as we get closer it can look

beautiful and what was once difficult to comprehend could make perfect sense,

and make us long for the kiss of the ‘calm cool face of the river’.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

17. Is the word ‘suicide’ personified in the poem Suicide’s Note?

18. Is there any reference to human relationships in the poem Suicide’s

Note?

3.11 HARLEM: SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS

Poem

What happens to a dream deferred? 
Does it dry up 

like a raisin in the sun?

Or fester like a sore—

And then run? 

Does it stink like rotten meat? 

Or crust and sugar over—

like a syrupy sweet? 
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Maybe it just sags 

like a heavy load.

......Or does it explode?

Summary of poem

Harlem is a lyrical poem with uneven rhyme and pattern that summarizes the
oppression felt by the blacks in America. The poem was published in 1951 as part
of the collection Montage of a Dream Deferred.

During the period when this poem was published, blacks were frustrated
by what they had to endure. The Civil War had freed them from the yoke of
slavery, and there were laws in place that allowed them the rights to vote and own
property, among other rights. However, in truth, the prejudice never went away
and they were treated like second-rate citizens. As a result, blacks had to attend
schools with no facilities, and had to work as porters, servants, etc. In many
states, there were different—and less equipped—restrooms, restaurants, parks,
etc., for blacks. In buses, they had to take the back seats. By the mid-20th Century,
their frustration was at boiling point. Langston Hughes was aware of this collective
state of mind, as the last line of the poem ‘Or does it explode?’ indicate. 

Commentary and analysis

In the first line of the poem, Hughes poses a big question, ‘What happens to a
dream deferred?’  This poem, as well as the volume where it first appeared,
Montage of a Dream Deferred, deals with what happens to people when their
dreams are put off indefinitely.

In lines two and three, the poet talks about how the dream becomes a raisin
over time. This is a simile where the dream is compared to a round juicy grape
that, if neglected for too long, will dry up. The dream is still sweet and enjoyable
but it is not what it used to be, and as turned black.

In lines four and five, the poet compares the dream to a sore. He suggests
that unfulfilled dreams eventually, over time, turn into scars. Neglected sores can
even lead to death. The word ‘fester’ connotes decay and ‘run’ could very well
mean pus. The poet may also be using the word ‘run’ as a pun, indicating that
dreams could run away from an individual if not attended on time.

In lines five and six, the speaker suggests that a deferred dream may stink.
A sore can be ignored; stink cannot.  The stink will only go away once the source
is identified and rid of. He compares dreams to meat that rot and smell if kept
unused for long. This image symbolizes decay and waste. The meat is also harmful
to eat. There are critics who suggest that Hughes may be using a literal meaning
when writing these words. Blacks were regularly sold rotten meat in groceries and
were well aware of how it smelt.

In lines seven and eight, the poet talks of dreams as a crusted syrupy sweet.
The sweet is good to taste; however, if it eaten after being kept aside for a long
time, it leaves a bad taste. The ‘sweet’ could also mean the dream of equality and
success promised in America, but which the black man has never known.

Lines nine and ten together form the only line that is not a question. Here the
poet implies that neglecting one’s dream has terrible consequences, and weighs
the individual down physically as well as mentally, just like a heavy load of bricks.
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Hughes deliberately italicizes line eleven to give it emphasis. The ‘explosion’
when it finally happens may not only harm the individual but others around him as
well.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

19. What type of a poem is Harlem?

20. Why does the poem italicize line eleven in the poem Harlem?

3.12 BIRMINGHAM SUNDAY: SUMMARY AND
ANALYSIS

Poem

Four little girls

Who went to Sunday School that day

And never came back home at all—

But left instead

Their blood upon the wall

With spattered flesh

And bloodied Sunday dresses

Scorched by dynamite that

China made aeons ago

Did not know what China made

Before China was ever Red at all

Would ever redden with their blood

This Birmingham-on-Sunday wall.

Four tiny little girls

Who left their blood upon that wall,

In little graves today await:

The dynamite that might ignite

The ancient fuse of Dragon Kings

Whose tomorrow sings a hymn

The missionaries never taught

In Christian Sunday School

To implement the Golden Rule.

Four little girls

Might be awakened someday soon

By songs upon the breeze

As yet unfelt among

Magnolia trees.

Summary of poem

This poem Birmingham Sunday is written in free verse and is a straightforward
account of what happened one particular day in a Sunday school in Birmingham.
The consequences of the dynamite blast were many—political, social, emotional,
etc. However, the poet focusses mainly of the human aspect of the tragedy,
highlighting the senselessness and absurdity of human actions. That the victims are
young make the poem all the more emotional, and successfully manages to attract
the readers’ sympathy.
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Commentary and analysis

Four little girls………….

And bloodied Sunday dresses (Lines 1– 7)

In the first nine lines of the poem, we see that the speaker is simply relating
what he saw, without making inquiries or investigating at depth at any manner
whatsoever. He tells of how four little girls went to Sunday school, but did not
return home and had their blood and flesh splattered on the wall of the school.
There is no real attempt from the poet to arouse any emotion from the reader; in
fact, there is no real need to. The incident in the poem is enough to meet that end.

Scorched by dynamite that…………

This Birmingham-on-Sunday wall. (Lines 8–13)\

These lines speak of how the dynamite was invented in China many years
ago, before the country was Red (communist). The poet highlights the dynamite,
as it is the blast from a dynamite that killed the four young girls.

Four tiny little girls…………

Magnolia trees. (Lines 14 –27)

The poem is now dealing with the present situation. The first part of the
poem dealt with the past, of the young girls going to school. In a sense, lines 14–
27 deal with the present and the future. Now, the girls lie dead in their graves, but
there is a chance that they may awaken in the future. Here, the word ‘awaken’ is
used in a purely metaphorical context. The poet wishes that the incident revive
public consciousness to oppose such violent acts. He is sceptical of that happening
though; and he realizes that such a feeling has still not permeated the masses,
especially the political brass, as is evident in the last two lines ‘As yet unfelt among/
Magnolia trees’.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

21. What is the style the poet uses for Birmingham Sunday?

22. Does the poet think that the incident will lead to necessary action from

the authorities?

3.13 SUMMARY

James Langston Hughes was born on February 1, 1902, in Joplin, Missouri. His
parents separated when he was still a small child, and his father moved across the
border to Mexico. He lived with his grandmother till he was thirteen.

Hughes was influenced by Paul Lawrence Dunbar, Carl Sandburg, and
Walt Whitman. He is particularly famous for his perceptive, effervescent portrayals
of the lives of black people in America. Though he is remembered as a poet, he
was not a one-trick pony, and successfully dabbled in short stories and plays.

Apart from poetry, Hughes wrote eleven plays and several other works of
prose, including the popular ‘Simple’ books—Simple Speaks His Mind, Simple

Stakes a Claim, Simple Takes a Wife, and Simple's Uncle Sam. His
autobiography, The Big Sea, is also a much acclaimed work.
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In I, Too, Sing America, the speaker dreams of a future where he is free
and treated equally as the rest.

The poem Dream Variations combines two different motifs. The structure
is based on American blues music which is repetitious, and at the same time the
poet attempts to make his work exciting to the younger audience.

Hughes’ intention for writing The Weary Blues was to celebrate African
American heritage, one which he was very proud of. The poet simply wants to
give a realistic portrayal of the plight of the black people during that period.

Langston Hughes' poignant poem Mother to Son empowers not only the
child the mother is speaking to in the poem but even the readers, with words of
wisdom.

The Negro Speaks of Rivers is in so many ways Langston Hughes’ signature
poem. In this poem, he highlights the African American's historical journey to
America.

Personal is a poem from Hughes’ volume of poems called Distance

Nowhere. Hughes wrote his share of short poems, of which Personal is among
the shortest. The poem comprises just twenty words.

Merry Go Round is widely regarded as one of Langston Hughes’ best
works. Though the theme of the poem is serious, it is written in very casual language.
The poem talks about a young African-American during a carnival.

Suicide’s Note is short poem, comprising three short lines, where the poem’s
title more or less explains the text to follow. However, the poem is more
psychological in nature. It holds more meaning than what the words seem to convey
on the surface, that is, the poet’s attraction to the river.

Harlem is a lyrical poem with uneven rhyme and pattern that summarizes
the oppression felt by the blacks in America. The poem was published in 1951 as
part of the collection Montage of a Dream Deferred.

This poem Birmingham Sunday is written in free verse and is a
straightforward account of what happened one particular day in a Sunday school
in Birmingham. The consequences of the dynamite blast were many—political,
social, emotional, etc. However, the poet focusses mainly of the human aspect of
the tragedy, highlighting the senselessness and absurdity of human actions.

3.14 KEY TERMS

••••• Effervescent: Vibrant

••••• One-trick pony: Someone who is good at only one thing

••••• Harlem Renaissance: Cultural movement that spanned the 1920s and
the 1930s

••••• Blatantly: Clearly; Obviously

••••• Motifs:  Themes

••••• Segregation: Separation through colour of the skin

••••• Caucasian: Race with European roots, with fair-coloured skin
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••••• Symbolism: Representation

••••• Metaphor: Figure of speech

3.15 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Hughes was influenced by Paul Lawrence Dunbar, Carl Sandburg, and
Walt Whitman.

2. ‘Simple’ books were Hughes’ works of prose and included such titles as
Simple Speaks His Mind, Simple Stakes a Claim, Simple Takes a Wife,
and Simple's Uncle Sam.

3. The oppression, however, does not seem to make his weak; in fact, it makes
him laugh.

4. The central message of the poem is that blacks deserve the same freedom
and equality as whites. The last line, ‘I, too, am America’, best sums up this
belief.

5. The poem is based on two themes. The structure is based on American
blues music which is repetitious, and at the same time the poet attempts to
make his work exciting to the younger audience.

6. This possibly has to do with the period it was written—the time of Harlem
Renaissance was one where direct arguments still did not have a place in
black American poetry.

7. Hughes’ intention for writing The Weary Blues was to celebrate African
American heritage, one which he was very proud of.

8. Blues is significant in the performer’s life; it reveals ‘a black man's soul’ and
keeps him alive. The blues gives him an identity.

9. The literary devices in Mother to Son include informal language, symbolism,
repetition, as well as good use of format.

10. The word ‘Bare’ in line seven stands alone, and indicates the perilous journey
of life. The need for her son to develop the courage and determination to
stand alone is what the narrator of the poem wants to emphasize.

11. In the poem, The Negro speaks of Rivers, the poet highlights the African
American's historical journey to America.

12. Hughes subtly condemns slavery and racism through the refrain: ‘My soul
has grown deep like the rivers.’

13. Personal has a very important theme in that it shows God in a more
approachable light.

14. The most obvious interpretation is that the poet has received personal
communication from God, and he replies in the same way. Here, the poet
with the use of the word ‘personal’ implies that the communication between
the two is no one’s business but theirs.

15. The child is asking questions because he is confused by the situation he
finds himself in. The segregation rules that he is used to in the South does
not apply to the merry-go-round and he does not know what to do.
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16. The carousel is a circle, and the circle stands as a metaphor for a better
world, free of racial divisions and where people are not judged by the
colour of their skin.

17. Yes, the word ‘suicide’ is personified. In fact, the title of the poem—
‘Suicide’s Note’—attests to that.

18. There is a chance that the poet is referring to the uncertainty of human
relationships. What looks good on the surface might turn out to be the very
thing that will lead you to your doom.

19. Harlem is a lyrical poem with uneven rhyme and pattern that summarizes
the oppression felt by the blacks in America.

20. Hughes deliberately italicizes line eleven to give it emphasis. The ‘explosion’
when it finally happens may not only harm the individual but others around
him as well.

21. This poem Birmingham Sunday is written in free verse and is a
straightforward account of what happened one particular day in a Sunday
school in Birmingham.

22. The poet is sceptical of such a thing happening; he realizes that such a
feeling has still not permeated the masses, especially the political brass, as is
evident in the last two lines, ‘As yet unfelt among/ Magnolia trees’.

3.16 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Write a short note on Langston Hughes’ life from the time of his birth to the
time he finished his college education.

2. Write a short note on the relationship between the performer and the speaker
in the poem, The Weary Blues. Also, highlight the importance of the blues
in the performer’s life.

3. Write a brief note on the poem Personal.

4. Summarize lines 8 –27 of the poem Birmingham Sunday.

Long-Answer Questions

1. Critically analyse the poem, Dream Variations.

2. Critically analyse the poem, Mother to Son.

3. Evaluate the poem The Negro Speaks of Rivers.

4. Evaluate the poem Harlem.

Answers to Short-Answer Questions

1. James Langston Hughes was born on February 1, 1902, in Joplin, Missouri.
His parents separated when he was still a small child, and his father moved
across the border to Mexico. He lived with his grandmother till he was
thirteen. Later, he moved to Lincoln, Illinois, to live with his mother and his
stepfather. Their family was to finally settle down in Cleveland, Ohio. It was
in Lincoln, Illinois, that James Langston Hughes started writing poetry. After
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graduation, he lived in Mexico for a year, and he spend another year at
Columbia University. In this period, Langston Hughes held odd jobs, such
as a cook and a busboy, among others, and later travelled to Europe and
Africa plying his trade in the seas. He moved to Washington, D.C. in
November 1924.  His first book of poetry, The Weary Blues, was published
in 1926. In 1929, he finished his college education at Lincoln University,
Pennsylvania.

2. It is clearly indicated in the poem, The Weary Blues, that the blues unites
the speaker and the performer in some level. There is an implied relationship
between the two; the music compels the speaker’s participation. The
performer is anonymous, as he is not famous. He is just one of the dedicated
practitioners who never made the big time as some of the blues artists did.
The words ‘drowsy syncopated tune’ (line one) refers to activity as well as
rest. It highlights the tension between fantasy and reality, and induces the
speaker to explore the relationship between the performer’s stoic stance
and his sad acceptance of what lies in store for him. This is clearly evident in
the words of the poem. The performer seemingly only has the blues in his
life and nothing else. However, blues is significant in his life; it reveals ‘a
black man's soul’ and keeps him alive. The blues gives him an identity.
When singing the blues he is singing about life and how the black man has to
struggle to gain an identity in a land dominated by the whites. As his black
hands play the piano, music as the world has come to know seems to
change. The piano becomes an extension of the performer and comes to
life, seemingly controlled by the performer’s sorrow.

3. Personal has a very important theme in that it shows God in a more
approachable light. Conventionally, God is always placed in a revered
pedestal and His greatness guarantees that mortals are always separated
from Him. There is no other way to reach Him than by rituals and ceremonies.
Hughes breaks with tradition here and writes a letter to Him, just like he
would do to a mortal.This poem, because of its short nature and the content,
makes itself open to several interpretations. However, the most obvious
interpretation is that the poet has received personal communication from
God, and he replies in the same way. Here, the poet with the use of the
word ‘personal’ implies that the communication between the two is no one’s
business but theirs. Thus, this could also be a subtle attack at people who
tend to patronizingly comment on an individual’s relationship with God,
with lines such as ‘Get yourself right with God’, ‘God would not like what
you have done’, etc.

4.
Scorched by dynamite that…………

This Birmingham-on-Sunday wall. (Lines 8–13)

These lines speak of how the dynamite was invented in China many years
ago, before the country was Red (communist). The poet highlights the
dynamite, as it is the blast from a dynamite that killed the four young girls.

Four tiny little girls…………

Magnolia trees. (Lines 14 –27)
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The poem is now dealing with the present situation. The first part of the
poem dealt with the past, of the young girls going to school. In a sense, lines
14–27 deal with the present and the future. Now, the girls lie dead in their
graves, but there is a chance that they may awaken in the future. Here, the
word ‘awaken’ is used in a purely metaphorical context. The poet wishes
that the incident revive public consciousness to oppose such violent acts.
He is sceptical of that happening though; and he realizes that such a feeling
has still not permeated the masses, especially the political brass, as is evident
in the last two lines ‘As yet unfelt among/ Magnolia trees’.

Answers to Long-Answer Questions

1. At first glance, Dream Variations seemingly does not intend to offend
anyone. This possibly has to do with the period it was written—the time of
Harlem Renaissance was one where direct arguments still did not have a
place in black American poetry. However, there is no doubt that Langston
Hughes intended a subtler and more powerful meaning when he wrote his
poem.

In this poem, the speaker wants to dance in the sun and rest under a tree
during night time. Lines three and four, ‘To whirl and to dance/Till the white
day is done’ is the first metaphor in the poem. The term ‘white’ could
symbolize anything. In this poem, it is evident that the poet intended it to
mean the Caucasian person. The ‘white man’ dominated the blacks for
several generations, as history would attest. The ‘white day’ could mean
that the white man had total dominance of the day; in other words, they
controlled the black man’s activities. ‘White’ could also refer to the colour
of the sunlight, when it is shining at its brightest.

Then rest at cool evening

Beneath a tall tree

While night comes on gently,

Dark like me—

That is my dream!

These lines speaker’s desire to be free and do whatever he wants to do.
The fact that he can only dream about it shows how much oppression the
black person faced during that period. This makes the meaning of the poem
very effective at every level. The words, ‘Dark like me’ stresses that the
speaker still does not belong to the same level as some higher race. In so
many ways, the poem serves the purpose of putting the message across
without indulging in any kind of blatant criticism.

2. Mother to Son reminds us of the well-known expression ‘let's have a father
to son talk’; the only difference in the poem is that the mother chatting with
the son. ‘So, where is the father?’ you may wonder.  It could be that the
father has already died and this is one of the many difficult situations that the
son has to learn to cope with. The advice that the mother gives the son in
the poem involves determination and courage, especially when faced with
life’s difficult situations.

The poem is written from the mother’s point of view and the reader is
immediately pulled by the southern dialect and tone. The image of a middle-
aged woman in conjured up. It is a woman with little or no formal education,
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but who has wrestled with struggles all through her life, which empowers
her with invaluable experiences. Informal language is used freely in the poem
to bring out a clear sketch of a loving mother who has a wealth of advice to
offer her son.

However, the poet does not limit himself to the use of informal devices to
paint a picture of the mother giving her son advice. Symbolism, too, is
apparent in this poem.  For example, the use of a word like ‘tacks’ indicates
the difficulties and discomforts of life’s obstacles. Tacks refer to the obstacles
that pin down an individual and stop his from achieving things in life. ‘Splinters’
symbolize the pain in life and the difficulty of taking out that pain. Then there
is the metaphor of life being compared to the stairs, which symbolizes the
tiring climb that life represents. The ‘crystal stair’, in contrast, symbolizes
perfection and comfort, which the mother clearly mentions she was not
fortunate to have.

Also, there is the use of repetition that adds to the theme of Mother to Son.
The constant use of p's, t's, and s's can make reading the poem and exhausting
exercise, and symbolizes the uphill climb of stairs. The repeated use of
some specific words also serves the end. The word ‘and’, for example, is
constantly used, indicating continuity, and, therefore, strengthening the themes
of courage and determination.

The poet has also intelligently used format in Mother to Son. For instance,
the word ‘Bare’ in line seven stands alone, and indicates the perilous journey
of life. The need for her son to develop the courage and determination to
stand alone is what the narrator of the poem wants to emphasize.

To conclude, Langston Hughes’ poem Mother to Son offers a simple but
relevant advice—to overcome life’s hurdles, courage and determination
are necessary.

3. In The Negro Speaks of Rivers, Hughes subtly condemns slavery and
racism through the refrain: ‘My soul has grown deep like the rivers.’ The
first appearance of this line in the poem (line four) is preceded by the
speaker’s declaration that he has seen rivers ‘ancient as the world and
older than the flow of / human blood in human veins’ (lines two and three).
The second and the last time the line appears in the poem (line thirteen)
takes place immediately after the poet refers to Mississippi, New Orleans,
and Abraham Lincoln. This time, the poet suggests that he is not the same
person who ‘bathed in the Euphrates’ and ‘built [his] hut near the Congo’
but he is worse off now. Today, he is a black man who has had his share of
slavery and pain and carries the scars of those experiences with him. Of
course, when he talks about himself, he is referring to the entire black race
in America.

The poem is something of a historical account of where the black Americans
came from, and it shows them to possess power and ability.  The Negro

Speaks of Rivers touches upon various places and times where the Negroes
have established themselves. Here, Hughes manages to make a strong point.
He establishes the black race in the same footing as the Caucasian race,
especially with regard to history.
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The poet has also successfully uses the metaphor of the river to put his point
across.  Historically, it well known that civilizations have been built near
rivers, and many communities even today are tied historically and sentimentally
to rivers.  Thus, by joining rivers and the Negro race and highlighting their
respective contributions to the development of history, Hughes points out
the importance of his community to the world.

The Negro Speaks of Rivers as such highlights the equality of the Negro
race with respect to other races and how it has contributed to history.  The
final line ‘My soul has grown deep like the rivers’ is perhaps the most powerful
in the poem. Open to many interpretations, the most obvious one is that the
poet is trying to point out how his race, over time, has managed to fashion
itself a place in history, the same way rivers, over millions of years, have
helped form soil, rocks, and mountains.

Indeed, the poet in The Negro Speaks of Rivers successfully tells of how
Negroes over generations have shown that they are not inferior to any other
race, and have a lot more to offer still.

4. In the first line of the poem, Hughes poses a big question, ‘What happens to
a dream deferred?’  This poem, as well as the volume where it first appeared,
Montage of a Dream Deferred, deals with what happens to people when
their dreams are put off indefinitely.

In lines two and three, the poet talks about how the dream becomes a raisin
over time. This is a simile where the dream is compared to a round juicy
grape that, if neglected for too long, will dry up. The dream is still sweet and
enjoyable but it is not what it used to be, and as turned black.

In lines four and five, the poet compares the dream to a sore. He suggests
that unfulfilled dreams eventually, over time, turn into scars. Neglected sores
can even lead to death. The word ‘fester’ connotes decay and ‘run’ could
very well mean pus. The poet may also be using the word ‘run’ as a pun,
indicating that dreams could run away from an individual if not attended on
time.

In lines five and six, the speaker suggests that a deferred dream may stink.
A sore can be ignored; stink cannot.  The stink will only go away once the
source is identified and rid of. He compares dreams to meat that rot and
smell if kept unused for long. This image symbolizes decay and waste. The
meat is also harmful to eat. There are critics who suggest that Hughes may
be using a literal meaning when writing these words. Blacks were regularly
sold rotten meat in groceries and were well aware of how it smelt.

In lines seven and eight, the poet talks of dreams as a crusted syrupy sweet.
The sweet is good to taste; however, if it eaten after being kept aside for a
long time, it leaves a bad taste. The ‘sweet’ could also mean the dream of
equality and success promised in America, but which the black man has
never known.

Lines nine and ten together form the only line that is not a question. Here the
poet implies that neglecting one’s dream has terrible consequences, and
weighs the individual down physically as well as mentally, just like a heavy
load of bricks.
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Hughes deliberately italicizes line eleven to give it emphasis. The ‘explosion’
when it finally happens may not only harm the individual but others around
him as well.
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4.0 INTRODUCTION

In this unit, we will be looking at the semi-autobiographical novel, A Farewell to

Arms, by Ernest Hemingway that covers numerous events of the Italian campaigns

during the First World War. In Hemingway’s early works, war used to be a major

theme. Hemingway’s own wartime experiences led to the construction of the main

plot in A Farewell to Arms. The novel outlines the themes of love and war that

run side by side. It portrays how despite serving as a miserably disconsolate

situation, the war actually acts as a powerful catalyst in creating, as well as

reinforcing, relationships between human beings. This novel goes a long way in

establishing Hemingway as one of the most futuristic authors of the 20th century.

4.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Discuss the life of Ernest Hemingway

• Summarize Ernest Hemingway’s A Farewell to Arms

• Analyse the main characters of the novel A Farewell to Arms

• Evaluate Hemingway’s A Farewell to Arms as a 20th century novel

4.2 A BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF

ERNEST HEMINGWAY

Born at Oak Park, Illinois, in the summer of 1899, Ernest Hemingway is known to

have condemned his middle-class parents for their conventional morality and values.
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Hemingway left home at a young age and became a newspaper reporter in Kansas

City. He joined the Italian Red Cross in early 1918 where he served as an

ambulance driver in Italy during the First World War. During this stay abroad, a

couple of incidences in Hemingway’s life became the source of inspiration, as

portrayed by the characters of his work A Farewell to Arms. The first incidence

was a mishap that took place on 8 July 1918, when a trench mortar shell struck

Hemingway while he squat beyond the front lines with three Italian soldiers. Though

the story was exaggerated over the years, it was a fact that when Hemingway was

transferred to a hospital in Milan, he fell in love with Agnes von Kurowsky, a Red

Cross nurse. Though there are divided opinions on the role played by Agnes in

Hemingway’s life and writing, there is modest doubt that his relationship with her

inspired the relationship between Lieutenant Henry and Catherine Barkley in his

novel A Farewell to Arms.

Fig 4.1 Ernest Hemingway

After recovery, Hemingway worked as a reporter for many years. This helped

him in honing his writing skills, where his style had clarity, precision and an emotional

expression. In September 1921, Hemingway got married to Hadley Richardson,

first of his four wives, and settled in Paris. Here, he made valuable connections

with American expatriate writers that included names like Ezra Pound and Gertrude

Stein. Hemingway’s first collection of short stories, In Our Time, introduced Nick

Adams, one of the Hemingway’s favourite protagonists, whose difficult road from

youth to maturity he chronicled. By then, Hemingway’s reputation as a writer was

firmly established by the publication of The Sun Also Rises (1926) and A Farewell

to Arms (1929).

A Farewell to Arms is considered to be Hemingway’s most accomplished

novel that gives a powerful description of life, during and just after the First World

War. The novel also maps the psychological complexities of its characters with the

aid of revolutionary and pared-down prose style.
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In 1952, regardless of bouts of depression, Hemingway wrote the novel

The Old Man and the Sea. Hemingway’s novel received the Pulitzer Prize in

May 1952, and he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1954. On 2

July 1961, Hemingway committed suicide at his home in Ketchum, Idaho.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. Who was Ernest Hemingway?

2. Where was he born?

4.3 ANALYSIS OF PRIMARY CHARACTERS

• Lieutenant Frederic Henry: The novel’s narrator and protagonist, Henry

is a young American ambulance driver in the Italian army during the First

World War. Henry’s quiet stoicism is evident in the manner he conducts his

military duties. Though he has no faith on abstract terms like ‘glory’ and

‘heroism’, he displays courage in battle. These terms have no value to him

and he is portrayed as a realist rather than an idealist. His life is mundane

until he meets the love of his life, Catherine Barkley.

• Catherine Barkley: Catherine Berkley is the beautiful nurse and the female

protagonist of the novel. The opening of the novel portrays her sorrow for

her dead fiancé. In order to forget the tragic event, she gets into a playful

and reckless game of love with Henry. Her feelings for him, however, soon

change and she becomes his lifelong companion.

• Rinaldi: Henry’s closest friend and a surgeon in the Italian army, Rinaldi is

wry, naughty and oversexed. His primary interest lies in seducing beautiful

women though he was an efficient and skilled doctor.

• The priest: Often at the wrong end of the soldier’s jokes, the kind young

priest is employed by the Italian army to provide spiritual guidance to young

officers. He responds to the soldier’s jokes in his usual good-natured manner.

The author challenges abstract but popular notions of honour, glory and

loyalty through Henry’s conversations with the priest.

• Helen Ferguson: Catherine’s beloved friend and a nurse’s aide in the

American hospital. Her outburst at Catherine and Henry’s ‘immoral’ affair

portrays her as an unhappy and lonely woman.

• Miss Gage: An American nurse who helps Henry to recover at Milan. She

soon becomes Henry’s friend as she is easy-going and unorthodox. They

are shown to share a drink and a few gossips.

• Miss Van Campen: The superintendent at the American hospital, Miss

Van Campen is cold, strict and unpleasant. She dislikes Henry and maintains

a distance from him.
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• Dr Valentini: A stoic and aggressive doctor who operates upon Henry

immediately, thereby rubbishing the claims of other surgeons that Henry

would have to wait for his operation for six months. The novel celebrates

the self-confidence and assurance that the character portrays.

• Count Greffi: The ninety-four year old count represents a mature version

of the protagonist, Henry. Though he dismisses the label ‘wise’, he lives his

life according to his own terms. In the novel, Henry values him as a father-

figure.

• Ettore Moretti: Moretti is a soldier in the Italian army just like Henry. He

is an obnoxious braggart who instigates people to fight. He pursues the

glory and honour that war veterans believe in and Henry despises.

• Gino: Henry meets this young Italian in a devastated village. His patriotism

is sharply contrasted with Henry’s antagonism towards war.

• Ralph Simmons: Simmons is an opera student and the first person Henry

meets after fleeing the battle. He provides Henry with civilian clothes so that

the latter could venture to Switzerland without drawing any suspicion.

• Emilio: A bartender in Stresa, Emilio helps Henry and Catherine unite after

the war.

• Bonello: Henry’s subordinate ambulance driver, who shows his ruthlessness

by unloading a pistol on an uncooperative engineer who was already been

shot by Henry.

We now analyse in detail, in the subsequent section, the primary characters

in the novel.

Frederic Henry

Henry portrays himself as a man of duty whenever he explains his experience in

war. He is someone who just keeps to his duties as a soldier and does not bathe in

the vainglory that war-mongering fetches. He despises the aftermath of war and

even after being mortally wounded, does not pursue a medal of distinction. Through

his conversations with the priest, Ettore Moretti, and Gino, he proclaims his apathy

for nonfigurative notions of war, honour, glory, patriotism, etc. These to him are no

more significant than the names of cities he has fought in and the streets he has

seen decimated. While we notice the nonchalance and unexcited behaviour of

Henry in the perspective of war, he surprises us with his passion for Catherine. It

seems as if she is the remedy to him for war; an antidote, maybe to the hatred he

has for war. Initially he only looks forward to a night’s simple pleasures with her,

just like his friend, Rinaldi. However, he returns to her, not for the physical attraction,

but for a passion he has never known before. We get to see a sudden vulnerability,

earlier hidden by his stoicism and masculinity, in his love for Catherine; he swears

his love for her even when she asks him to stop playing around. The words he uses

to describe her hair and her presence in bed is enough to vouch for his genuine

intentions for her. The power of the pathos of an elegy that is evident in his narration
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after Catherine’s death suffuses the whole novel; probably this was the author’s

intention of using Henry as a narrator of the novel.

Catherine Barkley

Hemingway’s portrayal of female characters has always come under scanner;

more so after the genre of feminism rose to prominence. Women readers have

openly criticized him as a novelist who likes to keep his women in traditional

garbs. Critic Leslie A. Fiedler has mentioned that his portrayal of women may be

divided into two vivid categories. First being a dominant shrew, such as the

character of Lady Brett in The Sun Also Rises, and secondly, the overtly

submissive, such as Catherine in the novel in discussion. Fiedler also maintains that

Hemingway is clearly uncomfortable portraying his women characters. He is smarter

while handling the men. He stays in comfortable domain with his women and

retreats into uncomplicated stereotypes. Catherine surrenders to blissful domesticity,

particularly at the novel’s end, which is evident with lines like, “I’m having a child

and that makes me contented not to do anything”. This hardly goes down well

with feminists and progressive women readers who get rankled at reading such a

stereotypical suggestion to a bygone era where women were happy in the traditional

roles of a homemaker.

Though Catherine’s desire to lead the proverbial happy life often makes her

look archetypal, she cannot be denied her moments of grandeur as well. She

alludes herself as slightly ‘crazy’ in her initial days with Henry though she is aware

that they have no serious relationship. She is aware that her feelings for him are

primarily physical and that she is using him to keep the memories of his dead fiancé

at bay. She capably draws a line and does not wield when Henry claims that he

loves her. She tells him that she had had enough for the night and that this love of

his is nothing but a lie. She doubts his love and tells him that she imagines that

dreadful things are awaiting them and that she would never be able to love her

baby as she had never loved anyone truly. This skepticism that she professes

about love and their future together may be reflections of a mind of the war-torn

social conditions. Though her inner conflicts and their intensities are always open

to debate, her loyalty to Henry is absolute. She is a loving, dedicated woman

whose desire and ability for a redemptive, otherworldly love makes her the inevitable

victim of tragedy.

Rinaldi

An unbelievable womanizer, Rinaldi serves an important function in the novel.

Hemingway often celebrates his kind of masculinity, where a man lives life on his

own terms, living boldly and truly. Rinaldi professes his love for Catherine when

the novel opens, but soon claims that he is relieved that he is not tied down with

the emotional baggage that a women’s love brings along. He regularly visits brothels

and at one point of time Henry maintains that he will succumb to syphilis. Though

there is no sermonizing in this statement, Hemingway presents this with an air of

detached morality. Rinaldi dominates the other minor male characters.
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4.4 THEMES, MOTIFS AND SYMBOLS IN THE

NOVEL

Themes

Themes are the primary and often universal ideas explored in a literary work.

(i) Grim reality of war

The title of the novel makes it obvious that the novel primarily deals with war and

its aftermath. This is evident by the way Henry’s life is affected by war and the

manner in which he abhors war. Gino and Moretti support the author to bring out

the vagaries of war. Though Gino is naïve and Moretti a braggart, they are the only

ones who have their own glorious notions of war; most of the other characters

remain inconclusive about the war. Through evocative scenes such as the Italian

army’s retreat, Hemingway paints masterful pictures of the mindless brutality and

violent chaos caused by war. The soldiers’ nerves, minds and capacity of rational

judgment crumble along with the columns of men. The engineer who is shot by

Henry due to the uncooperative behaviour of the former mostly upsets readers as,

through this violent act, he deviates from his usual calm and detached self; and

second, the setting of the scene robs it of its moral import as the conniving fellow

soldiers legitimize the murder. The legitimizing of the act is seen to justify the spiraling

disorder and hatred that war has brought in. Through these brutal incidents,

Hemingway suggests that the war is nothing but an extension of the dark, murderous

addendum to the world that refuses to acknowledge and protect humanity and

love.

 Hemingway suggests that war is nothing more than the dark, murderous

extension of a world that refuses to acknowledge, protect, or preserve exact love.

(ii) Relationship of love and pain

In this novel, the author offers a deep, sombre meditation on the relationship between

love and war. The game of seduction that Catherine plays with Henry soon turns

into a serious affair of the heart for both. She initiated this game because she was

mourning for her dead fiancé and desperately wished to forget him. Henry and

Catherine start finding solace in each other from the things that plague them in this

world. Henry’s passion for Catherine is so strong that he flees the war and looks

for her. Once they are reunited, they start planning an idyllic life that could salvage

them from the horrors of war. They become each other’s social, psychological and

emotional healing amidst the Swiss mountainside. The tragedy of the novel lies in

the fact that their genuine love can only be temporary in this cruel world.

Motifs

Motifs are persistent structures, contrasts, or literary devices that can help to

develop and inform the text’s major themes.
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(i) Masculinity

Hemingway’s novels almost always celebrate a swaggering, virile, domineering

and supremely confident masculine power. In A Farewell to Arms some of the

minor characters portray a fine example of manhood. While Dr Valentini exudes

virility as an expert surgeon that poses as competition to Rinaldi’s womanizing,

Rinaldi proves to be a faithful friend.  Bonello, who shoots the fleeing engineering

sergeants, has a touch of cruelty that sort of pervades the entire novel. Hemingway

has almost always used humour, if not contempt to portray their opposite characters.

The success of these men depends on the failure of the other. Rinaldi attacks the

guileless priest, thereby establishing his manhood; the overly cautious, almost mousy

three surgeons challenge Dr Valentini’s reputation by refuting Henry’s claims to an

early operation.

(ii) Games and divertissement

The novel abounds in games, intrigues and divertissement which we notice right

from the opening of the novel. Catherine and Henry start flirting with each other in

order to forget their personal troubles. Flirting helps Henry to ‘drop the war’ and

also diverts Catherine’s thoughts from her fiancé. Henry blocks out the worrying

thoughts of his return to the front by attending horse races with Catherine. Ironically,

his involvement with Catherine becomes the reason for his suffering. Though the

war turns out to be a primary divertissement for him, he tries to forget the pain of

being separated from his lover while playing pool with Count Greffi. When Catherine

tells him not to think about her when he was in the front, he tells her, Henry replies,

“That’s how I worked it at the front. But there was somewhat to do then.”

Hemingway portrays the temporariness of happiness by using the war and pain as

divertissements in the novel. Though happiness is temporary, it is imperative human

nature to pursue it. The count claims that though love is a pleasurable pastime, he

is well-aware of its vagaries to fall in love with a lady.  He hedges against the

transitory character of love by finding pleasure and amusement in games, birthday

parties, and the taking of ‘a little stimulant’. That one can depend on their simple

pleasures lends games and divertissement a definite dignity; while they may not

match up to the nobility of pursuits such as love, they prove quietly constant.

(iii) Loyalty versus abandonment

The ideas of loyalty and abandonment apply equally well to love and war.

Hemingway suggests that one should be loyal to one’s love than to war and political

causes. While Henry is portrayed as a serious soldier, he does not attach false

importance to unreal notions of glory and honour. Though he shoots an

uncooperative sergeant who fails to comply with his orders, his reaction needs to

be treated as a violent outcome of the all-pervasive nature of war, rather than a

personal failure. He eventually follows in the fleeing engineer’s footsteps and deserts

his regimen. At times he feels guilty that he has abandoned his regimen when it

needed him, his supreme loyalty lay in being true to Catherine. Hemingway wished

to impart upon his readers his take on loyalty and abandonment—for him, these
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are not the opposite ends of an ethical spectrum, but the practical priorities of an

individual life.

(iv) Illusions and fantasies

The novel begins with a sense of illusion and fantasy. When the protagonists meet

for the first time, they create the illusion of falling in love with each other. While

Catherine seeks solace in Henry from the death of her fiance, Henry fantasizes

about her when he is away, thereby urging himself to fall in love with Catherine.

Their relationship, at the initial stage, was absolutely artificial and based on illusions

and fantasies. Henry is reminded by Catherine that the love they have is nothing

but flirting, being sent away many times by her once she has her fill for the night.

When he gets injured at war, the care and tenderness that he experiences from her

transforms his feelings for her to love. His love begins to sustain him through his

journey through recuperation. It blossoms into an almost surreal passion.

The couple is genuinely passionate about each other; however, they never

escape the temptation of dreaming of a better world. The boundary between

actuality and illusion blurs often. After Henry and Catherine have spent months in

the desolate Switzerland, Hemingway depicts their relationship as a mixture of

reality and illusion. Boredom had started to set in, and the couple effects small

daily changes to reinvigorate their lives and their passion: Catherine gets a new

haircut, Henry sports a beard. Still the relative dullness of real, mundane life makes

them turn to fantasies of a more perfect existence. They dream of life on a Swiss

mountain, where they will make their own clothes and require nothing but each

other, suggesting that fantasizing is part of coping with the banal, sometimes

damaging effects of reality.

Symbols

Symbols are objects, typescript, figures, or colors used to represent abstract

ideas or concepts.

(i) Rain

Throughout the novel, this symbol of rain has been used as a potent symbol of

disintegration of the happiness of life. When she and Henry lie on the bed, listening

to the storm growing larger every minute, Catherine admits her fear of the rain.

She says that rain has a potential of ruining everything in life. Her fears prove

prophetic as they are eventually doomed. Catherine dies on a rainy day and Henry

walks in the rain as he banishes the thoughts of missing her from her heart. The rain

may also be understood as a symbol of the bleak future that he faces without his

lover to support him anymore. Catherine’s anxiety over rain finds its destiny in the

tragic separation of the lovers forever, confirming the fact that like everything else,

great love too, cannot last forever.

(ii) Catherine’s hair

Catherine’s hair is a symbol that, though not recurrent, is an important one. In the

initial days of their relationship, when the lovers were in bed, Catherine had untied
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her hair and let it cascade around Henry’s face. Henry remembers the inside of a

tent or the seclusion of the waterfall. The lovely description that Henry provides of

Catherine’s hair stands as a symbol of their isolation from the world. The hair acts

as a protective covering that secures Henry from the rest of the world. It also

stands for temporariness and fragility of life. When they are cut off from the rest of

the world and live peacefully in Switzerland, they learn the harsh lesson that love is

as ephemeral as life.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

3. What are the themes, motifs and symbols used in the novel?

4. How is masculinity used as a motif in the novel?

4.5 SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF THE NOVEL

Chapters I–V

Chapter I

The novel opens with a description of the small Italian village where Lieutenant

Henry, the narrator, lives. It is the summer during the First World War; troops

often march down the road, officers pass in ‘small gray motor cars’. Henry

speculates that one of the fast-moving cars may carry the king, who travels out of

the palace almost every day to assess the battle. As winter approaches, an outbreak

of cholera sweeps out about seven thousand soldiers.

Chapter II

The second chapter opens with Henry’s unit moving to the city of Gorizia, away

from the actual scenes of the fight. The life in Gorizia is relaxed and pleasant. The

buildings are still undamaged and there are cafés and two brothels in the city; one

for the officers and the other for enlisted soldiers. Henry sits in the mess hall one

day, with a group of fellow officers who declare that the war is over as there is

snowfall. They are contemptuous of religion and taunt the priest with their crude

remarks about sex. A captain jokingly tells him not to horse around in the presence

of ladies. This makes the priest blush. The officers then discuss Henry’s travel

routes, and the priest urges him to visit the Abruzzi region, where his family stays.

However, others tell him to visit Palermo, Capri, Rome, Naples or Sicily. The

conversation then moves towards opera singers and the group proceeds toward

the brothels to spend their night.

Chapter III

The chapter opens with Henry describing his trip to his roommate and fellow

lieutenant Rinaldi. He tells Rinaldi that he has travvled all over Italy, and Renaldi

comments that travel is no longer necessary to seek beautiful women. Here we get

the first glimpse of the larger-than life, womanizing character of Rinaldi. Rinaldi

further informs Henry that he has fallen in love with a beautiful young nurse, Catherine
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Berkley. Henry lends Rinaldi some money so that he could impress the woman as

having come from a moneyed background. During dinner, Henry tries to mollify

the priest who feels hurt that Henry did not visit Abruzzi. A drunken Henry tries to

explain the situation as best as he can; the chapter ends with the soldiers picking

on the priest again.

Chapter IV

Awakened by a battery of guns, Henry goes to the garage and chats briefly with

the mechanics working on the ambulances. When he returns to his room, Rinaldi

asks him to come along so that he could be introduced to the nurse. At the British

hospital, Rinaldi talks to Helen Ferguson, another nurse, while Henry gets

acquainted with the beautiful Catherine Berkley. He is struck by his beauty and

especially her beautiful, long blond hair. She carries with her a stick that resembles

a ‘toy riding-crop’, which when enquired, is revealed to be her deceased fiancé’s

who was killed in the Battle of Somme. She, in turn, asks him whether he has ever

fallen in love, he replies that he has not. On their way back home, Rinaldi maintains

that Catherine likes Henry to him.

Chapter V

The chapter opens with Henry calling on Catherine the next day. At the British

hospital, he is old by the head nurse that Catherine’s duty would not be over

before the evening, so she would be unable to meet him in the morning. She also

expresses surprise at the fact that an American has joined the Italian army. While

driving back home along the trenches, Henry surveys is the road can be used for

an offensive at a later date. After dinner he returns to talk to Catherine, whom he

finds with Helen. Helen leaves them alone and the duo talks about Catherine’s

job. They decide to ‘drop the war’ as a subject of conversation. When he puts his

hand around her, she initially resists but later agrees. However, when he attempts

to kiss her, she slaps her. Henry notes, with a laughter, that their little drama has

taken them away from the talk of war. Catherine lets Henry kiss her and starts

crying, saying that ‘We’re going to have a strange life’. Rinaldi comments on his

romantic glow when Henry returns home.

Analysis: Chapters 1–5

Hemingway’s bold, declarative, pared-down prose style has changed the tenor of

20th century American fiction than any other author. His is a clear departure from

the Victorian baroque style that was considered the signature of the high literature;

the booklovers of the 1920s and 1930s considered his writings to be purely

experimental. Though the first chapter is short, it has probably one of the best

descriptive sceneries of American literature. Hemingway sketches the description

with a detached, journalistic prose style which is emotionally poignant too: ‘The

trunks of the trees too were dusty and the leaves fell early that year and we saw

the troops rally along the road and the dust rising…’. With relatively few but

remarkably precise details, Hemingway captures life on the battlefront of a little

Italian town during the First World War.
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CHAPTERS VI–IX

Chapter VI

After spending ‘two days’ at the posts, Henry decides to visit Catherine again.

She asks him if he loves him and he replies in the affirmative. She requests him to

call her ‘Catherine’ and not by her surname. Henry and Catherine stroll in the

garden and kiss. Henry thinks she is ‘probably a little crazy’ and is aware that he

does not love her. He senses that he is involved in a complicated game of love, just

like a game of bridge.  Catherine surprises him by saying, ‘This is a rotten game

we play, isn’t it?’ He persuades her to kiss him. She suddenly breaks away from

the kiss and send him away. Rinaldi senses Henry’s loving confusion and admits to

feeling relieved that he himself did not become involved with a British nurse.

Chapter VII

The next afternoon, Henry picks up a soldier with a hernia while driving back from

his post. The man admits that he threw away his truss (a support for a hernia) so

that he would not have to return to the front. He fears being turned over to his

commanding officer. Henry asks the man to bump his head on the wall, which he

does, thus earning a visit to the hospital. Henry thinks about the upcoming offensive,

which is scheduled to start in two days. He wishes that he were with Catherine,

enjoying first-class wine in Milan. At dinner, the men drink and tease the priest.

Rinaldi escorts the drunken Henry to the British hospital, feeding him coffee beans

to sober him up. At the nurses’ villa, Helen Ferguson tells Henry that Catherine is

unwell and does not wish to see him. Henry feels surprisingly ‘lonely and hollow’.

Chapter VIII

The next day, Henry hears of an attack scheduled for that night. As the cars pass

the British hospital on their way to the front, Henry tells the driver of his car to

stop. He hurries in and asks to see Catherine. He tells her that he is off for ‘a

show’ and that she shouldn’t be worried. She gives him a St. Anthony medal to

protect him. Henry returns to the car and the caravan continues toward Pavla,

where the struggle will take place.

Chapter IX

While on his way to Pavla, Henry observes that trenches are filled with artillery

and Austrian observation balloons hang ominously above them. The soldiers are

installed in a dugout, where the conversation veers towards the ending of the war.

As the soldiers are hungry, Henry and a fellow ambulance driver gets some cold

macaroni and a slab of cheese from the nearest wound-dressing station. While

they are eating, suddenly heavy shelling begins. There is ‘a flash, as when a blast-

furnace door is swung open’; Henry finds his two fellow soldiers, Passini and

Gordini dead by a trench mortar and finds himself unable to breathe. He is carried

to the wound-dressing station, where a British doctor tends to his broken leg. He

is later sent to the hospital.
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Analysis: Chapters 6–9

These chapters serve the purpose of bringing out the supreme indifference that

Henry has for the war. The Italian army is not taken seriously by Catherine and the

other British nurses. Being a part of this army, Henry is detached and nonchalant

about the ravages of war. He says that the war does ‘not have anything to do with

me’. The manner in which he helps the soldier with the hernia to deceive the army

and enter the hospital on the pretext of having been hurt, is a vivid example of his

unpatriotic feelings and distaste for war. Through the display of such unacceptable

behaviour, Henry proves once and again that he is not the perfect soldier. Though

he is their senior, the other ambulance drivers openly discuss their negative opinions

on the war and against Italy, in Henry’s presence. He is not angered at the disregard

these men show the country and defends the Italian army with a cool, philosophical

manner.  The scene in which he braves falling mortar shells in order to dress his

pasta turn over the popular literary convention of the protagonist facing great

adversity to accomplish a noble end. Henry’s objective is ridiculous, pathetic, and

decidedly not heroic. That this sight follows on the heels of a conversation in which

the men maintain that ‘war is not won by victory’ amplifies the doubt cast upon

romantic ideals such as glory and honour.

Henry’s dealing with the other ambulance drivers in the battlefront portrays

him as a stoic soldier. The manner in which he discusses victory and defeat is

almost academic rather than passionate.  He appears unresponsive to the sense of

loss, fear, and anger that fuels the Italians’ arguments, indifferent even to whether

he lives or dies. Opposed to this, his growing love for Catherine is beautifully

juxtaposed by Hemingway. The thought of being with Catherine overwhelms him

even when he prepares to face the offensive and go to the front. In a very beautiful,

sensuous passage, Henry pictures himself and Catherine stealing away to a hotel,

where she pretends that he is her dead lover: ‘we would drink the capri and keep

the door locked and with it hot and only a sheet and the entire night and we would

both love each other all night in the hot night in Milan’. Even though his attachment

to Catherine is, at this point, casual, Henry is beginning to develop feelings that

expand beyond the game he plays with her. The sorrow that he feels when Helen

Ferguson announces that Catherine is sick and cannot see him surprises him and

hints at the depth of feeling, obligation, and attachment of which this usually stoic

soldier is capable.

CHAPTERS X–XIII

Chapter X

The chapter opens with Henry lying in pain in the field hospital. When Rinaldi visits

him at the hospital, he informs him that he (Henry) will be decorated for displaying

tremendous courage in the face of adversity. He leaves a bottle of Cognac with

Henry and promises to send Catherine to see him soon.
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Chapter XI

The priest comes to visit Henry at dusk. He tells him that he misses him at the mess

hall and gets mosquito netting, a bottle of vermouth, and English newspapers as

gifts for which Henry is grateful. The men drink and talk about the war. Henry

admits to hating it, and the priest theorizes that there are two types of men in the

world: those who would make war and those who would not. Henry laments that

“the initial ones make [the second ones] do it . . . and I help them.” They discuss

if ending the war is a genuine probability and whether this would bring any good

out of it. The priest tells Henry that he knows that the latter is capable of true love;

people who visit brothels are completely unaware of this kind of love, where one

needs to give oneself completely to one human being. The priest maintains that he

is sure Henry will find his love some day.

Chapter XII

Henry needs to be shifted to Milan for better treatment of his injured leg; the

doctors are apprehensive of sending him there. However, they have to move him

out of the hospital as they would require all the beds once the offensive begins

afresh. Rinaldi and a major from Henry’s company visit him the night before he

moves to Milan. They tell him that America has just affirmed war on Germany, and

the Italians are very excited and hopeful. Rinaldi asks if President Wilson will

declare war on Austria, and Henry responds that Wilson will within days. The men

get drunk, conversing on the war and life in Milan. Rinaldi informs Henry that

Catherine will be going to serve at the army hospital in Milan. Henry sets off for

Milan the next morning. He describes the train ride, throughout which he gets so

drunk that he vomits on the floor.

Chapter XIII

Henry reaches the American hospital in Milan. He is in great discomfort as he is

shifted to his room by the ambulance drivers. He rests for the day. The next day he

meets a young nurse, Miss Gage and is visited by the supervisor of the hospital,

Miss Van Campen. Henry and the supervisor take an instant dislike for each other.

When Henry asks for wine along with his meals, he is informed that he would only

be allowed alcohol after the doctor prescribes it. In the evening Henry sends a

porter for a few bottles of wine and the evening newspaper. At night he is sent a

glass of eggnog spiked with sherry by Miss Van Campen and there is temporary

truce between the two.

Analysis: Chapters 10–13

Henry’s disillusionment with the war is vividly portrayed through his stoicism against

Rinaldi’s excitement for his recommendation for decorations. He is unmoved even

after being mortally wounded. Though no one wants to fight in wars, soldiers are

expected to show unconditional patriotism towards the countries in the battlefield.

Henry’s conversation with Rinaldi furthers the expression of men’s sympathy and

care towards each other. Loyalty, strength, resilience in the face of difficulty, and a
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healthy sexual appetite—these are the age-old metaphor of masculinity that the

novel celebrates.

In the light of Henry’s indifference to decorations, it is interesting to note the

arguable comparison between Hemingway’s Henry and another Henry—Stephen

Crane’s Henry Fleming, the overzealous, glory-seeking character of The Red Badge

of Courage. Towards the end of the masterpiece, which Hemingway greatly

admired and included in his 1942 collection Men at War: The Best War Stories

of All Time, Fleming’s self-absorption change into a mature dignity. One can

make a strong case that the stoic Frederic Henry is an outgrowth of this newly

self-possessed and reputable Henry Fleming.

The priest acts as a perfect foil to the oversexed Rinaldi. He believes that

deep love awaits Henry; the type of love that would prompt people to sacrifice

one’s self for the lover. This is absolutely distinctive from the visits to the brothels

that Rinaldi advocates. Though Henry is skeptical of this true love, the serious

turns that his love towards Catherine takes, makes the reader wait with bated

breath for Henry to realize the intensity of his love. The characters in this novel are

eternally seeking solace from the war-ravaged world. This solace has been shown

to come from alcohol. Throughout the novel, drinking of wines and alcohol has

been shown to be consumed. Henry too, depends on alcohol. He arranges for

bottles for himself when Miss Van Campen declines to keep his request of providing

wine with food, as he feels alcohol will help him recover faster. The escape that

alcohol gives is absolutely understandable, given the grim surroundings of the war-

torn country. The novel now questions, through Henry and other characters who

similarly dislike war, whether it is worth wasting one’s life on. Hemingway questions

the authenticity of engaging in mindless warfare in romantic and philosophical manner.

By portraying a hero who risks his life to top his pasta with cheese, he brings out

the ridiculous nature of war. Likewise, once Henry arrives at the hospital in Milan,

the reader witnesses an equally pathetic and ludicrous world in which clumsy

ambulance drivers cannot manage the weight of a wounded soldier and inept

nurses cry somewhat than care for their patients.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

5. Where did Henry’s unit move to in the second chapter?

6. Why does Catherine flirt with Henry?

7. What suggestion did Henry give to the soldier with hernia?

8. Why is drinking alcohol used repeatedly through the novel?

CHAPTERS XIV–XVII

Chapters XIV and XV

Miss Gage finds the vermouth bottle in Henry’s room. While Henry panics that

she might report this to the superintendent, she surprises him by asking the reason

for him not to have called her to join him. She also informs him that Catherine has
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arrived at the hospital. Catherine comes to visit him, and Henry realizes that he is

actually in love with this woman. He pulls her onto bed with him and they make

love for the first time. In the next chapter, doctors consult on his case and agree

that they would have to wait for six months before they can operate on him.

However, Dr Valentini, who is cheerful, competent and energetic and pose a perfect

foil to the other three mousy doctors, arrive on the scene. Henry and the doctor

have a drink together and the latter agrees to operate upon him the next day.

Chapter XVI and XVII

Henry and Catherine spend the night in his room. Henry is afraid that they might

attract attention; Catherine relaxes him. In the morning, Catherine prepares him

for the operation. Henry urges her to come to bed and Catherine declines. She

tells him that the anesthesia will make him chatty, and he better not disclose their

relation to anyone in his post-operative grogginess. She asks him how many women

he has made love to till then. He replies that he had slept with none other than her.

Though she knows he is lying, Catherine is pleased. Henry feels weak and sick

after his operation. Henry develops affection for Helen Ferguson, who passes his

notes to Catherine when she is on duty. She maintains that her friend is working

rather hard, and that she should get a few nights off from her duty. Henry speaks

to Miss Gage, who arranges for her rest. The lovers spend a passionate night after

a few days of rest.

Analysis: Chapters 14–17

Just as the novel opens with a strong sympathy towards a strong, virile type of

men, evident through the soldiers’ quips for the pious priest, in Book Two, this

trend is further strengthened.  Hemingway describes the doctor who begins to

diagnose Henry’s injuries as ‘a thin quiet little man who seemed disturbed by the

war’. There is a self-assurance and stoicism in Henry that sets him apart from the

mousy doctor who lacks the confidence to pronounce Henry’s prognosis without

first consulting his colleagues. Dr Valentini sharply contrasts this doctor with his

good-natured gregariousness. He works hard, drinks hard and wears his sexual

appetite on his sleeves. There seems to be a fraternal bond that Hemingway

supports—of men fond of wine, women and good times—whether it is on the

battlefield, in the bedroom or on the operating table.

Henry conforms to this kind of masculine ideal by rushing boldly into a

passionate affair with Catherine. When she appears in his room, he is struck by

her beauty and declares the depth of his love for her in: “Everything turned over

inside of me.” Henry’s exchange with Catherine in Chapter XVI is incredibly

powerful and suggestive. Through simple conversations, inquiring whom the other

has loved and made love to, the line between game-playing and true passion

begins to blur. Both Henry and Catherine feel more than they say or can say. Grief,

fear, and a profound desire to be protected from an antagonistic world are among

the forces that bring them together. But these confessions are beyond them;

somewhat, they speak in basic unromantic terms:
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“You’ve such a lovely temperature.”

 “You’ve got a lovely everything.”

 “Oh no! You have the lovely temperature. I’m awfully

proud of your temperature.”

Hemingway rescues these apparently foolish lines from absurd sentimentality
by establishing a multifarious psychological motivation for them. For Henry and
Catherine, such foolishly romantic lines offer a respite from their war-torn world.
Hemingway adopts this suggestive style of writing to maintain the decency that
was required in a 20th century novel. He hoped the readers would be able to read
between the lines and get a hint that the lovers were discussing their first episode
of physical relation here. Even though such scenes spared puritanical readers of
details, the novel was plagued by charges of indecency. A public outcry in Boston,
for example, led to the excision of such professed profanities as ‘balls’ from the
novel.

CHAPTERS XVIII–XXI

Chapter XVIII and XIX

During summer, he learns to walk on crutches and the lovers enjoy their time
together in Milan. Though the couple discuss marriage but Catherine retorts, ‘I
couldn’t be anymore married’ hinting that their stay together exemplifies the strong
bond they have. Though Catherine knows that she could get respite from the war
once she marries, she refuses to get married to Henry. She pledges to be faithful to
him saying that even if she is sure ‘all sorts of dreadful things will happen to us’,
unfaithfulness is not one of them. The next chapter introduces the character of
Moretti, an Italian from San Francisco, serving the Italian army. He is the epitome
of patriotism and false war pride. Henry calls him a “legitimate hero” but maintains
that he is quite dull. When he arrives at the hospital, he chats with Catherine, who
cannot stand Moretti; she prefers the quieter, English gentleman-type heroes. As
the couple talks on into the night, it begins to rain. Catherine fears the rain, which
she asserts is ‘very hard on loving’, and begins to cry until Henry comforts her.

Chapter XX and XXI

Henry and Catherine visit the races and bet on a horse. They win, though not
satisfactorily. They then decide to observe the remaining races by themselves and
away from the crowd. They both claim to feel better, or less lonely, when they are
alone together. The next chapter opens with news that the Allied forces are taking
a beating and will be defeated in the near future. Henry is granted another three
weeks’ of leave and would have to report to his post after that. Catherine surprises
him by telling him that she is three months’ pregnant. She promises not to bother
him and wishes to travel with him. She also talks about the obstacles they would
face. Henry tells her that cowards die many times before their death, while brave
men die only once.

Analysis: Chapters 18–21

This part of the novel develops situations and the characters of the lovers fully.
While in Book One Catherine appeared to be an emotionally damaged woman on
the lookout for companionship and protection, her character is fully shaped in
Book Two, where her relation with Henry ventures beyond the ordinary and the
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mundane physical attraction. As Henry’s mobility improves, they take short trip
outside the hospital, thereby getting to know each other better. The trip to the
racetrack, for example, shows her fundamental independence: she would rather
lose money on a horse that she herself chooses than win rooted on a tip. When she
announces her pregnancy to Henry, she does so with trepidation as she does not
want him to feel trapped. Though portrayed as an over-the-top romantic in the
earlier chapters, here we get to see her steely resolve and love for freedom in the
war-torn world. She assures Henry of her faithfulness though she does not want to
be married to him. Though not as developed as Henry’s character (which is a
typical flaw in Hemingway’s novel) her courage and determination shows through
these chapters.

Ettore Moretti brings Henry’s character into greater focus by acting as a
foil. The Italian-American soldier is boastful, ambitious, and arrogant; he is quick
to insult others and equally quick to sing his own praises. Henry, on the other
hand, is reserved, detached, and disciplined. Uninterested in the glory for which
the army awards medals, Henry maintains a calm level-headedness that helps to
convince the reader that his feelings for Catherine are indeed authentic.

Henry’s words concerning cowards echo Julius Caesar’s defiant utterance in

Shakespeare’s play Julius Caesar: “Cowards die many times before their deaths;

/ The valiant never taste of death but once” (II.ii.32–33). Henry, like Caesar, remains

philosophical and unafraid in the face of potential peril. His inability to contextualize

the reference suggests shortsightedness about the progress of his relationship with

Catherine.

CHAPTERS XXII–XXVI

Chapters XXII, XXIII and XXIV

The rain brings bad news for Henry: he is diagnosed with jaundice. Miss Van
Campen accuses him of inviting the disease through his drinking binges. She clears
away his stash of liquor bottles from the room. The next chapter opens with Henry’s
preparation of going to the front. He passes by a café, notices Catherine inside
and beckons her to join him. When Henry observes, “They’re like us,” Catherine
unhappily responds, “Nobody is like us.” They go to a hotel to spend some time
together. Henry asks her how she would cope with the baby; she reassures him
that she will set up a cozy home for him to come and rest after the war is over. He
arranges for a wagon to travel to the railway station. He urges Catherine to take
care of herself and the baby. He argues with a Captain who protests against his
bringing a machine-gunner to reserve a seat. Ultimately, he gives up his seat and
sleeps on the floor.

Chapter XXV and XXVI

The chapter opens with Henry’s arrival in the town of Gorizia. He looks for Rinaldi
and thinks about Catherine while waiting for his friend. They discuss Henry’s wound
and his recuperation. Rinaldi maintains that he should not have been sent to the
war. He also enquires if he has married to Catherine. They drink a toast to Catherine
and go down to dinner. Rinaldi halfheartedly picks on the priest, trying to animate
the almost deserted dining hall for Henry’s sake. The mood in the dining hall is
sober. Henry and the priest speculate if the war is going to end soon. The priest
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mentions that most of the soldiers have become ‘gentle’ these days; Henry retorts
that probably the defeat has made the soldiers gentler.

Analysis: Chapters 22–26

Catherine’s farewell to Henry has cast a dark shadow on the romantic idealism
she professed earlier. Catherine’s comment ‘nobody is like us’ betrays the pathos
that was the base of their relation. By removing their relationship from the
supercilious realm of idealized love, Hemingway makes Catherine and Henry’s
love for each other more real, more complicated, and more convincing.

The lines of poetry that Henry speech marks are from Andrew Marvell’s
poem To His Coy Mistress (1681). The poem depicts a man addressing his lover
and trying to convince her of his love. He tells her that the social norms of chastity
and virginity are but fake in the face of imminent death. The poem intensifies the
farewell scene between the couple. Catherine feels like a prostitute, sleeping with
her lover, without the sanctions of marriage; buying costly lingerie for the purpose.
She knows she is deeply in love with this man with whom she is willing to share her
life, but remains satisfied as a lover. She quickly overcomes this feeling and actually
wants to do ‘something really sinful’ with Henry. A sin, she imagines, would bring
them nearer together by throwing them into sharper contrast with the outside world.
As she says at the racetrack, she feels she is at her best and least lonely when she
and Henry are alienated from everyone around them. The final lines of Marvell’s
poem evoke this feature of Catherine and Henry’s relationship:

Let us roll all our strength, and all

Our sweetness, up into one ball:

And tear our pleasures with rough strife,

Through the iron gates of life.

Catherine wishes to unite with Henry against life’s harsh realities and seeks
comfort in a man she has long loved.

CHAPTERS XXVII–XXIX

Chapter XXVII

This chapter begins with the news that Italian army is taking a beating. Gino tells
Henry that Austrians have modern guns and would destroy the Italian army once
they decide to attack. That night, it rains as the Italians are attacked by the Germans
and the Austrians. The Italian army slowly starts falling back and moves back to
the town of Gorizia. Henry notices that the protitutes from the known brothels are
being transferred in trucks. Bonello, one of the drivers working under Henry offers
to go with the women. Henry comes to know that Rinaldi too has left for the
hospital and everyone else is evacuated too.

Chapter XXVIII and XXIX

The men drive gradually through the town, forming an endless column of retreating
soldiers and vehicles. Henry takes a turn sleeping; shortly after he wakes, the
column stalls. Henry exits his vehicle to test out on his men. He discovers two
engineering officers in Bonello’s car and two women with Aymo. The girls seem
suspicious of Aymo’s intentions, but he eventually, if crudely, induces them that he
means them no harm. Henry returns to Piani’s car and falls asleep. His dreams are
of Catherine, and he speaks aloud to her. That night, columns of peasants join the
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retreating army. In the initial morning, Henry and his men decide to gradually from
the column and take a small road going north. They stop briefly at an abandoned
farmhouse and eat a large breakfast before ongoing their journey. Aymo’s car gets
wedged in soft mud and Henry asks others to help. He eventually shoots a fleeing
engineering sergeant while his friend escapes. They get stuck after some time and
decide to complete the journey to Udine on foot.  He gives money to the girls and
asks them to leave.

Analysis: Chapters 27–29

The descriptive passages of the retreat given in this novel are among the best in
American novels.  As the lumbering columns of army vehicles wind throughout the
country night, Hemingway’s prose mimics the dark and streaming motion of the
men. When the movement of the columns becomes choppy, so do Hemingway’s
sentences: ‘Then the truck stopped. The entire column was stopped. It started
again and went a little farther, then stopped.’ These three chapters are noteworthy
for their powerful, unromantic and uncompromising attitude towards war. Abstract
concepts of honour, courage and glory find no place in the cruel reality of war. In
describing the retreat, Hemingway strips war of its romantic attire and provides
the reader with solid, evocative, and accurate details.

The focus of the novel switches clearly from love to war in Book Three.
Hemingway reports from the battlefront with a journalistic style that heightens the
realism of the narrative and proves quite unsettling. When Henry shoots at the two
engineering officers for refusing to help free the car from the mud, Hemingway’s
detached prose stops short of passing moral judgment on his action. This spare,
disinterested tone sets Henry’s wanton violence against an unethical landscape;
shooting a man out of anger is given the same weight as pushing a car out of the
mud. Hemingway challenges the reader to contact with the scene on his or her
own terms by keeping to his nonchalant way. Certainly, the support that Henry
receives from his fellow soldiers suggests that his actions are not abnormal and
that there is a persistent irrationality at work in the battlefront. The world has been
stripped of its moral garbs, exposing men to set their own morality and value
system. While some, like Gino, fight for their homeland since they believe in ideals
such as patriotism and sacrifice, others, like Henry, attach no such grandeur or
meaning to their behaviour on the battlefield. The confusion and meaninglessness
portrayed by war has been beautifully depicted in the scene where Henry shoots
the engineering officer. Bonello’s ruthless show of wrath on an injured man underlines
this senseless situation.

CHAPTERS XXX–XXXII

Chapter XXX

Crossing a bridge, Henry sees a German staff car crossing an additional bridge
nearby. Not wanting to get captured, Henry decides to take the smaller road
instead of the main road. Meanwhile Aymo is killed by the Italian rear guard. Now
the small group is not only at risk with their enemies, they are also at risk with their
own rear guard. They find an abandoned farmhouse and decide to spend the night
there. Piani and Bonello go out in search of food. Piani returns alone, saying that
Benello has deserted the front in the hope of being arrested. They spend the night
in the barn and head out at dawn to rejoin the Italian army. They come across a
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large gathering where officers were being interrogated by the Italian police and
killed if found to desert the battlefront. Sensing danger, Henry dives in the water to
evade death, just as he was seized by two officers. He could hear gunshots as he
swam but as he went further from the shore, the gun shots stopped.

Chapters XXXI and XXXII

Henry floats in the cold water for what seems like eternity. He climbs out of the
water and removes all identification of being an officer. He jumps on board a
military train at night. When he is observed by a young soldier, he momentarily
freezes on his tracks. However, the soldier ignores him. While lying under a canvas,
he thinks about the injured knee. He then thinks about Catherine, though the thought
of not being able to meet her drives him crazy. Thoughts of loss plague him. He
thinks he has put the war past him, and misses the priest, Rinaldi, and his friends,
to whom he will never be able to return. ‘It was not my show anymore’, he
ruminates.

Analysis: Chapters 30–32

The fragile world of the Italian military falls completely in these last chapters of
Book Three. Henry’s normally calm exterior is shown to crumble, which prompts
him to shoot the engineering sergeant. The world descends even further into chaos:
the panicky Italian rear guard begins shooting at its own men; Bonello, fearing
death, abandons Henry and Piani; and the neat columns that typify the retreat at its
beginning have broken into a confused mob. Battle police randomly pull officers
from the columns of retreating men and execute them on sight. Hemingway expertly
stirs up the horror, confusion, and irrationality of war. Two types of characters
have been painted in these last chapters. On one hand we have the terrified officers
such as Bonello and Henry and on the other, the overzealous police patrols that
pull out Italian soldiers and execute the defecting ones openly. The officer who is
executed has resigned to his fate and accepts death as inevitable. He chides the
police for pestering him with stupid questions just before he is shot. Henry is not
resigned to his fate and jumps into the water in the face of adversity. Again,
Hemingway portrays through his hero, not the proverbial, archetypal hero who
challenges his enemies, but a hero who uses common sense and uses trickery to
save his life. He flees not out of cowardice but out of an unwillingness to make a
give up for a cause that, to him, seems meaningless. His escape through the river is
a baptism of sorts, an act that washes away his anger and obligations and renews
his sense of what truly matters in the world. His thoughts return to Catherine. In
these chapters, Henry creates a ‘separate peace’, as he later calls it, with the
war—the farewell to arms that gives the novel its title.

As Henry ponders the decision to bid farewell to arms the narrative switches
from the first person to the second. This shift doesn’t mark the first time that
Hemingway uses the second person, but it brings about the most comprehensive
usage of it in the text. Here, as in its earlier occurrences, the second person affects
a colloquial, storytelling tone. More important, it asks the reader to identify with
Henry and get within his head. This device, which Hemingway reserves for Henry’s
more philosophical moments, is as startling as it is engaging. The repeated “you”
jumps out of a text that has applied “I” fairly consistently. To heighten the reader’s
sense of being inside Henry’s head, Hemingway lets slide conventional rules of
grammar and style. Semicolons proliferate and sentence fragments are strung jointly.
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Even after the narrative returns to the first person, this stream-of-consciousness
style intensifies. Hunger intrudes upon Henry’s thoughts about his supposed death
and the welfare of his friends, and the narrative follows Henry as he drifts off to
sleep with the diffuse sentence, “There were many places.”

CHAPTERS XXXIII–XXXVII

Chapter XXXIII, XXXIV and XXXV

Henry goes to Milan looking for Catherine, learning later that she has moved to
Stresa. He meets Ralph Simmons, an opera singer whom he had met earlier, and
the latter offers his help to Henry to venture to Switzerland. He explains the travel
routes to Switzerland and also provides him with civilian clothes. Henry leaves for
Stresa. Once in the city, he settles in a hotel called Isles Borromees. Helen and
Catherine are having their dinner when Henry walks into their restaurant. While
Catherine was overjoyed, Helen berates Henry for his irresponsible behaviour
towards the pregnant Catherine. Henry and Catherine spend the night at the hotel
together. Henry describes the night spent with Catherine: he has returned to a state
of bliss, while his thoughts are darkened by the knowledge that the ‘world breaks
everyone’ and that good people die ‘impartially’.  They decide to move to
Switzerland to start their family life. In the morning Henry goes angling with Emilio
and Catherine visits Helen for the last time. In the evening Henry plays billiard with
Count Greffi, a ninety-four-year-old nobleman, talking about the war and religion.

Chapter XXXVI

Later on that night, Emilio wakes Henry to inform him that the military police plan
to arrest Henry in the morning. He suggests that Henry and Catherine row to
Switzerland. Henry wakes Catherine, and they pack and head down to the wharf.
Emilio stocks them up with brandy and sandwiches and arranges for them to take
the boat. He takes fifty lire for the provisions and tells Henry to send him five
hundred francs for the boat after he is set up in Switzerland.

Chapter XXXVII

The water in which the couple rows is rough because of the storm. Henry rows all
night till he cannot, anymore. Catherine rows for a short time, and Henry resumes
again. After staying out of sight of coast guards, the couple lands in Swiss lands.
They are eventually arrested by the guards and taken to Locarno, where they
receive provisional visas to remain in Switzerland.  They are so tired that they
retire to a hotel and promptly fall asleep.

Analysis: Chapters 33–36

Up to this situation in the novel, reactions to the war have been voiced primarily by
those involved in it: officers, soldiers, nurses, and surgeons. When Henry flees the
front line, his travels expose him to numerous civilian characters whose respective
attitudes toward the war echo those of military personnel. Simmons, Emilio, or
Count Greffi does not support the war; with Simmons and Emilio going so far as
to help Henry run away from duty. This rather one-sided presentation of the public’s
perception of war advances the novel’s fundamental argument that war offers
more opportunities for pointless loss and destruction than for glory and honour.
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As if to underline this point, Hemingway skewers a more hopeful
contemporary of his during Henry’s conversation with Count Greffi. Asked by
Henry about literature written in wartime, the count maintains: Henri Barbusse,
writer of the 1916 war novel Le Feu (Under Fire) and H. G. Wells, the English
writer most famous for The Island of Doctor Moreau and War of the Worlds.

Henry’s comment that he has read ‘nothing any good’ makes clear that Hemingway
dislikes Barbusse as well. Barbusse argues alongside the war in Le Feu, but the
novel’s collective, everyman perspective clashes with Hemingway’s rugged
individualism.

As Catherine and Henry get ready to journey to Switzerland, there is an
impending sense of doom. Although Hemingway prizes sharp-edged realism too
highly to rely on traditional means of foreshadowing, he manages to predict the
coming tragedy in a number of ways. Helen Ferguson’s uncharacteristic outburst
in the hotel points not so much to an extreme adherence to social mores or her fear
of loneliness as it does to an unspeakable sense that the world is a harmful place in
which a love as true as Catherine and Henry’s cannot survive. Henry’s nighttime
meditation—one of the most wonderfully written and moving passages in the
novel—echoes this sentiment. While his incredibly bleak observation that the world
was designed to kill the good, the gentle, and the brave seems to come out of
nowhere, it foresee the workings of the cruel world that soon ‘break[s]’ what he
holds most dear.

CHAPTERS XXXVIII–XLI

Chapter XXXVIII

By fall, Henry and Catherine have moved to a wooden house outside the village of
Montreux. They pass a splendid life together, enjoying the company of Mr Guttingen
and his wife, who live downstairs, and taking walks into the peaceful nearby villages.
One day, after Catherine has her hair done in town, the couple goes out for a beer,
which Catherine believes will help keep the baby small. Catherine has been
progressively more worried about the baby’s size, since the doctor has warned
her that she has a narrow pelvis. Again, Henry and Catherine discuss marriage.
Catherine agrees to marry someday since it will make the child ‘legitimate’, but
she prefers to talk about the sights that she hopes to see, such as Niagara Falls
and the Golden Gate Bridge, when the marriage makes her an American. Three
days before Christmas, snow falls. Catherine Henry wonders about where Rinaldi,
the priest, and the men on the front might be. Catherine suggests that he change
something to reinvigorate his life. He agrees to grow a beard. Catherine suggests
that she cut her hair to make her look more like Henry, but Henry doesn’t like this
thought. When she proposes that they try to fall asleep together at the same time,
Henry is unable to. He lies awake looking at Catherine and thinking for some time.

Chapter XXXIX

Henry started sporting a beard by January. While out on a walk, he and Catherine
stopped at a dark, smoky inn. They relish their isolation and wonder if things will
be spoiled when the ‘little brat’ comes. Catherine utters that she will get a haircut
when she is thin again after the baby is born so that she can be ‘exciting’ again and
Henry can fall in love with her all over again. He let know her that he loves her
enough now and asks, ‘What do you want to do? Ruin me?’
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Chapter XL

In March, the couple moves to the city of Lausanne to be nearer to the hospital.
They stay in a hotel there for three weeks. Catherine buys baby clothes, Henry
exercises in the gym, and both feel that the baby will come soon and that as a
result they should not lose any time together.

Chapter XLI

Approximately three o’clock one morning, Catherine goes into labour. Henry takes
her to the hospital, where she is given a nightgown and a room. She encourages
Henry to go out for breakfast, which he does. When he returns to the hospital, he
discovers that Catherine has been taken to the delivery room. He goes in to see
her; the doctor stands by as Catherine inhales an anesthetic gas to get her through
the painful contractions. Afterward that afternoon, when Henry returns from lunch,
Catherine has become intoxicated from the gas and has made little progress in her
labour. The doctor tells Henry that a Caesarean operation would be really a decent
solution to the complications in her condition. Catherine suffers unbearable pain
and begs for more gas. Finally, they wheel her out on a stretcher to perform the
operation. Henry watches the rain outside.

The doctor soon comes out with a baby boy, for whom Henry, bizarrely,
has no feelings. Henry sees the doctor fussing over the child, but he rushes off to
see Catherine without speaking to him. When Catherine inquires about their son,
Henry tells her that he is fine. The nurse gives him a quizzical look; ushering him
outside, the nurse explains that the baby was stillborn.

Henry goes out for dinner. When he returns, the nurse informs him that
Catherine is hemorrhaging. He is terrified that she will die. When he is finally
allowed to see her, she tells him that she knows she will die. She requests him not
to repeat the same words of love that he had used for her during their pleasant
time together. He stays with her until she passes away. Once she is dead, he
attempts to say goodbye but cannot find the sense in doing so. He departs the
hospital and walks back to his hotel in the rain.

Analysis: Chapters 37–40

Henry and Catherine’s straightforward domestic rituals in the first half of this section
illustrate their happiness together. Hemingway efficiently marks their distance from
the outside world by juxtaposing this bliss, in Chapter XL, with information of the
German attack: ‘It was March, 1918, and the German offensive had started in
France. I drank whiskey and soda while Catherine unpacked and moved around
the room.’ A slight nervousness, however, hangs over the tranquility. Henry, as is
typical for Hemingway’s heroes, craves adventure and finds himself becoming
restless with his complacent life. When he shadowboxes at the gym, he cannot
bear to look at himself long in the mirror because a boxer with a beard looks
strange to him. This clash of new-fangled and old identities explodes later when
Henry feels nothing for his son. As much as Henry has desired his isolation from
the world and solitude with Catherine, their elite union poses for him a new problem
of maintaining a modicum of independence. While Catherine is happy to have their
lives ‘all mixed up’, Henry confesses, ‘I haven’t any life at all any more’. As the
ending of the novel demonstrates, Henry is still in love with Catherine. But when
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Catherine wants to make love, Henry wants to play chess. Love, the last ideal left
standing in the novel, proves to be challenging, like glory and honour.

All through this last book, Hemingway foreshadows Catherine’s death. Her
attempt to keep the baby small by drinking beer anticipates the painful labour
through which she will suffer, while her claim that the world has ‘broken’ her
resonance the passage in which Henry fears the death of the good and the gentle.
These subtleties create an expectation that casts a pall on the domestic satisfaction
and relative hopefulness that Catherine and Henry feel. When Catherine’s death
comes, Henry reports it in the baldest, most unadorned terms: ‘It seems she had
one hemorrhage after another. They couldn’t stop it. I went into the room and
hang about with Catherine until she died.’ Although Hemingway shows only the tip
of the iceberg, the reader feels the immeasurable grief that extends below the
surface. Here, in its ability to stir up so much by using so little, is the power of
Hemingway’s writing.

Though the novel ends in Catherine’s tragic death, it fails to initiate an epiphany
in Henry. Her death is not the catalyst for a great change or revelation. The realization
that does come only confirms the novel’s major thematic focus: both love and war
lead to losses for which there is no compensation. The storm with which the novel
ends reminds the reader of Catherine’s fear of rain. In Chapter XIX, Catherine
speaks about an unidentifiable wickedness in the world. The rain that now falls on
Henry as he leaves the hospital signals the same destructive forces—forces that
render one powerless, speechless, and hopeless. By ending on this message, the
novel seems to suggest that any epiphany Henry might have had, any thoughts that
might have given him a more promising perspective, or any words that could have
lent him solace would be false or impossible. They belong to the realm of Rinaldi’s
prostitutes, of Henry’s drinking, of Catherine’s lust for love: each of these provides
much wanted shelter from the world’s inhospitable forces. But, as the closing
passage of A Farewell to Arms makes heartbreakingly clear, such shelter is forever
temporary.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

9. Who was Dr Valentini?

10. What was the priest’s view on true love?

4.6 SUMMARY

Ernest Hemingway was a 20th century author and journalist. His style of writing
was economical and understated, influencing contemporary literature in a big way.
His adventurous lifestyle and public image in turn, influenced the younger
generations.

A Farewell to Arms by Hemingway covers numerous events of the Italian
campaigns during the First World War. In Hemingway’s early works, war used to
be a major theme. Hemingway’s own wartime experiences led to the construction
of the main plot in A Farewell to Arms. The novel outlines the themes of love and
war that run side by side. It portrays how despite serving as a miserably disconsolate
situation, the war actually acts as a powerful catalyst in creating, as well as
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reinforcing, relationships between human beings. This novel goes a long way in
establishing Hemingway as one of the most futuristic authors of the 20th century.

The title of the novel makes it obvious that the novel primarily deals with
war and its aftermath. This is evident by the way Henry’s life is affected by war
and the manner in which he abhors war. Gino and Moretti support the author to
bring out the vagaries of war. Though Gino is naïve and Moretti a braggart, they
are the only ones who have their own glorious notions of war; most of the other
characters remain inconclusive about the war. Through evocative scenes such as
the Italian army’s retreat, Hemingway paints masterful pictures of the mindless
brutality and violent chaos caused by war.

In this novel, the author offers a deep, sombre meditation on the relationship
between love and war. The game of seduction that Catherine plays with Henry
soon turns into a serious affair of the heart for both. She initiated this game because
she was mourning for her dead fiancé and desperately wished to forget him. Henry
and Catherine start finding solace in each other from the things that plague them in
this world. Henry’s passion for Catherine is so strong that he flees the war and
looks for her. Once they are reunited, they start planning an idyllic life that could
salvage them from the horrors of war. They become each other’s social,
psychological and emotional healing amidst the Swiss mountainside. The tragedy
of the novel lies in the fact that their genuine love can only be temporary in this
cruel world.

The ideas of loyalty and abandonment apply equally well to love and war.
Hemingway suggests that one should be loyal to one’s love than to war and political
causes. While Henry is portrayed as a serious soldier, he does not attach false
importance to unreal notions of glory and honour. Though he shoots an
uncooperative sergeant who fails to comply with his orders, his reaction needs to
be treated as a violent outcome of the all-pervasive nature of war, rather than a
personal failure. He eventually follows in the fleeing engineer’s footsteps and deserts
his regimen. At times he feels guilty that he has abandoned his regimen when it
needed him, his supreme loyalty lay in being true to Catherine. Hemingway wished
to impart upon his readers his take on loyalty and abandonment—for him, these
are not the opposite ends of an ethical spectrum, but the practical priorities of an
individual life.

4.7 KEY TERMS

• Stoicism: A repression of emotion and indifference to pleasure and pain

• Realist: A person who represents things as they really are

• Idealist: A person who cherishes and pursues noble principles

• Decimated: Devastated

• Sermonizing: Preaching; imparting moral lectures

• Sombre: Extremely serious; grave

• Masculinity: Qualities such as strength and boldness ascribed to men

• Illusions: A false sense of reality
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• Fantasy: Extravagant and unrestrained imagination

• Antiwar novel: A genre of novel that condemns war and its glorification

4.8 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Ernest Hemingway was a 20th century author and journalist. His style of
writing was economical and understated, influencing contemporary literature
in a big way. His adventurous lifestyle and public image in turn, influenced
the younger generations.

2. He was born at Oak Park, Ilinois.

3. The themes of the novel are: grim reality of death; relation of love and war.
Motifs used in the novel are: masculinity, games and divertissements, loyalty
versus abandonment, illusions and fantasies. Symbols used: rain and
Catherine’s hair.

4. Hemingway’s novels almost always celebrate a swaggering, virile,
domineering and supremely confident masculine power. In A Farewell to

Arms some of the minor characters portray a fine example of manhood.
While Dr Valentini exudes virility as an expert surgeon that poses as
competition to Rinaldi’s womanizing, Rinaldi proves to be a faithful friend.
Bonello, who shoots the fleeing engineering sergeants, has a touch of cruelty
that sort of pervades the entire novel. Hemingway has almost always used
humour, if not contempt to portray their opposite characters. The success
of these men depends on the failure of the other. Rinaldi attacks the guileless
priest, thereby establishing his manhood; the overly cautious, almost mousy
three surgeons challenge Dr Valentini’s reputation by refuting Henry’s claims
to an early operation.

5. Henry’s unit moves to the city of Gorizia in the second unit.

6. Catherine flirts with Henry as she wished to forget the pains of the memories
of her dead husband.

7. Henry asked him to injure his head so that the soldier did not have to go
back to the front.

8. Drinking alcohol has been used repeatedly as the characters of the novel
wish to seek refuge in illusions and fantasies in the war-ravaged world.
They drink to forget the painful memories associated with war and its
aftermath.

9. Dr Valentini was an intelligent, cheerful and competent surgeon who operated
upon Henry’s injured leg confidently.

10. The priest tells Henry that he knows that the latter is capable of true love;
people who visit brothels are completely unaware of this kind of love, where
one needs to give oneself completely to one human being. The priest
maintains that he is sure Henry will find his love some day.
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4.8 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Give a brief sketch of Hemingway’s life.

2. Who was Catherine Berkley?

3. Discuss the themes used in the novel.

Long-Answer Questions

1. Discuss A Farewell to Arms as an antiwar novel.

2. Analyse Henry’s character in A Farewell to Arms.

Answers to Short-Answer Questions

1. Born at Oak Park, Illinois, in the summer of 1899, Ernest Hemingway is
known to have condemned his middle-class parents for their conventional
morality and values. Hemingway left home at a young age and became a
newspaper reporter in Kansas City. He joined the Italian Red Cross in
early 1918 where he served as an ambulance driver in Italy during the First
World War. During this stay abroad, a couple of incidences in Hemingway’s
life became the source of inspiration, as portrayed by the characters of his
work A Farewell to Arms. The first incidence was a mishap that took
place on 8 July 1918, when a trench mortar shell struck Hemingway while
he squat beyond the front lines with three Italian soldiers. Though the story
was exaggerated over the years, it was a fact that when Hemingway was
transferred to a hospital in Milan, he fell in love with Agnes von Kurowsky,
a Red Cross nurse. Though there are divided opinions on the role played
by Agnes in Hemingway’s life and writing, there is modest doubt that his
relationship with her inspired the relationship between Lieutenant Henry
and Catherine Barkley in his novel A Farewell to Arms.

                  After recovery, Hemingway worked as a reporter for many years.
This helped him in honing his writing skills, where his style had clarity, precision
and an emotional expression. In September 1921, Hemingway got married
to Hadley Richardson, first of his four wives, and settled in Paris. Here, he
made valuable connections with American expatriate writers that included
names like Ezra Pound and Gertrude Stein. Hemingway’s first collection of
short stories, In Our Time, introduced Nick Adams, one of the Hemingway’s
favourite protagonists, whose difficult road from youth to maturity he
chronicled. By then, Hemingway’s reputation as a writer was firmly
established by the publication of The Sun Also Rises (1926) and A Farewell

to Arms (1929).

A Farewell to Arms is considered to be Hemingway’s most accomplished
novel that gives a powerful description of life, during and just after the First
World War. The novel also maps the psychological complexities of its
characters with the aid of revolutionary and pared-down prose style.
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In 1952, regardless of bouts of depression, Hemingway wrote the novel
The Old Man and the Sea. Hemingway’s novel received the Pulitzer Prize

in May 1952, and he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1954.
On 2 July 1961, Hemingway committed suicide at his home in Ketchum,

Idaho.

2. Hemingway’s portrayal of female characters has always come under scanner;
more so after the genre of feminism rose to prominence. Women readers
have openly criticized him as a novelist who likes to keep his women in
traditional garbs. Critic Leslie A. Fiedler has mentioned that his portrayal of
women may be divided into two vivid categories. First being a dominant
shrew, such as the character of Lady Brett in The Sun Also Rises, and
secondly, the overtly submissive, such as Catherine in the novel in discussion.
Fiedler also maintains that Hemingway is clearly uncomfortable portraying
his women characters. He is smarter while handling the men. He stays in
comfortable domain with his women and retreats into uncomplicated
stereotypes. Catherine surrenders to blissful domesticity, particularly at the
novel’s end, which is evident with lines like, “I’m having a child and that
makes me contented not to do anything”. This hardly goes down well with
feminists and progressive women readers who get rankled at reading such
a stereotypical suggestion to a bygone era where women were happy in the
traditional roles of a homemaker.

3. Themes

Themes are the primary and often universal ideas explored in a literary
work.

(i) Grim reality of war

The title of the novel makes it obvious that the novel primarily deals
with war and its aftermath. This is evident by the way Henry’s life is
affected by war and the manner in which he abhors war. Gino and
Moretti support the author to bring out the vagaries of war. Though
Gino is naïve and Moretti a braggart, they are the only ones who have
their own glorious notions of war; most of the other characters remain
inconclusive about the war. Through evocative scenes such as the
Italian army’s retreat, Hemingway paints masterful pictures of the
mindless brutality and violent chaos caused by war. The soldiers’ nerves,
minds and capacity of rational judgment crumble along with the columns
of men. The engineer who is shot by Henry due to the uncooperative
behaviour of the former mostly upsets readers as, through this violent
act, he deviates from his usual calm and detached self; and second,
the setting of the scene robs it of its moral import as the conniving
fellow soldiers legitimize the murder. The legitimizing of the act is seen
to justify the spiraling disorder and hatred that war has brought in.
Through these brutal incidents, Hemingway suggests that the war is
nothing but an extension of the dark, murderous addendum to the
world that refuses to acknowledge and protect humanity and love.

 Hemingway suggests that war is nothing more than the dark, murderous
extension of a world that refuses to acknowledge, protect, or preserve
exact love.
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(ii) Relationship of love and pain

In this novel, the author offers a deep, sombre meditation on the
relationship between love and war. The game of seduction that
Catherine plays with Henry soon turns into a serious affair of the heart
for both. She initiated this game because she was mourning for her
dead fiancé and desperately wished to forget him. Henry and Catherine
start finding solace in each other from the things that plague them in
this world. Henry’s passion for Catherine is so strong that he flees the
war and looks for her. Once they are reunited, they start planning an
idyllic life that could salvage them from the horrors of war. They become
each other’s social, psychological and emotional healing amidst the
Swiss mountainside. The tragedy of the novel lies in the fact that their
genuine love can only be temporary in this cruel world.

Answers to Long-Answer Questions

1. Hemingway’s novel makes a strong anti-war statement through Lt. Frederick
Henry. As the officer-in-charge of an Italian ambulance corps, Frederick
serves on the front in the thick of battle. Hemingway’s descriptions of combat
are intense and vivid. Chaos, fear, suffering, and death rule supreme in the
gory scenes. In the ninth chapter, Henry is seriously wounded, shelled by a
trench mortar. He cannot move. He hears crying and screaming all around
him. His legs feel warm and wet. Blood fills his shoes. Frederick tells the
reader, “[I] put my hand on my knee. My knee wasn’t there.” He adds,
“[M]y knee was down on my shin.” Despite his injuries, Frederick tries to
save his friend Passini whose legs have been blown away. Before dying in
agony, Passini screams, prays and begs to be shot as the pain is unbearable.
Henry’s horror continues in the ambulance that carries him from the battle.
The soldier lying on the stretcher above Frederick’s hemorrhages to death;
his blood first streams then slowly drips onto Henry below.

Hemingway’s depiction of the Italian’s chaotic retreat from Caparetto further
emphasizes the horror. Henry loses his ambulances and cannot save his
men. When he is about to be shot by Italian army police, in a terrible ironic
error, Henry deserts, but he cannot leave behind all that he has seen and
experienced. In A Farewell to Arms, war is not noble, and war never
ends.

The first nine chapters serve the purpose of bringing out the supreme
indifference that Henry has for the war. The Italian army is not taken seriously
by Catherine and the other British nurses. Being a part of this army, Henry
is detached and nonchalant about the ravages of war. He says that the war
does ‘not have anything to do with me’. The manner in which he helps the
soldier with the hernia to deceive the army and enter the hospital on the
pretext of having been hurt, is a vivid example of his unpatriotic feelings and
distaste for war. Through the display of such unacceptable behaviour, Henry
proves once and again that he is not the perfect soldier. Though he is their
senior, the other ambulance drivers openly discuss their negative opinions
on the war and against Italy, in Henry’s presence. He is not angered at the
disregard these men show the country and defends the Italian army with a
cool, philosophical manner.  The scene in which he braves falling mortar
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shells in order to dress his pasta turn over the popular literary convention of
the protagonist facing great adversity to accomplish a noble end. Henry’s
objective is ridiculous, pathetic, and decidedly not heroic. That this sight
follows on the heels of a conversation in which the men maintain that “war is
not won by victory” amplifies the doubt cast upon romantic ideals such as
glory and honour.

Henry’s dealing with the other ambulance drivers in the battlefront portrays
him as a stoic soldier. The manner in which he discusses victory and defeat
is almost academic rather than passionate.  He appears unresponsive to the
sense of loss, fear, and anger that fuels the Italians’ arguments, indifferent
even to whether he lives or dies. Opposed to this, his growing love for
Catherine is beautifully juxtaposed by Hemingway. The thought of being
with Catherine overwhelms him even when he prepares to face the offensive
and go to the front.

Throughout the novel the protagonists fight against the enemy and against
the war. Their lives revolve around the progression of the war and most of
them wish it ends quickly. They do not care anymore about the outcome of
the World War and prays that they be able to move on with normal life.
Though the primary theme remains the love and passion of the two
protagonists, it primarily weaves around the horror, monotony and ghastliness
of war.

2. Henry portrays himself as a man of duty whenever he explains his experience
in war. He is someone who just keeps to his duties as a soldier and does not
bathe in the vainglory that war-mongering fetches. He despises the aftermath
of war and even after being mortally wounded, does not pursue a medal of
distinction. Through his conversations with the priest, Ettore Moretti, and
Gino, he proclaims his apathy for nonfigurative notions of war, honour, glory,
patriotism, etc. These to him are no more significant than the names of cities
he has fought in and the streets he has seen decimated. While we notice the
nonchalance and unexcited behaviour of Henry in the perspective of war,
he surprises us with his passion for Catherine. It seems as if she is the
remedy to him for war; an antidote, maybe to the hatred he has for war.
Initially he only looks forward to a night’s simple pleasures with her, just like
his friend, Rinaldi. However, he returns to her, not for the physical attraction,
but for a passion he has never known before. We get to see a sudden
vulnerability, earlier hidden by his stoicism and masculinity, in his love for
Catherine; he swears his love for her even when she asks him to stop playing
around. The words he uses to describe her hair and her presence in bed is
enough to vouch for his genuine intentions for her. The power of the pathos
of an elegy that is evident in his narration after Catherine’s death suffuses
the whole novel; probably this was the author’s intention of using Henry as
a narrator of the novel.

Henry is detached and nonchalant about the ravages of war. He says that
the war does ‘not have anything to do with me’. The manner in which he
helps the soldier with the hernia to deceive the army and enter the hospital
on the pretext of having been hurt, is a vivid example of his unpatriotic
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feelings and distaste for war. Through the display of such unacceptable
behaviour, Henry proves once and again that he is not the perfect soldier.
Though he is their senior, the other ambulance drivers openly discuss their
negative opinions on the war and against Italy, in Henry’s presence. He is
not angered at the disregard these men show the country and defends the
Italian army with a cool, philosophical manner.  The scene in which he
braves falling mortar shells in order to dress his pasta turn over the popular
literary convention of the protagonist facing great adversity to accomplish a
noble end. Henry’s objective is ridiculous, pathetic, and decidedly not heroic.
That this sight follows on the heels of a conversation in which the men
maintain that “war is not won by victory” amplifies the doubt cast upon
romantic ideals such as glory and honour.

Henry’s dealing with the other ambulance drivers in the battlefront portrays
him as a stoic soldier. The manner in which he discusses victory and defeat
is almost academic rather than passionate.  He appears unresponsive to the
sense of loss, fear, and anger that fuels the Italians’ arguments, indifferent
even to whether he lives or dies. Opposed to this, his growing love for
Catherine is beautifully juxtaposed by Hemingway. The thought of being
with Catherine overwhelms him even when he prepares to face the offensive
and go to the front. In a very beautiful, sensuous passage, Henry pictures
himself and Catherine stealing away to a hotel, where she pretends that he
is her dead lover: ‘we would drink the capri and keep the door locked and
with it hot and only a sheet and the entire night and we would both love
each other all night in the hot night in Milan’. Even though his attachment to
Catherine is, at this point, casual, Henry is beginning to develop feelings that
expand beyond the game he plays with her. The sorrow that he feels when
Helen Ferguson announces that Catherine is sick and cannot see him
surprises him and hints at the depth of feeling, obligation, and attachment of
which this usually stoic soldier is capable.

Henry’s disillusionment with the war is vividly portrayed through his stoicism
against Rinaldi’s excitement for his recommendation for decorations. He is
unmoved even after being mortally wounded. Though no one wants to fight
in wars, soldiers are expected to show unconditional patriotism towards
the countries in the battlefield. Henry’s conversation with Rinaldi furthers
the expression of men’s sympathy and care towards each other. Loyalty,
strength, resilience in the face of difficulty, and a healthy sexual appetite—
these are the age-old metaphor of masculinity that the novel celebrates.

In the light of Henry’s indifference to decorations, it is interesting to note the
arguable comparison between Hemingway’s Henry and another Henry—
Stephen Crane’s Henry Fleming, the overzealous, glory-seeking character
of The Red Badge of Courage. Towards the end of the masterpiece, which
Hemingway greatly admired and included in his 1942 collection Men at

War: The Best War Stories of All Time, Fleming’s self-absorption change
into a mature dignity. One can make a strong case that the stoic Frederic
Henry is an outgrowth of this newly self-possessed and reputable Henry
Fleming.
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UNIT 5 JOHN STEINBECK:

THE GRAPES OF WRATH

Structure

5.0 Introduction

5.1 Unit Objectives

5.2 Brief Biographical Sketch of John Steinbeck
5.3 Context and Plot
5.4 Characters in the Novel
5.5 Summary of Chapters
5.6 Themes and Symbols
5.7 Summary
5.8 Answers to ‘Check Your Progress’
5.9 Questions and Exercises

5.10 Further Reading

5.0 INTRODUCTION

The Grapes of Wrath is an award-winning American novel published in 1939.

The author, John Steinbeck, received the annual National Book Award and the

Pulitzer Prize for this novel, and later, in 1962, Steinbeck went on to win the
Nobel Prize for literature for his works, among which The Grapes of Wrath was

cited prominently.

The novel is set in the backdrop of the Great Depression, the long and
severe economic crisis suffered by the US in the 1930, characterized by extreme

poverty and hardships among the population. The period is depicted through the

travails of the Joads, a family of poor sharecroppers, who like countless others,
leave their home in drought-stricken Oklahoma and travel to the promised land of

California to earn a living and build a new life. The hardships, tragedies and setbacks

suffered by the Joads on the way and in California represent a realistic account of
the sufferings of migrant labourers during the Great Depression. A novel set in a

historical context with a lasting legacy, The Grapes of Wrath is commonly read

by students in American high schools and universities. It was made into a critically
acclaimed film by John Ford in 1940.

This unit focuses on the novel The Grapes of Wrath, and looks at the story,
characters and themes represented in it. Through the story and characters, the novel

makes a political statement on the oppression of the lower classes, driven to extreme

poverty and starvation at the hands of a greedy and wealthy elite.

5.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you should be able to:

• Provide a brief biographical sketch of John Steinbeck

• Discuss the context and plot of the novel ‘The Grapes of Wrath’
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• Describe the main characters of the novel

• Present a detailed summary of the novel

• Discuss the themes presented in the book

5.2 BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF JOHN

STEINBECK

John Ernst Steinbeck, Jr was born in Salinas, California  in 1902. He was the third

of four children, and the only son of John Ernst and Olive Hamilton Steinbeck. He
grew up in the family home in Salinas, and graduated from Salinas High School in

1919. Though he attended classes at Stanford University, he left in 1925 without

graduating. He took up jobs as sales clerk, farm laborer and factory worker.
While in college, Steinbeck started writing fiction succeeded in publishing a few

pieces. Nursing a dream of becoming a writer, he came to New York, which he

thought was the place to be for aspiring writers. He was disillusioned at his lack of
success, and returned to California within a year. While doing odd jobs for a

living, he finished his first novel Cup of Gold in February 1928. He also met and

married Carol Henning, and moved to San Francisco, where he published two
more novels — Pastures of Heaven (1932) and To a God Unknown (1933).

The novels did not bring him much success, and Steinbeck and his wife lived a

frugal life at the Steinbeck family cottage in California. During the height of the
Great Depression of the 1930s, he travelled extensively through California, and

his observations were reflected in his writings.  His best works were published
during this time—Tortilla Flat (1935), Of Mice and Men (1937), The Red Pony

(1937), and The Grapes of Wrath (1939).

Steinbeck and his wife divorced in 1941, after which he moved to New

York and soon after, married Gwyndolyn Conger in 1943. He travelled to Europe
as a war  correspondent during World War II, and returned home after he sustained

injuries. In 1947, he made several trips to the then USSR, and wrote his experience

in The Russian Journal. In 1948, he lost his close friend Ed Rickkets and went
through a divorce with his second wife.

In 1949, Steinbeck met Elaine Scott, who became his third wife in 1950.

Settled in New York, Steinbeck wrote  a number of novels, interspersed with

plays and screenplays. Many of his works were adapted into stage performances
and movies. In 1960, he wrote the Travels with Charley (1962), an account of

his trip across the country accompanied  by a poodle.  His last novel, The Winter

of Our Discontent, was published in 1961. In1962, he received the Nobel Prize
for Literature. He died in New York City in 1968 after a suffering from heart

disease for several years.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. Which book of John Steinbeck gave an account of his travels in Russia?

2. Which was John Steinbeck’s last novel?
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5.3 CONTEXT AND PLOT

The novel Grapes of Wrath is set in the time of America’s Great Depression of
the 1930s, in which  a severe drought caused massive crop failure in the Great

Plains, turning them from the food bowls of the country to ‘Dust Bowls’. By the

mid-1930s, the drought had devastated the livelihoods of countless farmers and
their families, forcing them into poverty, debt and starvation. Many of them migrated

to other states like California in search of jobs in order to make a living. However,

finding work was not easy, as jobs were scarce and there were thousands of
migrant workers vying for work. The migrants were ill treated by the locals, who

called them derogatory names like ‘Okies’, as they were mostly from Oklahoma.

Despite the hardships, migrants kept on pouring into California, which
became overcrowded with migrant workers. The workers and their families lived

in overcrowded camps without even the basic facilities. These camps were called

‘Hoovervilles’, after President Hoover, who was considered responsible for the
factors behind the Great Depression. The camps witnessed starvation, misery and

death, in the absence of work, food and help to the migrant workers.

John Steinbeck used the novel to throw light on the lives of the oppressed

and downtrodden workers, who were exploited at the hands of the wealthy

landowners. Before writing the novel, Steinbeck lived the experience by living
with an Oklahoma farm family and travelling to California with them. It is no wonder

that the novel’s appeal has endured as authentic account of an important time in
American history. When The Grapes of Wrath was published, it instantly became

a bestseller, selling nearly half a million copies, even though many Oklahomans

and Californians criticized the book for its unflattering portrayal of themselves.

The Grapes of Wrath recounts the story of Tom Joad and his family as

they migrate to California in search of work, as their crops have failed and there is
no work or food. They are accompanied by Tom Casy, a former preacher.  The

journey in a battered old truck is arduous, fraught with loss and bereavement –

Grandpa dies on the way, while Grandma follows soon after reaching California.
On reaching California, they find overcrowded camps and work impossible to

find.

The remaining family members move from the squalor of one camp to another,

looking in vain for work, struggling to find food, and trying anxiously to hold their
family together. There is little or no work and the wages are so meagre, they

cannot fetch a proper meal. This terrible situation serves the purpose of wealthy

landowners, who are happy to keep the workers in extreme poverty, and thus
hopelessly dependent on them.

During a heated argument in a camp, Jim Casey is arrested for hitting a
sheriff . Later, at another camp, which the police are planning to close down after

organizing some violence, Tom Casy is killed by the police in front of Tom. In

retaliation, Tom kills the police officer, after which he is forced to go into hiding.
While in hiding, Tom tries to organize the migrant workers into a union, a job that

Jim Casy had begun. As the cotton season nears the end, there are fears of jobs

drying up for three months. Misery and starvation stare the migrants in the face, as
the rains pours in and flood the land.
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The story of the Joad family captures the experiences of a family struggling

to survive, after being tossed in the turbulence of the Great Depression. It not only
brought home to the American public consciousness the reality of what the victims

of the Depression were going through, it also tugged at their conscience, while

criticizing the policies that had brought about the situation. Thus, the characters in
the novel stand out not for their individual human characters but are more as

embodiments of widespread ideals or struggles. Thus, the novel is as an epic

chronicle of the Great Depression and offers a political comment on the economic
and social system that aggravated the tragedy.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

3. What is the historical backdrop in which the novel The Grapes of Wrath

is set?

4. What were the ‘Hoovervilles’?

5.4 CHARACTERS IN THE NOVEL

The protagonist Tom Joad, his parents and siblings, form the main characters of

The Grapes of Wrath. The main characters are briefly described below:

Tom Joad

Tom is a good-natured and thoughtful young man who tries to make the best in the
toughest situation. Though he spent four years in prison for killing a man, he is not

bitter and looks forward to a new life. He remains positive in the face of adversity
and is thus a pillar of strength for the Joad family. Endowed with wisdom, moral

strength and strength of character, he is guide and protector. He is greatly loved

and admired by his parents and siblings, as well as by fellow workers whom he
later organizes into unions.

The novel shows the changes in Tom’s personality as he gives up his penchant

for living day to day and starts making effort for a better future. Tom is influenced

by Jim Casy, who preaches that a person acting alone cannot make a difference in
the world, and emphasizes the need to take action to serve our fellow human

beings. Tom begins to feel that he must act against the injustices around him. Thus

begins Tom’s journey from an individual with personal thoughts to a man of public
action.

Ma Joad

Mrs Joad, or Ma Joad, is Tom’s mother. She is a woman of strength and immense

moral character. She is the rock of the family who cares for each of them and

holds them together in the face of severe adversity. She is the peacemaker and
healer of the family and a pillar of strength for them. A woman with a strong mind

and a mighty heart, her strength is best displayed when on the way to California,

she sits stoically next to Grandma’s dead body, without letting anyone know. By
suffering privately she made sure that the family completes the arduous journey

that involved crossing the California Desert. Ma Joad has the ability to take charge
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of a situation even in the most terrible circumstances – and her husband finds

himself relying more and more as his strength ebbs gradually. Thus, Ma Joad
comes across as strong moral character, an epitome of love, courage, sacrifice,

grace and dignity.

Pa Joad

Pa Joad, Tom’s father, is a tenant farmer who has been forced from his farm in
Oklahoma. A simple man with a good heart, Pa spearheads the family’s effort to

move to California. On reaching California, however, he is met with a situation of

hopelessness – jobs are few and the family moves from one squalid camp to
another. Faced with this desperate situation, he increasingly looks to Ma Joad for

strength and leadership, though he feels ashamed at his ‘weakness’. Pa Joad’s

love and commitment for the family are apparent from his single-minded pursuit to
build a dam. However, as he encounters failure one after another, he becomes

increasingly despondent and withdrawn. He is openly rebuked by rebuked by Ma

Joad for losing his grip as the head of the family. Towards the end, Pa Joad further
relinquishes his status as leader of the family and looks up to his wife to lead the

way. Pa’s gradual decline illustrates how adversity can build the character of some

people (like Tom and Ma Joad) while it can defeat others like Pa Joad.

Jim Casy

Jim Casy is a preacher who has left his ministry as he believes that all human
experience is holy. The author has expressed most of the important moral themes

of the novel through Jim Casy. He comes across as a philosopher, moral leader
and unifier of men as he advocates the sacredness of human beings and the basic

unity of all mankind. A true friend who stands by Tom, he also displays moral

leadership by organizing the migrant workers. Jim is a man with a mission, who
becomes a martyr to the cause of the oppressed workers when he is killed by the

police while trying to organize the workers. His deep influence on Tom is an

important factor in the emergence of Tom as a social activist and man of the
people.

Rose of Sharon

Rose of Sharon is the oldest of the Joad daughters. She is married to Connie, an

impracticable dreamer who leaves the Joads on reaching California. Rose is a

high-spirited and romantic young girl as she sets off for California, with a dream of
building a new life with her husband and child. However, her dreams crumble and

reality sets in as she is abandoned by Connie and she gives birth to a stillborn

child. By the end of the novel, she emerges as a character who has matured
beyond her years and imbibed some of her mother’s string qualities.

Grandpa Joad

Tom Joad’s grandfather was once a cruel and hot-tempered man, but mellowed

by age, he limits himself to a wicked tongue, whose sinful utterances shock his
wife and others. Though he is mostly a comical presence in the book, his love for

his land is notable – he had to be drugged and forced to leave his farm. And soon

after leaving his home and hearth, he dies on the way to California.
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Granma Joad

Granma is a devout Christian, who is shocked by her husband’s sinful talk and

tries to refrain him by reminding him of the ‘hellfire and damnation’ that await such

sinners. She also does not survive the migration and dies soon after the Joads
reach California.

Others

The other characters include the following:

Al Joad , Tom’s 16-year-old younger brother, is a vain and cocky young man

who loves cars and girls. His talent as an excellent mechanic serves the family well
on the road to California.

Ivy and Sairy Wilson, a couple who come in touch with the Joads on the way to

California, who lend their tent to the Joads so that Grampa die peacefully. They
decide to travel together with the Joads, until Sairy Wilson’s health fails, forcing

them to abandon the journey.

Connie, the dreaming, impractical young man who abandons his pregnant wife

(Rose of Sharon).

Noah Joad,  Tom’s older brother, who is mentally and physically challenged since

his birth.

Uncle John,  Tom’s uncle, who, blames himself for his wife’s death many years

ago,  as he did not call a doctor for his pregnant wife when she was suffering
stomach pains.

Ruthie Joad, the second and younger Joad daughter, who is intensely dependent

and competitive with her brother Winfield.

Winfield Joad, aged ten, the youngest child of the Joads.

Floyd Knowles, the migrant worker who first inspires Tom and Jim Casy to

organize the laborourers.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

5. How does the personality of Tom undergo a transformation from a private

individual to a man of public action?

6. Who are the Wilsons?

5.5 SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS

Chapter 1: The beginning of the novel sets out many of the dominant themes, as

the author provides a historical and symbolic description of the Dust Bowl tragedy.

The novel opens with an impressionist description of the cornfields of Oklahoma,
withering up in the severe summer drought. The dry, dusty soil fills the air and

farmers wrap handkerchiefs over their noses and mouths. The dust blocks the sun

during the day, and the stars at night. The farmers in this ‘Dust Bowl’ have no
work, and they, along with their families, stare at a bleak future.

Chapter 2: Tom Joad enters this devastated landscape, freshly released from the
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McAlester State Penitentiary, where he served four years on charges of

manslaughter. He hitches a ride on a truck, and as they travel down the road, the
driver informs him of the happenings while Tom was in prison: many poor families

have been ‘tractored out’ of their small farms by landowners and bankers. The

driver chats with him on the way, asks Tom not to mind his questions, and drops at
the road leading to the Joads’ farm.

Chapter 3: In this chapter, there is a turtle plodding across the heated  highway. A

woman veers her car aside to avoid hitting the turtle, but a young man on truck
hurtles his truck straight at the turtle, almost running it over. The turtle is hit and

flips onto its back, but keeps trudging on its way. The author has used the turtle as

it struggles to cross the road as a symbol to illustrate the farmers’ tragic plight.

Chapter 4:  While walking towards his farm, Tom notices the turtle on the dusty
road.  He picks it up, wraps it in his coat, and carries him along. On the way, he

meets a shabbily dressed man sitting under a tree. The man is Jim Casy, the preacher,

who tells Tom that he has given up preaching, as he had come to the conclusion
that “[t]here ain’t no sin and there ain’t no virtue. There’s just stuff people do. It’s

all part of the same thing.” Casy now believed that the human spirit was the Holy

Spirit. Tom tells him how he ended up in prison — he and another drunk man, had
got into a fight. When the man stabbed Tom, he killed him with a shovel. As Tom

starts to walk on towards his home, Casy asks if he can come with him. Tom

welcomes him, and the two walk to the farm, but upon arriving at the site, they
realize it has been deserted.

Chapter 5: The farmers are in the grip of a tragedy. Landowners and banks,

unable to make high profits from tenant farming (in which farmers rent farmland
from a land owner) they forcibly throw out the farmers from the land. When the

farmers protest that they have nowhere to go, the landowners suggest they go to

California and find work. They send tractors on the land, with orders to run over
the property and everything in its path, including the farmhouse, if necessary.

Chapter 6: Tom and Casy arrive at the Joad homestead, only to find it deserted.

Tom’s neighbour Muley Graves came over to them and told them that the Joads
had moved in with Tom’s Uncle John. The family had gone to work picking cotton

so that they could earn enough money to buy a car and travel to California. According

to Muley, a large company had purchased all the land in the area and forced out
the tenant farmers. The men are hungry, tired and without a home. Muley shares

the rabbits that he has caught with Tom and Casy. Muley takes them to a cave

where he sleeps. Tom sleeps in the open air outside the cave, but Casy cannot
sleep: his mind is disturbed by what he has learned. It is from here that the character

is Jim Casy is gradually developed into the novel’s moral voice, while Tom emerges

as the ethical consciousness.

Chapter 7:  The mass migration to California has created a huge demand for used
automobiles. Cunning salesmen take advantage of the situation, selling  the

desperate families any broken-down vehicles that are available. They fill engines

with sawdust to cover up the noisy transmissions and put in old, damaged batteries
instead of new ones before handing over the cars to unsuspecting customers.

Chapter 8: Tom and Casy head to Uncle John’s place to join the family. On the

way, Tom tells Casy about his uncle, who still could not forgive himself for his
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wife’s death. Many years ago, John had ignored his pregnant wife’s complaints of

stomach pain and refused to call a doctor for her. When she died, an inconsolable
John could not deal with the loss. Till date, John remained generous to a fault,

distributing candy to children or sending a bag of meal to a neighbor, as if atoning

for his one sin, which proved fatal.

When Tom meets his family, his parents barely recognize him. He explains

that he has been paroled from prison, allaying their doubt that he has escaped. Ma

Joad is anxious that his term in prison may have driven Tom mad, but he assures
her that he does not have the stubborn pride of those who find prison upsetting. Pa

Joad takes Tom to the truck he has bought for the family, informing him that Tom’s

younger brother Al, who knows a lot  about cars, helped him chose it. Tom meets
16-year-old Al, who is his full of admiration for Tom, his two youngest siblings,

Ruthie and Winfield, and his sister Rose of Sharon, who has married Connie, a

boy from a neighboring farm, and is expecting a baby.

Chapter 9: The chapter describes the details of the last moments before the

tenants left their homes. There is frantic selling of their belongings, not only because
they need money but also as they cannot all be taken along on the road trip. The

goods, many of them of sentimental value to the families, are sold at throwaway

prices, as the farmers have no option.

Chapter 10: The Joad family packs their belongings and prepare for the trip to

California. Ma Joad has her doubt about their future in California, but she is hopeful

that the advertisements she had seen about work was correct and California would
prove to be a good place for them. Pa Joad comes back after selling the family’s

belongings for just eighteen dollars. The Joads ask Casy to come with them to

California. Casy helps Ma Joad salt the meat, ignoring her protests that this kind
of work was for women. Rose of Sharon and Connie arrive, and the family loads

onto the truck. Just before leaving, Grandpa changes his mind and says that he

stay back like his neighbour Muley. The Joads give him coffee laced with sleeping
pills, and load a sleeping Grandpa onto the truck. Thus, the journey to California

begins.

Chapter 11: As the farms are abandoned by the tenant farmers, they gradually
deteriorate. They are now worked upon by corporate farmers, who have no

connection to the land. They are also lacking in knowledge and skills, and thus,

they just drive a tractor over the land once a day, and leave to go home. The
empty farmhouses are soon encroached upon by stray animals, and start  crumbling

in the dust and the wind.

Chapter 12: On the way to California, Highway 66 is packed with rows of cars

full of tenant farmers and their families. The journey has its own problems, as the
farmers are cheated by unscrupulous salesmen when they stop to buy spare parts

for their cars. They also encounter doubt and hostility. The locals like gas station

attendants tell them to go back, as the country is not big enough to accommodate
so many people’s needs. There are rare instances of hope as people help each

other— like the stranded family that has a trailer without a motor to pull it. They

are given lifts and make it to California ‘in two jumps’.

Chapter 13: The road journey continues and Al skillfully drives the truck along

Route 66, remaining on guard for any technical glitches. There is an ugly scene at
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a service station as Al has an argument with an attendant who hints that the Joads

have no money to pay for gas. He adds that most of his customers have no money,
and often beg him for the fuel. While the family is having water and resting, their

dog is hit by a car. This gruesome scene frightens  Rose of Sharon, who worries

about its impact on her unborn baby. The attendant agrees to bury the dog, and
the Joads proceed on their journey. At Oklahoma City, the family sees the sights

of a big city, which they had never seen before. While the younger siblings are

embarrassed at the way people are dressed, Rose of Sharon and Connie find it
amusing. At the end of the day, they meet Ivy Wilson and his wife, Sairy, whose

car has broken down. The Wilsons offer their tent to a very sick Grandpa, who

suffers a stroke and passes away. A funeral is organized, and Grandpa is buried,
though it is illegal. The Joads ask the Wilsons to travel with them to California, and

the Wilsons agree.

Chapter 14: Californians are alarmed at the flood of migrant farmers from
Oklahoma and the Midwest. People are living by roadsides, and every ditch

becomes a camp for the poor migrants. The locals are tense, as they feel that the

migrant farmers in large numbers will unite and organize a revolt.

Chapter 15: Mae is a waitress at a coffee shop on Route 66, who waits for
truckers to stop, as they left the biggest tips. One day, while two familiar truckers

are having a piece of pie, a poor man and his two boys enter, asking if they can

purchase a loaf of bread for a dime. At first, Mae refuses, telling them that this was
not a grocery store. From behind, Al the cook, angrily tells  Mae to give the man

some bread, and she does so. Then she notices the two boys looking longingly at
some nickel candy, and she sells their father two pieces for a coinage. The truckers,

witnessing this scene, leave a larger-than-usual tip for Mae.

Chapter 16: As the Joad family gets used to being on the road, they fall into a

daily routine of travelling and resting on the highway. They talk of their plans —
Rose of Sharon and Connie plan to live in town, where Connie will study at night

to prepare for managing his own store. Ma Joad is not happy about the prospect

of family members separating from each other. When the Wilsons’ car breaks
down again, the whole group waits while Al and Tom go into town to get spare

parts, where they talk to the bitter, one-eyed attendant. He tells them that there is

no work in California. According to him, rich farmers who may need just 800
workers print 5,000 handbills, which are seen by 20,000 people. The man said

that his own wife and children had starved to death because he could not find

work in California. His ominous words cast a gloom on the Joads, especially Pa,
but Casy tells him to be hopeful – things may not turn out as bad as they did for the

man.

Chapter 17: The large number of families travelling together on the highway turn
into small, close-knit communities. For example, a group of 20 families would

become one group. The farmers slowly start calling themselves not farmers, but

‘migrant men’.

Chapter 18: The Joads and Wilsons reach California after crossing the mountains
of New Mexico and the Arizona desert. They still need to cross the California

desert before they reach their destination. The men walk to a river to have a bath,

where they meet a father and son who are returning from California after failing to
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find work. The man gives them an ominous warning about California —the locals

are hostile towards the migrants and call them ‘Okies’. There are immensely wealthy
ranchers with ‘a million acres’ of land.

Despite the warning,  the Joads continue the journey. Noah stays behind,

saying he will survive by fishing from the river. Though Tom tries hard to dissuade
him, Noah is adamant and runs away. Granma’s health is declining fast, and she

lies on a mattress hallucinating. With the police warning them to clear off, the

Joads are forced to leave the camp, where the Wilsons stay back because of
Sairy’s poor health. At night, the Joads’ truck is stopped by the police for a

scheduled agricultural inspection. Ma begs the officer to let them go, saying that

Granma is in desperate state of illness. It is only after they cross into the valley that
Ma reveals  the truth — Granma had been dead before the inspection, and Ma lay

with the body all night in the back of the truck to avoid panicking the others.

Chapter 19: The narrator describes that California once belonged to Mexico but

was gradually occupied by hungry American squatters who claimed the land

because they farmed it. It is the descendants of these squatters who are rolling in
wealth today. They now protect their land with security guards and they keep the

farm workers poor and dependent by paying them extremely low wages. The

poor the migrant workers only want a decent wage and food to feed their families.

Chapter 20: The Joads do not have the money to have a proper burial for Granma.

So, they leave her body in a coroner’s office. The come to Hooverville, an

overcrowded and squalid camp, teeming with hungry and unemployed families.
Tom meets a young man called Floyd Knowles, who tell him that the best way to

be safe from the police is to act like an idiot in front of them. On Tom’s query as to

why the men do not organize against the landowners, Floyd informs him of the
danger that faces a person who tries to do any such thing – he will be branded

‘red’, that is, a communist, and taken away by the police. He will also never find

work. Soon after, a contractor comes to the camp to recruit workers. When
Knowles asks for a contract and a fixed wage for the fruit pickers, the contractor

calls a police officer, who detains Knowles on a false charge and threatens the

others. In the ensuing scuffle, Knowles slips away, and the officer shoots at him,
hitting a woman in her hand. Tom trips the deputy, and Casy, from the back,

knocks him unconscious. Casy volunteers to be arrested, while the sheriff announces

that the whole camp will now be burned.

Meanwhile, Rose of Sharon’s husband Connie has run away.  The Joads

leave the camp. At a nearby town, they are chased away by a large group of

armed men, who have positioned themselves by the road to keep ‘Okies’ out.
Tom seethes with anger, but Ma Joad tells him not to lose hope.

Chapter 21: The adversity and hostility faced by the migrants unite binds  them
together, while the landowners are so frightened of  the migrants, that they hire

armed bands to scare the ‘Okies’ and stop them from rising against their oppression.

Chapter 22: Later that night, the Joads go to Weedpatch camp, a decent,
government-run camp, with facilities for hygiene and food. Tom meets Tom Timothy

and Wilkie Wallace, who take him to the ranch where they work to see if they can

get him a job. The ranch owner, Mr Thomas, tells justifies the low wages by
quoting the Farmers’ Association, which demands that he pay his laborers no
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more than 25 cents an hour. Paying more would ‘only cause unrest.’ He tells them

that the government camp was  teeming with communist agitators, and revealed
the association’s plan to send instigators into the camp to begin a riot. Thus, the

police will have an excuse throw out the migrants.

Meanwhile, at the camp, when the men of the Joad family go out in search
of work, Ma is visited by Jim Rawley, the camp manager, whose kindness makes

her feel human again. While Pa, Al, and Uncle John return without finding work,

Tom has got a job.

Chapter 23: At the camp, people pass their time in different activities — making

music and reciting folktales in groups. Some people buy alcohol and drink to
forget their miseries. Preachers and devout Christians preach fiery sermons and

conduct mass baptisms.

Chapter 24: The camp has a dance night, and it is this night that the Farmers’
Association has chosen to instigate a riot, so that the camp is shut down. The

chairman of the camp committee appoints twenty men to keep an eye on instigators

and preempt the riot. Tom and the other men rapidly spot three suspicious-looking
men, who begin to pick a fight but the men catch them and evict them from the

camp. The instigators confess that they have been paid to start a riot.

Chapter 25: Spring is a beautiful time in California, but many small farmers of the

state face ruin at the hands of the large landowners, who dominate the industry.
The small farmers are unable to compete against the powerful landowners. Their

crops are ruined and they suffer mounting debts. The wine in the vineyards’ vats is
spoiled, and there is anger and resentment all across the land. As the  narrator

says, ‘In the souls of the people, the grapes of wrath are substantial and growing

heavy, growing heavy for the vintage.’

Chapter 26: After spending almost a month in the government camp, the Joads
are finding it hard to find work. Their supplies are running out, so leave the camp

go to work picking peaches at a farm only thirty-five miles away. At the peach

farm, they are paid a meagre five cents a box. An entire day of work by the whole
family brings them only one dollar. Though they spend the entire amount on their

meal that night, they remain hungry.

That evening proves another turning point, as Tom, while investigating some
trouble on the roadside, comes upon a tent and finds Jim Casy there. Jim explains

that the owner of the peach orchard had reduced the wages to two-and-a-half

cents a box, forcing the workers to go on strike. The owner had hired some men
to break the strike. While the two are talking, policemen approach them, and call

out to Casy as a communist. Before Tom’s eyes, a policeman crushes Casy’s skull

with a pick handle. Tom snatches the pick handle and kills Casy’s murderer, killing
him before receiving a blow to his own head. He runs back to his family and tells

them his story, offering to leave so that they do not get into trouble. He is stopped

by Ma, who insists that he stay. The Joads together leave the peach farm to find
work picking cotton. Tom hides in a septic tank close to the plantation—his crushed

nose and bruised face would bring suspicion upon him—and the family secretly

bring him food.

Chapter 27: There are plenty of signs advertising work picking cotton fields. But

jobs are few and workers, many. Workers need to have their cotton-picking sacks,
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which they buy on credit. There are so many workers many can’t find enough

work even to pay for their sacks. Some unscrupulous owners rig the scales used
to weigh the cotton. In response, the migrants repeatedly put stones in their sacks.

Chapter 28: The Joads’ financial condition improves slowly, as they continue to

pick cotton. They have a boxcar to live in, which they have to share with another
family, the Wainwrights. However, they now make enough money to live in relative

comfort. One day, a girl, feeling jealous of Ruthie, who had got a treat of candy

from her mother, picks a fight with her. Ruthie boasts that her older brother has
killed two men and is at this moment in hiding. Ma rushes to warn Tom that he has

been exposed and asks him to run away. Before leaving, Tom shares with his

mother a few of Jim Casy’s words of wisdom—he says that he has decided to
unite his soul with that of Casy by working to organize the people, as was Casy’s

wish.  When Ma returns, Al announces his plan to marry Agnes Wainwright. The

families celebrate. Then the rain begins.

Chapter 29: Rain pours, and all work stops.  The land is flooded, and the workers
are forced to beg and to steal food. People’s despair slowly turns to rage.

Chapter 30: The rain and storm continue for the third day, with no sign of abating.

Rose of Sharon goes into labour. The truck is flooded, and the family is forced to
stay in the boxcar. Pa asks the men to build a makeshift dam to stop the water

from flooding their shelter or washing it away. However, the work fails when an

uprooted tree falls onto the dam and destroys it. A defeated Pa Joad comes into
the car, only to be  informed that Rose of Sharon has given birth to a stillborn

baby. The family sends Uncle John to bury the child. He ventures into the storm,

places the rig up coffin in the stream, and watches the current carry it away. The
rains persist. Pa spends the last of the family’s money on food.

On the sixth day of rain, water threatens to wash away the boxcar, and Ma

decides that the family must find shelter in a dry place. Al stays back with the
Wainwrights and Agnes. The Joads walk on foot and find a barn, where  they

stumble upon a dying man and a small boy. The boy points to his father, saying that

he has not eaten for six days, having given all available food to his son. The man’s
is so weak now, he cannot digest solid food. He needs soup or milk. Ma looks to

Rose of Sharon, and the girl at once understands her thoughts. Rose of Sharon

asks everyone to leave the barn.  Despite his protests, she holds him close and
suckles him.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

7. What is the symbolism behind the turtle crossing the road?

8. Why had Jim Casy given up his ministry?

5.6 THEMES AND SYMBOLS

The Grapes of Wrath presents a number of fundamental and universal ideas, or

themes, during the course of the story. These include man’s inhumanity to man, the
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power of family and fellowship, the dignity of wrath, and the multiplying effects of

selfishness and altruism.

Man’s Inhumanity to Man

The author repeatedly emphasizes that the migrants’ suffering is more due to the

actions of fellow humans rather than natural calamities or  mere misfortune. It is

historical, social, and economic factors that divide people into rich and poor,
landowner and tenant, and the people in the dominant roles struggle viciously to

preserve their positions. The novel draws a simple line through the population—

one that divides the privileged from the poor—and identifies that division as the
key source of evil and suffering in the world.

The Saving Power of Family and Fellowship

The novel weaves the story of the Joads with that of migrant workers. Though the

Joads are a family, it is not their genetics but their loyalty and commitment to one

another that establishes their real kinship. As the migrants get used to a life on the
road, they form new bonds and relationships. This happens when the Joads meet

the Wilsons and two groups merge into one, sharing one another’s hardships and

committing to one another’s survival.

The Dignity of Wrath

The Joads set an example to all by their refusal to be defeated by the circumstances

that conspire against them. At every turn, they show remarkable dignity, honor

and self-respect. This is most evident at the end of the novel. The Joads have
suffered irreparable losses: Noah, Connie, and Tom have left the family; Rose of

Sharon delivers a stillborn baby; the family possesses neither food nor promise of

work. Yet it is at this moment that the family manages to rise above hardship to
carry out an act of unsurpassed kindness and generosity for a starving man, showing

that the Joads have not lost their sense of the value of human life.

Needs of the group supersede the needs of the individual

The Joads’ experiences in the story illustrate one of the novel’s main themes: humans
find their greatest strength in numbers. When Ma tries to help Rose of Sharon to

overcome her grief at Connie’s abandonment, she tells the girl, “[Y]ou’re jest one

person, an’ they’s a lot of other folks.” The  novel reiterates again and again that
the needs of the group supersede the needs of the individual. As the novel moves

into its concluding chapters, this philosophy takes centrestage. The unity of the

migrants poses the greatest threat to landowners and the socio-economic system
on which they thrive. This thought begins to dawn on the farmers, who realize the

effects that their numbers, once organized, might have.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

9. How does the author reiterate the theme of man’s inhumanity to man?

10. How does the novel show the dignity of wrath?
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5.7 SUMMARY

The novel Grapes of Wrath is set in the time of America’s Great Depression of
the 1930s, in which  a severe drought caused massive crop failure in the Great

Plains, turning them from the food bowls of the country to ‘Dust Bowls’. By the

mid-1930s, the drought had devastated the livelihoods of countless farmers and
their families, forcing them into poverty, debt and starvation. Many of them migrated

to other states like California in search of jobs in order to make a living. However,

finding work was not easy, as jobs were scarce and there were thousands of
migrant workers vying for work. The migrants were ill treated by the locals, who

called them derogatory names like ‘Okies’, as they were mostly from Oklahoma.

Despite the hardships, migrants kept on pouring into California, which
became overcrowded with migrant workers. The workers and their families lived

in overcrowded camps without even the basic facilities. These camps were called

‘Hoovervilles’, after President Hoover, who was considered responsible for the
factors behind the Great Depression. The camps witnessed starvation, misery and

death, in the absence of work, food and help to the migrant workers.

The novel recounts the story of Tom Joad and his family as they migrate to

California in search of work, as their crops have failed and there is no work or

food. They are accompanied by Tom Casy, a former preacher.  The journey in a
battered old truck is arduous, fraught with loss and bereavement – Grandpa dies

on the way, while Grandma follows soon after reaching California. On reaching
California, they find overcrowded camps and work impossible to find.

The remaining family members move from the squalor of one camp to another,
looking in vain for work, struggling to find food, and trying anxiously to hold their

family together. There is little or no work and the wages are so meagre, they

cannot fetch a proper meal. This terrible situation serves the purpose of wealthy
landowners, who are happy to keep the workers in extreme poverty, and thus

hopelessly dependent on them.

During a heated argument in a camp, Jim Casey is arrested for hitting a

sheriff. Later, at another camp, which the police are planning to close down after
organizing some violence, Tom Casy is killed by the police in front of Tom. In

retaliation, Tom kills the police officer, after which he is forced to go into hiding.

While in hiding, Tom tries to organize the migrant workers into a union, a job that
Jim Casy had begun. As the cotton season nears the end, there are fears of jobs

drying up for three months. Misery and starvation stare the migrants in the face, as

the rains pours in and flood the land.

The story of the Joad family captures the experiences of a family struggling

to survive, after being tossed in the turbulence of the Great Depression. It not only
brought home to the American public consciousness the reality of what the victims

of the Depression were going through, it also tugged at their conscience, while

criticizing the policies that had brought about the situation. Thus, the characters in
the novel stand out not for their individual human characters but are more as

embodiments of widespread ideals or struggles. Thus, the novel is as an epic

chronicle of the Great Depression and offers a commentary on the economic and
social system that aggravated the tragedy.
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5.8 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. In 1947, Steinbeck made several trips to the then USSR, and wrote his
experience in The Russian Journal.

2. John Steinbeck’s last novel was The Winter of Our Discontent, published

in 1961.

3. The novel Grapes of Wrath is set in the time of America’s Great Depression

of the 1930s, in which  a severe drought caused massive crop failure in the

Great Plains, turning them from the food bowls of the country to ‘Dust
Bowls’. Countless farmers and their families were forced into poverty, debt

and starvation. Many of them migrated to other states like California in

search of jobs in order to make a living.

4. The migrant workers and their families lived in overcrowded camps without
even the basic facilities. These camps were called ‘Hoovervilles’, after

President Hoover, who was considered responsible for the factors behind

the Great Depression.

5. The novel shows the changes in Tom’s personality as he gives up his penchant

for living day to day and starts making effort for a better future. Tom is
influenced by Jim Casy, who preaches that a person acting alone cannot

make a difference in the world, and emphasizes the need to take action to

serve our fellow human beings. Tom begins to feel that he must act against
the injustices around him. Thus begins Tom’s journey from an individual

with personal thoughts to a man of public action.

6. Ivy and Sairy Wilson are a couple who come in touch with the Joads on the

way to California. They lend their tent to the Joads so that Grampa  die
peacefully. They decide to travel together with the Joads, until Sairy Wilson’s

health fails, forcing them to abandon the journey.

7. In the beginning of the novel, there is a scene in which a turtle is plodding

across the heated  highway. A woman veers her car aside to avoid hitting
the turtle, but a young man on truck hurtles his truck straight at the turtle,

almost running it over. The turtle is hit and flips onto its back, but keeps

trudging on its way. The author has used the turtle as it struggles to cross the
road as a symbol to illustrate the farmers’ tragic plight as they face various

adversities.

8. Jim Casy was a preacher who has given up preaching, as he had come to

the conclusion that “[t]here ain’t no sin and there ain’t no virtue. There’s just

stuff people do. It’s all part of the same thing.” Casy now believed that the
human spirit was the Holy Spirit.

9. The author repeatedly emphasizes that the migrants’ suffering is more due

to the actions of fellow humans rather than natural calamities or  mere

misfortune. It is historical, social, and economic factors that divide people
into rich and poor, landowner and tenant, and the people in the dominant

roles struggle viciously to preserve their positions. The novel draws a simple

line through the population—one that divides the privileged from the poor—
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and identifies that division as the key source of evil and suffering in the

world.

10. The Joads set an example to all by their refusal to be defeated by the
circumstances that conspire against them. At every turn, they show

remarkable dignity, honor and self-respect. This is most  evident at the end

of the novel. The Joads have suffered irreparable losses: Noah, Connie,
and Tom have left the family; Rose of Sharon delivers a stillborn baby; the

family possesses neither food nor promise of work. Yet it is at this moment

that the family manages to rise above hardship to carry out an act of
unsurpassed kindness and generosity for a starving man, showing that the

Joads have not lost their sense of the value of human life.

5.9 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. How does the novel The Grapes of Wrath make a political statement?

2. Describe briefly the personality of Ma Joad.

3. How does The Grapes of Wrath show that the needs of the group supersede

the needs of the individual?

4. Describe the character of Tom Joad in brief.

Long-Answer Questions

1. Describe briefly the context and plot of the novel The Grapes of Wrath.

2. Discuss the themes presented in The Grapes of Wrath.

3. Describe briefly the main characters in The Grapes of Wrath.

Answers to Short-Answer Questions

1. The story of the Joad family captures the experiences of a family struggling

to survive, after being tossed in the turbulence of the Great Depression. It

not only brought home to the American public consciousness the reality of
what the victims of the Depression were going through, it also tugged at

their conscience, while criticizing the policies that had brought about the

situation. Thus, the characters in the novel stand out not for their individual
human characters but are more as embodiments of widespread ideals or

struggles. Thus, the novel is as an epic chronicle of the Great Depression

and offers a political comment on the economic and social system that
aggravated the tragedy.

2. Ma Joad is a woman of strength and immense moral character. She is the

rock of the family who cares for each of them and holds them together in

the face of severe adversity. She is the peacemaker and healer of the family
and a pillar of strength for them. A woman with a strong mind and a mighty

heart, her strength is best displayed when on the way to California, she sits

stoically next to Grandma’s dead body, without letting anyone know. By
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suffering privately she made sure that the family completes the arduous

journey that involved crossing the California Desert. Ma Joad has the ability
to take charge of a situation even in the most terrible circumstances – and

her husband finds himself relying more and more as his strength declines

gradually. Thus, Ma Joad comes across as strong moral character, an
epitome of love, courage, sacrifice, grace and dignity.

3. The Joads’ experiences in the story illustrate one of the novel’s main themes:

humans find their greatest strength in numbers. When Ma tries to help Rose

of Sharon to overcome her grief at Connie’s abandonment, she tells the girl,
“[Y]ou’re jest one person, an’ they’s a lot of other folks.” The  novel reiterates

again and again that  the needs of the group supersede the needs of the

individual. As the novel moves into its concluding chapters, this philosophy
takes centrestage. The unity of the migrants poses the greatest threat to

landowners and the socio-economic system on which they thrive. This thought

begins to dawn on the farmers, who realize the effects that their numbers,
once organized, might have.

4. Tom is a good-natured and thoughtful young man who tries to make the
best in the toughest situation. Though he spent four years in prison for killing

a man, he is not bitter and looks forward to a new life. He remains positive

in the face of adversity and is thus a pillar of strength for the Joad family.
Endowed with wisdom, moral strength and strength of character, he is guide

and protector. He is greatly loved and admired by his parents and siblings,

as well as by fellow workers whom he later organizes into unions.

The novel shows the changes in Tom’s personality as he gives up his penchant
for living day to day and starts making effort for a better future. Tom is

influenced by Jim Casy, who preaches that a person acting alone cannot

make a difference in the world, and emphasizes the need to take action to
serve our fellow human beings. Tom begins to feel that he must act against

the injustices around him. Thus begins Tom’s journey from an individual

with personal thoughts to a man of public action.

Answers to Long-Answer Questions

1. The novel Grapes of Wrath is set in the time of America’s Great Depression
of the 1930s, in which  a severe drought caused massive crop failure in the

Great Plains, turning them from the food bowls of the country to ‘Dust

Bowls’. By the mid-1930s, the drought had devastated the  livelihoods of
countless farmers and their families, forcing them into poverty, debt and

starvation. Many of them migrated to other states like California in search

of jobs in order to make a living. However, finding work was not easy, as
jobs were scarce and there were thousands of migrant workers vying for

work. The migrants were ill treated by the locals, who called them derogatory

names like ‘Okies’, as they were mostly from Oklahoma.

Despite the hardships, migrants kept on pouring into California, which

became overcrowded with migrant workers. The workers and their families
lived in overcrowded camps without even the basic facilities. These camps

were called ‘Hoovervilles’, after President Hoover, who was considered
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responsible for the factors behind the Great Depression. The camps

witnessed starvation, misery and death, in the absence of work, food and
help to the migrant workers.

John Steinbeck used the novel to throw light on the lives of the oppressed

and downtrodden workers, who were exploited at the hands of the wealthy

landowners. Before writing the novel, Steinbeck lived the experience by
living with an Oklahoma farm family and travelling to California with them.

It is no wonder that the novel’s appeal has endured as authentic account of

an important time in American history. When The Grapes of Wrath was
published, it instantly became a bestseller, selling nearly half a million copies,

even though many Oklahomans and Californians criticized the book for its

unflattering portrayal of themselves.

The Grapes of Wrath recounts the story of Tom Joad and his family as

they migrate to California in search of work, as their crops have failed and
there is no work or food. They are accompanied by Tom Casy, a former

preacher.  The journey in a battered old truck is arduous, fraught with loss

and bereavement – Grandpa dies on the way, while Grandma follows soon
after reaching California. On reaching California, they find overcrowded

camps and work impossible to find.

The remaining family members move from the squalor of one camp to another,

looking in vain for work, struggling to find food, and trying anxiously to hold
their family together. There is little or no work and the wages are so meagre,

they cannot fetch a proper meal. This terrible situation serves the purpose

of wealthy landowners, who are happy to keep the workers in extreme
poverty, and thus hopelessly dependent on them.

During a heated argument in a camp, Jim Casey is arrested for hitting a

sheriff . Later, at another camp, which the police are planning to close down

after organizing some violence, Tom Casy is killed by the police in front of
Tom. In retaliation, Tom kills the police officer, after which he is forced to

go into hiding. While in hiding, Tom tries to organize the migrant workers

into a union, a job that Jim Casy had begun. As the cotton season nears the
end, there are fears of jobs drying up for three months. Misery and starvation

stare the migrants in the face, as the rains pours in and flood the land.

The story of the Joad family captures the experiences of a family struggling

to survive, after being tossed in the turbulence of the Great Depression. It

not only brought home to the American public consciousness the reality of
what the victims of the Depression were going through, it also tugged at

their conscience, while criticizing the policies that had brought about the

situation. Thus, the characters in the novel stand out not for their individual
human characters but are more as embodiments of widespread ideals or

struggles. Thus, the novel is as an epic chronicle of the Great Depression

and offers a political comment on the economic and social system that
aggravated the tragedy.

2. The Grapes of Wrath presents a number of fundamental and universal

ideas, or themes, during the course of the story. These include man’s
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inhumanity to man, the power of family and fellowship, the dignity of wrath,

and the multiplying effects of selfishness and altruism.

Man’s Inhumanity to Man

The author repeatedly emphasizes that the migrants’ suffering is more due

to the actions of fellow humans rather than natural calamities or  mere
misfortune. It is historical, social, and economic factors that divide people

into rich and poor, landowner and tenant, and the people in the dominant

roles struggle viciously to preserve their positions. The novel draws a simple
line through the population—one that divides the privileged from the poor—

and identifies that division as the key source of evil and suffering in the

world.

The Saving Power of Family and Fellowship

The novel weaves the story of  the Joads with that of migrant workers.

Though the Joads are a family, it is not their genetics but their loyalty and
commitment to one another that establishes their real kinship. As the migrants

get used to a life on the road, they form new bonds and relationships. This

happens when the Joads meet the Wilsons and two groups merge into one,
sharing one another’s hardships and committing to one another’s survival.

The Dignity of Wrath

The Joads set an example to all by their refusal to be defeated by the
circumstances that conspire against them. At every turn, they show

remarkable dignity, honor and self-respect. This is most  evident at the end
of the novel. The Joads have suffered irreparable losses: Noah, Connie,

and Tom have left the family; Rose of Sharon delivers a stillborn baby; the

family possesses neither food nor promise of work. Yet it is at this moment
that the family manages to rise above hardship to carry out an act of

unsurpassed kindness and generosity for a starving man, showing that the

Joads have not lost their sense of the value of human life.

Needs of the group supersede the needs of the individual

The Joads’ experiences in the story illustrate one of the novel’s main themes:

humans find their greatest strength in numbers. When Ma tries to help Rose
of Sharon to overcome her grief at Connie’s abandonment, she tells the girl,

“[Y]ou’re jest one person, an’ they’s a lot of other folks.” The  novel reiterates

again and again that  the needs of the group supersede the needs of the
individual. As the novel moves into its concluding chapters, this philosophy

takes centrestage. The unity of the migrants poses the greatest threat to

landowners and the socio-economic system on which they thrive. This thought
begins to dawn on the farmers, who realize the effects that their numbers,

once organized, might have.

3. The protagonist Tom Joad, his parents and siblings, form the main characters

of The Grapes of Wrath. The main characters are briefly described below:

••••• Tom Joad: Tom is a good-natured and thoughtful young man who tries

to make the best in the toughest situation. Though he spent four years in

prison for killing a man, he is not bitter and looks forward to a new life.
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He remains positive in the face of adversity and is thus a pillar of strength

for the Joad family. Endowed with wisdom, moral strength and strength
of character, he is guide and protector. He is greatly loved and admired

by his parents and siblings, as well as by fellow workers whom he later

organizes into unions.

The novel shows the changes in Tom’s personality as he gives up his

penchant for living day to day and starts making effort for a better future.
Tom is influenced by Jim Casy, who preaches that a person acting alone

cannot make a difference in the world, and emphasizes the need to take

action to serve our fellow human beings. Tom begins to feel that he must
act against the injustices around him. Thus begins Tom’s journey from

an individual with personal thoughts to a man of public action.

••••• Ma Joad: Mrs Joad, or Ma Joad, is Tom’s mother. She is a woman of
strength and immense moral character. She is the rock of the family who

cares for each of them and holds them together in the face of severe

adversity. She is the peacemaker and healer of the family and a pillar of
strength for them. A woman with a strong mind and a mighty heart, her

strength is best displayed when on the way to California, she sits stoically

next to Grandma’s dead body, without letting anyone know. By suffering
privately she made sure that the family completes the arduous journey

that involved crossing the California Desert. Ma Joad has the ability to

take charge of a situation even in the most terrible circumstances – and
her husband finds himself relying more and more as his strength ebbs

gradually. Thus, Ma Joad comes across as strong moral character, an
epitome of love, courage, sacrifice, grace and dignity.

••••• Pa Joad: Pa Joad, Tom’s father, is a tenant farmer who has been forced

from his farm in Oklahoma. A simple man with a good heart, Pa
spearheads the family’s effort to move to California. On reaching

California, however, he is met with a situation of hopelessness – jobs

are few and the family moves from one squalid camp to another. Faced
with this desperate situation, he increasingly looks to Ma Joad for strength

and leadership, though he feels ashamed at his ‘weakness’. Pa Joad’s

love and commitment for the family are apparent from his single-minded
pursuit to build a dam. However, as he encounters failure one after

another, he becomes increasingly despondent and withdrawn. He is

openly rebuked by rebuked by Ma Joad for losing his grip as the head
of the family. Towards the end, Pa Joad further relinquishes his status as

leader of the family and looks up to his wife to lead the way. Pa’s gradual

decline illustrates how adversity can build the character of some people
(like Tom and Ma Joad) while it can defeat others like Pa Joad.

••••• Jim Casy: Jim Casy is a preacher who has left his ministry as he believes
that all human experience is holy. The author has expressed most of the

important moral themes of the novel through Jim Casy. He comes across

as a philosopher, moral leader and unifier of men as he advocates the
sacredness of human beings and the basic unity of all mankind. A true

friend who stands by Tom, he also displays moral leadership by organizing
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the migrant workers. Jim is a man with a mission, who becomes a martyr

to the cause of the oppressed workers when he is killed by the police
while trying to organize the workers. His deep influence on Tom is an

important factor in the emergence of Tom as a social activist and man of

the people.

••••• Rose of Sharon: Rose of Sharon is the oldest of the Joad daughters.

She is married to Connie, an impracticable dreamer who leaves the
Joads on reaching California. Rose is a high-spirited and romantic young

girl as she sets off for California, with a dream of building a new life with

her husband and child. However, her dreams crumble and reality sets in
as she is abandoned by Connie and she gives birth to a stillborn child.

By the end of the novel, she emerges as a character who has matured

beyond her years and imbibed some of her mother’s string qualities.

••••• Grampa Joad: Tom Joad’s grandfather was once a cruel and hot-

tempered man, but mellowed by age, he limits himself to a wicked tongue,

whose sinful utterances shock his wife and others. Though he is mostly
a comical presence in the book, his love for his land is notable – he had

to be drugged and forced to leave his farm. And soon after leaving his

home and hearth, he dies on the way to California.

••••• Granma Joad: Granma is a devout Christian, who is shocked by her

husband’s sinful talk and tries to refrain him by reminding him of the
‘hellfire and damnation’ that await such sinners. She also does not survive

the migration and dies soon after the Joads reach California.

••••• Others

The other characters include the following:

o Al Joad , Tom’s 16-year-old younger brother, is a vain and cocky

young man who loves cars and girls. His talent as an excellent mechanic

serves the family well on the road to California.

Ivy and Sairy Wilson, a couple who come in touch with the Joads

on the way to California, who lend their tent to the Joads so that

Grampa  die peacefully. They decide to travel together with the Joads,
until Sairy Wilson’s health fails, forcing them to abandon the journey.

o Connie, the dreaming, impractical young man who abandons his
pregnant wife (Rose of Sharon).

o Noah Joad,  Tom’s older brother, who is mentally and physically

challenged since his birth.

o Uncle John,  Tom’s uncle, who, blames himself for his wife’s death

many years ago,  as he did not call a doctor for his pregnant wife
when she was suffering stomach pains.

o Ruthie Joad, the second and younger Joad daughter, who is intensely

dependent and competitive with her brother Winfield.

o Winfield Joad, aged ten, the youngest child of the Joads.

o Floyd Knowles, the migrant worker who first inspires Tom and Jim
Casy to organize the laborourers.
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UNIT 6 SAUL BELLOW: HERZOG

Structure
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6.5 Summary of the Novel
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6.10 Further Reading

6.0 INTRODUCTION

Herzog is a novel by Saul Bellow. Complex, compelling, absurd, yet realistic, it

became an instant classic when it was published in 1964. Bellow was awarded the

National Book Award for fiction for this novel, as well as the International Literary

Prize, the first American to be honoured with this award. In 2005, Herzog was

included in Time Magazine’s ‘All-Time 100 Greatest Novels’. Bellow won the

Nobel Prize for Literature in 1976. Herzog is the story of Moses E Herzog, a

confused middle-aged intellectual in the 1960s, whose second wife has left him for

his best friend. Herzog looks back on his life contemplating on his two marriages,

his son and daughter from the marriages, his academic career, his childhood as a

Jew in the early 20th century. As he reflects on what he feels is a life of failures, he

feels compelled to write a series of letters to anybody and everybody under the

sun – friends, colleagues, enemies, famous people, world leaders, even dead people.

The letters are mostly unfinished and unsent. But they reveal his innermost thoughts

and secrets as he examines his troubled life and its complexities in the minutest

detail. As he searches for meaning and purpose in his life, he discusses literature

and argues with various philosophers along the way.

This unit focuses on the Herzog, and looks at 1960s America through the

brilliant but pathetic character of Herzog. The main presents a series of fragmented

reflections, through his letters, which constitute the major part of the book.

6.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you should be able to:

• Provide a brief biographical sketch of Saul Bellow

• Discuss the context and plot of the novel ‘Herzog’
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• Describe the main characters of the novel

• Present a detailed summary of the novel

• Discuss the themes presented in the book

6.2 BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF SAUL

BELLOW

Saul Bellow was born Solomon Bellow in Lachine, Quebec, Canada, to Jewish

parents who had emigrated from Russia. When Bellow was nine, his family moved

to Chicago, in the US, where many of his novels are based.  He learned to speak

Hebrew, Yiddish, and French as well as English. He had a strict Jewish upbringing,

and his deeply religious mother wanted him to become a rabbi. Bellow, however,

found religious orthodoxy to be ‘suffocating’, and wanted to write from a very

early age.

Saul Bellow studied at  the University of Chicago but later went to

Northwestern University, where he wanted to study literature. However, he

graduated in 1937 with honors in anthropology and sociology, as he felt that the

English department was biased against the Jews. After dropping out from the

University of Wisconsin, he held various writing jobs—including one as editor in

the Encyclopaedia Britannica.  In 1944, he published Dangling Man, a novel about

a young man about to join military service. The Victim (1947) was about a New

Yorker struggling with domestic and religious conflicts.

After World War II, Bellow held several teaching assignments at different

places and travelled to France and Italy.  The Adventures of Augie March, among

his most successful novels, was published in 1953, for which he won his first

National Book Award. This was followed in 1956 by Seize the Day, a collection

of three short stories, a one-act play, and a novella (a short novel or long short

story), and Henderson the Rain King (1959). Herzog in 1964 brought him

international fame and a second National Book Award.

From 1962, Bellow as Professor at the University of Chicago, continued to

write fiction and plays, some of which were adapted for Broadway. Bellow’s sixth

novel, Mr. Sammler’s Planet in 1969 was widely appreciated, while Humboldt’s

Gift (1975) won him the Pulitzer Prize and the Nobel Prize for Literature.

Saul Bellow continued to teach at various US universities, the last one being

at Boston, where he died in 2005 at the age of 89.  Bellow was married five times,

with all but his last marriage ending in divorce.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. Which book won Saul Bellow his first National Book Award?

2. Name the book for Saul Bellow was awarded the Pulitzer Prize and the

Nobel Prize for Literature.
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6.3 PLOT OVERVIEW

The plot of Herzog is narrative in nature, and most of the narrative consists of the

thoughts of the main character, Moses Herzog,  a middle-aged professor who is

staying in his country house. As Moses looks back at his life, especially the past

few months, he feels compelled to write letters to ‘everyone under the sun’, including

family—dead and alive—friends, acquaintances, enemies world leaders and

historical figures. It is these letters that form the bulk of the novel. The letters are

meant ‘to explain, to have it out, to justify, to put in perspective, to clarify...’

Moses is in a relationship with a lively woman, Ramona, but he wants to

avoid any commitment to her. So, he goes to Martha’s Vineyard, to stay with

some friends. But no sooner does he arrive at the Vineyard that he decides to

return to New York. Here, he furiously writes letters, which seem to flow from

him. He thinks of the problem with his ex-wife, Madeleine, and the issue of the

custody of their daughter, June. He thinks of fighting with Madeleine for June’s

custody. Madeleine ditched him for his best friend and neighbour Valentine Gersbach.

Moses meets his lawyer in the courthouse. As he waits for him, he observes

several cases ranging from prostitution to a mother’s killing her own daughter. He

flies to Chicago to visit his daughter. He goes to his childhood home, and picks up

his late father, Jonah Herzog’s gun. He contemplates killing his ex-wife and her

lover, Valentine Gersbach but is unable to carry out his plan. He goes to Phoebe

Gersbach, Valentine’s wife, and asks for her help in gaining custody of June, but

Phoebe refuses to help him.

Moses goes to his friend Lucas Asphalter, who arranges for him to meet his

daughter, whom he takes to the aquarium. As they come out of the aquarium,

Moses is hit by a car. He wakes up to find himself before the police, who arrest

him for possessing a weapon. Moses’ brother Will comes to his rescue, bailing

him out. Will thinks that Moses should be hospitalized and be treated by a

psychiatrist. Though Moses had also thought of this earlier, he rejects the idea

now. Instead, he fixes up to spend the night with Ramona. As the novel comes to

an end, Moses feels contented in his country home. He does not feel the need to

write any more letters.

Apart from the main narrative, the letters reveal various facts about Moses

and his past. For example, Moses was born and brought up in a Jewish immigrant

family in LaRoux, Canada, and that his father Johan had a string of failed businesses

before he became a bootlegger. Moses talks about his brothers and sister (Will,

Shura, and Helen) in  his letters. Madeleine is his second wife; he was earlier

married to a woman called Daisy, with whom he had had a son, Marco.  He

constantly harps on his efforts at writing. He had published a book Romanticism

and Christianity, which gained critical acclaim, despite a lukewarm response

from the critics.
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

3. Why does Moses Herzog write letters?

4. With whom is Moses having a relationship at present?

6.4 MAIN CHARACTERS OF THE NOVEL

The protagonist of the novel is Moses Herzog. The characters of Moses and

others are briefly described below:

Moses Herzog

Moses Herzog is the main character of the novel. He is a middle aged professor of

philosophy, who earlier had a brilliant career. But now, he looks at a life of failure.

His second marriage has failed, as his wife has left him for his best friend. He is on

the verge of nervous breakdown as he rages against his own personal disasters

and those of the modern age.  With his mind abuzz with memories and ideas, he

writes letters to ‘the newspapers, to people in public life, to friends and relatives

and at last to the dead, his own obscure dead, and finally the famous dead.’ These

letters are mostly incomplete and always unsent. The fragments of thoughts and

ideas in the letters reveal that Moses is trying to understand how to live his life and

achieve happiness. He feels strongly about his Jewish background, loving his parents

and siblings though he has his differences with them. Moses has encountered pains,

and is suffering from depression. Still, he tries to find happiness by accepting the

contradictions and ambiguities that survive in himself and in the outside world.

Madeleine

Madeleine is Moses’ second wife, and the cause of much agony for Moses, who

frequently describes her as neurotic. She is the mother of their daughter, June.

Madeleine divorced Moses, as she was having an affair with his best friend and

neighbour, Valentine Gersbach. It was Madeleine who contrived to get the

Gersbachs to move next door and get Valentine a job. Madeleine is a spirited

woman who rejects what she considers was her mother’s life of servitude. She

also hates her father, a famous actor. At one point, she had converted to Christianity,

and later she turns her attention to the scholarly world of ideas.

Madeleine’s character mostly comes across as negative, but it has to be

noted that it is conveyed through the eyes of Moses, who is obviously biased

against her. On closer inspection, she might have her own grievances – for example,

she hated housework, but Moses never helped her in doing it. On the other hand,

Gersbach did help her, along with Phoebe. Even Moses admits that she really

loved Gersbach. From Madeleine’s sister, we come to know that Madeleine

complained of Herzog’s tyrannical tendencies. She is shown as a ‘modern woman’,

unsuited for life with Moses.
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Valentine Gersbach

Valentine Gersbach, who is crippled with one wooden leg, is Moses’s best friend.

He and his wife Phoebe are Madeleine and Moses’ next-door neighbors in the

country. Gersbach is good-looking and charming. Madeleine falls in love with him,

as she finds him competent of living in the outside world. Unlike Moses, Gersbach

is a good conversationalist. He is capable of love and lying for the sake of it. He is

sentimentalist, and an actor  like Madeleine.

Phoebe Gersbach

Phoebe is Valentine’s devoted wife and mother of his child, who does not  realize

the fact that her husband is having an affair with Madeleine.

Ramona

Ramona is a lively, beautiful and vibrant Argentinean woman who loves Moses.

She is well-educated and, according to Moses, a ‘priestess’ of sex and love. She

loves to cook elaborate meals for Moses, looks after him and cares deeply for

him. She comes down to the country to join him. Despite her love for him, Moses

is not ready to give a commitment to her.

Daisy

Daisy is Moses’ first wife and the mother of Marco, her son with Moses. Her

character comes across as a conventional, organized, and systematic woman of

Jewish background, almost the opposite of Madeleine. She could not cope with

the disorderly and disorganized of Moses, and  this eventually led to their divorce.

June and Marco

They are Moses’ children from his two marriages. While Marco is Daisy’s son,

June is the daughter of Madeleine. Marco is away at a camp all through the book.

His father thinks of visiting him at the camp on parents’ day, and towards the end

of the novel Moses decides that he will visit his son.  June loves Moses, and the

feeling is reciprocated by Moses, who is extremely fond of her. He is ready to fight

with his ex-wife for the custody of June.

Jonah Herzog

Jonah Herzog is Moses’ father, a Russian-Jewish who migrated to Canada with

his family. In the slums of Montreal, he did odd jobs, including bootlegging (smuggling

liquor), to raise four children. He worked long hours to support the five members

of his family, but frequently failed in his endeavors. He was hot–tempered and had

once threatened Moses with a gun. But he had a good heart, and he left Moses

twenty thousand dollars on his death.

Mother Herzog

Moses’ mother belonged to a wealthy family in  Russia, but on coming to Canada,

she is bitter about the loss of her status and wealth. There are no servants and
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loads of housework to be done. To support her family, she even had to work as a

seamstress and a washerwoman. A deeply religious woman, she supported her

husband and took care of her children, anxious that they have a good religious

upbringing. She was also keen for them to be educated, and not common.

Other characters

Taube, Moses’ stepmother, was Jonah Herzog’s second wife. Widowed twice,

she lived alone in the old house she used share with Jonah.

Shura, Moses’ rich brother, is a businessman with a practical, realistic temperament,

unlike the sentimentalist Moses. Shura is always ready to help Moses financially,

though Moses claims that Shura ‘despises’ everyone. Still, Moses loves Shura, as

he loves his other siblings.

Will, Moses’ other brother, is always ready to help Moses with money. Will worries

about Moses’ mental health. He bails Moses out of jail, and eventually offers to

take him to the hospital for psychiatric consideration.

Helen, Moses’ sister, finds mention in the narrative though she does not appear in

the novel. She, too, seems to worry about Moses.

Zipporah, Jonah Herzog’s sister, is a strong woman who deals in real estate. She

is tough on Jonah and is checks on his children frequently. Though she is tough as

nails, she is a loving matriarch.

Nachman, a childhood friend of Moses’, is a sentimental, romantic poet, who fell

in love with a neurotic woman who had to be institutionalized.

Lucas Asphalter, a childhood friend of Moses’ who always remains loyal to his

friend and stands by him.  He offers Moses his house to stay, and he is the one

who tells Moses about Madeleine’s affair with Valentine Gersbach.

Dr Edvig, the psychiatrist who treats Moses doubts Moses’ mental health. Moses

all suspects him of betraying him.

Sandor Himmelstein, the lawyer who handled Moses’ divorce case. Moses

also suspects of complicity with Madeleine.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

5. Who is Valentine Gersbach?

6. What do the unsent letters of Moses reveal?

6.5 SUMMARY OF THE NOVEL

Section 1

Moses Herzog is a forty-seven-year-old professor, who has recently been through

a divorce for the second time. He is on the verge of a nervous breakdown as he

grapples with his personal failures, as well as the complexities of modern life. He
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has come down to stay at his country home in the Berkshires, a small village in

Massachusetts. He feels at peace as he vents his thoughts and emotions in a series

of letters to all and sundry – friends, relatives, newspapers, famous people, historical

figures, and family members, including his dead father. The letters, which remain

unfinished and unsent, reveal the whirl of thoughts and ideas that fill Moses’ mind.

They also reveal various facts and incidents of his past – his recent divorce with

Madeleine, his second wife, who had an affair with his best friend Valentine

Gersbach; his writings on Romanticism and the fact that he has written articles and

published a book called Romanticism and Christianity.

Moses’ father had left him an inheritance of twenty thousand dollars, which

had enabled him to buy the country house in the Berkshires. He had also quit his

position as professor at her request and shifter to the country, where he planned to

write  the second volume of his book. However,  Madeleine was miserable in the

country – she was not content spending her days cooking and cleaning. She

suggested they move to Chicago, where with Moses had  already helped Gersbach

find a radio job. He, of course, was unaware that Gersbach was having an affair

with Madeleine. Towards the end of the marriage, both Moses and Madeleine

were consulting the same psychiatrist, Dr. Edvig. Moses blames the psychiatrist

for making Madeleine opt for divorce. Moses also talks about their lawyer, Sandor

Himmelstein, who offered Moses his house to stay after his divorce with Madeleine.

The narrative reveals some aspects of Moses’ childhood – he was raised in

a Jewish family, and his father was a bootlegger. He had two brothers, Will and

Shura, and a sister, Helen. Following his divorce from Madeleine, he borrowed

money from Shura and travelled to Europe to get over the painful experience. He

came back in worse condition and taught classes in New York, where he was in a

relationship with a beautiful Argentinean woman called Ramona.  Though Ramona

loves him, he does not want to make a commitment to her. He wants to get away

from her, so he escapes to Martha’s Vineyard to be with his Libbie Vane and her

husband.

Section 2

While Moses makes his way to Grand Central Station on a cab to catch a train to

Martha’s Vineyard, he starts wring letters on the cab itself. The entire chapter is

mostly devoted to the letters. He first writes to Madeleine’s mother, Tennie, and

apologizes for not visiting her. Tennie is divorced from Madeleine’s actor father.

Moses’ letter-writing is interrupted when he gets out of the cab at Grand Central.

Looking at the trains at the subway, he thinks of his childhood, when he used to

ride the train with his parents, brothers and sister.

While he stands and waits for the train, Moses writes another letter, this

time to Madeleine’s Aunt Zelda. His writing continues on the train – he writes to

Lucas Asphalter, who is in bad shape because his monkey had died. It is through

this letter that we come to know that Lucas was the one who had informed Moses

about Madeleine’s affair with Valentine Gersbach.
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On his train travel to the Vineyard, Moses continues to write to a variety of

people—relatives, celebrities, leaders, newspapers and friends. His letters deal

with a range of topics — from poverty in America to radiation hazard in Hiroshima.

Moses writes an angry letter, one of his longest, to Dr. Edvig, the psychiatrist,

whom he blames for his divorce with Madeleine. He suggests that it was the

psychiatrist, who encouraged his wife to decide on divorce, as he himself was in

love with her. He writes until the thought of his daughter, June, interrupts his flow.

Moses’ mind is a whirl of ideas and thoughts and he turns his thoughts

Madeleine’s conversion to Christianity, something which Herzog was against. He

also recalls the angry response he had seen from Valentine Gersbach, when he

told him about his sexual troubles with Madeleine. Valentine was clearly upset

about Moses’ attempts to sleep with Madeleine. In hindsight, Moses understood

the reason for his reaction, as he discovers their affair.

Throughout the narrative, it is clear that Moses cannot stop thinking, and

even when he tries to remain rational, his thoughts sweep him away. Moses is a

romantic struggling in a world of realists. He resides always in a world of his own

feelings.

Section 3

Moses continues to write letters as he takes a ferry to Martha’s Vineyard. Now,

his letter is addressed to the governor, followed by a letter to Ramona, where he

tells her not to follow him. He also tells her that he cares for her. The thought of

marrying her occurs to him, which solve his problems. But he feels that he has

‘unfinished business with other women’. From Ramona he goes back to world

leaders, and writes to Nehru and Martin Luther King. He also writes a long letter

to Shapiro, a scholar, in which he criticizes his aesthetic views of history in the face

of war. .

Shapiro was an excellent conversationalist, as Moses had found when he

had visited him and Madeleine in the Berkshires. This reminds Moses of Valentine

Gersbach, who was also good at making sparkling conversation. He thinks about

how Madeleine turned into a scholar after making him leave the world of academics,

replacing Christianity by scholarly ideas. According to Moses, ‘ideas and culture’

took the place of religion for her. Next, he writes a letter to his brother Shura.

Then comes another long letter, addressed to Sandor Himmelstein, the lawyer

who handled Moses’ divorce with Madeleine. He thinks of having discussed child

custody with Sandor, to which Sandor had told him it was impossible for him to

get June’s custody because of his appearance and disorganized life, which gave an

impression of instability. Moses has a fight with Sandor over the lawyer’s suggestion

that he get an insurance policy that will give June a monthly allowance in case

Moses die or suffer a mental breakdown. They fight but make up, and Sandor

emerges as a tough character and a realist, who convinces Moses about the policy.

Moses feels his strength and love of friendship, something he calls ‘potato love’,

when the lawyer embraces him after the fight.
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As he was getting off the ferry, Moses is entranced by the sheer beauty of

nature around him—the water, sun, light, and the ocean. After reaching Vineyard,

he regrets coming. He immediately returns home, where  he read a letter from

Geraldine, June’s babysitter. She writes about an incident where Valentine and

Madeleine fought while June remained locked in the car her crying. Moses is

shocked at this.

Section 4

After returning Martha’s Vineyard, Moses wrote letters again. First, he addressed

Monsignor Hilton, under whose influence Madeleine converted to Christianity. He

tries to show him what happens to people who want convert in order to ‘save

themselves from…nihilism.’ Moses thinks of the time when he was just separated

from Daisy. He was in Philadelphia but worked and commuted to New York to

visit his son, Marco, three or four times a week. He was severely depressed and

depended on alcohol and sleeping pills to soothe himself. He was also sleepingwith

a Japanese woman Sono Oguki.

While separated from Daisy, he had fallen for Madeleine, and wanted to

marry her.  He visited her parents, whom Madeleine hated but they thought Moses

to be the right man for their daughter. Madeleine had a disturbed childhood, which

had possibly included sexual abuse, she had never opened up about  this issue.

She hated her mother’s attitude of servitude to her father, who was never good to

his wife and daughter.

Moses and Madeleine moved in the country house in the Berkshires. At this

time, Madeleine was in the phase of conversion to Christianity and was keen for

him to divorce Daisy so that she and Moses could marry in a church ceremony.

Later, Madeleine gave up religion and Daisy and Moses were divorced, paving

the way for Madeleine and Moses to get married. Moses spent a lot of time and

effort furnishing and  fixing the house in the country. Madeleine was pregnant and

not very happy with life in the country, as she hated the life domestic servitude, that

is, cooking and cleaning.

Moses’ mind dwells on the contrast between Daisy and Madeleine. Daisy

was a calm, conservative Jewish woman, who was quite organized. She could not

cope with the disorganized life that Moses led. Moses’ thoughts now jump to his

childhood friend Nachman, whom he met on a street. Nachman ignored him.

Many years ago, Moses had lent money to Nachman in Paris, as Nachman had to

go to America to join his love, Laura. Laura was a neurotic woman who was later

put in a mental asylum, which had a terrible effect on Nachman

Moses thinks of his childhood in Napoleon Street, Montreal, where he and

Nachman had grown up. He tells of his recollections—his father’s failures in

businesses, and his formidable Aunt Zipporah, who had more money than Moses’

father. He has great nostalgia for his childhood memories and his family. At the end

of the chapter, he suggests that Laura could have committed suicide. Thus, death

ends a section of the novel that was full of love. Death is a focus throughout the

novel, sometimes overshadowing the happy moments.
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Section 5

Moses is lost in his thoughts and in his writing, and is startled when the phone

rings. It is a call from Ramona, who gives him a sermon on self-confidence. Moses

heads for her place and on the subway, he has what he called a moment of

‘communion’, a connection and feeling for the rest of humanity, another instance

of what he has termed ‘potato love’.

He also writes letters on the way. He writes about a monograph on the

ethical ideas of American business. In a letter to President Eisenhower, he discusses

the Cold War, as well as the process of self-awareness and the inner worlds of the

American people. He elaborates the philosopher Hegel’s idea that the ‘essence of

human life is derived from history. History, memory—that is what makes us human.’

He also writes to a bank robber. After arriving at her Ramona’s and bathing, he

writes to Spinoza about the pain caused by unrelated thoughts.

Ramona cooks an elaborate meal for Moses and plays Egyptian music.

Moses keep on talking and talking about his problems during dinner—Madeleine,

Gersbach, Phoebe, and Geraldine’s letter about June, which Ramona seems to

know about already, about visiting Marco in Chicago. Ramona’s attempts to distract

him with the prospect of making love do not work, as Moses is overcome by

thoughts; surrounded by the complexities of his existence, he contemplates  what

it means to be a man in the modern world.

While Ramona sleeps, Moses thinks of George Hoberly, Ramona’s former

boyfriend, who still loves her and tries to win her back. He also attempted suicide

twice.

Section 6

The next morning, Moses takes Ramona to breakfast and after that accompanies

her to the flower shop where she works. He feels happy as he kisses her while

stepping out of the cab, but the pleasure is shortlived as he is in the cab alone.

Next, Moses discusses his child custody case in detail with his lawyer Simkin,

who points out the irony of Moses’ will, which nominates Valentine Gersbach as

the guardian of June in case anything happens to Moses.

Different thoughts flit past his mind. He recalls a day when Valentine had

lighted candles on Chanukah, the Jewish festival of lights, and danced around

them with his son, Ephraim. The expression on his face was that of pure love. He

now realized that the same expression was on Madeleine’s face, that of true love.

In another mental shift, he remembers his mother saying that mankind was made

from the soil, from dirt, as the Bible says Adam was made. He thinks of his mother’s

death. He thinks of Daisy’s mother, a strong ‘modern woman’, who was now old

and senile, living in an old age home.

Moses goes to the courthouse to meet Simkin. The taxi driver recognizes

him as the man who was kissing the beautiful Ramona in the morning. He

compliments Moses on his choice in women. At the courthouse, while Moses
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waits for Simkin, he is witness to many different court cases Pertaining to assault

and robbery, a sexual misconduct, a trial of a male prostitute, and a case about a

store hold-up. He feels dizzy and sick at the evil deeds that humans are doing. He

then  watches another case, the trial of a mother accused of murdering her child.

Subconsciously, he compares the crime to Madeleine’s ill treatment of their

daughter. He is extremely disturbed and feels so sick that he begins to vomit.

Section 7

Moses makes up his mind to see his daughter, June, and to deal with Madeleine

and Valentine. He takes a flight to Chicago, but first he goes to his father’s house,

where his stepmother, Tante Taube, still resides. A rush of memories flow past him

as he looks at his childhood pictures and those of his family. He especially recalls

the incident when his father had lost his temper at him and threatened him with his

gun. It was Taube who had intervened and diffused the fight, which had erupted

when Moses had asked his father to help him underwrite a loan.

Moses walks to his father’s desk and picks up the same gun, wrapping

them in some useless Russian roubles. He thinks of killing Valentine and Madeleine

and drives to where Madeleine lives. He does not go in, but spies on the house

from the outside. He can see Madeleine from the kitchen window and from

bathroom window, he sees June bathing. It makes him livid to see Valentine bathing

her but he notes the love and care that Valentine is showing June. The thought of

killing  Madeleine and Valentine quickly dissipates; they were only thoughts, he

realizes.

But Moses wants the custody of June and he goes to Phoebe Gersbach,

Valentine’s wife, to ask for her help. Phoebe is a devoted wife, who does not

accept that Valentine was doing anything wrong, though she shows her sympathy

to him. Moses then goes to his friend Lucas Asphalter’s place, where he again

feels ‘potato love’ for Lucas, the love of friendship and humanity.

Lucas arranges for Moses to meet June after taking Madeleine’s consent.

Lucas is under depression and undergoing counselling following his monkey’s death.

The two friends talk before bedtime, discussing the idea of coming to terms with

death. Lucas tells Moses a method of confronting death –  by pretending that one

is dead and then confronting all the people in your life with the complete truth.

It is notable that this is the first section where Moses writes no letters,

implying perhaps that he has made a transition from living in his thoughts to living in

the real world. The exercise of facing death by talking to the people in his life,

telling them the absolute truth, has already been done by Moses through his letters.

Section 8

Moses feels a joy tinged with pain on meeting June, who talks about Uncle Val

(Valentine), how she likes him because he makes funny faces and makes her laugh.

She also says that he is not such a good storyteller as Moses. The father and

daughter talk and laugh together. Moses tells her a story about a boy whose
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freckles stand for stars. He also gives her a gift – a periscope, which she likes.

Moses is happy and proud of his daughter’s intelligence. He takes her to the

aquarium, where memories of his father’s funeral come flooding back to him. On

his way back from the aquarium, Moses’ car meets with an accident, in which

June is unharmed but Moses loses consciousness. He wakes up to find himself in

police custody. He has been arrested for possessing an unlicensed gun. He regrets

putting June in danger and making her go through this painful experience. He

blames his overtly sentimental nature for the mess he is in. The police call Madeleine

to collect June. Moses is taken to a cell, and is required to pay a bond of three

hundred dollars, for which he calls his brother Will.

Moses then writes several letters from his cell – to Dr. Edvig, Ramona, and

then to God. He is bailed out by Will, who takes him to the doctor, who plasters

his’ broken rib.

Thus, towards the end of the novel, Moses begins to realize the folly of

being overtly sentimental, and wants to acknowledge the basis contradictions that

exist in the world, which is a grand mix of good and evil, life and death, terrible and

sublime. Moreover, his accident brings him face to face with death in a very real

way

Section 9

A day after his accident, Moses is back in his country home in Ludeyville. The

house is in badly in need of repair, and the garden is overgrown and thick with

weeds. Still, Moses feels a sense of calm and happiness in these surroundings. He

looks at the remnants of his old life and thinks of the good times he had spent here

with Madeleine. He writes a few letters, and this time, they are not imaginary

letters, but he actually intends to send them. He writes to Ramona apologizing to

her;  to his son Marco inviting him to Ludeyville, where father and son can spend

a good time with nature around them. He wants to avoid Ramona, so he asks

Lucas, his friend, to post the letters from Chicago. Then he goes back to writing

letters he does not plan to send. He writes to Mermelstein about his book, truth,

and the nature of suffering. He writes to Madeleine and Valentine closing the chapter

with them. He writes to Nietzsche, the philosopher telling him that his ideas ‘are no

better than those of the Christianity [he] condemns.’

A little later, Will arrives at the house, and suggests selling the house. He

also wants Moses to check into a hospital for mental treatment. Moses does not

agree that selling the house is a good idea. He also tries to behave in the most

normal manner, as he does not want to admit himself in a hospital, though he had

considered it himself. He and Will go the Tuttles, the most efficient couple in

Ludeyville, asking them to help in restoring electricity in the house and cleaning it.

At the Tuttles’, he gets a call from Ramona saying that she is in town. He introduces

Ramona to Will and invites her to dinner. When Will warns him not to make the

same mistake he always makes with women, Moses assures him that he will not

make the same mistake again.
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At the end of the novel, Moses is cooking dinner before Ramona arrives.

His house is being cleaned by Mrs Tuttle.  Moses is done with his letter writing; the

letters do not seem necessary anymore. The novel ends with the words, ‘At this

time he had no messages for anyone. Nothing. Not a single word.’

It is not clear whether Moses has found the happiness and meaning that he

has been looking for, but it is a moment of joy and beauty, which he accepts will

not last forever, and such moments will always be alternate with moments of pain.

He is now ready to face reality.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

7. Name the book that Moses Herzog had published.

8. Who was Daisy?

9. Who was Lucas Asphalter and why was he depressed?

10. Does Moses find happiness at the end of the novel?

6.6 THEMES AND SYMBOLS IN THE NOVEL

In the novel Herzog, the author has presented a number of ideas, or themes,

during the course of the narrative. These include the power of ambiguity, coming

to terms with death, and the inner journey of a man in the modern world. A powerful

symbol throughout the novel are the letters written by Moses.

Ambiguity

A number of basic concepts of life, such as morality, philosophy, religion, faith,

death, and marriage, are dealt with in an ambiguous manner in the novel. As with

the personality of Moses himself, there are contradictions and uncertainties within

these concepts. However, while Moses is overwhelmed by the ambiguities of

these concepts in the beginning, he gradually becomes equipped to deal with them.

He writes in a letter to Dr. Edvig that he is more capable of dealing with ambiguities,

and that the uncertainty of faith does not prevent it from being a ‘relief.’

Facing Death

The shadow of death lingers not far from every scene in the novel. In a way, it is

the ultimate ambiguity, but Moses in the course of the narrative comes to term with

it. The letters tha he has written have helped him confront the people in his life and

prepared him not to fear death.  He thinks frequently of the death of his father and

his mother, and the car crash towards the end forces him to confront his own

death. He has learnt to accept that life is about beauty and happiness that are

interspersed with pain and sorrow. He chooses to enjoy these intermittent moments

instead of fearing death. The likening of death to the soil and the reference to the

biblical phrase from Genesis, ‘dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return’ points

to the fact that humans are part of a cycle, and all men return to dust eventually.
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The Internal Journey of Modern Man

Moses while looking at recent history, acknowledges the facts of war, conflict and

death. He remembers thinking of the Holocaust when he went to Poland and

thought of the death that pervaded the place. He writes letters to leaders, criticizing

them for the war in Vietnam. He also condemns what he calls the ‘aesthetic’ view

of history that glosses over the large-scale death and murder. Though he focuses

on horrors of wars, he feels that historical events should make us despondent. As

Moses says in a letter, ‘We musn’t forget how quickly the visions of genius become

the canned goods of the intellectuals…’ What he means is that the ideas of a

genius can become corrupted and trite in the minds of ordinary people. Bellow

reiterates that modern man can find peace and beauty in midst of the darkness and

isolation of the modern world. Although Moses does feel alienated, and although

the bulk of his novel is about his solitary thoughts, in the end, Moses rejects alienation

and solitude. He comes to embrace society and to see the importance of sharing

his life with others.

Letters

The letters are an effort by Moses to bring about some order in the world around

him. By venting his emotions, thoughts, ideas and philosophies, he tries to smoothen

the contradictions that fill his existence, in his philosophy, his life, and in the life of

others around him. By the end of the novel, he has come to terms with the

complexities and contradictions instead of ranting against them. He himself declares

that he has nothing more to say. Not that Moses has succeeded in creating order

but has come to terms with the realities and complexities of life.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

11. What does Bellow say about ambiguity in his novel Herzog?

12. What purpose do Moses’ letters serve?

6.7 SUMMARY

The plot of Herzog is narrative in nature, and most of the narrative consists of the

thoughts of the main character, Moses Herzog,  a middle-aged professor who is

staying in his country house. As Moses looks back at his life, especially the past

few months, he feels compelled to write letters to ‘everyone under the sun’, including

family—dead and alive—friends, acquaintances, enemies world leaders and

historical figures. It is these letters that form the bulk of the novel. The letters are

meant ‘to explain, to have it out, to justify, to put in perspective, to clarify...’

Moses is in a relationship with a lively woman, Ramona, but he wants to

avoid any commitment to her. So, he goes to Martha’s Vineyard, to stay with

some friends. But no sooner does he arrive at the Vineyard that he decides to

return to New York. Here, he furiously writes letters, which seem to flow from
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him. He thinks of the problem with his ex-wife, Madeleine, and the issue of the

custody of their daughter, June. He thinks of fighting with Madeleine for June’s

custody. Madeleine ditched him for his best friend and neighbour Valentine Gersbach.

Moses meets his lawyer in the courthouse. As he waits for him, he observes

several cases ranging from prostitution to a mother’s killing her own daughter. He

flies to Chicago to visit his daughter. He goes to his childhood home, and picks up

his late father, Jonah Herzog’s gun. He contemplates killing his ex-wife and her

lover, Valentine Gersbach but is unable to carry out his plan. He goes to Phoebe

Gersbach, Valentine’s wife, and asks for her help in gaining custody of June, but

Phoebe refuses to help him.

Moses goes to his friend Lucas Asphalter, who arranges for him to meet his

daughter, whom he takes to the aquarium. As they come out of the aquarium,

Moses is hit by a car. He wakes up to find himself before the police, who arrest

him for possessing a weapon. Moses’ brother Will comes to his rescue, bailing

him out. Will thinks that Moses should be hospitalized and be treated by a

psychiatrist. Though Moses had also thought of this earlier, he rejects the idea

now. Instead, he fixes up to spend the night with Ramona. As the novel comes to

an end, Moses feels contented in his country home. He does not feel the need to

write any more letters.

Apart from the main narrative, the letters reveal various facts about Moses

and his past. For example, Moses was born and brought up in a Jewish immigrant

family in LaRoux, Canada, and that his father Johan had a string of failed businesses

before he became a bootlegger. Moses talks about his brothers and sister (Will,

Shura, and Helen) in  his letters. Madeleine is his second wife; he was earlier

married to a woman called Daisy, with whom he had had a son, Marco.  He

constantly harps on his efforts at writing. He had published a book Romanticism

and Christianity, which gained critical acclaim, despite a lukewarm response from

the critics.

6.8 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. The Adventures of Augie March, published in 1953, won Saul Bellow his

first National Book Award.

2. Saul Bellow was awarded the Pulitzer Prize and the Nobel Prize for

Literature for Humboldt’s Gift (1975).

3. Moses’ mind is full of thoughts, ideas and memories. He feels compelled to

write letters to ‘everyone under the sun’, including family—dead and alive—

friends, acquaintances, enemies world leaders and historical figures. The

letters are meant ‘to explain, to have it out, to justify, to put in perspective,

to clarify...’

4. Moses is in a relationship with a beautiful Argentinean woman named Ramona.
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5. Valentine Gersbach is Moses’  best friend who has an affair with Moses’

wife Madeleine. He and his wife Phoebe are Moses’ and Madeleine’s next-

door neighbors in the country. Gersbach is good-looking and charming.

Madeleine finds him competent of living in the outside world. Unlike Moses,

Gersbach is a good conversationalist. He is capable of love and lying for

the sake of it. He is sentimentalist, and an actor like Madeleine.

6. The fragments of thoughts and ideas in the letters reveal that Moses is trying

to understand how to live his life and achieve happiness. He feels strongly

about his Jewish background, loving his parents and siblings though he has

his differences with them. Moses has encountered pains, and is suffering

from depression. Still, he tries to find happiness by accepting the

contradictions and ambiguities that survive in himself and in the outside world.

7. Moses had published a book called Romanticism and Christianity.

8. Daisy was Moses’ first wife, now divorced. He had a son called Marco

with her.

9. Lucas Asphalter is Moses’ friend. It was he who had informed Moses about

Madeleine’s affair with Valentine Gersbach. He  was in depression because

his monkey had died.

10. It is not clear whether Moses finds the happiness and meaning that he had

been looking for, but it is a moment of joy and beauty, which he accepts will

not last forever, and such moments will always be alternate with moments

of pain. He is now ready to face reality.

11. A number of basic concepts of life, such as morality, philosophy, religion,

faith, death, and marriage, are dealt with in an ambiguous manner in the

novel. As with the personality of Moses himself, there are contradictions

and uncertainties within these concepts. However, while Moses is

overwhelmed by the ambiguities of these concepts in the beginning, he

gradually becomes equipped to deal with them. He writes in a letter to Dr.

Edvig that he is more capable of dealing with ambiguities, and that the

uncertainty of faith does not prevent it from being a ‘relief.’

12. The letters are an effort by Moses to bring about some order in the world

around him. By venting his emotions, thoughts, ideas and philosophies, he

tries to smoothen the contradictions that fill his existence, in his philosophy,

his life, and in the life of others around him. By the end of the novel, he has

come to terms with the complexities and contradictions instead of ranting

against them. He himself declares that he has nothing more to say. Not that

Moses has succeeded in creating order but has come to terms with the

realities and complexities of life.
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6.9 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short Questions

1. Give a brief family background of Saul Bellow.

2. Give a brief description of Moses Herzog’s personality.

3. Describe the personality of Madeleine.

4. Who is Jonah Herzog?

Long Questions

1. Give a brief biographical sketch of Saul Bellow.

2. Give a brief description of the main characters of the novel Herzog.

3. Summarize the context and plot of the novel Herzog.

Answers to Short-Answer Questions

1. Saul Bellow was born Solomon Bellow in Lachine, Quebec, Canada, to

Jewish parents who had emigrated from Russia. When Bellow was nine, his

family moved to Chicago, in the US.  He learned to speak Hebrew, Yiddish,

and French as well as English. He had a strict Jewish upbringing, and his

deeply religious mother wanted him to become a rabbi. Bellow, however,

found religious orthodoxy to be ‘suffocating’, and wanted to write from a

very early age.

2. Moses Herzog is a middle aged professor of philosophy whose second

marriage has failed. He is on the verge of nervous breakdown. He rages

against his own personal disasters and those of the modern age.  His mind

is abuzz with memories and ideas, and he writes letters to ‘the newspapers,

to people in public life, to friends and relatives and at last to the dead, his

own obscure dead, and finally the famous dead.’ These letters are mostly

incomplete and always unsent.

3. Madeleine is Moses’ second wife, and the cause of much agony for Moses,

who frequently describes her as neurotic. She is the mother of their daughter,

June. Madeleine divorced Moses, as she was having an affair with his best

friend and neighbour, Valentine Gersbach. It was Madeleine who contrived

to get the Gersbachs to move next door and get Valentine a job. Madeleine

is a spirited woman who rejects what she considers was her mother’s life of

servitude. She also hates her father, a famous actor. At one point, she had

converted to Christianity, and later she turns her attention to the scholarly

world of ideas.

4. Jonah Herzog is Moses’ father, a Russian-Jewish who migrated to Canada

with his family. In the slums of Montreal, he did odd jobs, including

bootlegging (smuggling liquor), to raise four children. He worked long hours

to support the five members of his family, but frequently failed in his
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endeavors. He was hot–tempered and had once threatened Moses with a

gun. But he had a good heart, and he left Moses twenty thousand dollars on

his death.

Answers to Long-Answer Questions

1. Saul Bellow was born Solomon Bellow in Lachine, Quebec, Canada, to

Jewish parents who had emigrated from Russia. When Bellow was nine, his

family moved to Chicago, in the US, where many of his novels are based.

He learned to speak Hebrew, Yiddish, and French as well as English. He

had a strict Jewish upbringing, and his deeply religious mother wanted him

to become a rabbi. Bellow, however, found religious orthodoxy to be

‘suffocating’, and wanted to write from a very early age.

Saul Bellow studied at the University of Chicago but later went to

Northwestern University, where he wanted to study literature. However, he

graduated in 1937 with honors in anthropology and sociology, as he felt

that the English department was biased against the Jews. After dropping

out from the University of Wisconsin, he held various writing jobs—including

one as editor in the Encyclopaedia Britannica.  In 1944, he published

Dangling Man, a novel about a young man about to join military service.

The Victim (1947) was about a New Yorker struggling with domestic and

religious conflicts.

After World War II, Bellow held several teaching assignments at different

places and travelled to France and Italy.  The Adventures of Augie March,

among his most successful novels, was published in 1953, for which he

won his first National Book Award. This was followed in 1956 by Seize the

Day, a collection of three short stories, a one-act play, and a novella (a

short novel or long short story), and Henderson the Rain King (1959).

Herzog in 1964 brought him international fame and a second National Book

Award.

From 1962, Bellow as Professor at the University of Chicago, continued to

write fiction and plays, some of which were adapted for Broadway. Bellow’s

sixth novel, Mr. Sammler’s Planet in 1969 was widely appreciated, while

Humboldt’s Gift (1975) won him the Pulitzer Prize and the Nobel Prize for

Literature.

Saul Bellow continued to teach at various US universities, the last one being

at Boston, where he died in 2005 at the age of 89.  Bellow was married five

times, with all but his last marriage ending in divorce.

2. The protagonist of the novel is Moses Herzog. The characters of Moses

and others are briefly described below:

Moses Herzog

Moses Herzog is the main character of the novel. He is a middle aged

professor of philosophy, who earlier had a brilliant career. But now, he
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looks at a life of failure. His second marriage has failed, as his wife has left

him for his best friend. He is on the verge of nervous breakdown as he

rages against his own personal disasters and those of the modern age.  With

his mind abuzz with memories and ideas, he writes letters to ‘the newspapers,

to people in public life, to friends and relatives and at last to the dead, his

own obscure dead, and finally the famous dead.’ These letters are mostly

incomplete and always unsent. The fragments of thoughts and ideas in the

letters reveal that Moses is trying to understand how to live his life and

achieve happiness. He feels strongly about his Jewish background, loving

his parents and siblings though he has his differences with them. Moses has

encountered pains, and is suffering from depression. Still, he tries to find

happiness by accepting the contradictions and ambiguities that survive in

himself and in the outside world.

Madeleine

Madeleine is Moses’ second wife, and the cause of much agony for Moses,

who frequently describes her as neurotic. She is the mother of their daughter,

June. Madeleine divorced Moses, as she was having an affair with his best

friend and neighbour, Valentine Gersbach. It was Madeleine who contrived

to get the Gersbachs to move next door and get Valentine a job. Madeleine

is a spirited woman who rejects what she considers was her mother’s life of

servitude. She also hates her father, a famous actor. At one point, she had

converted to Christianity, and later she turns her attention to the scholarly

world of ideas.

Madeleine’s character mostly comes across as negative, but it has to be

noted that it is conveyed through the eyes of Moses, who is obviously

biased against her. On closer inspection, she might have her own grievances

– for example, she hated housework, but Moses never helped her in doing

it. On the other hand, Gersbach did help her, along with Phoebe. Even

Moses admits that she really loved Gersbach. From Madeleine’s sister, we

come to know that Madeleine complained of Herzog’s tyrannical tendencies.

She is shown as a ‘modern woman’, unsuited for life with Moses.

Valentine Gersbach

Valentine Gersbach, who is crippled with one wooden leg, is Moses’s best

friend. He and his wife Phoebe are Madeleine and Moses’ next-door

neighbors in the country. Gersbach is good-looking and charming. Madeleine

falls in love with him, as she finds him competent of living in the outside

world. Unlike Moses, Gersbach is a good conversationalist. He is capable

of love and lying for the sake of it. He is sentimentalist, and an actor  like

Madeleine.

Phoebe Gersbach

Phoebe is Valentine’s devoted wife and mother of his child, who does not

realize the fact that her husband is having an affair with Madeleine.
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Ramona

Ramona is a lively, beautiful and vibrant Argentinean woman who loves

Moses. She is well-educated and, according to Moses, a ‘priestess’ of sex

and love. She loves to cook elaborate meals for Moses, looks after him

and cares deeply for him. She comes down to the country to join him.

Despite her love for him, Moses is not ready to give a commitment to her.

Daisy

Daisy is Moses’ first wife and the mother of Marco, her son with Moses.

Her character comes across as a conventional, organized, and systematic

woman of Jewish background, almost the opposite of Madeleine. She could

not cope with the disorderly and disorganized of Moses, and  this eventually

led to their divorce.

June and Marco

They are Moses’ children from his two marriages. While Marco is Daisy’s

son, June is the daughter of Madeleine. Marco is away at a camp all through

the book. His father thinks of visiting him at the camp on parents’ day, and

towards the end of the novel Moses decides that he will visit his son.  June

loves Moses, and the feeling is reciprocated by Moses, who is extremely

fond of her. He is ready to fight with his ex-wife for the custody of June.

Jonah Herzog

Jonah Herzog is Moses’ father, a Russian-Jewish who migrated to Canada

with his family. In the slums of Montreal, he did odd jobs, including

bootlegging (smuggling liquor), to raise four children. He worked long hours

to support the five members of his family, but frequently failed in his

endeavors. He was hot–tempered and had once threatened Moses with a

gun. But he had a good heart, and he left Moses twenty thousand dollars on

his death.

Mother Herzog

Moses’ mother belonged to a wealthy family in  Russia, but on coming to

Canada, she is bitter about the loss of her status and wealth. There are no

servants and loads of housework to be done. To support her family, she

even had to work as a seamstress and a washerwoman. A deeply religious

woman, she supported her husband and took care of her children, anxious

that they have a good religious upbringing. She was also keen for them to

be educated, and not common.

3. The plot of Herzog is narrative in nature, and most of the narrative consists

of the thoughts of the main character, Moses Herzog,  a middle-aged

professor who is staying in his country house. As Moses looks back at his

life, especially the past few months, he feels compelled to write letters to

‘everyone under the sun’, including family—dead and alive—friends,

acquaintances, enemies world leaders and historical figures. It is these letters
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that form the bulk of the novel. The letters are meant ‘to explain, to have it

out, to justify, to put in perspective, to clarify...’

Moses is in a relationship with a lively woman, Ramona, but he wants to

avoid any commitment to her. So, he goes to Martha’s Vineyard, to stay

with some friends. But no sooner does he arrive at the Vineyard that he

decides to return to New York. Here, he furiously writes letters, which

seem to flow from him. He thinks of the problem with his ex-wife,

Madeleine, and the issue of the custody of their daughter, June. He thinks of

fighting with Madeleine for June’s custody. Madeleine ditched him for his

best friend and neighbour Valentine Gersbach.

Moses meets his lawyer in the courthouse. As he waits for him, he observes

several cases ranging from prostitution to a mother’s killing her own daughter.

He flies to Chicago to visit his daughter. He goes to his childhood home,

and picks up his late father, Jonah Herzog’s gun. He contemplates killing his

ex-wife and her lover, Valentine Gersbach but is unable to carry out his

plan. He goes to Phoebe Gersbach, Valentine’s wife, and asks for her help

in gaining custody of June, but Phoebe refuses to help him.

Moses goes to his friend Lucas Asphalter, who arranges for him to meet his

daughter, whom he takes to the aquarium. As they come out of the aquarium,

Moses is hit by a car. He wakes up to find himself before the police, who

arrest him for possessing a weapon. Moses’ brother Will comes to his rescue,

bailing him out. Will thinks that Moses should be hospitalized and be treated

by a psychiatrist. Though Moses had also thought of this earlier, he rejects

the idea now. Instead, he fixes up to spend the night with Ramona. As the

novel comes to an end, Moses feels contented in his country home. He

does not feel the need to write any more letters.

Apart from the main narrative, the letters reveal various facts about Moses

and his past. For example, Moses was born and brought up in a Jewish

immigrant family in LaRoux, Canada, and that his father Johan had a string

of failed businesses before he became a bootlegger. Moses talks about his

brothers and sister (Will, Shura, and Helen) in  his letters. Madeleine is his

second wife; he was earlier married to a woman called Daisy, with whom

he had had a son, Marco.  He constantly harps on his efforts at writing. He

had published a book Romanticism and Christianity, which gained critical

acclaim, despite a lukewarm response from the critics.
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7.0 INTRODUCTION

Eugene O’Neill was among the first dramatists in America.  His contribution to the

development of American drama as a literary genre is immense.  With the advent

of the English settlers, theatrical activity in America slowly began to manifest.

However, it was only in the beginning of the 20th century that the genre gained any

sort of prominence whatsoever.

O’Neill was the first American playwright to win the Nobel Prize in Literature,

in 1936. The bold and experimental O'Neill's best-known works include Anna

Christine (1922), Desire Under the Elms (1924), Mourning Becomes Electra

(1931), Long Day's Journey Into Night (1956), and The Iceman Cometh (1946).

The forty-five plays he wrote mainly involved satire and tragedy as the central

themes. The plays generally focussed on people with no hope of controlling their

lives.

In thus unit, we will analyse arguably his most famous work, The Iceman

Cometh. There is also a short discussion on the life and works of one of America’s

most influential literary figures.

7.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Discuss the achievements of Eugene O’Neill

• Discuss the characters in the play, The Iceman Cometh
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• Explain the themes in The Iceman Cometh

• Analyse the play, The Iceman Cometh, in detail

7.2 BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF EUGENE O’NEILL

Eugene Gladstone O'Neill was born to James O'Neill and Mary Ellen ‘Ella’ Quinlan

on October 16, 1888. His father, a theatre actor, spent a good portion of his

career as the lead of the popular drama The Count of Monte Cristo. The family

lived in hotels most of the time. They had a seaside cottage in New London,

Connecticut, which later became the setting for O’Neill’s Long Day's Journey

into Night. In 1895, O'Neill was admitted to the St. Aloysius Academy for Boys,

and later transferred to the DeLa Salle Institute in Manhattan, in 1900. These

years were not particularly happy for O’Neill. His mother’s addiction to morphine

became serious, and he subsequently found out that his birth had led to her addiction.

In 1902, after running out of morphine, she tried to drown herself. Later, she spent

a substantial time in a convent, where she recovered.

Eugene O’Neill completed his most famous work The Iceman Cometh in

1939. However, the production was delayed due to World War II.  The play

finally opened in 1946 and ran for a good length of time. The reviews were mixed.

Three years following the author’s death in 1953, the play was revived and received

great plaudits. Today, The Iceman Cometh is widely regarded as among the

greatest plays in American drama.  The Iceman Cometh centres on a group of

alcoholics who have big dreams but never proactively do anything to make them

materialize. The central character is the travelling salesman, Hickey, who has made

up his mind to strip them of their fantasies.

Figure 7.1 Eugene O’Neill
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O'Neill renounced the Catholic Church when he was still in his teens.

Following a stint with the Betts Academy in Stamford, a non-sectarian preparatory

school, O’Neill joined Princeton University, but left soon after. He spent much of

his time in bars and worked as an actor, a sailor and a reporter, among other odd

jobs, to get by. O'Neill married Kathleen Jenkins in 1909. Their marriage was to

last two years and at the time her wife was pregnant with their son, Eugene Jr., in

1910, O’Neill went to sea. At sea, he lived in the docks. He became frustrated

with life and unsuccessfully attempted suicide. He then decided to live with his

family in Connecticut, but contacted tuberculosis and spent six months in a

sanatorium. Following recovery, O'Neill concertedly wrote plays. In 1914–1915,

he enrolled in George Pierce Baker's 47A Workshop at Harvard University, and

later became a part of the Provincetown Players.

O'Neill dramas gradually gained prominence in New York, during the late

1910s. In 1918, he married Agnes Boulton, a writer with whom he later had two

children. Between the years 1918–1924, O'Neill wrote Anna Christie, The

Emperor Jones, The First Man, The Hairy Ape, The Fountain, and Welded.

Almost all these played revolved around loss and mourning.

There was a reason for such sad themes in O'Neill's plays. His life was far

from rosy. His father died from cancer in 1921, and O’Neill lost his mother the

subsequent year. Almost exactly a year following the death of his mother, his brother

Jamie, an alcoholic, died of a stroke. His son committed suicide in 1950.

In the early 1920s O'Neill along with Robert Edmond Jones and Kenneth

Macgowan, took control of the Experimental Theater at the Provincetown

Playhouse. He began to woo Carlotta Monterey, an actress, while still married to

Agnes. O'Neill's marriage with Agnes ended in 1929. He married Carlotta the

same year, the couple finally settling in California, after having tried to settle in

France and Georgia (USA). O'Neill did not, it seemed, take interest in his children.

Unhappy with his son Shane’s lifestyle, O’Neill disinherited him. He also disinherited

his daughter Oona after the eighteen-year-old married fifty-four-year-old Charlie

Chaplin, the celebrated comedian. O’Neill never met his grandchildren.

Beyond the Horizon, published in 1920, was O'Neill's first play of any

note. It won the prestigious Pulitzer Prize for Drama the same year.  Mourning

Becomes Electra, which opened to theatres in 1931, was another popular play

by the author. In 1935, O'Neill began to work on a total of eleven plays, with the

ills of American materialism as the theme. The cycle was never completed and

only two plays survive today. O'Neill also wrote Long Day's Journey into Night,

a painful autobiographical portrait of his own family. The play opened to theatres

three years following his death in 1953, and was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in

1957.

The Iceman Cometh is arguably O'Neill's finest work. The story, set in a

dockside bar, concerns a group of drunken no-hopers who discuss their bleak

lives. Their lives are changed when Hickey, a travelling salesman, encourages

them to rehabilitate.
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\O'Neill suffered from an ailment of the brain. By 1943, he was so ill that he

could not hold a pencil. He died on November 27, 1953, in Boston.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. Write a short note on O’Neill’s first marriage.

2. Why did most of O’Neill’s plays have sad undertones?

7.3 SUMMARY OF CHARACTERS

Theodore Hickman

Theodore Hickman or ‘Hickey’ is, at first glance, a likeable individual with a gift

for words. He speaks like a salesman and always promises fun. He is the group’s

saviour who urges every member of the group to rid of their pipe dreams. However,

this apparently good gesture eventually brings chaos to the group. Hickey's

introduction is, therefore, the coming of the ‘Iceman’ or Death.

Oblivious to any member of the group, Hickey has a dark secret he carries

with him—he has murdered his wife. There is enough indication in the initial parts

of the play to suggest that Hickey and Parritt share a lot in common. For one,

there is this love–hate relationship with the objects of their affection.  In Parritt’s

case, it is his mother; in Hickey’s case, it is his wife. They do not admit to the hate

and this often leads to violent and sad consequences—Hickey kills his wife and

Parritt betrays his Anarchist mother.

Hickey constantly talks of salvation. However, this is his pipe dream. He

has the most absurd reasons for killing his wife. He reckons that by killing her, he

has freed her prom her pipe dream of reforming him. Hickey’s logic is

straightforward. He believes that salvation is possible only by killing the pipe dream.

The hate that motivated him in the first place to murder his wife eventually leads to

an all-consuming guilt. In the end, Hickey is left with no choice but to give up life.

He surrenders to the authorities and begs for execution.

Larry Slade

He is the saloon’s great thinker, one who has detached himself from the world and

prefers to observe the world from outside. The tall sixty-something Irishman was

once a Syndicalist-Anarchist. His detachment from the world is his pipe dream.

He takes this stance because he fears death and also cannot comprehend giving

up on life. Larry is the ironist of the group, regularly passing sardonic comments on

the group’s dreams. Hickey accuses Larry of suffering from a perilous sense of

pity. In truth, Larry is the most compassionate of all residents of the saloon.  O'Neill

notes that the character has a ‘mystic's meditative pale-blue eyes with a gleam of

sharp humor in them’, and looks like a priest who is tired from everything he has

been through.
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Don Parritt

Parritt is a lanky eighteen-year-old. He is good looking but has an unpleasant

personality. He is ungrateful and aggressive in his outlook.  In so many ways, he is

Hickey’s double. Parritt has a deep-seated hatred for his mother. This hatred

stems from his mother’s character. He talks about how his childhood home

resembled a brothel. Larry once courted Parritt's mother, but left her due to her

promiscuity. Parritt suffers from his own guilt of having betrayed his mother to the

authorities. Throughout the play, he is seen asking Larry for the latter’s judgement

on what he had done. At the end of the play, he makes up his mind to kill himself.

The suicide serves as his punishment.

Harry Hope

Harry is the owner of the saloon. He is in his sixties and has his own demons to

confront. He wears spectacles so out of place that at times, one eye looks over

one lens while the other looks below the other glass. All in all, he is a likeable

individual, who sometimes shows hostility to cover his vulnerability. Harry has not

ventured outside the bar in twenty years, out of respect for Bess, his dead wife.

The truth is that Harry hates Bess and fears the world beyond the saloon’s

doors. Once, he goes into the neighbourhood and comes back feeling like a corpse.

Rocky Pioggi

Rocky is the night bartender. He is nearing thirty, and is a muscular individual with

beady eyes. He is a good-natured, if tough, individual who refuses to admit that he

is a pimp.

Hugo Kalmar

Hugo used to be an Anarchist editor, who has already done time (ten years) in

prison for some illegal activities. He is physically small statured, painstakingly clean,

with an oversized head, a big moustache and black eyes. He dreams of political

liberation, though in reality he simply wants to rule the people. Throughout the play

he is seen as drunk, only to wake up from his stupor and condemn the world.

Ed Mosher

He is a conman and a practical joker. He is fat and bald and in his late fifties. He is

unshaven, and wears flashy old clothes which reflect of his time in the circus.

Mosher dreams of going back to the circus.

Pat McGloin

Pat is Mosher’s drinking partner.  A former policeman, his once-brutal face has

mellowed down. He has been thrown out of the force on accusations of graft, and

he dreams of overturning the same and rejoining the force.
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Willie Oban

Willie is a man in his thirties who had to leave Harvard Law School when his

industrialist father was caught for fraud and corruption. He dreams of a legal career.

Joe Mott

Joe is a black man who wants to reopen his gambling house. He wears a bright

suit that has seen better days and has a scar on his left cheek. He dreams of

passing as a white person.

Cecil Lewis

Captain Lewis is quintessentially English, and a veteran of the Boer War. He is

well into his fifties and has a war wound on his left shoulder. He dreams of going

back to his homeland, from where he had been driven out in disgrace after losing

his regiment’s money on a night of betting.

Piet Wetjoen

He is an ex-general in his fifties. He is Lewis's drinking partner who also harbours

dreams of returning to his home in South Africa, after having left the country in

disgrace for cowardice during the Boer War.

James Cameron

James has the manners of a gentleman, and at the same time shows qualities of a

small boy yet to grow up. He harbours dreams of returning to his newspaper

career.

Pearl and Margie

Pearl and Margie are prostitutes who are quickly losing their youthful charm. They

are in denial of their status as prostitutes.

Chuck Morello

Chuck is a broad-chested, friendly Italian-American who works as the bartender.

He shares a dream with his lover Cora, a prostitute, about purchasing a farm in

Jersey and settling down.

Cora

She is a prostitute who, like Pearl and Margie, is fast losing her charm.

Moran and Lieb

They are the policemen who arrest Hickey. Lieb is in his twenties and Moran is a

middle-aged man.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

3. What happens to Hickey in the end?

4. Who is Piet Wetjoen?
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7.4 THEMES OF ‘THE ICEMAN COMETH’

The Pipe Dream

The pipe dream brings together the play’s characters. It has a number of variations.

For Larry, Hugo and Parritt's mother, it concerns political salvation. For Hickey,

the connotation is more religious. The other characters belong to what Larry

sarcastically refers to as the ‘tomorrow movement’, where each member puts off

his dream for tomorrow.

Hickey arrives on the scene to expose the dreams. He believes that by

killing tomorrow, man can find peace with himself. However, this does the characters

no favours. It condemns them to a life without hope. Furthermore, Hickey's gospel

of salvation is also just another pipe dream that helps him avoid the guilt of murdering

his wife.

Judgement

The pipe dream works as a cushion against guilt. When the pipe dream is demystified,

all that is left for the dreamers is to give themselves up to judgement. Parritt and

Hickey, the play’s two criminals, see suicide as their final judgement.

Parritt confesses that he hated his mother and that hatred led him to betray

her. He demands a judgement and a sentence from Larry, who is something of a

father figure to him. The detached Larry, however, refuses to do so. When he

finally passes judgement on Parritt and sentences him to die, this engagement with

the world makes Larry contemplate his own demise.

Though initially regarded as the group’s saviour, Hickey’s gospel of salvation

helps him to avoid the guilt of murdering his wife. When the dream demystifies,

Hickey surrenders himself to the authorities and demands his own version of

judgement—the electric chair.

Ambivalence

A few characters show ambivalent relations with the objects of their affection.

They harbour hatred towards them which leads to guilt that only the pipe dream

can conceal. Hickey is the best example in this regard. He preaches salvation so

that he can keep at bay the guilt he feels for murdering his wife. Instead, he has

more or less convinced himself that, by killing her, he saved Evelyn from misery

and thwarted her pipe dream of reforming him. Hickey loves her, and hates her at

the same time for bringing about his guilt. Parritt also hates his mother and justifies

his betrayal as an act of patriotism—his mother was an Anarchist.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

5. What happens to Parritt and Hickey when their dreams are demystified?

6. Why does Hickey preach salvation?
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7.5 SUMMARY OF ‘THE ICEMAN COMETH’

Act I: Part One

The Iceman Cometh opens in one summer morning in 1912 in the back room of

Harry Hope's saloon. The residents are all asleep, drunk and slumped over the

table. Rocky, who is the night bartender, sneakily gives Larry Slade, a former

Syndicalist-Anarchist, a whiskey drink. He advises Larry to drink fast because

Harry feels that the residents do not always pay for their drinks. Larry sarcastically

says that he will pay the next day. After all, for the group, tomorrow holds hope for

their pipe dreams.

Larry, the ‘Foolosopher’, claims that he has already buried his pipe dream.

He watches the events detached from the group. Larry wakes Hugo, a one-time

Anarchist editor, who abuses both men and goes back to sleep. Rocky is a little

upset that Hugo referred to his girls, Pearl and Margie, as ‘slave-girls’; he is adamant

that he is not a pimp. Rocky notes that only Hickey's impending arrival can keep

the group awake.

Suddenly, Willie, who dreams of becoming a lawyer, blurts out: ‘It's a

lie!…Papa! Papa!’ His father was arrested for illegal dealings a few years ago.

Joe Mott, a former gambling-house owner, wakes up. He thinks of ways to get a

free drink, and then remembers a young man, Parritt, who rented a room in the

saloon and seemed to have some money on him. Parritt is a young Anarchist who

has come to Larry for help. Many years ago, Larry was in a relationship with his

mother.

Larry views Parritt’s visit as insignificant. When Parritt enters, everyone

expectantly look at him. Parritt tells them he has no money to offer them. Upon

hearing this, Rocky and Joe go back to their slumber.

When they are finally alone, Parritt tells Larry how he has been hiding from

the police. He tells Larry he recalls him from his childhood and has always viewed

him as a father. Larry is touched when he hears this. Parritt found Larry through his

mother’s letters. He is convinced Larry left the Movement because of his affair

with Parritt’s mother.

Larry argues that he left the Movement because of other reasons. Parritt

sarcastically says that his mother probably thought she was the Movement. He

reveals that he fought with his mother before her arrest. She had scolded him for

running around with prostitutes, which seemed to irk Parritt as she was herself a

‘free’ woman. Larry rebukes Parritt, and tells him he has nothing to offer him.

Act I: Part Two

Hugo wakes up from his drunken stupor and breaks into an ode: ‘The days grow

hot, O Babylon! 'Tis cool beneath thy villow trees.’ He criticizes Parritt and falls

asleep again. Larry introduces the saloon’s residents to Parritt. However, Larry
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inadvertently leaves Willie out of the introductions.  Acting with suavity, Willie

promptly tells everyone of his time at Harvard Law School and the eventual fall of

his racketeer father which changed Harvard’s outlook towards him and forced

him to leave the school. When Parritt does not buy him a drink, Willie bursts into

a ballad about Jack the sailor and his adventures with a woman. His ballad wakes

the group from their collective slumber, and Willie cowers in terror when Harry

and Rocky admonish him.

Hope complains about his guests and insists that he will make them pay for

the drinks. Unaffected, the guests fondly recall their pipe dreams. Hope too harbours

a pipe dream. The memory of Bess, his dead wife makes him emotional. He has

not left the bar after Bess’ demise, which was twenty years ago. He is certain,

however, that he will go out of the bar the next day. Mosher and McGloin comically

try to exploit the situation for a free drink. Larry and Parritt, however, stay out of

the conversations. Parritt later tries to win Harry’s confidence, while Larry seems

unusually bothered by the pipe dreams.

Act I: Part Three

Rocky opens the bar and Margie and Pearl, his ‘tarts’, enter. Margie unsuccessfully

attempts to seduce a passed-out Parritt. Rocky is upset when Pearl calls him their

pimp. They quickly reconcile.

Then they chat about how Cora (another ‘tart’) and her pimp Chuck plan

to get married and purchase a farm. The lovers both appear. It soon becomes

apparent that Cora’s profession and Chuck’s drinking habit would lead to disputes

if they were to get married. Parritt snidely tells Larry that he would not be here if

he knew prostitutes were around. Cora and Chuck also inform the group about

meeting Hickey and how he mentioned something about salvaging the gang and

bringing about peace. The rest do not take this piece of information with much

seriousness.

Finally, Hickey enters the scene. It is soon apparent that the once happy-

go-lucky and fun Hickey has given up on alcohol. He says he mustered the guts to

confront his pipe dream and get rid of the same. He has come to the group to offer

them the same freedom. Upon hearing this, the members of the group look at him

suspiciously.

Hickey urges Hope to do the same, and pledges to assist Jimmy in getting

his old job back. When Larry mocks him, Hickey promises to make an ‘honest

man’ out of him. This seems to please Parritt, who Hickey promises to help as

well.

Hickey then tries to inspire the people by promising them real ‘real peace’.

‘Let yourself sink down to the bottom of the sea… … Rest in peace. There's no

farther you have to go. Not a single damned hope or dream left to nag you,’ he

urges the group and, exhausted, he falls asleep.
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The residents are not convinced. Larry is especially wary. Mosher, who

seems to be the least impressed by the speech, tells a story about a friend, the

snake oil doctor, who identified sobriety as the number one cause of premature

death. The crowd laugh to the story, which wakes Hickey, who promptly joins the

cheer. The laughter stops.

Act II: Part One

The back room looks prepared for Harry’s birthday party. The tarts arrange the

room as Chuck, Larry, and Rocky look on. The residents’ cheerfulness looks

made up.

The tarts bicker with their men. Rocky blames the situation on Hickey. In

defiance to Hickey's claim that their marriage would fail, Cora and Chuck decide

that they are going to marry the next day. Pearl, Margie, and Rocky mock them.

Cora calls Pearl a whore and they get into a scuffle.

Rocky restrains Pearl, who along with Margie accuse him of considering

them whores. Cora sides with the girls. Pearl and Margie say that if they are

prostitutes then Rocky is a pimp. Bemused, Rocky slaps them both.

Larry laughs sarcastically, and the group turns their focus on him.

Unbothered, Larry wakes Hugo, who condemns Hickey, alleging that Hickey

wants to terrorize the masses. Meanwhile, the group start harassing Larry. He

pacifies them and wonders why Hickey has still not given them a reason for his

conversion. Cora wonders if Hickey’s wife has cheated on him.

Joe enters the scene and boldly pours himself a drink. Hickey has been

preaching to him as well. Joe is none too happy with Hickey but Rocky defends

the latter.  Joe is angry; he feels the people side with Hickey as he is white. He says

that he is not ashamed of his colour.  Chuck and Joe almost fight, before the group

reconcile their differences.

Larry feels that Hickey is desperate to reveal something. Hickey makes an

entrance with boxes of champagne. He teases Larry telling him he will have to find

peace. He pleases and puzzles the group, oscillating between his old self and the

new man intent on preaching salvation.

Larry defends his friends when Hickey starts to preach again, but the latter

tells Larry that his form of pity is only going to consume him with guilt. He says

Larry fears life and is afraid of death even more. Hickey also believes that Larry is

the only one capable of helping Parritt. Regarding Parritt’s mood, Hickey is almost

certain that a woman is involved.

Act II: Part Two

Hickey continues to make preparations for the party, as Cora plays the piano at

his request. Willie enters in a terrible state and refuses a drink when Cora offers

one. Willie says he plans to get himself a job tomorrow, and Hickey loans him

some money.
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Parritt enters sneakily and takes a seat beside Larry. Hickey has forced him

to come to the party. He fears the salesman knows something about him and once

again asks Larry for help. He says that his mother was certain that one day Larry

would return to her. Parritt recounts their final argument when Larry, unable to

stop Parritt’s mother from being a ‘free woman’, calls her a prostitute. Parritt also

recalls how his home was more or less a ‘whorehouse’.

Larry has no inclination of helping Parritt, even though the latter incessantly

pesters him to do so. Parritt claims to have developed a patriotic love for his

country, and that the love led him to betray his cohorts and his mother. Larry, still

content in his shell, does not believe Parritt whatsoever.

Parritt stops talking when Pearl and Margie enter the scene. Outside, there

is a fight going on. Lewis and Wetjoen are in a scuffle over a Hickey remark. They

finally agree to put their differences aside due to the occasion (Harry’s birthday).

McGloin and Mosher enter the scene and discuss Hickey’s threat. Eventually, the

start mocking each other’s aspirations and nearly fight.

Hickey starts the party, and the rest of the group follow in the merriment,

albeit half-heartedly. Suddenly, Jimmy appears with Harry, drunk. He aggressively

rebukes the crowd for creating such noise. He then realizes what he has done and

immediately apologizes. However, the mood of the party continues to be drab.

Hickey makes a toast to Harry, the birthday boy. It seems a sincere gesture and

everyone is touched. Hickey, however, reverts to his preaching ways, discomfiting

everyone. Larry sarcastically asks Hickey about his conversion. Soon, the party

breaks into a volley of taunts.

Through all this, Hickey remains calm and composed. He nonchalantly

announces that his wife Evelyn is dead. He declares he feels no grief at all, saying

his wife is finally free of him—a no-good, cheating spouse.

Act III: Part One

It is the morning following the party. Joe dusts the floor and Rocky cleans the bar.

Hugo, Larry and Parritt are sitting at the tables.

Rocky complains that Hickey was in everybody’s room spreading the gospel.

Larry insists that Hickey fears what he might ask him. Parritt, meanwhile, fears

Hickey.  He also confesses to Larry about how he betrayed his cohorts so that he

would get some money to use on a prostitute.

A sleepy Rocky ask Larry what Hickey so fears in his questions. Larry

explains that he has not properly explained his wife’s death and he feels that she

committed suicide. Upon hearing this, Parritt, who is hitherto preoccupied with

himself, tells everyone that ‘she’, that is, his mother, would never kill herself. Before

he can stop himself, Larry suggests Parritt jump off the fire escape.

Rocky complains of Hickey further and recounts how his tarts are not with

him because of the argument. Chuck and Cora then enter. They still have not

reconciled—he has issues with her past, and she has issues with his drinking.
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Rocky mocks them and a fight nearly ensues.

Joe tries to break off the scuffle only to be rebuked. Joe, angry, takes out a

knife and springs forward. They stop when Larry laughs. He urges them to murder

each other, with the salesman’s blessings. Their anger subsides. A giggling Hugo

suddenly wakes up and complains that Hicky had accused him of wanting to be an

aristocrat. He says he loves the proletariat, then shocked at what he is saying, tells

Larry that he is drunk and has no idea what he is saying. Larry agrees with him. A

gloomy Joe then announces that he is going to reopen his gambling house, and he

walks out of the bar.

A well-dressed Willie enters. He refuses a drink. He wants to go to the

District Attorney’s office. Lewis enters, followed by Wetjoen. Both walk with a

certain arrogance, though they are both very feeble. They declare that they are

ready to go back to their respective countries. They end up criticizing each other

and, in the process, reveal each other’s shameful histories. Wetjoen had to leave

the country in shame after an act of cowardice in the Boer War; Lewis had gambled

away his regiment’s money and also had to leave his country in shame. They

nearly get into a fight, but are prevented from brawling. Looking guilty, they both

bid their goodbyes to Jimmy and Hope.

Act III: Part Two

Willie offers his legal services to Parritt, knowing that sooner or later the Parritt

would be facing the jury. Parritt pleads his innocence, especially to Larry. Larry

still refuses to pass judgement on him.

Mosher and McGloin then appear promising to go back to their jobs. Like

the others, they too nearly fight over criticizing each other’s dreams. A flashily

dressed Cora comes to get Chuck, and invites the group to their wedding, who

are still apprehensive about Hickey. Cora and Chuck leave quickly to avoid Hickey.

Hope and Jimmy then appear, followed by Hickey. They have the look of

condemned men, though both try their best to act as if everything is alright. Hickey

rebukes them for postponing what they had to do that day. He insists that to find

peace, one must kill tomorrow’s dream. Hickey successfully pushes everyone out

of the saloon.

Hickey now sets his sights on Harry and wants him to venture out of the

saloon. However, Harry is not very comfortable with cars outside and he does not

want to disgrace his wife’s memory by venturing out of the saloon. Hickey finally

convinces him to go out.

Hickey then turns on Larry, who finally admits to his drinking and that his

fear of death has led to his detachment from the world. Hickey also insists that

Parritt and Larry settle their business.

Rocky is disgusted when he sees Harry coming back. Harry complains that

a car nearly ran over him in the street. Only Larry seems to believe him. Hope

looks exhausted, and Hugo also observes that Harry looks dead.
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Larry condemns Hickey for bringing death. Hickey, for the first time, shows

anger and tells Larry that the shock of giving up the pipe dream will soon give way

to peace. Larry insists Hickey disclose how Evelyn died. Hickey quietly tells him

that she was murdered. Larry is horrified as he understands what Hickey is trying

to convey. He tells everyone not to ask any more questions.

Act IV: Part One

The group is still the same, getting drunk and showing indifference to the world.

Chuck enters and reveals that his marriage with Cora is off, and that Hickey was

spot on with his observation. Rocky then informs of some of the residents: Jimmy

was found weeping on the dock. Joe wanted to shoot Hickey but had not guts to

do so.

Parritt for the umpteenth time implores Larry to judge him and Larry

condemns him for trying to make him his executioner. ‘Who cares?’ Rocky remarks

indifferently and the crowd agrees. Rocky suggests that Larry and Parritt start

pimping. Larry sarcastically remarks that the peace offered by Hickey has made

him (Rocky) want to turn everyone into a pimp like himself. As an afterthought,

Rocky hopes Hickey does not return. Larry though is convinced that he will come

back, as he has yet to make his peace. Hickey suddenly appears and condemns

Larry. Hope complains that Hickey has done something with his drinks as no one

seems to get drunk.

Hickey implores everyone to come out of their depression. They should

rejoice the same way that he does. He had found a way to free his wife of a person

like him and got rid of her pipe dream of reforming him. He could not kill himself as

that would have broken her heart. So, he decided to murder her. Larry unsuccessfully

tries to quieten him down. Parritt tells Larry to shut up as Hickey wants the electric

chair as much s he does. Hickey counters by saying that he has nothing in common

with Parritt and that love was in his heart, not hate. He starts the story again before

Hope silences him. Two policemen, Moran and Lieb, come to the saloon. Hickey

had called them, to turn himself in.

Act IV: Part Two

Hickey wants to tell his story. The others try to silence him, but he continues on.

Evelyn had loved him despite his philandering ways. He also tells of how he had

used money from a brothel madam in order to become a travelling salesman. His

wife stuck to him, and accepted all his promises of reform.

Evelyn's pipe dream made Hickey feel terrible.  She had pity and compassion

in her eyes, the kind of look he could not bear. He even tore her picture.  Parritt

also confesses that he burnt his mother’s picture, as her eyes seemed to follow

him. Hickey says that on the night of Harry's party, he had pledged not to come

and drink. That would mean he did not love her.  Thus, he murdered her in her

sleep.
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The policemen rise. Parritt is relieved and confesses that he betrayed his

mother as he hated her. Hickey recounts how he had laughed after shooting his

wife. Hickey then shudders at the thought of having displayed such behaviour; he

thinks he must be insane. Moran views this as Hickey trying to plead insanity.

Hickey, however, begs sincerely for the electric chair. Parritt once again turns

towards Larry, who hatefully commands Parritt to kill himself. Parritt thanks him.

Once again, the group revive their pipe dreams. Larry, however, sits distantly

near the window, wishing for death again.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

7. When Parritt finally gets a chance to talk to Larry, what does he tell

him?

8. What is Hope’s pipe dream?

9. What is the first thing people realize about Hickey when he enters the

scene?

10. What does Hickey tell Larry about the latter’s form of pity?

11. When Hickey mentions his wife’s death, does he seem calm and

unflustered?

12. What happens when Joe tries to break the scuffle between Rocky and

the lovers—Cora and Chuck?

13. What is Harry’s reason for not venturing outside?

14. What is the reason Hickey gives for murdering his wife?

15. How did Evelyn's pipe dream make Hickey feel?

7.6 ANALYSIS OF ‘THE ICEMAN COMETH’

O'Neill is famous for his meticulous sketch of characters. In creating his cast for

The Iceman Cometh, O'Neill referred to his own experiences with saloons in

lower New York, such as Jimmy the Priest's, and The Golden Swan. There is a

likelihood that most characters were based on inhabitants of these saloons. He

has maintained a lot of diversity in The Iceman Cometh; for example, Hugo is the

Anarchist, Joe Mott is an African-American, Piet Wetjoen is a ‘Dutch farmer

type’ from South Africa, and Cecil Lewis is typically English.

A number of tropes appear throughout the play. Larry, the ‘Foolsopher’ of

the play generally introduces them. Harry Hope's house is described as a ‘morgue’

and ‘graveyard’, strewn with bodies of drunkards. The pipe dream is the drunken

ship. Larry sees the group's dream ships, filled with promises and new beginnings

being blown away by the breath of whiskey. Larry also introduces how the pipe

dream revolves around the hope and promise of tomorrow, and how like the

tomorrow, the accomplishment of the dreams will never come.
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The name of the owner of the saloon, ‘Hope’, is also appropriate in many

ways. The pipe dream involves the disappointments of the past and the promise of

a glory-filled future of tomorrow, which is endlessly put off. The saloon is referred

to as a morgue and the pipe dreamers are the residents who are the ‘living dead’.

This ‘living death’ is analogous to the constant drunkenness and the delusions

regarding the real world.

With Hickey arrives the arrival of an even worse death, a brutal ‘waking

death’. Their much anticipated guest comes armed with a new brand of gospel,

and demands that the dreamers do away with their pipe dreams. The group’s

hitherto peaceful existence breaks down with Hickey’s arrival, leaving them as

numb people who drink mechanically to forget about the troubles of the world.

Thus, Hickey is akin to death and certainly not the messiah to the disillusioned lot.

The most noticeable aspect of his arrival is how Hickey immediately goes off to

sleep. This sleep evokes the theme of death. The call issued by the salesman

before sleeping, ‘Rest in peace’, also refers to the grave.  The salvation Hickey

promises is also the death of the promise of the future, the residents’ pipe dream.

As Hope complains, Hickey is now ‘stone cold sober and dead to the world!’

The saloon is named ‘The Bottom of the Sea Rathskeller’. O’Neill’s

description of the saloon reflects the kind of world the residents live in; for instance,

the pale light that comes through the dirty windows that just about separates day

from night.

Though the end of Act I revolves around Hickey’s arrival, the preceding

scenes reveal a lot of other important information, such as the relationship with

women of some of the play’s main characters. Parritt hates his mother for being

nothing short of a prostitute; and Hope uses his wife’s memory as an excuse to go

not out into the streets.

As midnight closes in, it is quite clear that Hickey has managed to start

breaking the pipe dreams, as the residents get into constant fights. Hickey simply

wants the dreamers to confront their pipe dreams. There is something sinister in

the manner in which residents of Harry Hope's saloon tend to endorse each other’s

pipe dreams, as if to ensure that the rest stay in the bottom along with them.

Hickey is content on pitying the dreamer rather than judge him. However, his pity

is often brutal, as is plainly evident in the murder of his wife.

Hickey also seems to enjoy the control he exerts over the residents. However,

as Larry notes, Hickey is yet to make that ‘great revelation’. This revelation is only

made in the final scene where it is apparent that Hickey’s message of salvation is

more a posture to hide his own guilt.

Also, there is more than one pipe dream in the play. During Parritt’s

confession to Larry, a new pipe dream emerges. This pipe dream is not the hope

of tomorrow but the evasion of guilt. What Parritt cannot come to terms with is the

hate he feels for his mother, and for which he wants punishment from Larry, his

mother’s former lover and his father figure. This hatred is precisely what joins
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Parritt and Hickey. Hickey hates his wife, even though in the final scene he tells of

how he loved his beloved unlike Parritt who is all hate, and how the two are

different. There is a clear analogous relationship between Parritt and Hickey. There

are several occasions when Hickey is talking about Evelyn and a drunken Parritt

wakes up in middle of the conversation and refers to his mother as if the conversation

is revolving around her.

As we have seen, The Iceman Cometh is built around a number of

characters. During the course of the play, these characters build up and destroy

their pipe dreams. At their lowest they fight bitterly, only to cling on to each other

later. Hickey delivers the judgement to the dreamers. His gospel gradually becomes

violent, to the point that he calls for the pipe dream’s ‘murder’.

Another important aspect of the play is the relationship between Larry and

Parritt. Larry steadfastly keeps Parritt away, refusing to know about the crime that

the latter has committed. Parritt wants him to be the judge, the position Larry has

relinquished long ago. It is revealed in the final scene that, after the responsibility of

condemning Parritt to death, Larry desires death more. In fact, it can be said that

of all the residents of the saloon, he is the only ‘convert’ of Hickey’s message of

salvation. However, he still fears death.

In Act IV, we see Hickey’s pipe dream unravelling. This pipe dream cushions

the guilt he feels for murdering his wife. His logic is feeble and flawed: He had to

kill her because his death would hurt her more. Hickey’s pipe dream becomes less

and less believable and he starts becoming defensive. Parritt and Hickey are the

play’s two criminals, who push themselves to their own judgements. Hickey invites

the policemen to listen to his confession, and Parritt demands judgement from

Larry for his crime.

The Iceman Cometh ends with two confessions and two death sentences.

Hickey’s confession reveals his secret. Hickey's confession also allows Parritt to

confess to his crimes. When he has no pipe dream left, Parritt too wants to die.

Larry finally pronounces death upon him.

The final scene has others going back to their merriment, while Larry and

Hugo sit by the window. Larry is waiting for something as he closes his eyes in

thought.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

16. How is the name of the owner of the saloon appropriate?

17. How does the play end?
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Figure 7.2 Movie Poster of The Iceman Cometh (1973)

The Iceman Cometh was adapted into a movie in 1973 (See Figure 7.2).

The movie was directed by John Frankenheimer, and the screenplay was written

by Thomas Quinn Curtiss. The film was screened at the 1976 Cannes Film Festival.

For his performance as the ‘Foolsopher’ Larry Slade, Robert Ryan won the Kansas

City Film Critics Circle Award for Best Supporting Actor; National Board of

Review Award for Best Actor; and a Special Award from the National Society

of Film Critics.

7.7 SUMMARY

Eugene Gladstone O'Neill was born to James O'Neill and Mary Ellen ‘Ella’ Quinlan

on October 16, 1888. His father, a theatre actor, spent a good portion of his

career as the lead of the popular drama The Count of Monte Cristo.

Eugene O’Neill completed his most famous work The Iceman Cometh in

1939. However, the production was delayed due to World War II.  The play

finally opened in 1946 and ran for a good length of time. The reviews were mixed.

O'Neill dramas gradually gained prominence in New York, during the late

1910s.

There was a reason for such sad themes in O'Neill's plays. His life was far

from rosy. His father died from cancer in 1921, and the subsequent year O’Neill

lost his mother. Almost exactly a year following the death of his mother, his brother

Jamie, an alcoholic, died of a stroke. His son committed suicide in 1950.
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The Iceman Cometh is arguably O'Neill's finest work. The story, set in a

dockside bar, concerns a group of drunken no-hopers who discuss their bleak

lives. Their lives are changed when Hickey, a salesman, encourages them to

rehabilitate.

Theodore Hickman or ‘Hickey’ is, at first glance, a likeable individual with

a gift for words. He speaks like a salesman and always promises fun. He is the

group’s saviour who urges every member of the group to rid of their pipe dreams.

Larry Slade is the saloon’s great thinker, one who has detached himself

from the world and prefers to observe the world from outside. His detachment

from the world is his pipe dream.

Parritt is a lanky eighteen-year-old. He is good looking but has an unpleasant

personality. He is ungrateful and aggressive in his outlook.  Parritt has a deep

seated hatred for his mother.

O'Neill is famous for his meticulous sketch of characters. In creating his

cast for The Iceman Cometh, O'Neill referred to his own experiences with saloons

in lower New York, such as Jimmy the Priest's, and The Golden Swan. There is a

likelihood that most characters were based on inhabitants of these saloons.

Harry Hope's house is described as a ‘morgue’ and ‘graveyard’, strewn

with bodies of drunkards. The pipe dream is also referred to as the drunken ship.

Larry sees the group's dream ships, filled with promises and clean slate being

blown away by the breath of whiskey.

The name of the owner of the saloon, ‘Hope’, is appropriate in many ways.

The pipe dream involves the disappointments of the past and the promise of a

glory-filled future of tomorrow, which is endlessly put off.

The saloon is named ‘The Bottom of the Sea Rathskeller’. O’Neill’s

description of the saloon reflects the kind of world the residents live in; for instance,

the pale light that comes through the dirty windows that just about separates day

from night.

Though the end of Act I revolves around Hickey’s arrival, the preceding

scenes reveal a lot of other important information, such as the relationship with

women of some of the play’s main characters. Parritt hates his mother for being

nothing short of a prostitute; and Hope uses his wife’s memory as an excuse to go

not out into the streets.

As we have seen, The Iceman Cometh is built around a number of

characters. During the course of the play, these characters build up and destroy

their pipe dreams. At their lowest they fight bitterly, only to cling on to each other

later.

The Iceman Cometh ends with two confessions and two death sentences.

Hickey’s confession reveals his secret. Hickey's confession also allows Parritt to

confess to his crimes. When he has no pipe dream left, Parritt too wants to die.

Larry finally pronounces death upon him.
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7.8 KEY TERMS

• Pipe dream: Fantasy

• Pimp:  Agent for prostitutes

• Graft: Embezzlement

• Anarchist: Nihilist; rebel who opposes the governemnt

• Tart: Temptress

• Scuffle:  Brawl

• Trope: Theme or characteristic

7.19 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. O'Neill married Kathleen Jenkins in 1909. Their marriage was to last two

years and at the time her wife was pregnant with their son, Eugene Jr., in

1910, O’Neill went to sea.

2. There was a reason for sad themes in O'Neill's plays. His life was far from

rosy. His father died from cancer in 1921, and O’Neill lost his mother the

subsequent year. Almost exactly a year following the death of his mother,

his brother Jamie, an alcoholic, died of a stroke. His son committed suicide

in 1950.

3. The hate that motivated Hickey in the first place to murder his wife eventually

leads to an all-consuming guilt. In the end, Hickey is left with no choice but

to give up life. He surrenders to the authorities and begs for execution.

4. Piet Wetjoen is an ex-general in his fifties. He is Lewis's drinking partner

and harbours dreams of returning to his home in South Africa, after having

left the country in disgrace for cowardice during the Boer War.

5. When the dream is demystified, all that is left for Parritt and Hickey is to

give themselves up to judgement. Parritt and Hickey, the play’s two criminals,

see suicide as their final judgement.

6. Hickey preaches salvation so that he can keep at bay the guilt he feels for

murdering his wife. Instead, he has more or less convinced himself that he

saved Evelyn from misery and thwarted her pipe dream of reforming him.

7. When they are finally alone, Parritt tells Larry how he has been hiding from

the police. He tells Larry he recalls him from his childhood and has always

viewed him as a father. Parritt is convinced that Larry left the Movement

because of his affair with Parritt’s mother.

8. Hope too harbours a pipe dream. The memory of Bess, his dead wife

makes him emotional. He has not left the bar after Bess’ demise, which was

twenty years ago.
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9. When Hickey enters the scene, it is apparent that he has given up on alcohol.

He reveals how he finally mustered the guts to confront his pipe dream and

get rid of the same. He has come to the group to offer them the same

freedom. Upon hearing this, the members of the group look at him

suspiciously.

10. Hickey tells him that his form of pity is only going to consume him with guilt.

He says Larry fears life and is afraid of death even more.

11. Hickey nonchalantly announces that his wife Evelyn is dead. He declares he

feels no grief at all, saying his wife is free of him—a no-good, cheating

spouse.

12. Joe is rebuked when he tries to break the fight. Joe, angry, takes out a knife

and springs forward. They stop when Larry laughs. He urges them to murder

each other, with the salesman’s blessings.

13. Harry is not very comfortable with cars outside and also feels that he might

disgrace his wife’s memory by venturing out of the saloon.

14. Hickey says that he had found a way to free his wife of a person like him

and got rid of her pipe dream of reforming him. He could not kill himself as

that would have broken her heart. So, he decided to murder her.

15. Evelyn's pipe dream made Hickey feel terrible.  She had pity and compassion

in her eyes, the kind of look he could not bear.

16. The name of the owner of the saloon, ‘Hope’, is appropriate in many ways.

The pipe dream involves the disappointments of the past and the promise of

a glory-filled future of tomorrow, which is endlessly put off.

17. The Iceman Cometh ends with two confessions and two death sentences.

Hickey’s confession reveals his secret. Hickey's confession also allows Parritt

confess to his crimes. When he has no pipe dream left, Parritt too wants to

die. Larry finally pronounces death upon him.

7.10 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Write a short note on O’Neill’s achievements and his importance to American

drama.

2. Briefly describe the character ‘Hickey’ in The Iceman Cometh.

3. Write a short note on the theme—‘The Pipe Dream’, in The Iceman

Cometh.

4. Write a note on Hickey’s involvement in Act IV: Part Two.
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Long-Answer Questions

1. Write a note on Eugene O’Neill’s life, from the time he married Kathleen

Jenkins to the time of his death.

2. Summarize Act I: Part One of the play, The Iceman Cometh.

3. Analyse in detail the play The Iceman Cometh.

Answers to Short-Answer Questions

1. Eugene O’Neill was among the first dramatists in America.  His contribution

to the development of American drama as a literary genre is immense.  With

the advent of the English settlers, theatrical activity in America slowly began

to manifest. However, it was only in the beginning of the 20th century that

the genre gained any sort of prominence whatsoever.

O’Neill was the first American playwright to win the Nobel Prize in Literature,

in 1936. The bold and experimental O'Neill's best-known works include

Anna Christine (1922), Desire Under the Elms (1924), Mourning

Becomes Electra (1931), Long Day's Journey Into Night (1956), and

The Iceman Cometh (1946). The forty-five plays he wrote mainly involved

satire and tragedy as the central themes. The plays generally focussed on

people with no hope of controlling their lives.

2. Theodore Hickman or ‘Hickey’ is, at first glance, a likeable individual with

a gift for words. He speaks like a salesman and always promises fun. He is

the group’s saviour who urges every member of the group to rid of their

pipe dreams. However, this apparently good gesture eventually brings chaos

to the group. Hickey's introduction is, therefore, the coming of the ‘Iceman’

or Death.

Oblivious to any member of the group, Hickey has a dark secret he carries

with him—he has murdered his wife. There is enough indication in the initial

parts of the play to suggest that Hickey and Parritt share a lot in common.

For one, there is this love–hate relationship with the objects of their affection.

In Parritt’s case, it is his mother; in Hickey’s case, it is his wife. They do not

admit to the hate and this often leads to violent and sad consequences—

Hickey kills his wife and Parritt betrays his Anarchist mother.

Hickey constantly talks of salvation. However, this is his pipe dream. He

has the most absurd reasons for killing his wife. He reckons that by killing

her, he has freed her prom her pipe dream of reforming him. Hickey’s logic

is straightforward. He believes that salvation is possible only by killing the

pipe dream. The hate that motivated him in the first place to murder his wife

eventually leads to an all-consuming guilt. In the end, Hickey is left with no

choice but to give up life. He surrenders to the authorities and begs for

execution.
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3. The pipe dream brings together the play’s characters. It has a number of

variations. For Larry, Hugo and Parritt's mother, it concerns political

salvation. For Hickey, the connotation is more religious. The other characters

belong to what Larry sarcastically refers to as the ‘tomorrow movement’,

where each member puts off his dream for tomorrow.

Hickey arrives on the scene to expose the dreams. He believes that by

killing tomorrow, man can find peace with himself. However, this does the

characters no favours. It condemns them to a life without hope. Furthermore,

Hickey's gospel of salvation is also just another pipe dream that helps him

avoid the guilt of murdering his wife.

4. Hickey wants to tell his story. The others try to silence him, but he continues

on. He tells everyone how Evelyn had accepted him despite all his

shortcomings.

However, Evelyn's pipe dream of reforming Hickey made him feel terrible.

The look of compassion in her eyes tortured him, and eventually he had to

kill her. Hickey recounts how he had laughed after shooting his wife. Hickey

then shudders at the thought of having displayed such behaviour, and thinks

he must be insane.  Ultimately, he begs for the electric chair.

Answers to Long-Answer Questions

1. O'Neill married Kathleen Jenkins in 1909. Their marriage was to last two

years and at the time her wife was pregnant with their son, Eugene Jr., in

1910, O’Neill went to sea. At sea, he lived in the docks. He became

frustrated with life and unsuccessfully attempted suicide. He then decided

to live with his family in Connecticut, but contacted tuberculosis and spent

six months in a sanatorium. Following recovery, O'Neill concertedly wrote

plays. In 1914–1915, he enrolled in George Pierce Baker's 47A Workshop

at Harvard University, and later became a part of the Provincetown Players.

O'Neill dramas gradually gained prominence in New York, during the late

1910s. In 1918, he married Agnes Boulton, a writer with whom he later

had two children. Between the years 1918–1924, O'Neill wrote Anna

Christie, The Emperor Jones, The First Man, The Hairy Ape, The

Fountain, and Welded. Almost all these played revolved around loss and

mourning.

There was a reason for such sad themes in O'Neill's plays. His life was far

from rosy. His father died from cancer in 1921, and O’Neill lost his mother

the subsequent year. Almost exactly a year following the death of his mother,

his brother Jamie, an alcoholic, died of a stroke. His son committed suicide

in 1950.

In the early 1920s O'Neill along with Robert Edmond Jones and Kenneth

Macgowan, took control of the Experimental Theater at the Provincetown

Playhouse. He began to woo Carlotta Monterey, an actress, while still
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married to Agnes. O'Neill's marriage with Agnes ended in 1929. He married

Carlotta the same year, the couple finally settling in California, after having

tried to settle in France and Georgia (USA). O'Neill did not, it seemed,

take interest in his children. Unhappy with his son Shane’s lifestyle, O’Neill

disinherited him. He also disinherited his daughter Oona after the eighteen-

year-old married fifty-four-year-old Charlie Chaplin, the celebrated

comedian. O’Neill never met his grandchildren.

Beyond the Horizon, published in 1920, was O'Neill's first play of any

note. It won the prestigious Pulitzer Prize for Drama the same year.

Mourning Becomes Electra, which opened to theatres in 1931, was another

popular play by the author. In 1935, O'Neill began to work on a total of

eleven plays, with the ills of American materialism as the theme. The cycle

was never completed and only two plays survive today. O'Neill also wrote

Long Day's Journey into Night, a painful autobiographical portrait of his

own family. The play opened to theatres three years following his death in

1953, and was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in 1957.

The Iceman Cometh is arguably O'Neill's finest work. The story, set in a

dockside bar, concerns a group of drunken no-hopers who discuss their

bleak lives. Their lives are changed when Hickey, a travelling salesman,

encourages them to rehabilitate.

O'Neill suffered from an ailment of the brain. By 1943, he was so ill that he

could not hold a pencil. He died on November 27, 1953, in Boston.

2. Act I: Part One: The Iceman Cometh opens in one summer morning in

1912 in the back room of Harry Hope's saloon. The residents are all asleep,

drunk and slumped over the table. Rocky, who is the night bartender, sneakily

gives Larry Slade, a former Syndicalist-Anarchist, a whiskey drink. He

advises Larry to drink fast because Harry feels that the residents do not

always pay for their drinks. Larry sarcastically says that he will pay the next

day. After all, for the group, tomorrow holds hope for their pipe dreams.

Larry, the ‘Foolosopher’, claims that he has already buried his pipe dream.

He watches the events detached from the group. Larry wakes Hugo, a

one-time Anarchist editor, who abuses both men and goes back to sleep.

Rocky is a little upset that Hugo referred to his girls, Pearl and Margie, as

‘slave-girls’; he is adamant that he is not a pimp. Rocky notes that only

Hickey's impending arrival can keep the group awake.

Suddenly, Willie, who dreams of becoming a lawyer, blurts out: ‘It's a

lie!…Papa! Papa!’ His father was arrested for illegal dealings a few years

ago. Joe Mott, a former gambling-house owner, wakes up. He thinks of

ways to get a free drink, and then remembers a young man, Parritt, who

rented a room in the saloon and seemed to have some money on him.

Parritt is a young Anarchist who has come to Larry for help. Many years

ago, Larry was in a relationship with his mother.
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Larry views Parritt’s visit as insignificant. When Parritt enters, everyone

expectantly look at him. Parritt tells them he has no money to offer them.

Upon hearing this, Rocky and Joe go back to their slumber.

When they are finally alone, Parritt tells Larry how he has been hiding from

the police. He tells Larry he recalls him from his childhood and has always

viewed him as a father. Larry is touched when he hears this. Parritt found

Larry through his mother’s letters. He is convinced Larry left the Movement

because of his affair with Parritt’s mother.

Larry argues that he left the Movement because of other reasons. Parritt

sarcastically says that his mother probably thought she was the Movement.

He reveals that he fought with his mother before her arrest. She had scolded

him for running around with prostitutes, which seemed to irk Parritt as she

was herself a ‘free’ woman. Larry rebukes Parritt, and tells him he has

nothing to offer him.

3. O'Neill is famous for his meticulous sketch of characters. In creating his

cast for The Iceman Cometh, O'Neill referred to his own experiences with

saloons in lower New York, such as Jimmy the Priest's, and The Golden

Swan. There is a likelihood that most characters were based on inhabitants

of these saloons. He has maintained a lot of diversity in The Iceman Cometh;

for example, Hugo is the Anarchist, Joe Mott is an African-American, Piet

Wetjoen is a ‘Dutch farmer type’ from South Africa, and Cecil Lewis is

typically English.

A number of tropes appear throughout the play. Larry, the ‘Foolsopher’ of

the play generally introduces them. Harry Hope's house is described as a

‘morgue’ and ‘graveyard’, strewn with bodies of drunkards. The pipe dream

is the drunken ship. Larry sees the group's dream ships, filled with promises

and new beginnings being blown away by the breath of whiskey. Larry also

introduces how the pipe dream revolves around the hope and promise of

tomorrow, and how like the tomorrow, the accomplishment of the dreams

will never come.

The name of the owner of the saloon, ‘Hope’, is also appropriate in many

ways. The pipe dream involves the disappointments of the past and the

promise of a glory-filled future of tomorrow, which is endlessly put off. The

saloon is referred to as a morgue and the pipe dreamers are the residents

who are the ‘living dead’. This ‘living death’ is analogous to the constant

drunkenness and the delusions regarding the real world.

With Hickey arrives the arrival of an even worse death, a brutal ‘waking

death’. Their much anticipated guest comes armed with a new brand of

gospel, and demands that the dreamers do away with their pipe dreams.

The group’s hitherto peaceful existence breaks down with Hickey’s arrival,

leaving them as numb people who drink mechanically to forget about the

troubles of the world. Thus, Hickey is akin to death and certainly not the
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messiah to the disillusioned lot. The most noticeable aspect of his arrival is

how Hickey immediately goes off to sleep. This sleep evokes the theme of

death. The call issued by the salesman before sleeping, ‘Rest in peace’,

also refers to the grave.  The salvation Hickey promises is also the death of

the promise of the future, the residents’ pipe dream. As Hope complains,

Hickey is now ‘stone cold sober and dead to the world!’

The saloon is named ‘The Bottom of the Sea Rathskeller’. O’Neill’s

description of the saloon reflects the kind of world the residents live in; for

instance, the pale light that comes through the dirty windows that just about

separates day from night.

Though the end of Act I revolves around Hickey’s arrival, the preceding

scenes reveal a lot of other important information, such as the relationship

with women of some of the play’s main characters. Parritt hates his mother

for being nothing short of a prostitute; and Hope uses his wife’s memory as

an excuse to go not out into the streets.

As midnight closes in, it is quite clear that Hickey has managed to start

breaking the pipe dreams, as the residents get into constant fights. Hickey

simply wants the dreamers to confront their pipe dreams. There is something

sinister in the manner in which residents of Harry Hope's saloon tend to

endorse each other’s pipe dreams, as if to ensure that the rest stay in the

bottom along with them. Hickey is content on pitying the dreamer rather

than judge him. However, his pity is often brutal, as is plainly evident in the

murder of his wife.

Hickey also seems to enjoy the control he exerts over the residents. However,

as Larry notes, Hickey is yet to make that ‘great revelation’. This revelation

is only made in the final scene where it is apparent that Hickey’s message of

salvation is more a posture to hide his own guilt.

Also, there is more than one pipe dream in the play. During Parritt’s

confession to Larry, a new pipe dream emerges. This pipe dream is not the

hope of tomorrow but the evasion of guilt. What Parritt cannot come to

terms with is the hate he feels for his mother, and for which he wants

punishment from Larry, his mother’s former lover and his father figure. This

hatred is precisely what joins Parritt and Hickey. Hickey hates his wife,

even though in the final scene he tells of how he loved his beloved unlike

Parritt who is all hate, and how the two are different. There is a clear

analogous relationship between Parritt and Hickey. There are several

occasions when Hickey is talking about Evelyn and a drunken Parritt wakes

up in middle of the conversation and refers to his mother as if the conversation

is revolving around her.

As we have seen, The Iceman Cometh is built around a number of

characters. During the course of the play, these characters build up and

destroy their pipe dreams. At their lowest they fight bitterly, only to cling on
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to each other later. Hickey delivers the judgement to the dreamers. His

gospel gradually becomes violent, to the point that he calls for the pipe

dream’s ‘murder’.

Another important aspect of the play is the relationship between Larry and

Parritt. Larry steadfastly keeps Parritt away, refusing to know about the

crime that the latter has committed. Parritt wants him to be the judge, the

position Larry has relinquished long ago. It is revealed in the final scene

that, after the responsibility of condemning Parritt to death, Larry desires

death more. In fact, it can be said that of all the residents of the saloon, he

is the only ‘convert’ of Hickey’s message of salvation. However, he still

fears death.

In Act IV, we see Hickey’s pipe dream unravelling. This pipe dream cushions

the guilt he feels for murdering his wife. His logic is feeble and flawed: He

had to kill her because his death would hurt her more. Hickey’s pipe dream

becomes less and less believable and he starts becoming defensive. Parritt

and Hickey are the play’s two criminals, who push themselves to their own

judgements. Hickey invites the policemen to listen to his confession, and

Parritt demands judgement from Larry for his crime.

The Iceman Cometh ends with two confessions and two death sentences.

Hickey’s confession reveals his secret. Hickey's confession also allows Parritt

to confess to his crimes. When he has no pipe dream left, Parritt too wants

to die. Larry finally pronounces death upon him.

The final scene has others going back to their merriment, while Larry and

Hugo sit by the window. Larry is waiting for something as he closes his eyes

in thought.
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8.0 INTRODUCTION

Tennessee Williams is regarded as a master playwright of the 20th century. His

work was showcased in many American theatres. Williams also authored many

short stories, novels, poetry, essays, and screenplays along with a volume of

memoirs during his professional career, which lasted from the mid 1930s till his

death in 1983. Most of his well-known plays such as A Streetcar Named Desire,

The Glass Menagerie and Cat on a Hot Tin Roof were adapted into movies.

His literary achievements place him as the greatest Southern playwright and one of

the greatest playwrights in the history of American drama.

His play The Glass Menagerie was written in 1944 and was created from

Portrait of a Girl in Glass, a short story written by Williams in 1943 and his

screenplay The Gentleman Caller. The play premiered in 1944 in Chicago and

was well received. This huge adulation and success moved the play to Broadway,

New York, where it won the New York Drama Critics Circle Award in 1945. This

play is introduced by the protagonist Tom Wingfield who reminisces about his time

spent with his mother and sister. Even through their constant struggle to survive

within their meagre finances, they look forward to life with immense hope.

Many perceive The Glass Menagerie to be loosely autobiographical as

the story is quite similar to the author’s life than any of his works. Numerous

resemblances have been pointed out to Tennessee Williams’ life. For instance,

Williams whose real name was Thomas would be Tom. Amanda, the mother of

Tom and Laura, spent a large part of her life on southern plantations and Williams’

mother was the archetype of a southern belle. Laura’s comparison is made to his

shy and somewhat mentally ill sister Rosa. Some even conjecture that Laura’s

character could have been based on Williams himself as he was an introvert and
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obsessively focused on one aspect of his life which was his writings whereas in the

play Laura was obsessed with glass animals.

The Glass Menagerie opened in the Playhouse Theatre on 31 March 1945

and due to its huge success went on to be performed till 29 June 1946. The play

was directed by Eddie Dowling and Margo Jones. The huge success of The Glass

Menagerie as a play inspired it to be adapted into a movie. At least two film

versions have been produced under the same name. One released in 1950, which

was directed by Irving Rapper and the other released in 1987 directed by Paul

Newman.

8.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

• Summarize the important aspects of the play

• Interpret the author’s writing style

• List the different themes running throughout the play.

• Evaluate the different characters of the play

8.2 BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF TENNESSEE

WILLIAMS

Tennessee Williams was born on 26 March 1911 at Columbus, Mississippi. Second

of three children, he was named Thomas Lanier Williams III. It was later on in life

that he was given the nickname ‘Tennessee’ by his college classmates in lieu of his

southern accent and his father’s home state. His father C.C. Williams was a travelling

shoe salesman who spent most of his time away from home and also had a drinking

problem. His mother Edwina was an archetype of the ‘southern belle.’ She was a

daughter of a Mississippi clergyman and her behaviour was considered neurotic

and hysterical. Williams’ family moved to Clarksdale, Mississippi, where Edwina’s

father was assigned a parish. After staying with his grandfather for a few years,

Williams’ family moved to St. Louis where they experienced rough times. Their

condition deteriorated and their family moved sixteen times in ten years. Around

this time, Williams’ father’s drinking also increased. All these adverse influences

early on in life made Williams a shy. He was constantly taunted at school and was

ostracized by his classmates. It was during these testing times that he developed a

close bond with his elder sister Rose, who is known to have inspired many characters

in his stories. Rose and their black nursemaid Ozzie were the only companions of

Williams. It has been speculated that since Williams grew up in a female-dominated

environment, he empathized with women. This is evident from the female characters

in his playwright.

Tennessee Williams was an average student in school. Throughout high school

he was considered a social outcast. To kill time, he turned to movies and found
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solace in writing. At age sixteen, his passion for writing won him five dollars in a

national competition for his answer to the question-Can a good wife be a good

sport? The Smart Set magazine also published his answer. The very next year he

wrote a horror story which was published in a magazine called Weird Tales. Williams

found his calling in writing and enrolled himself as a journalism major at the University

of Missouri. While pursuing journalism at the University of Missouri he authored

many plays. Unfortunately, before he could receive his degree he had to withdraw

from school. His inability to clear the ROTC program course irked his father to

such an extent that he forced Williams to dropout and work for the same shoe

company where he once worked.

For three years, Williams worked at the shoe company and eventually left

after a minor nervous breakdown. He then enrolled himself at the Washington

University in St. Louis. A St. Louis theatre group produced his plays The Fugitive

Kind and Candles to the Sun, while he was still at Washington University. However

due to some personal problems, he dropped out of Washington University and

finally enrolled himself at the University of Iowa. During this time, Williams’ sister

Rosa underwent a lobotomy which left her institutionalized for the rest of her life.

Williams always made an effort to stay close to his sister and visited her as much

as he could. He also paid for her care. Some even account for his later drug

addiction and alcoholism to his sister’s illness. Despite such adverse situations, he

managed to graduate in 1938. After graduating from the University of Iowa, he is

known to have lived a bohemian life wandering from city to city. Williams usually

took up menial jobs to support himself. He also received a Rockefeller grant to

study playwriting at New York. After finishing his course, he worked as a scriptwriter
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in Hollywood. This was during the early years of the Second World War.

In the year 1941, Williams started working on his masterpiece which would

eventually be known as The Glass Menagerie. This play was inspired and created

from his previous works, i.e., a short story entitled Portrait of a Girl in Glass

and one of his screenplays The Gentleman Caller. In December 1944, The

Glass Menagerie was staged in Chicago. Initially, the audience to The Menagerie

Glass was sparse. However with rave reviews from Chicago critics it managed to

pull crowds and played to packed houses. By March 1945, the play moved to

Broadway and won the prestigious New York Drama Critics Circle Award. This

loosely autobiographical play won accolades for Williams. Apart from fame, fortune

and critical respect, it acknowledged Williams as a writer and marked the beginning

of a successful career that lasted a lifetime. Following the success of The Glass

Menagerie, Williams won another Drama Critics’ Circle Award and a Pulitzer

Prize for A Streetcar Named Desire. Again in 1955, Williams won the same

prizes for Cat on a Hot Tin Roof.

Success of his works left a positive impact not only on his career but his life

as well. In one of his essays entitled ‘The Catastrophe of Success,’ Williams

discusses the impact of fame on an artist. His writing in this essay is reflective of

both light humour and a heavy sense of loss. For many years, Williams became a

household name with his emotionally-charged literature. Williams’ life revolved

around alcoholism, loneliness, insanity and a search for purpose in life. After many

attempts to have successful relations with the opposite sex, he finally accepted his

homosexuality and also joined a gay social circle in New York. All this happened

in an era which was not very receptive or open to homosexuality, which may have

influences his writings. By 1955, Williams started using drugs and fondly referred

to the 1960s as his ‘Stoned Age.’ He suffered severe bouts of depression after

losing his long-time partner Frank Phillip Merlo to lung cancer. Six years following

the death of his partner, he entered a psychiatric facility in St. Louis. Though he

continued to write, critics claimed that the quality of his work had deteriorated

immensely. He has around 25 full-length plays, 5 screenplays, over 71 act plays,

hundreds of short stories, two novels, poetry and a memoir to his credit. Five of

his plays were adapted into movies.

On 25 February 1983, Williams was found dead in his suite at the Elysee

Hotel in New York. The pos mortem report revealed that he died from choking on

the cap of his eye drop bottle which he is known to have frequently used. The

report also revealed the use of drug and alcohol which may have contributed to his

death by suppressing his gag reflex. Many prescription drugs including barbiturates

were found in his suite. Although Williams had mentioned to most of his close

friends, his desire to be buried at sea at the same place is idol Hart Crane was

buried. Williams always considered Hart Crane, a great poet, to be one of the

most significant influences on his life and work. However Williams was buried at

the Calvary Cemetery in St. Louis, Missouri on his brother Daikin’s insistence. In

honour of his grandfather, Williams left his literary rights to the University of South
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in Sewanee, Tennessee, who was an alumnus of this university. The funds

accumulated from his literary rights supported a creative writing program. A decade

later, in 1996, Williams’ sister Rosa passed away leaving millions to the same

university from her share of the Williams estate.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. Why does Tennessee Williams’ writing reflect empathy for women?

2. Why did Williams leave the University of Missouri before completing his

degree?

8.3 CHARACTER ANALYSIS

The Glass Menagerie is a four character memory play, which revolves around

Amanda Wingfield and her two children, Tom and Laura. Apart from the family

there is another character Jim O’ Connor, who is an acquaintance of the Wingfields.

Amanda’s absentee husband Mr. Wingfield is also mentioned throughout the play

but he does not make an appearance onstage. The aforementioned characters

have been discussed in detail as follows:

Tom Wingfield: He introduces the play to the audience as he recollects his life

with his mother and sister. It is to be noted that the recollections are all part of a

time prior to Tom abandoning his family. Tom’s narration is influenced by the

tension between objectively presented dramatic truth and the memory’s distortion

of truth. In order to provide a more detached view of what is happening on stage,

Tom often addresses the audience directly. While participating in the play, Tom

demonstrates real emotions at times but a lack of maturity is also evident in his

emotions. This alternating aspect of his emotions somewhat frustrates the audience’s

understanding making it difficult for them to accept his judgment of characters.

Tom’s narration also reflects the problematic nature of recollection as it involves

confronting a past in which one was less virtuous than one is in the present. Since

The Glass Menagerie is loosely autobiographical, Tom is considered a stand-in

for the playwright himself and his memories could be memories of the author’s

youth. The striking similarities between Tom’s character and the author are seen in

their names, their spending a substantial part of their life in St. Louis. One also

draws similarities regarding the family set up. Tom’s character has an unstable

mother, physically-challenged sister and an absentee father which is quite similar

to the author’s family.

Besides being the narrator, Tom’s character as a protagonist is also full of

contradictions. One side of him reflects intellectualism as he shows interest in

literature, writes poetry. He constantly seeks ways to escape his present situation

and often dreams about adventure and other higher things in life. In contrast to this

nature, Tom is also shown to be bound in the squalid petty world of the Wingfields.

Though the audience are aware that he reads D.H. Lawrence and follows European
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politics, it is hard to evaluate his opinions regarding politics or poetry for that

matter. He is mostly shown to have concern about his family and his warehouse

job, the very things he wants to escape.

Critics are also puzzled by Tom’s attitude towards his mother and sister. It

is quite clear that he really cares for them but there are also instances where he is

indifferent and sometimes even cruel to them. At the end of the play, when Tom is

leaving the Wingfield house forever, he is shown to be very vocal about his feelings

towards his sister. In spite of loving and caring for his family, he cruelly deserts

them at the end. During the course of the play it has also been seen that he never

says a kind word to his sister or mother and is unapologetic even when he breaks

his sister’s glass figurine which she collects. Some critics believe that Tom’s confusing

character is indicative of his incestuous attraction towards his sister and that his

indifference and verbal outbursts are probably manifestations of his shame over

his feelings. Another theory put forward by critics is Tom’s hidden desire to keep

his sister to himself. During a discussion in Scene Five, Tom tells his mother that

Laura is hopelessly peculiar and cannot survive in the outside world however

Amanda claims that her oddness is a positive thing. Therefore, where Amanda

wants her daughter to settle down in matrimony and have all the comforts of life,

Tom on the other hand argues with his mother from doing so.

Amanda Wingfield: Amanda Wingfield is an authentic representation of a ‘faded’

southern belle, a signature character type in Williams’ dramatic work. The author

uses the word ‘faded’ to describe Amanda as she belonged to a prominent Southern

family rich in tradition, however with her marriage has suffered a reversal of fortune.

The author also points out that Amanda has a difficult time adjusting to her new life

and the modern society which disregards the social distinctions that were taught to

her as a child. Her prim and proper upbringing makes it difficult for her to survive

in ungenteel surroundings and this appears to be tragic, comic or downright

grotesque at some points. However Amanda Wingfield’s character is the most

extrovert character in The Glass Menagerie.

Amanda is known to be constantly on her children’s case. She is seen to be

constantly nagging Tom. She also blanks out Laura’s physical condition and refuses

to see Laura for actually the person she is. Though considered overbearing as a

mother, she also reveals a willingness to sacrifice herself for her loved ones and

this aspect in many ways unparalleled in the play. In order to enhance Laura’s

marriage prospects, Amanda subjects herself to the humiliating drudgery of

subscription sales. She never once complains about her plight to anyone. The only

conclusion one can draw from Amanda’s character is that she is not evil but her

attitude is deeply flawed. The tragedy, comedy and the theatrical flair of her character

can be easily summarized to be outcomes of her character. Amanda, like her

children moves from reality to fantasy, however unlike them she is convinced that

she is not doing so. She is constantly making an effort to socialize with people and

the world outside her family. Her monologues to her children, Jim and sometimes

on the phone are all stark representations of her moral and psychological failure.
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Nevertheless, her monologues are some of the most colourful and unforgettable

words in the play.

Laura Wingfield: She is the kindest of people that one would come across as

she never hurts anyone. The audience find Laura not only to be physically crippled

but emotionally crippled as well. Despite her numerous problems she is full of

empathy for her brother Tom and even shed tears over his unhappiness. This

stands out in comparison to the selfishness and grudging sacrifices that portray the

Wingfield house. Her aura of selflessness is depicted by the fact that she has the

fewest lines in the play. However, the turn of events in the play along with the

prominent symbols such as the blue roses, glass unicorn including her entire glass

menagerie all in some way or the other represent her. This representation and

comparison to symbols is vividly described by the author who perceives Laura to

be as rare and peculiar as the blue rose or a unicorn and delicate as the glass

figurines that she so fondly collects.

Another aspect of Laura’s character is her comparison to the piece of

transparent glass which is colourless and only shines when reflected by light

suggesting that Laura has no identity of her own and she behaves the way she is

told to behave. Amanda tries to cash on this quality of Laura and emphasizes on

the glamour of her own youth in hopes of recreating that youth through Laura. In

other words, Amanda is trying to live her dreams through Laura. Laura is seen to

be different and somewhat exotic and out of the world due to her peculiarity. But

her high school crush on the school hero Jim is a normal sentiment of every girl.

Similarly, a girl considered to be as fragile as Laura could hardly handle the days

she spends walking the streets in the cold to avoid going to typing class. Through

actions like these, Laura repeatedly displays a will of her own that defies others’

perceptions of her, and this will repeatedly goes unacknowledged.

Jim O’Connor: He is an old acquaintance of the Wingfield children and currently

works as a shipping clerk at the same show warehouse where Tom works. He

was the high school hero, a popular athlete and Laura’s one-sided crush. Laura’s

mother considers him to be the most eligible prospective groom for her. On one

occasion he kisses Laura raising her hopes of matrimony, but then also reveals to

her that he is engaged. His character is outgoing, enthusiastic and he constantly

believes is self-improvement. Jim is devoted to his goals of professional achievement

and personal success and seems to be the only one who is connected to the real

world.

Mr. Wingfield: He is Amanda’s husband and Laura and Tom’s father, who has

long abandoned them. He is described as a handsome and is know to have worked

for a telephone company. Though he does not make an appearance onstage, he is

constantly referred to throughout the play and his picture is prominently displayed

in the Wingfields’ living room.
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

3. Why has Amanda Wingfield been referred to as a ‘faded’ southern belle?

4. Give a brief sketch of Jim O’ Connor.

8.4 THEMES OF THE GLASS MENAGERIE

Theme can be defined as a subject of artistic representation. In simpler terms,

themes are essential concepts which are explored in a literary work. The Glass

Menagerie has a number of themes which are recurring throughout the play. Some

of the themes have been discussed in detail.

The Difficulty of Accepting Reality

The most important theme in this play is the inability of the characters to accept

reality. Since each member of the Whigfield family has difficulty accepting reality,

they slowly sink into a world of illusion and fantasy in which they find comfort and

are able to comprehend, unlike the real world. In the Whigfield family, Laura is

considered to be the furthest from reality. Her life revolves around the glass animals

she collects. These glass figurines are symbolic of her inner life which is considered

fanciful and delicate like these glass animals. Tom, on the other hand, is unlike his

sister as he is capable of functioning in the real world. He also holds a job and is

able to talk to strangers. Tom is quite similar to his sister in terms of careers as he

is no motivation to achieve professional success. His fantasies are provided to him

by literature, poetry and to some extent alcohol. However, amongst the Whigfields,

Amanda’s relation to reality is the most complex. Though she also lives in her

fantasy world most of the times, she is partial to reality when it comes for social

and financial success and her attachment to such values prevents her from

understanding many truths about her life. She is unable to fathom her current situation

and longs for a life she led as a pampered child growing up in South. She refuses

to believe Laura’s peculiarity and considers her normal. She also doesn’t understand

as to why Tom is not a successful businessman and ends up with very mediocre

career prospects. Most of all, she fails to realize that she might have something to

do with the sorrows and flaws of her children. Amanda’s fantasy world is more

pathetic than her children’s illusions as it is not a wilful imaginative construction but

a wistful distortion of reality.

The Wingfields are quite similar to one another in terms of the weak

relationship they maintain with reality and their effortless submission to illusion.

However, the author points out that the outside world, which the Whigfields try to

avoid, is also vulnerable to illusions. For instance, the author mentions the young

people at the Paradise Dance Hall waltz under the short-lived illusion created by a

glass ball, another version of Laura’s glass animals. Tom shares his thoughts on the

movies with Jim and comes to the conclusion that the audience are trying to substitute

onscreen adventure for real life adventure, thus finding fulfilment in illusion rather
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than real life. Jim, the character who is most connected with the real world also

had doubts regarding his future in public speaking and his career options in radio

and television industries—all of which are means for the creation of illusions and

the persuasion of others that these illusions are true. The Glass Menagerie

represents the conquest of reality by illusion as a huge and growing aspect of the

human condition in its time.

The Impossibility of True Escape

In Scene Four, Tom discusses a magic show with Laura where the magician was

able to escape from a nailed-up coffin. Tom also views his life to be confined in a

cramped, suffocating and morbid environment which is quite similar to be bound

in a nailed-up coffin. The promise of escape is constantly represented throughout

the play by Tom’s missing father, Merchant Marine Service, the fire escape outside

the apartment and haunts Tom from the very beginning of the play. In the end we

see that Tom is inspired to leave and he actually does succeed in freeing himself

from the confinement of his life.

Uncertainty prevails towards the moral implications of Tom’s escape. It

seems to be ironic that a young and strong man as Tom is locked in his life not by

exterior factors but by emotional factors. Though he wanted to escape this mundane

life from a very long time, it was his loyalty and love for his family that forbid him to

do so. Tom compares his escape to denying his emotions and harm to his mother

and sister if he does choose to leave. The magician is able to free himself from the

nailed coffin without removing a single nail. However the human nails binding Tom

to his home will definitely be upset by his departure. But one cannot say for certain

if Tom will be free once he leaves home as something might still pursue him, for

instance his guilt. His escape is compared to a jailbreak which doesn’t lead to

freedom but a life of a fugitive.

The Unrelenting Power of Memory

As far as the style and content are concerned, The Glass Menagerie is a memory

play. According to Tom, the play has been shaped and inspired by memory. He

also mentions that the various themes and symbols of the play such as lack of

realism, high drama, symbolism and the use of music all come into existence due to

their origins in memory. He further states that all fictional works are products of

the imagination and it must have the calibre to convince the audience that it is not

fictional and this can only be achieved by being realistic. A play is drawn from

memory but it is still a product of reality. Therefore, it does not need to camouflage

itself to appear realistic. The creator of a true story can cover it in unlimited layers

of melodrama and unlikely metaphor without disturbing the substance and reality.

Tom, the narrator, and Williams, the author, take full advantage of this privilege.

The flow of events in this play is told in such a way that it shows the inflexible

grip it has on the narrator’s memory. The mere existence of the play is an indication

of the power of memory on people’s lives and consciousness. The author also

mentions the importance of ‘nostalgia’ as being the first condition of the play. Tom
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is not the only one in this play, who is haunted by his memories. His mother Amanda

lives in constant pursuit of her youth and comfortable southern life, whereas in

Laura’s case, childhood memories are as important as her glass figurines. In the

end it can be said that memory acts as a crippling force for these characters and

prevents them from finding any happiness.  But memory is also seen as a vital

force in Tom’s life which prompts him to the act of creation that culminates in the

achievement of the play.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

5. How is the promise of escape represented throughout the novel for Tom?

6. Describe Amanda Whigfield’s relation to reality?

8.5 SUMMARY OF THE GLASS MENAGERIE

Scene One

The scene opens with a view to the Wingfield apartment, which faces an alley in a

lower-middle class St. Louis residential area. There is a fire escape with a landing

which is symbolic of Tom’s desire to escape his mundane life. A screen has also

been placed on which words or images appear periodically. Tom Whigfield, who

narrates the play, speaks directly to the audience as per his convenience. He is

dressed in a merchant sailor uniform. He starts off by explaining the social and

historical background of the play. The play is based during the late 1930s, a time

when America’s working class was still dealing with the after affects of the Great

Depression. Apart from the Great Depression, there is mention to the civil war

taking place in Spain, where a large number of civilians have been massacred at

Guernica. Tom then goes on to introduce himself and describes the other characters

of the play. The play has four characters and the fifth character of Mr. Whigfield

who is never seen on stage. He is however referred to throughout the play and a

picture of him hangs in the living room. He is Tom and Laura’s father who has

abandoned his family years ago. Except for a brief postcard from Mexico, he has

not been heard since.

Tom now enters the apartment and the scene now opens in the dining room,

where his mother and sister are having dinner. Amanda, his sister, calls out to him

and once he joins them, he is constantly nagged by his sister to chew food properly.

As Laura gets up to fetch something, her mother tells her to sit down so she can

keep herself fresh for gentlemen callers. Amanda then goes on to tell the story of a

Sunday afternoon where she entered seventeen gentlemen caller at her home in

Blue Mountain, Mississippi. Laura urges her brother Tom to show some interest in

their mother’s conversation, who then asks Amanda the usual questions. Oblivious

to Tom’s sarcasm, Amanda goes on to describe these men and the money that

they had left for their widows and how one of her suitors had her picture when he

died. After listening to their mother ramble on about her many suitors, Laura says
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she is not as popular as her mother and therefore does not have any gentlemen

caller. She later confides in Tom that her mother is afraid that Laura will end up an

old maid. The lights dim as what the stage directions term The Glass Menagerie

music plays.

Scene Two

In the beginning of Scene Two, an image of a blue rose appears on the screen.

Laura is polishing her collection of glass figurines, when a glum-faced Amanda

enters. On hearing Amanda enter, Laura hides her ornaments and pretends to

study a diagram of a keyboard. Amanda tears the diagram and tells her that she

had gone to the Rubicam’s Business College, where she was informed by one of

the teachers that Laura had been skipping her classes since she suffered from

nervousness and became physically ill. Laura admits to skipping classes and says

that she spent her time walking on the streets, visiting the zoo and occasionally

watching movies during the time she was supposed to be at college.

Amanda fears the consequences that will become of the family now that

Laura has ruined her prospects of a business career. She advises Laura to get

married now that she doesn’t have any hope of having a career. At the same time

Amanda probes Laura regarding her love life and whether she had any interest in

a boy. Laura confides in her mother that she had a crush on Jim, the school hero,

who sat next to her during chorus in high school. She also tells her of an incident

where she told Jim that she had been unable to attend school due to an attack of

pleurosis and he misheard her and started calling her ‘Blue Roses.’ Laura tells her

mother that that was a long time ago and he was engaged during graduation and

probably should be married by now. Still trying to be optimist, her mother tells her

that she will still marry someone nice, to which Laura reminds her mother of her

crippled leg. Amanda still trying to be optimist tells her to overlook her shortcomings

and that she should cultivate charm.

Scene Three

The scene opens with ‘After the Fiasco’ mentioned on the screen. This scene

starts with Tom Whigfield, the protagonist and narrator of the play standing on the

fire escape landing from where he addresses the audience. Laura’s skipping school

has been termed a ‘fiasco.’ Since Laura has no career prospects, Amanda becomes

more desperate to see her settle down in life. At the same time an image of a

gentleman carrying flowers appears on the screen. Tom informs the audience that

in order to make a little extra money so the family can entertain eligible suitors,

Amanda has started a telephone subscription campaign for a magazine called The

Homemaker’s Companion.

The cover of a glamour magazine appears on the screen and Amanda is

seen entering the stage with a telephone. She makes an elaborate, yet cheerful

sales pitch on the telephone to an acquaintance. Then the stage lights are dimmed.

When the lights come up again, Tom and Amanda are in a bitter argument while

Laura looks on as a mute spectator. Tom is angry with his mother because she
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returned the D. H. Lawrence book that he was reading, back to the library. Amanda

replies that she will not allow such filth in the house. Tom also accuses his mother

of not respecting his privacy. Tom ends the conversation by saying that he pays the

rent and storms off. Amanda tries to explain herself but Tom has already left. Still

upset over their argument, Amanda accuses Tom of doing something shameful

when he spends his nights out. He has tried to explain to his mother that he is only

watching movies during the night. Not easily to give up Amanda then asserts that

he is sleep deprived and therefore endangering his job, and the family security.

Tom looses his patience and responds with a fiery outburst. He tells his mother

that he hates the factory and envies the dead when he hears her daily call of ‘Rise

and Shine.’ He also says that he puts aside his dream and aspirations and works in

this warehouse so he can bring home a salary to run the house. He accuses his

mother of being selfish and says that if he were any selfish than her he would have

left long ago, like his father.

After their argument Tom moves towards the door to leave. On Angela’s

repeated questioning he tells her that he is going to the movies. However, not

believing her son, she sarcastically mentions that he his spending time with people

who have questionable characters. By this time Tom is at his wits’ end, he finally

grabs his coat to leave and calls his mother an ‘ugly babbling old witch.’ However,

he is unable to put his coat on, since is he so hassled by the argument with his

mother. Frustrated he throws the coat which unfortunately hit Laura’s glass figurines.

Laura sighs and leaves the room. The words The Glass Menagerie appear on

screen. Amanda barely notices the broken glass figurine and declares that she

won’t speak to Tom unless he apologizes. Meanwhile, Tom bends down to pick

the broken glass and looks at Laura to say something however words don’t come

out of his mouth. The Glass Menagerie music plays as the scene ends.

Scene Four

A drunken Tom enters the apartment as the bell tolls five times. He tries to take out

his house keys in his drunken stupor and drops them in a crack on the fire escape

landing. Laura hears him fumbling for his keys and opens the door for him. Tom

tells Laura that he has been to the movies and then to a magic show where the

magician was able to chain wine into whiskey. He gives Laura a colourful scarf

and tells her that the magician gave it to him. He then describes how the magician

got out of a nailed in coffin without removing a single nail.

He describes how the magician allowed himself to be nailed into a coffin

and escaped without removing a nail. Tom sardonically remarks that the same

trick could come in handy for him but he is unable to fathom how one could

possibly get out of a coffin without removing a single nail. Mr. Wingfield’s photograph

lights up, presenting an example of someone who has apparently performed such

a feat. The lights dim.

It is six in the morning and out of habit, Amanda calls out her famous ‘Rise

and Shine’ phrase. On seeing Laura, Amanda tells her to pass on the message to

her brother as she is still not speaking to him. Laura walks up Tom and begs him to
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apologize to their mother and put an end to their cold war. Tom however remains

reluctant to do so. Later on, Amanda sends Laura to purchase groceries on credit.

While going down the fire escape, Laura falls but doesn’t hurt herself. After a few

moments of silence Tom rises from the dining table and apologizes to his mother.

Amanda overwhelmed by her son’s apology breaks down into tears. Tom also

promises her that he will not be a drunkard anymore. Amanda tells Tom that she is

proud of both her children and then turns the discussion towards Laura. The

Glass Menagerie music starts to play in the background. She tells Tom that she

has caught Laura crying because Laura thinks that he is not happy staying with

them and he leaves the apartment every night to avoid them. Amanda tells Tom

that she understands Tom has higher ambitions and that he does not want to work

at the warehouse forever. She also tells him that she is worried about his late nights

and his drinking, a thing his father use to do before he abandoned them. Amanda

again questions Tom of his whereabouts at night. Tom again repeats that he goes

to the movies, which has more adventure than his life and career. As the word

‘adventure’ is mentioned, a sailing vessel appears on screen. Tom says, ‘Man is

by instinct a lover, a hunter, a fighter,’ and tells his mother that the warehouse does

not offer him the chance to be any of those things. Amanda does not want to hear

about instinct. She considers it the function of animals and not a concern of ‘Christian

adults.

Tom is in a hurry to get to work however Amanda wants to discuss Laura’s

future with him. Amanda had tried to give Laura a normal upbringing by enrolling

her in business college and taking her to Young People’s League meetings that

were held at church. Unfortunately, nothing materialized for Laura. Laura is very

shy and is unable to converse with people outside her house. She mostly spends

her time with her old records and glass figurines. Amanda also tells Tom that she is

aware of his Merchant Marine letter and that he is eager to pursue it. She however

requests him to stall his plan until his sister is taken care of, i.e., she is married.

Amanda asks Tom if he happens to know any decent men working at the warehouse

and if he can invite them home to meet Laura. As he heads down the fire escape,

Tom reluctantly agrees. Amanda makes another call for the magazine subscription

drive, and then the lights fade.

Scene Five

The word ‘Annunciation’ is displayed on the screen. A certain amount of time has

passed during the previous scene and it is the spring of 1937. Amanda and Laura

are clearing the table and at the same time Amanda is continuously chiding Tom for

his unkempt appearance and his smoking habits. While Amanda is railing at her

son, Tom moves towards the fire escape landing from where he starts to address

the audience. He describes the area he grew up. He tells the audience about the

dance hall situated across the alley from where one could hear music on spring

evenings. One could see rainbow refractions from the hall’s glass ball through their

windows. Tom then tells the audience that the alley was witness to romance as

many young couples kissed in the alley. He compares his life with the young couples

who entertain themselves at the dance hall and refers to it as a natural reaction to
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lives somewhat like his own to be bereft of any change or adventure. He also

mentions the Second World War which would provide many the opportunity of

adventure.

Amanda joins Tom on the fire escape landing where they softly make a

wish on the moon. Tom refuses to give the details of his wish but Amanda discloses

her wish. She has wished for success and happiness for her children. Tom tells

Laura that he has asked a nice gentleman from the warehouse and there will be a

caller soon. Amanda is thrilled to hear this and Tom tells her that the gentleman will

be coming the very next day. Having such less time to make any preparations,

Amanda gets agitated and frets on the linen, silver ware, new covers, floor lamps,

etc. She also says that they have no time to change the wallpaper.

While brushing Tom’s hair, Amanda enquires about the nice gentleman that

will be visiting soon. Before Tom answers his mother, his mother’s airs her concern

saying that he should not be drunkard. Tom on the other hand thinks that she is

making assumptions too soon, if she thinks Laura will marry the visitor. On repeatedly

being questioned by his mother, Tom discloses the name of the visitor and that he

is a shipping clerk at the warehouse where he works. Tom also discloses Jim’s

salary, i.e., eighty-five dollars a month and also tells his mother that Jim is of Irish

descent. Tom finally reveals that Jim is very normal looking and he goes to night

school to study radio engineering and public speaking. Amanda is happy to know

that the visitor is ambitious. On seeing Amanda’s excitement, Tom warns his mother

that Jim is not aware that he has been specifically invited to meet Laura. He also

informs his mother that he only invited him to dinner. Not worried about this Amanda

feels that Laura will be able to impress the visitor with her charm. Tom reminds his

mother that they should not expect too much of Laura as she is not only crippled

and socially odd, but lives in a fantasy world. He also insists that people who don’t

know her as well as her family do, will find her peculiar. Amanda begs Tom not to

use words such as ‘crippled’ and ‘peculiar’ because Laura is strange in a good

way.

Tom gets up to leave for the movies to which Amanda objects. Though

Amanda is a bit troubled regarding the preparation, her excitement quickly returns.

Amanda and Laura are standing on the landing and Laura’s mother asks her to

make a wish on the moon. Amanda does not know what to wish for and her

mother tells her to wish for happiness and good fortune.

Scene Six

Tom is smoking and is leaning against the rail of the fire escape landing when the

lights come up. He is describing the gentleman caller to the audience. He gives a

brief history about Jim as how he was a star athlete, singer, debater and the leader

of his class. Back then, people opined that he would be going places. Unfortunately,

things didn’t turn out the way one would have expected and he was working in a

job that was hardly better than Tom’s job. Tom remembers that Jim and he were

always on good terms and that he was the only one in the warehouse who new of
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Jim’s glorious past. Jim always refers to Tom as ‘Shakespeare’ because Tom has

a habit of writing poetry on the warehouse bathroom when work was slow paced.

As Tom’s soliloquy comes to an end, the lights come up and the scene

opens to a living room which has been transformed in the past twenty-four hours.

Laura is shown to be nervous and her mother is adjusting her dress. Not used to

all this fuss, Laura is uncomfortable with all this attention. While adjusting her new

dress, Amanda assures her that there is nothing wrong for a girl to entice a man

with her good looks. After helping Laura get ready, Amanda gets ready herself

and makes a grand entrance in a beautiful gown which she had from the time of her

youth. She recalls wearing the gown at the Mississippi’s Governor’s Ball, where

she also received her gentlemen callers. Her thoughts finally wander off to Mr.

Wingfield.

Amanda mentions the visitor’s name. On hearing Jim’s name Laura suddenly

realizes that Jim is the same young man on whom she had a crush on during her

high school days. She becomes nervous and panics. She tells her that she is so

nervous that she won’t be able to eat at the same table as Jim. Amanda pacifies

Laura and goes back to the kitchen to prepare salmon for the guest. Laura requests

Amanda to open the door when the doorbell rings, however Amanda refuses.

Having no choice, Laura opens the door and awkwardly greets Jim and then

retreats to the corner and stands next to the record play. Seeing this behaviour,

Tom explains to Jim that his sister Laura is a bit shy. To which Jim remarks, ‘It’s

unusual to meet a shy girls nowadays.’

Jim and Tom sit down to talk while the women move out of the scene. Jim

tries to encourage Tom to join the public speaking course that he is taking at night

school, and says that he and Tom were meant for executive jobs and that social

poise is the only determining factor in success. Jim also warns Tom that he might

get fired and that he should pull his act together. Tom mentions that he has his own

plans and that he is planning a big change in his life. Jim does not understand Tom’s

intentions and asks him to elaborate on his plans. Tom only says that he is tired of

living his life through cinema. They only bore him now. He tells him that his mother

is not aware that he has used the money to pay off the electricity bill to join the

Union of Merchant Seamen. With great pride he announces that he is taking after

his father.

Full of her southern charms, Amanda makes an entry and introduces herself

to Jim. She is full of praises for Laura and gives Jim a general account of her

previous suitors and her failed marriage. Amanda asks Tom to ask Laura for

dinner, however he returns without Laura who says that she is too ill to come to

dinner. During this time a storm is brewing outside and Amanda herself calls Laura.

Laura stumbles in and lets out a moan as a clap of thunder explodes. Amanda

realizes that Laura is actually ill and tells her to rest on the sofa in the living room.

Amanda and Tom sit down for dinner with their guest and Tom says grace. Amanda

anxiously glances at Jim. Laura is sitting alone in the living room trying to control

her sobs.
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Scene Seven

Half an hour as passed since the last scene. Dinner has almost come to an end and

Laura is still sitting alone in the living room. The floor lamp gives Laura’s face a

glow. Due to the storm the lights go out. Amanda lights a few candles and

simultaneously tells Tom to check the fuses, who finds nothing wrong with them.

On being asked about the electricity bill, he admits that he hasn’t paid it. Amanda

assumes that Tom may have forgotten. Amanda gives Jim a candelabra and some

wine and asks him to give Laura company while Tom and she clean up.

Jim chooses to sit on the living room floor and asks Laura to join him. He

also gives Laura a glass of wine. Unable to say anything at first, Laura soon becomes

relaxed in Jim’s presence. He makes friendly conversation with Laura speaking

about the Century of Progress exhibition at Chicago. He also calls her old-fashioned.

She speaks about their time in high school and that she knew him then as well. Jim

however does not remember but when she mentions ‘Blue Roses,’ the nickname

given to her by him, he remembers everything. They speak about high school and

Jim’s past glories. Laura also speaks about the discomfort and embarrassment

she felt over her brace over her leg. Jim tells her that she was far too self conscious

and that everybody has problems. Laura also requests him to sign a program from

a play he performed during high school, which she had kept till now. She finds

courage and asks Jim about the girl he was engaged to in high school. Jim clears

the matter and tells her that he was not engaged to her and that the girl had announced

the engagement out of her wishful thinking.

Jim asks Laura what she has been doing since high school. Laura shows

him her glass collection. While looking at the glass figurines he abruptly mentions

that she has an inferiority complex and that she low rates herself. He gives his own

example and says that he suffered from the same complexes after his high school

disappointment. He describes his future plans of joining television production.

Once more Jim asks Laura to tell him something about herself and she again

describes her glass animals. She shows him her favourite glass figurine which is a

unicorn. Jim points out that unicorns are extinct in these modern times.

During this time, Jim notices the music coming from the dance hall across

the alley. He leads Laura in a waltz despite her hesitations. While dancing Jim

bumps into the table where Laura’s glass figurines are decorated and Laura’s

favourite glass animal, the unicorn, falls and breaks. Startled Laura mentions that it

is now like a regular horse. Extremely sorry, Jim starts to praise Laura and tells her

that she is different from anyone he knows. He tells her that she is pretty and if she

were his sister he would teach her to have more self-confidence so she could

value herself. He then says that someone ought to kiss her and kisses Laura on her

lips. Startled by the kiss, Laura immediately sits down on the sofa. Jim chides

himself out loud for what he has done. He sits next to Laura and tells her that he is

involved with an Irish girl Betty whose love has made him a changed man. Laura

gives Jim the broken unicorn as a souvenir.
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Amanda walks in with a tray of refreshments and Jim feels awkward in her

company. Amanda insists that Jim should become a frequent caller from now

onwards. He suddenly gets up and says that he has to pick up Betty from the train

station and that they are getting married in June. Slightly shocked with this news, a

disappointed Amanda bids him farewell graciously. After Jim leaves Amanda calls

Tom who was in the kitchen during this time and accuses him of playing a cruel

joke on them. Tom tries to explain his side of the story saying that he had no

intention of playing a cruel joke on them and he was not aware that Jim was

engaged. He also informs his mother that he does not know much about anybody

at the warehouse. He then gets up to leave intending to spend another night at the

movies. As Tom is leaving, Amanda berates him for his selfishness and accuses

him of being a dreamer. She also says that he might go to the moon instead of the

moves for all that he cares about his family. Tom leaves without answering and

slams the door shut.

Tom is standing on the fire escape landing delivering his emotional closing

monologue while Amanda tries to pacify Laura in the background. Amanda finally

goes back to her room. The conversation taking place between Amanda and

Laura cannot be heard. Tom goes on to explain that he was fired from his warehouse

job for writing a poem on the shoebox lid and then he left his family. He then tells

the audience that he has travelled for a long time pursuing things which he cannot

identify. He says he finds it difficult to leave his sister behind and that no matter

where he is a piece of glass or the quality of light makes it seem that she is by his

side. Laura is blowing out the candles in the living room and Tom bids her goodbye

from the landing. The scene closes with Tom saying, Oh, Laura, Laura, I tried to

leave you behind me, but I am more faithful than I intended to be!’

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

7. Why does the author give the Wingfields more substantial treatment than

Jim who is only described to be ‘a nice, ordinary young man?’

8. Where does Tom go at night?

8.6 THE GLASS MENAGERIE: AN ANALYSIS

Tom addresses the audience directly, describes the play and its characters and

accepts the status of the play as a work of art. He declares honestly that the play

is not representative of reality.

He also recognizes the bias that exists in the portrayal of events of the past:

events that are filtered through Tom’s memory and subconscious before being

viewed by the audience.

It is not the first time that a play with an involved narrator was presented. In

classical tragedy, for instance, the Chorus plays a key role like in Tom’s, commenting

on the scenes and activities as they take place. However, these choruses rarely
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comprise characters who are also involved in the action. A character who narrates

and also plays a role in the play is rarely seen. The dual role played by Tom leads

to conflict in terms of characterization.

Tom the narrator narrates and gives comments on the action that is to take

place in the future. As narrator, he has distanced himself from the action emotionally.

However, as a character, Tom is actively involved in the action both in

physical and emotional terms. At first he appears to be a cool and objective narrator

who can be trusted by the audience. However, before long, he transforms into an

irritable youth deeply entangled in a petty argument with his mother over the manner

in which he chews food. As a result, the audience is unsure of how they should

react to Tom. They cannot decide whether to believe his words as a narrator or go

by his self-centred perspective as a character.

The production notes and stage directions by Williams lay emphasis on

innovative theatrical vision.  He was of the belief that realism could  aim to present

life as it existed minus idealization. Realism could present an illusion that appeared

to be true.

In this play, Williams attempted the opposite, that is, he tried to disguise

truth as illusion. This reversal of realism could be accomplished by employing not

only elaborate audio-visual effects but also grand sets that highlighted the symbolic

meaning at the cost of realism.

Tom’s monologues as the narrator make it a point to acknowledge these

devices so as to underscore the illusions of the play.

 The feature that strikes us the most is the screen that displays the words

and images related to the action that goes on onstage. However, the impression

created by this tool on paper can lead to confusions.  The director of the Broadway

production of the play, it is said, opted to do away with the screen from the actual

staging.

At times, the screen is employed to highlight how important something

mentioned or referred to by the characters is.  For example, the image of blue

roses appearing in Scene Two when Laura states Jim’s nickname for her. At times

it is a reference to some incident related to a character’s past or imagination. For

example, when Jim appears as a high school hero in the same scene. Sometimes,

it provides a commentary through the wit of an external character, for example,

“Ou sont les neiges d’antan?” in Scene One (“Ou sont les neiges . . .” is the title of

a poem by French poet François Villon,  praising pretty women by the fifteenth-

century).

Sometimes, the themes and symbols are so obvious that when the screen

highlights them, the device kind of assumes an ironic tone. Similar to the speeches

of Tom, the screen helps the audience recall the significance of literary gimmicks

and tricks in creating what the audience views.
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By the time the third Scene is concluded, Williams manages to successfully

establish the personalities of each of the three Wingfields and the conflicts they

were engaged in.

Tom is frustrated not just with his job but also with his personal/family life.

There are references to the way Amanda refers to her past nostalgically, the way

she keeps demanding things for the future. Laura’s handicaps, both social and

physical, are all revealed through the dialogue.

Heights of emotions dominate each scene. There is no dearth of anger and

disillusionment associated with various issues in the lives of the characters, for

example, Laua’s wedding. The play presents its characters in an ambiguous way,

yet measured. Each character contains flaws ,yet not a single one is unsympathetic.

 Amanda seems to be the most genuine antagonist. She suffocates and hurts

her children with her continuous nagging. The way she picks on petty issues makes

her lose her credibility in the eyes of not just her own children but also the audience.

For example, when she cribs about Tom’s nightly excursions, her complaints

are certainly legitimate. However, even these legitimate complaints are buried in

the complaints and reproaches for his eating. Still her hard life as a single mother

evokes sympathy. Her work  magazine subscription campaign was certainly

humiliating. However, it is a sacrifice that she willingly makes just so that she can

eventually see her daughter happy.

The photograph of Mr Wingfield hangs over all the onstage action. Clearly,

he is still important to the family even though they have not set eyes on him for

years. Tom has been forced into accepting his father’s role as breadwinner. While

the idea of being a deserter tantalizes him, the thought of being a deserter like his

father also haunts him all the time. In fact, he even talks of this possibility in the

third scene.  He suspects that it is not the first time that he had done so.

Amanda is so concerned with what her son reads or what he is up to at

night, that she appears to be almost intrusive. She is probably aware of this possibility

which is why she acts the way she does. The audience becomes aware that her

husband deserts her because he “fell in love with long distances.”

Considering this, her suspicious nature and concern appears rather

reasonable, especially when Tom seems to move into any world beyond their

small apartment. The landing on the fire escape, where Tom is seen standing in

Scene III, is an ominous representation of a route of escape. A route that will help

attain freedom from the slow ‘fires of human desperation’ that steadily burn in the

house of the Wingfields.

Strongly bonded families are probably the favourite subjects that Williams

uses frequently.  The subject of this particular play is closely connected to William’s

own life. Williams spent several years struggling with his family in St. Louis.  During

this period, he also worked in a shoe factory. During his childhood he was very

close to Rose, his elder sister. Like the character of Laura, she was a delicate girl
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who was lost in fantasy.  She maintained a collection of glass animals. She was

diagnosed as suffering from schizophrenia and finally went through a lobotomy in

1937. Williams was not in favour of this surgery and was unable to forgive his

mother for ordering the same.  The playwright uses the nickname ‘Blue Roses’ for

Laura as a tribute to his sister Rose Williams.

Paul Bowles created a musical theme with the title ‘The Glass Menagerie’

for the first production of the play.

This music can be heard when the discussions between Laura and Amanda

are going on, and even when interactions with Tom take place at crucial moments.

The timing of the music naturally equate Laura with her collection of glass

animals. She is as delicate as her glass animals and rather fanciful in an odd way.

The struggles of a hard life that have helped shape Amanda and Tom into

the tough personalities they are, have not had the same effect on Laura. While the

former two keep discussing and arguing about their respective responsibilities

towards the family, the latter keeps herself distanced from these discussions.

Although Laura clearly does not help to support the family in any way, her

dependence does not irk Amanda or Tom either, despite her not revealing to them

the fact about the business college. Her physical condition and delicateness, both

emotional and physical, excuse her from any practical obligation to the household.

She plays an emotional role in keeping the family together rather than a financial

role.

At one point Amanda reminds Tom that he cannot think of leaving as long

as Laura is dependent on him Both Tom and Amanda are perfectly capable of

sustaining themselves but the presence of Laura keeps them together as a family.

In her absence each would have probably gone his separate way.

Also, Laura often acts as peace maker. She attempts to put off the ‘slow

and implacable fires’ of her families grievances. She is the emotional firefighter.

What is interesting is that while leaving the apartment, she trips on the fire escape.

This accident helps in reconciling the differences between Tom and Amanda.

They have one thing in common—their love and concern for Laura. It also

highlights the fact that it is impossible for Laura to escape the ‘emotional fires’ that

are burning her family. Probably, that is why, she does whatever it takes to douse

them.

 Tom’s affection for Laura is revealed when he comes home inebriated at

the beginning of Scene IV.  Usually, it is Amanda who dominates all conversation

whenever she is present, making it impossible for the siblings to converse in

exclusivity. However, in Scene IV, they are alone for a while and Laura is seen

waking up at five in the morning to check whether Tom is home. Tom, on his part,

shares his most intimate experiences and thoughts with Laura through his account

of the magic show. He admits to drinking by talking of the magician who turned

water into whiskey.
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The coffin anecdote displays Tom’s feeling of morbidity and claustrophobia

in his job and family life. He conveys the hard truth that it is impossible to escape

without destroying the family. Some critics suggest that Tom harboured incestuous

romantic feelings for his sister Laura.  Their intense relationship does in some way

support this fact in a subtle way. Both are adults who are incapable of leading their

own separate lives outside the family.

The imagery of the magic show used in Tom’s speech comprises many

layers of symbolism. The coffin trick suggesting the rising of the dead, refers to the

resurrection of Christ.  Tom tends to suggest Christian themes otherwise also, for

example, when he runs out of patience due to Amanda’s admonishing, he considers

himself a martyr sacrificing himself for the good of the family.

The scarf containing the colours of the rainbow that Tom brings for Laura

reminds the viewers of the colours refracted by the animals in the glass menagerie.

Socially and historically speaking, the coffin represents the conditions of lower

middle class American society. A class that is a fundamental slave.

Although it appears as if Amanda is doing everything possible to ensure the

happiness of her children, many of her expectations appear to be egocentric. Her

expectations are based on her own definition of happiness. She claims to be

concerned about the welfare of her children more than hers. Her behaviour also

supports that claim. She does willingly sell subscriptions just to help Laura find a

husband. Still, she does not cease to nag Tom and refuses to recognize Laura’s

flaws. This shows how selfish she is.

Though it is very easy for the audience to condemn Amanda’s selfish

behaviour, however one needs to be aware of her life prior to her marriage with

Mr. Whigfield. Her life prior to her marriage was a luxurious and comfortable life

and a total contrast of her present pitiful condition, i.e., economically and socially.

This reversal of fortune in her life makes it difficult for her to accept the transition

of her as a southern belle with many suitors to a single mom struggling to make

both ends meet. Her mannerisms of her genteel past come up from time to time in

the play. There is one instance where she refers to the moon as a ‘little silver

slipper.’ One also finds her southern influences when she tries to make a magazine

subscription sale. Her etiquettes seem out of place in this St. Louis tenement.

Amanda’s character is loosely based on Williams’ own mother who was

considered an archetype southern belle. His mother grew up in prominent Mississippi

family and all that came to an end when she married Williams’ father who was a

drunkard shoe salesman. This representation of women is considered to be the

trademark of Williams play and Blanche Dubois in A Streetcar Named Desire is

perhaps another famous representation of the southern belle. The socio-economic

and historical circumstances of characters like Amanda points to some broader

concerns in The Glass Menagerie. The decade following the Civil War saw the

status of many southern families deteriorate. Daughters of such families were brought

up to take pride in their social status. Due to industrialization, their so-called status
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was considered worthless and new money was seen to be more desirable than the

penniless family grandeur. Though the promise of Amanda’s past remains unfulfilled,

she still has this false hope for Laura who can live the life that she once lived. It is

clear that the Tom and Laura’s inability to deal with reality is inherited from their

mother.

Scene Five opens with hope for Amanda’s far-fetched dream of finding a

suitable caller for her daughter Laura. The scene opens with the image of

‘Annunciation’ on the screen which means announcement. It also draws parallels

to the Catholic celebration of God’s announcement to Virgin Mary that she has

been chosen by god to deliver his son Jesus Christ. Jim is seen as a saviour to not

only Laura but to the entire family. The reference of moon as a sliver slipper relates

to Cinderella fairy tale, a fact which Williams considers an important story. The

Cinderella story tells the story of a maiden who is rescued from a lifetime of domestic

drudgery by a handsome young prince and the glass slipper is crucial to cementing

the match. Similarly Amanda’s hope from Jim’s visit are extremely high and clues

to the slipper suggest that they may be correctly so. Williams’ reference to saviour

and fairy tale romance are considered ironic omens of tragedy.

Laura is compared with her glass figures in Scene Six, where she is referred

to be like glass touched by light that gives momentary radiance. She completely

embodies this radiance of glass in Scene Seven. However, the fragility of glass is

more evident in her character. Previously, we have only heard of her panic results

from her shyness. In this scene we get to witness it directly as she becomes so

nervous on Jim’s arrival to the point that she looks sick.

Jim’s personality is a total opposite of Laura’s personality. Jim is the

straightforward iron-willed person with elaborate dreams for his future, whereas

Laura is shy and delicate and has nothing to do with the real world. Tom even

describes Jim as a representative from the world of reality in Scene One. The

entry of Jim in the play marks the first contact of the Whigfield family with an

outsider, who represents the real world, a place from which all the Whigfields are

trying to hide. Jim is known to have a positive outlook towards the world and is

very self-confident. He also shares his ideas of success with Tom and Laura. As

Laura’s life is build around her glass figurines, Jim’s life revolves around ‘social

poise,’ which he considers to be useful in knowing how to use words to impress

people.

Jim’s character is not only in contrast with Laura’s character. He is quite

different from Tom and Amanda as well. For instance, Tom sees the warehouse

job as a coffin and Jim identifies it to be a starting point for his career and the

entrance to the world of commercial success. Amanda’s character still lives in the

past glories of the southern families, while Jim looks forward to industrializations

and the other developments taking place. Despite understanding the Whigfields,

Jim is not disgusted with them. He gets to flaunt his superiority with them and is

very generous in his behave with them. He does not judge Tom by the attitude he

shows to his work and is also somewhat charmed by Laura’s vulnerability and
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imagination. Though Jim’s generous behaviour and tolerance towards the Whigfield

family cannot be considered to be the result of compassion but a belief that it is

always good to get along with everyone.

Jim’s presence gives a new meaning to the alienation of Wingfields from the

rest of the world and it also gives a new meaning to how the term alienation is

perceived. Jim’s dreams give a negative picture of the impersonality of humanity

which is shallow, materialistic and relentlessly upbeat. The audience are forced to

consider the question of whether it is preferable to live in the world of Whigfields

rather than a world of Jims. Due to all their sufferings and unhappiness, it is possible

that the Whigfield children would choose the former because their world is richer

than Jim’s world. It seems that the Whigfields have rejected the outside world and

the outside world has not rejected the Whigfields.

Laura’s face is made to be beautiful by the new floor lamp and its rose-

colored silk lampshade in Scene Seven of the play. Williams speaks metaphorically

in his plays when he uses such symbols as the lamp. The delicate light and the rose

represent Laura as Jim use to call Laura ‘Blue Roses’ in high school. The glass

unicorn is another symbol that points to Laura’s oddity. Jim’s kiss and kindness

bring her abruptly into the normal world by shattering the protective layer of glass

that she has around herself. However, she suffers heartbreak which is a concept of

the real world.

Jim’s character represents a different world. However, it has been seen

through the play that he shares some basic qualities wit the Whigfields, who are

unable to connect with the real world. Though, Jim seems to be well-integrated

member of the outside world, he has also created his world of fantasy by thinking

of his future in radio engineering, his fiancée Betty, which keep him focused on his

goals. His conversations with Laura reveal an insecurity which he is trying to defeat.

He was a high school hero and was though to go places, however due to some

reasons has fallen off his track of success. He lacks self-worth and he is constantly

trying to find something that will give him such a sense. His encouraging conversations

with Laura and Tom are proof enough that he is trying to convince himself that he

has the self-confidence and zeal that is required to succeed.

Though The Glass Menagerie is a four character play, every character is

trying to escape from reality in whatever way they find convenient. Amanda

remembers her glorious past, her life as a southern belle having many suitors.

Laura retreats to her own little world which is full of glass figurines and old records.

Jim dreams of a big executive job. Tom, who is also the narrator, is the only one

who has the most contact with reality.  Tom however finds it difficult to find a

satisfying escape route He tries to live his fantasy life through movies, though by

the end of the play he realizes that movies are not the real way out. Wandering

around aimlessly also doesn’t prove to be helpful in forgetting Laura’s sad life and

crushed hopes. Yet, while leaving for good, he realizes that he has finally escaped

though not the way he wanted. No longer a frustrated poet, he has created this

play. During the closing of the play, Laura’s act of blowing out the candles signifies
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the snuffing out of her hopes. It also marks the long-awaited realize from her grip.

He urges Laura to blow out the candles and then bids her goodbye, his final

goodbye. The play is Tom’s escape from his pathetic situation, an attempt to free

him of his misery.

Considering the life and writing style of Tennessee Williams, the audience

sense a continuous fluctuation in the manner the play concludes. One can the rose

image perpetually portrayed in Williams’ work long after The Glass Menagerie.

The ghosts haunting Williams would ultimately lead to his drug addition and a

mental hospital. Some see the character of Tom as an attempt by the author to

remove all his pain. Though Williams’ work includes survivors of deep sorrow and

torment, they bear ugly scars as a testament to their painful past.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

9. What is the significance of the glass unicorn in the play?

10. In what way is Tom like his father?

8.7 SUMMARY

The Glass Menagerie is a play written by the great playwright Tennessee Williams

in 1944. It was created from Portrait of a Girl in Glass, a short story written by

Williams in 1943 and his screenplay The Gentleman Caller. The play premiered

in 1944 in Chicago and was well received. This huge adulation and success moved

the play to Broadway, New York, where it won the New York Drama Critics

Circle Award in 1945. This play is introduced by the protagonist Tom Wingfield

who reminisces about his time spent with his mother and sister. Even through their

constant struggle to survive within their meagre finances, they look forward to life

with immense hope.

The play revolves around the lives of the Whigfield family in St. Louis in

1937. The family lives in a small apartment which has a fire escape. The fire

escape landing is central to the entire play as not only the narrator speaks directly

to the audience from there but it is symbolic of escapism which is an integral theme

throughout the play. The Whigfield family consists of Amanda, whose husband has

abandoned her many years ago, and her two children Tom and Laura. Tom is a

grown man who works at a warehouse to support his family. Laura is a shy crippled

girl who seldom leaves the apartment and has created her own world of fantasy

through her glass menagerie. Amanda is a loving mother who wants the best for

her children. However, she also has a fantasy of her own where she reminisces

about her good old days as a southern belle who had the attention of many gentlemen

callers.

Despite Laura’s physical condition, she has hopes for a better life for her

daughter and enrols her in business school. However, unable to cope in the real

world, Laura skips school, which is revealed to her mother later on in the play.
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Initially upset with Laura skipping school, Amanda gives up all hope of Laura

having a successful career. The very next instance she puts all her hopes into

finding a husband for her. She finally makes a deal with Tom and tells him if he can

find a husband for Laura he will be free from his responsibility. She requests Tom

to bring home a nice gentleman from the warehouse who may turn out to be an

eligible suitor for Laura. Tom brings home Jim O’ Connor, an enthusiastic and

outgoing man from the warehouse. It is later revealed that Laura had a high school

crush on him. Laura and Jim have a nice conversation which turns flirtatious and

they end up kissing. Jim feels guilty and admits to having a fiancée. This news

devastates Laura however she remains calm

As Jim leaves, Amanda becomes furious and accuses Tom of playing a

cruel joke on them. Tom and Amanda have their final fight after which Tom leaves

for good. In his closing monologue, he admits that he cannot escape the memory

of his sister who he abandoned many years ago.

8.8 KEY TERMS

••••• Menagerie: Diverse or miscellaneous group

••••• Bohemian: Person, especially an artist or writer, who lives an unconventional

life

••••• Playwright: Person who writes plays

••••• Screenplay: Script of a movie which includes acting instructions and scene

directions

••••• Archetype: Imitation of an original

••••• ROTC program: Reserve Officers’ Training Corps program

••••• Lobotomy: Surgical incision into the frontal lobe of the brain to sever nerve

tracts

••••• Barbiturates: Type of depressant drugs that cause relaxation and sleepiness

••••• Candelabra: Ornamental branched candlestick

8.9 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. After moving to St. Louis, Williams’ family’s condition was deteriorating

and there was always a lack of basic necessities. In addition to these adverse

conditions, Williams’ father was an alcoholic. This unstable environment

bought Williams and his sister closer. Since he remained aloof at school, his

only companions were his sister and her black nursemaid. Growing up in a

female-dominated environment, he understood women and their plight well

enough and therefore empathized with women. This is evident from the

female characters in his playwright.
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2. Williams left the University of Missouri before completing his degree because

he was unable to clear the ROTC program course, which his father wanted

him to do so. Irked by his son’s failure, C.C. Williams forced Williams to

dropout and work for the same shoe company where he once worked.

3. Amanda Wingfield’s character has been described by the author as a ‘faded’

southern belle as prior to her marriage with Mr. Wingfield she belonged to

a prominent Southern family rich in tradition and culture. Her upbringing as

a prim and proper Southern girl found it difficult to adjust in her new married

life which was bereft of her traditions. After marriage she also suffered a

reversal of fortune socially and economically which is a clear distinction

from her past life.

4. Jim O’ Connor is an old acquaintance of the Wingfield children and currently

works as a shipping clerk at the same shoe warehouse where Tom works.

He was once the high school hero, a popular athlete and Laura’s one-sided

crush. Laura’s mother considers him to be the most eligible prospective

groom for her. His character is outgoing, enthusiastic and he constantly

believes is self-improvement. Jim is devoted to his goals of professional

achievement and personal success and seems to be the only one who is

connected to the real world.

5. The promise of escape is constantly represented throughout the play by

Tom’s missing father, Merchant Marine Service, the fire escape outside the

apartment and this promise of escape haunts Tom from the very beginning

of the play. In the end we see that Tom is inspired to leave and he actually

does succeed in freeing himself from the confinement of his life.

6. Amanda Whigfield’s relation to reality is considered the most complex.

Though most of the times she lives in her fantasy world, she is conveniently

partial to reality when it comes to social and financial success. This hampers

her understanding of the many truths of her lives which she is blissfully ignorant

of.  She fails to realize that she might be responsible for her children being in

such an emotional mess. Amanda’s fantasy world is more pathetic than her

children’s illusions as it is not a wilful imaginative construction but a wistful

distortion of reality.

7. The author only describes Jim to be ‘a nice, ordinary young man’ because

he is a non-entity in the play. Besides being a prospective matrimonial alliance

for the crippled Laura, he is only an ordinary gentleman who has no unique

quality about him. Amanda gives importance to Jim as he is the only

gentleman caller for her daughter Laura and she has no information on this

only caller.

8. The audience has no clue as to where Tom exactly goes during the night. It

is only through Tom himself that we know he goes to the movies. He also

mentions going to a magician show once. Irrespective of where he goes, it

is quite evident that he is trying to escape from his mundane life.
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9. The unicorn which is Laura’s favourite glass figurine is a symbol of her

uniqueness. However this uniqueness is perceived to be peculiarity by some.

Once the horn of the unicorn breaks, it becomes normal like a horse. It is

considered unique and different because it is extinct in the modern world, a

theory which is put forward by Jim. Perhaps there are people who cannot

live in the world in the same way that there are no unicorns; Laura really is

disconnected from the world.

10. Amanda mentions that Tom is like his father has he does not taken care of

his appearance. She also chides him to be a drunkard like her father and

says that he wants to leave just like his father had years ago.

8.10 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Question

1. How does the breaking of glass animals function as a symbol throughout

the play?

2. What is the symbolism of the fire escape?

Long-Answer Questions

1. Why is Laura’s behaviour considered peculiar?

2. Comment on the following statement. ‘The Whigfields have a difficulty in

accepting reality.’

Answers to Short-Answer Questions

1. The breaking of glass is symbolic throughout the play as the Wingfield family

has made themselves comfortable with their own illusions. They are more

content and at peace with their fantasy world and are farthest from reality.

The first instance of breaking glass takes place when Tom accidentally breaks

one of Laura’s glass figurines, he corresponds it with the shattering of his

family illusions. However, when Laura breaks one of her glass figurines

while dancing with Jim, it suggests that she is opening herself to the possibility

of love. As the horn of her favourite glass unicorn breaks, it becomes normal

as Jim tells her that unicorns are extinct in this modern world. Finally, the

breaking of glass is symbolic of Laura’s transformation into an ordinary girl

who is able to love and hurt like anyone else.

2. The fire escape is symbolic of the theme of escapism. It is basically the first

step out of the Wingfields’ apartment. Tom considers this is escape as by

retreating to the fire escape he can maintain his sanity for a little while longer.

This is used has his escape on many occasions until he finally leaves in the

end. This is also symbolic for Laura who falls only after her first attempt

going down the fire escape. This stresses on the fact that she will break and

shatter if she ever tries to leave like Tom because unlike Tom she has the
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least connection to reality and would not be able to survive in the real world.

The last scene also shows Tom leaving from the fire escape for good.

Although, he is happy that he has finally got his freedom, he is sad to leave

his sister and feels guilty of abandoning his family.

Answers to Long-Answer Questions

1. During a discussion with his mother Amanda, Tom calls his sister peculiar.

He refers to Laura as peculiar because she never leaves the apartment, nor

does she make an attempt to socialize with other people. She lives in her

own fantasy world which is filled with little glass ornaments. She is very shy

and is unable to have even simple conversations with people other than her

family. Laura is known to become nervous when she attempts to even talk

to other people. This is evident from Jim’s visit. She becomes so nervous

that she falls ill. Even minimal social pressures make her violently ill. The

author regards her crippled leg as the cause of her extreme shyness. Jim O’

Connors who is a potential suitor links her shyness and odd behaviour to be

the outcome of her inferiority complex. He also tries to encourage her to be

more normal and tells her that she can overcome her complex by thinking

highly of herself.

Another explanation for her peculiar behaviour has been linked to her fantasy

world which she has created herself. Like her glass menagerie, her fantasy

world is also very fragile and direct contact with the real world would shatter

her fantasies. She is also terrified of any interaction with the real world. If

such is the case, then Laura begins to look a little less peculiar. After all,

Amanda and Tom also live to some extent in fantasy worlds—Amanda in

the past and Tom in movies and literature. The only difference between

Laura and them, perhaps, is that she inhabits her fantasy world much more

completely than they inhabit theirs.

Through Scene Seven, the audience can fathom as to how peculiar is Laura’s

character. During her conversations with Jim, she tells him that she has

never heard her glass horses argue among themselves. If the audience is

meant to believe, Laura actually expects her glass figurines to speak with

her. This demonstrates how engrossed in her fantasies. Yet the stage directions

indicate that she should say this line ‘lightly.’ It seems that she is just making

a joke, which would indicate that she can, on the right occasion, distance

herself enough from her fantasy world to find humour in it.

2. The most important theme in this play is the inability of the characters to

accept reality. Since each member of the Whigfield family has difficulty

accepting reality, they slowly sink into a world of illusion and fantasy which

they find comfort and are able to comprehend, unlike the real world. In the

Whigfield family, Laura is considered to be the furthest from reality. Her life

revolves around the glass animals she collects. These glass figurines are

symbolic of her inner life which is considered fanciful and delicate like these
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glass animals. Tom, on the other hand, is unlike his sister as he is capable of

functioning in the real world. He also holds a job and is able to talk to

strangers. Tom is quite similar to his sister in terms of careers as he is no

motivation to achieve professional success. His fantasies are provided to

him by literature, poetry and to some extent alcohol. However, amongst the

Whigfields, Amanda’s relation to reality is the most complex. Though she

also lives in her fantasy world most of the times, she is partial to reality when

it comes for social and financial success and her attachment to such values

prevents her from understanding many truths about her life. She is unable to

fathom her current situation and longs for a life she led as a pampered child

growing up in South. She refuses to believe Laura’s peculiarity and considers

her normal. She also doesn’t understand as to why Tom is not a successful

businessman and has very mediocre career prospects. Most of all, she fails

to realize that she might have something to do with the sorrows and flaws of

her children. Amanda’s fantasy world is more pathetic than her children’s

illusions as it is not a wilful imaginative construction but a wistful distortion

of reality.

The Wingfields are quite similar to one another in terms of the weak

relationship they maintain with reality and their effortless submission to illusion.

However, the author points out that the outside world, which the Whigfields

try to avoid, is also vulnerable to illusions. For instance, the author mentions

the young people at the Paradise Dance Hall waltz under the short-lived

illusion created by a glass ball, another version of Laura’s glass animals.

Tom shares his thoughts on the movies with Jim and comes to the conclusion

that the audience are trying to substitute onscreen adventure for real life

adventure, thus finding fulfilment in illusion rather than real life. Jim, the

character who is most connected with the real world also had doubts

regarding his future in public speaking and his career options in radio and

television industries-—all of which are means for the creation of illusions

and the persuasion of others that these illusions are true. The Glass Menagerie

represents the conquest of reality by illusion as a huge and growing aspect

of the human condition in its time.
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UNIT 9 EMERSON: ‘THE

AMERICAN SCHOLAR’ AND

‘SELF RELIANCE’

Structure

9.0 Introduction

9.1 Unit Objectives

9.2 Life and Background of Emerson

9.3 The American Scholar
9.3.1 Summary and Analysis of ‘The American Scholar’

9.4 Self-Reliance
9.4.1 Self-Reliance: Summary and Analysis

9.5 Summary

9.6 Key Terms

9.7 Answers to ‘Check Your Progress’

9.8 Questions and Exercises

9.10 Further Reading

9.0 INTRODUCTION

Ralph Waldo Emerson, an American essayist, lecturer and poet, is regarded as an

influential figure in the history of American literature and philosophy. He is regarded

as the proponent of self-reliance, brimming with his ideas and thoughts, which he

propagated through his several published essays and public lectures across the

United States. However, according to critics, Emerson’s speech on ‘The American

Scholar’, which he delivered on 31 August 1837 to the Phi Beta Kappa Society

at Cambridge, presents him in a different manner. This speech is considered to be

his first grand public address and the most well-known discourse in the history of

American academics.

His essay on ‘Self Reliance’ was published in 1841 in Essays and the revised

edition was again published in 1847. The essay focuses on the most comprehensive

statement of one of Emerson’s regular themes, the need for each individual to

avoid conformity and false consistency, and follow his or her own instincts and

ideas.

Emerson is renowned for his religious sense of mission. He has been severely

criticized for challenging Christianity. However, he elucidated that for him ‘to be a

good minister, it was necessary to leave the church’. In 1838, he delivered a

speech at the Harvard Divinity School, wherein he blamed the church for behaving

‘as if God were dead’. He also accused the church for emphasizing doctrines, and

at the same time, suppressing the spirit. This speech was highly objectionable

which made Emerson undesirable at Harvard for thirty years.
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9.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you should be able to:

• Know about the life and background of Ralph Waldo Emerson

• Discuss the summary of ‘The American Scholar’ and ‘Self-Reliance’

• Critically analyse ‘The American Scholar’ and ‘Self-Reliance’

9.2 LIFE AND BACKGROUND OF EMERSON

Emerson was born on 25 May 1803 in Boston, Massachusetts, to Ruth Haskins

and Reverend William Emerson. His father was a pastor of the First Unitarian

Church of Boston, chaplain of the Massachusetts Senate and an editor of Monthly

Anthology, a literary review. Emerson, when only two-years old, was referred by

his father as ‘a rather dull scholar’. After William’s death in 1811 due to stomach

cancer, the family was in a very poor state. Emerson was brought up by Ruth

Haskins and his aunt, Mary Moody Emerson, whose sharp and decisive intelligence

had an enduring influence on him. These two women played a vital role in helping

Emerson to complete his studies at the Boston Public Latin School.

In 1817, Emerson went to Harvard College on a scholarship and completed his

graduation in 1821. After completing his graduation, he moved to Boston where

he taught at his brother, William’s Boston school for young ladies. It was in Boston

where he started to experiment with fiction and verse. In 1825, he resigned from

the school and entered the Harvard Divinity School from where he completed his

master’s degree in 1826, which qualified him to preach.

As Emerson started suffering from symptoms of tuberculosis, he went to

Georgia and Florida with a hope to recover from his ailing health. After coming

back to Boston, he started preaching occasionally. Emerson met his first wife,

Ellen Louisa Tucker (who was also suffering from tuberculosis), in Concord, New

Hampshire, in 1827, and married her in September 1829 when she was only

eighteen years old. The two were married just after Emerson had been ordained

pastor of the Second Unitarian Church of Boston. Although they were leading a
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happy married life, both of them were suffering from tuberculosis. Less than two

years of their marriage, Ellen died at the age of twenty in 1831.

After Ellen’s death, Emerson began to disagree with the church’s methods.

He resigned his pastorate at Second Unitarian Church. One of his reasons for

resigning was his refusal to manage the sacrament of the Last Supper, which he

believed was not a useful theological rite. Another reason for him to resign was his

belief that the ministry was an ‘antiquated profession’. Despite being severely ill,

he left for Europe in 1832, where he met several leading thinkers of his time. Some

of these intellectuals were the economist and philosopher, John Stuart Mill; Samuel

Taylor Coleridge, whose Aids to Reflection Emerson admired; the poet William

Wordsworth; and Thomas Carlyle, the historian and social critic, with whom

Emerson established a lifelong friendship.

After returning from Europe in 1833, Emerson started his career as a public

lecturer with an address in Boston. ‘The Uses of Natural History’ was one of his

first lectures, which aimed to improve science by explaining that ‘the whole of

Nature is a symbol or image of the human mind’. He also gave lectures on varied

subjects, such as English literature, the philosophy of history, human culture, etc.

In September 1834, he moved to Concord, Massachusetts, as a lodger in

his step-grandfather, Ezra Ripley’s house. After a year, in September 1835, he

married Lydia Jackson in Plymouth, Massachusetts, after which they moved for

the rest of their lives to their own house in Concord. From Lydia, Emerson had

three children, named Ellen, Edith and Edward Waldo Emerson.

On 9 September 1836, Emerson’s first book, Nature, was published

incognito. The book briefly describes the whole substance of his thoughts and

ideas. The essay basically deals with the foundation of transcendentalism, a belief

system that advocates a non-traditional appreciation of nature. Following this essay,

Emerson delivered his famous speech entitled ‘The American Scholar’ on 31 August

1837 at Harvard. The address, then known as ‘An Oration, Delivered before the

Phi Beta Kappa Society at Cambridge’, was very popular and, when printed,

sold well. It was after this speech that he was invited to Harvard Divinity School to

address the graduating class. In this speech, which came to be known as his

‘Divinity School Address’, Emerson discounted Biblical miracles. This resulted in

such a hue and cry that he was not invited back to his alma mater for thirty years.

According to Amos Bronson Alcott, an American teacher, writer, philosopher and

reformer, ‘Emerson’s church consists of one member — himself’.

In 1836, Emerson joined the Transcendental Club which comprised of

American philosopher, poet and environmental scientist, Henry David Thoreau;

American author, journalist, critic and women’s rights activist, Margaret Fuller;

and American novelist, Louisa May Alcott. In 1840, the group, including Emerson,

published its flagship journal, The Dial, a journal of literature, philosophy and

religion that focused on transcendentalist views. After two years, Emerson became

the editor of the journal, succeeding Fuller, and became closely associated with
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the movement of transcendentalism. However, the publication of the journal was

ceased after two years.

In 1841, Emerson published his second book, Essays, which included some

of his best-remembered writings, including ‘Self-Reliance’ and ‘The Over-Soul’.

A second series of Essays, entitled Essays: Second Series, was published in

1844, which firmly established his reputation as an authentic American voice. The

collection included ‘The Poet’, ‘Experience’, ‘Gifts’ and an essay entitled ‘Nature’,

a different work from the 1836 essay of the same name.

In 1842, Emerson’s son, Waldo, died because of scarlet fever. His poem

Threnody, which was included in his collection Poems (1846), was an elegy

expressing his grief for Waldo.

From 1847 to 1848, Emerson travelled to England and Scotland to give his

lectures, which were immensely successful. He also toured Europe in 1833 and

compiled the experiences of his travels in English Traits, which was published in

1856. Before this, his collection entitled Addresses and Lectures was published

in 1849, following which Representative Men was published in 1850.

After 1850, Emerson’s works were not very highly regarded as his writings

previously. However, he remained active intellectually and socially, gave several

lectures in different parts of England, and continued to write and publish. He also

supported the anti-slavery movement during the 1850s and the Northern cause

when the American Civil War broke out.

In 1866, Emerson was invited by Harvard again to give the Phi Beta Kappa

address, entitled ‘May-Day and Other Pieces’. The essay, published in 1867,

was a second collection of his poems, and his later essays were collected in Society

and Solitude (1870).

However, Emerson’s health and mental acuteness started declining as he

grew older. His intellectual sharpness further declined when in 1872, his Concord

home was badly damaged by fire.

In 1879, he set up the Concord School of Philosophy along with Amos

Bronson Alcott and others. On account of his failure of his memory, he ceased his

public appearances by 1879, as the problems with his memory had become

embarrassing to him. On 27 April 1882, Emerson died of pneumonia.

Selected works of Emerson:

Collections

• Essays: First Series (1841)

• Essays: Second Series (1844)

• Poems (1847)

• Nature; Addresses and Lectures (1849)

• Representative Men (1850)

• English Traits (1856)
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• The Conduct of Life (1860)

• May Day and Other Poems (1867)

• Society and Solitude (1870)

• Letters and Social Aims (1876)

Individual essays

• Nature (1836)

• Self-Reliance (Essays: First Series)

• Compensation (First Series)

• The Over-Soul (First Series)

• Circles (First Series)

• The Poet (Essays: Second Series)

• Experience (Essays: Second Series)

• Politics (Second Series)

• The American Scholar

• New England Reformers

Poems

• Concord Hymn

• The Rhodora

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. Who played a vital role in helping Emerson to complete his studies at the

Boston Public Latin School?

2. Why did Emerson resign his pastorate at Second Unitarian Church?

9.3 THE AMERICAN SCHOLAR

Emerson’s essay, ‘The American Scholar’, was originally titled ‘An Oration

Delivered before the Phi Beta Kappa Society at Cambridge’. He delivered the

essay as a speech on 31 August 1837 to Harvard’s Phi Beta Kappa Society at

Cambridge. During this time, only men had the privilege for scholarship while

women were barred from higher education. Later in 1837, the speech was

published under its original title as a pamphlet and was republished in 1838.

Emerson was invited to speak because of his pioneering work Nature, in

which he set a new trend for America’s developing society to view the world.

Even after sixty years of independence, American culture continued to be strongly

influenced by Europe. Perhaps for the first time in the history of America, Emerson

provided a visionary philosophical framework for escaping ‘from under its iron
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lids’ and establishing a new, distinctly American cultural identity. The essay is an

expression of a hope and a dream for future of America is made clear in the

opening paragraph of the essay, which says:

Perhaps the time is already come, when it ought to be, and

will be, something else; when the sluggard intellect of this

continent will look from under its iron lids, and fill the

postponed expectation of the world with something better

than the exertions of mechanical skill. Our day of

dependence, our long apprenticeship to the learning of

other lands, draws to a close.

The millions, that around us are rushing into life, cannot

always be fed on the sere remains of foreign harvests.

Events, actions arise, that must be sung, that will sing

themselves. Who can doubt, that poetry will revive and

lead in a new age, as the star in the constellation Harp,

which now flames in our zenith, astronomers announce,

shall one day be the pole-star for a thousand years?

In the essay, Emerson uses Transcendentalist and Romantic concepts to explain

his viewpoints by describing a true American scholar’s relationship to nature.

9.3.1 Summary and Analysis of ‘The American Scholar’

‘Mr. President and Gentlemen…the parrot of other men’s

thinking.’

The speech begins with good wishes to the college president and members of the

Phi Beta Kappa Society of Harvard College. Emerson highlights the differences

between the gathering at the Phi Beta Kappa Society and the athletic and dramatic

competitions of ancient Greece, the poetry competition of the Middle Ages, and

the scientific academies of nineteenth-century Europe. He focuses on the concept

of an independent American intelligentsia which will not be reliant for power on its

European past. He insists that Americans should look for their creative inspirations

and use America as their source. He clarifies that his theme ‘The American Scholar’

is not meant for a particular individual but is an abstract ideal.

Emerson continues his discussion by relating to an allegory. According to a

very old parable, once there was only ‘one man’, who was divided into several

men to enable the society to work more efficiently. Preferably, in a society, each

person performs his or her task, and in this way, it works together and therefore

can function effectively. However, currently the society has been sub-divided to a

great extent which does not do any good to its citizens. The scholar, who is a

significant part of this society, has also degenerated because of this sub-division.

Initially, when the scholar was a part of the unified society, he was a ‘Man

Thinking’. But now, the sub-divided society has turned him into a ‘mere thinker’.

Emerson desires to correct this problem successfully by acquainting his listeners

again about the true identity of the scholar, i.e., how he is educated and what are

his duties.
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‘In this view of him, as Man Thinking… become at last

one maxim’

Here Emerson focuses on what kind of an education should be imparted to a

scholar. He imagines nature as a teacher that would educate individuals observing

the natural world to eventually see the similarity between their minds and nature.

According to him, the first similarity is the concept of circular power, which is

found in nature and also in the spirit of a scholar. He emphasizes that the spirit of

both the nature and the scholar, ‘whose beginning, whose ending, he never can

find,—so entire, so boundless’, is everlasting.

Another similarity is order between the nature and the scholar. In the

beginning, the mind sees the frenzied, unruly and boundless reality of individual

facts. Later, these facts are classified into categories in order to compare and

differentiate. An individual discovers and understands the laws of nature as the

operations of both the nature and the intellect are similar. According to Emerson,

both nature and soul proceed from ‘one root’. In due course, we understand that

they are parallel structures that reflect each other (Emerson’s term for ‘parallel’

may be ambiguous as he says that nature is the ‘opposite’ of the soul). Therefore,

if a person possesses greater knowledge of the nature, he would understand himself

better, while a greater knowledge of the self will result in significant knowledge of

nature. The proverbs ‘Know thyself’ and ‘Study nature’ are the same.
‘The first in time… the young grub they shall never see’

A major part of the essay is focused on the influence on the past, learning from the

past and the influence of books. Emerson highlights that books play a vital role in

offering the learning of the past. However, he also warns that these books also

propound immense danger. Although it is a fact that books transform simple facts

into important truths, every book is inevitably a incomplete truth, prejudiced by

the standards of the society when it was written. Each age must develop its own

books and also discover its own truths for itself. Taking this into consideration,

Emerson discusses about the other dangers in books, which, according to him,

entice the scholar away from the actual truth. He emphasizes that if we respect the

brilliance and intelligence of our past thinkers excessively, than it will discourage us

from discovering new ideas and concepts, and prevent us from seeking

individualized truths.

Mindlessly respecting past thinkers makes a scholar nothing but a bookworm

who focuses all thought on insignificant subjects of scholarship, while ignoring

important, universal ideas and concepts. This type of person becomes inactive

and unproductive, and completely contradicts Emerson’s ideal of the creative

imagination: ‘Man hopes. Genius creates. To create, — to create, — is the proof

of a divine presence.’ The non-creative bookworm is more spiritually distanced

from God — and, therefore, from nature — than is the thinker of original thoughts.

However, the intellect too can suffer from the unnecessary impact of books.

Emerson’s example of this kind of victim is the English dramatic poets who have
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been ‘Shakespearized’ for two hundred years; instead of producing new, original

texts and thoughts, they imitate Shakespeare’s writings. Referring to an Arabic

proverb that says that one fig tree fertilizes another—just like one author can

motivate another—Emerson proposes that true scholars should refer to books

only when their own creative genius is deterred.

The very last three paragraphs of this section emphasizes on the pleasures

and advantages of reading, provided it is done correctly. There is a unique pleasure

in reading. As ancient authors thought and felt as done by people today, books

defeat time, a phenomenon that Emerson believes is evidence of the transcendental

oneness of human minds. Qualifying his earlier determination on individual creativity,

he never undervalues the written word: great thinkers are promoted by any

knowledge, even that in books, although it takes a significantly independent mind

to read critically at all times. This kind of reading mines the essential vein of truth in

an author while neglecting the unimportant or prejudiced.

Emerson admits that there are certain kinds of reading that are important to

an educated person. These are history, science and similar subjects, the knowledge

of which must be obtained by arduous reading and study. Moreover, schools must

encourage creativity rather than depend on rote memorization of texts: ‘. . . [schools]

can only highly serve us, when they aim not to drill, but to create.’

‘I would not be hurried…at last Alfred and Shakespeare’

In this section, Emerson elucidates on the scholar’s need for action in terms of

physical labour. He declines the concept that the scholar should not connect in

practical action. While secondary to thought, action continues to be very important:

‘Action is with the scholar subordinate, but it is essential.’ Moreover, not to act—

rejecting to put principle into practice—is not a brave act. The transcendental

notion of the world as a manifestation of individuals makes action the natural duty

of a thinking person. Emerson examines the difference between current actions

and actions of the past. Eventually, he says, the past actions of a person are

transformed into thought, but it is difficult for recent actions to undergo

transformation as they are too entangled with present feelings. Emerson compares

‘the recent act’ to an insect larva, which in due course metamorphoses into a

butterfly—symbolic of action becoming thought.

In the end of the section, he praises labour as valuable and important, for

such action is the material creatively used by the scholar. An active person has a

richer existence than a scholar who simply experiences a second-hand existence

through the words and thoughts of others. The ideal life has ‘undulation’ — a

rhythm that balances, or alternates, thought and action, labour and contemplation:

‘A great soul will be strong to live, as well as strong to think.’ This cycle creates

the character of a person that is far greater than the reputation or the honour,

which is very easily expected by a simple display of higher learning.
‘I hear therefore with joy…which also inspires all men’

In this section, Emerson talks about the duties of the scholar to society.

First, he reflects on these duties in general, abstract terms, while later, he associates
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them to the particular situation of the American scholar. The most important duty

of the scholar is to develop resolute self-trust and a mind that will be a repository

of wisdom for other people. According to Emerson, this is a difficult task because

the scholar must undergo poverty, suffering, dullness, loneliness and other privations

while following the path of knowledge. Emerson further discusses the significance

of self-sacrifice, which he demonstrates with the examples of two astronomers

who spent several hours in monotonous and solitary observation of space in order

to make discoveries that benefited mankind. Several readers will wonder just how

satisfying the reward really is when Emerson acknowledges that the scholar ‘is to

find consolation in exercising the highest functions of human nature’.

The true scholar is dedicated to protect the knowledge of the past and is

duty-bound to convey the most righteous thoughts and feelings to the public. This

last duty means that the scholar—‘who raises himself from private considerations,

and breathes and lives on public illustrious thoughts’—must always remain

independent in thinking and judgment, despite of popular views, trends, disrepute

or pragmatism. Because the scholar discovers universal ideas, which are generally

held by the universal human mind, he can converse with people of all classes and

ages: ‘He is the world’s eye. He is the world’s heart.’

Although he appears to lead an isolated and gentle life, the scholar must be

fearless as he deals with facts. Emerson emphasizes that self-trust is the source of

courage and can be traced to the transcendental conviction that the true thinker

sees all thought as one. Although universal truth is present in all people, most of the

people are not aware of it. Instead of thinking individually, we live vicariously

through our heroes; we look for self-worth through others when we should search

for it in ourselves. The most righteous aim is to improve human nature by fulfilling

our individual natures.

Emerson observes that different ages in Western civilization, which he refers

to as the Classic, the Romantic and the Reflective (or the Philosophical) periods,

have been categorized by different prevailing concepts. He accepts that he has

neglected speaking about the significance of differences between ages while speaking

perhaps too ardently about the transcendental unity of all human thought.

Emerson puts forward an evolutionary development of civilization, which is

similar to the development of a person from childhood to adulthood. The present

age—the first half of the 1800s—is an age of criticism, especially self-criticism,

which, according to Emerson, is valid and important. He says that dissatisfaction

with the quality of current thought and literature is not a bad thing. According to

him, dissatisfaction marks a transitional period of growth and evolution into new

knowledge: ‘If there is any period one would desire to be born in is it not the age

of Revolution; when the old and the new stand side by side, and admit of being

compared; . . . This [present] time, like all times, is a very good one, if we but

know what to do with it.’

Emerson supports the views of English and German romantic poets like

Wordsworth and Goethe, who find inspiration and nobility in the lives and work of
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common people. The Romantic writers did not regard royal and aristocratic subjects

as appropriate for great and philosophical literature. Instead, they reveal the poetry

and sublimity in the lives of lower-class and working people. Their writing is full of

life and vivacity, and it demonstrates the transcendental principle of the unity of all

people. Ironically, at the beginning of the essay, Emerson supported Americans’

rejection of the European mantle that shrouds their own culture. Here, he

differentiates between a European tradition that celebrates the lives of common

people and one that celebrates only the monarchical rule of nations: ‘We have

listened too long to the courtly muses of Europe.’

Emerson also makes special reference to the Swedish philosopher Emanuel

Swedenborg. He argues that although Swedenborg has not received his due

recognition, he exposed the important connection between the human mind and

the natural world, the fundamental oneness of humans and nature. The doctrines

of Swedenborg are a very important source of inspiration for Emerson’s own

thinking and writing.

In the conclusion of the essay, Emerson discusses the romantic ideal of the

individual, which is America’s major contribution to the world of ideas. This is

basically an American idea, which he talks in greater length in the essay ‘Self-

Reliance’. The scholar must possess the characteristics of being independent,

courageous and original. He must also demonstrate through his writing and thoughts

that America is not the timid society it is assumed to be. We must refuse to be

simple sources of the wisdom of the past: ‘. . . this confidence in the unsearched

might of man, belongs by all motives, by all prophecy, by all preparation, to the

American Scholar,’ who will create a native, truly American culture.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

3. What is the original title of the essay ‘The American Scholar’?

4. What concepts does Emerson use in the essay ‘The American Scholar’?

9.4 SELF-RELIANCE

First published in 1841, the essay ‘Self Reliance’ was again a part of the revised

version of Essays in 1847. The essay was written over a considerable period of

time. Emerson maintained details of his thoughts and actions in journals. In fact,

these journals provided him material for many of his essays later on. In ‘Self-

Reliance’ he has used journal entries dated as far back as 1832. Emerson also

referred to the lectured delivered by him in the period 1836 to 1839. The first

edition contained three epigraphs:

1. A Latin line that meant ‘Do not seek outside yourself’

2. A stanza of six lines from Honest Man’s Fortune by Beaumont and Fletcher
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3. A stanza of four lines written by Emerson himself. This particular stanza was

deleted from the revised edition. However, modern editors have included it

once again.

All the above epigraphs emphasize the necessity of relying on oneself for

knowledge and guidance.

The three main divisions of the essay include:

(i) The importance of self-reliance

(ii) Self-reliance and the individual

(iii) Self-reliance and society

The essay in general promotes self-reliance as a virtue, an ideal which is

contrasted with various modes of dependence or conformity.

9.4.1 Self-Reliance: Summary and Analysis

‘I read the other day some… a few stout and earnest

persons’

Emerson starts with the assertion that it is important to think for oneself rather than

meekly accept the ideas given by others. Like in his other works on individualism,

Emerson promotes individual experience over the knowledge given by books.

‘To believe that what is true in your private heart is true

for all men — that is genius.’

Emerson states that a person who is scornful of his personal intuition and, opts to

rely on the opinions of other people has no creativity. He does not have the creative

power that is essential for sturdy and bold individualism. This dearth of conviction

gives rise to not just different ideas but also results in the acceptance of similar

ideas — or thoughts that are now second-hand; thoughts that were initially this

person’s own intuitions.

Emerson appears to be teaching us a lesson here – he is trying to say ‘Trust

thyself’.

Emerson thinks that to not be inspired or not hope is an act of cowardice as

is the act of depending on the judgements of others. One who possesses self-

esteem, on the contrary, is more like a child and is able to exhibit originality. He is

untouched by selfishness and unspoiled. He matures with time. Emerson invites

the readers to this so called ‘adventure’ of self-trust. The readers are invited to be

guides and adventurers who are meant to be part of the act of creation which is

designed on the basis of the myth of bringing order out of confusion or chaos.

 Even though the characterization of the self-esteemed individual as a child

may be questionable, Emerson believes that children are the best models of self-

reliance. They are not old enough to be cynical. They are incapable of hesitating of

being hypocritical. The analogy he uses is that of toys and the idealized person.

They are both masters of self-reliance. They apply their own individual standards

to all they see. They cannot be coerced into being loyal.
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Adults, on the other hand, are overcautious and too concerned about their

reputation, about what society would say. They are hesitant unwilling to take risks.

Their undecidedness prevents them from being spontaneous or genuine.

Emerson focuses on the significance of an individual resisting pressure in

order to adhere to conventions or acceptable norms of the society. Society, he

feels conspires to make self-reliant members fail.

The process of growing or ‘maturing’ becomes nothing but a process of

conforming to conventions. This process is challenged by Emerson challenges. In

the paragraph that begins thus ‘Whosoever would be a man, must be a

nonconformist,’ he asserts a radical position on the matter. He responds to the

objection that following one’s inner voice is not right because the intuition may be

evil by saying

 ‘No law can be sacred to me but that of my nature... the

only right is what is after my constitution, the only wrong

what is against it.’

Simply put, he says that it is preferable to be true to an evil nature than to behave

‘correctly’ just because conventions expect you to or society demands you to.

The non-conformist Emerson does not accept several of society’s moral

sentiments. He, for instance, claims that an abolitionist should be more concerned

about his own family and community at home than about ‘black folk a thousand

miles off’. He does not believe in giving alms or money to the poor. He does not

believe in supporting morality by donating money to organizations. He would prefer

to donate directly to individuals, if need be. His belief is that the act of charity, is

real and far superior to abstract or theoretical morality.

In a subtle manner, Emerson suggests that it is preferable to lead life as a

true and obscure man than as a person whose good deeds are extolled in public.

He is not bothered about receiving or not receiving praise. All he cares about is

acting independently.

‘What I must do is all that concerns me, not what the

people think... the great man is he who in the midst of the

crowd keeps with perfect sweetness the independence of

solitude.’

It should be clarified here that Emerson contrasts the individual to society

or ‘the crowd’ alright, but he does not say that individual should physically withdraw

from society. He clarifies that enjoying solitude is different from being a social

hermit.

The reason for his objection to conformity is that acquiescing to public

opinion wastes a person’s life. Those around you never realize the real personality

of a person.  In trying to maintain allegiances to society and its opinions, a person

tends to lose his energy. This energy could have been used better for creativity and

making significant contribution to society.
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According to Emerson an independent thinker has two foes:

(i) Society’s disapproval or scorn

(ii) Individual’s own sense of consistency

Consistency becomes a major theme in the discussion as he shows how it

restrains independence and growth.

Although the scorn of ‘the cultivated classes’ is not pleasant, it is, according

to Emerson, easier to ignore because it tends to be polite. However, the anger of

the crowds or masses is another matter altogether. Only a person who is

extraordinarily independent can stand up firmly against the entire society.

The desire to maintain consistency with past actions and beliefs hampers

the expression of an individual’s nature in toto. The metaphor of a dead body as

the receptacle of memory is a shocking one. However, it is rather apt. It presents

the image of the individual who fears contradiction. In this vivid image Emerson

questions why people grip old beliefs or positions only because they have taken

these positions in the past.

The individual sort of ceases to live and loses all energy in trying to constantly

maintain consistency in his beliefs. After all, growing implies the evolution of ideas,

which is the wellspring of creativity. It is most important to review constantly and

to re-evaluate past decisions and opinions, and, if required, to run away from old

ideas by declaring them faulty, just like Joseph in the Bible escaped a seducer by

leaving his coat in her hands. This is a particularly potent image that characterizes

the pressure to conform as not only seductive but also degrading.

Sometimes when something appears inconsistent, it is because of

misunderstanding resulting from distortion or perspective. Emerson further builds

up this idea by comparing the progress of a person’s thoughts to a ship moving

against the wind. To gather speed, the ship must tack, or move in a zigzag line

which will eventually lead to an identifiable end. In the same way, an individual’s

apparently contradictory acts or decisions appear consistent when that person’s

life is examined in total and not in segments. The suggestion is to ‘scorn appearances’

and do what is right or necessary, irrespective of the opinions or criticisms of

others.

It is the individual who is the measure of all things and not society. ‘A true

man,’ or the ideal individual as per Emerson, ‘belongs to no other time or place,

but is the centre of all things. Where he is, there is nature.’ Nature comprises our

individual natures along with all the objects around us. These individual natures

permit the great thinker, the ideal individual to fight conformity and consistency.

‘Let a man then know his worth… as iron necessity is to

others!’

In the second section of ‘Self-Reliance’ there are more suggestions for the individual

who wishes to achieve self-reliance. Emerson begins by writing:

‘Let a man then know his worth, and keep things under

his feet.’
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Imposing material objects such as magnificent buildings and heroic works

of art and expensive books tend to scare people by making them feel of worthless.

He says it is wrong to feel inferior thus. We should be determining the worth of

objects and not vice versa.

To explain this point Emerson relates the story of a drunkard who is picked

up from the street and treated royally. He says that the unthinking individual is

similar to the drunkard who is only half awake, until he regains senses by exercising

reason only to discover that he is actually a prince. One reason for our not exercising

reason is the uncritical manner in which we read. Emerson complains that we often

enjoy reading about the exploits of celebrities while we ignore devalue books that

discuss ordinary, virtuous and righteous individuals. Emerson wonders why the

acts of famous people should be given more importance than those of ordinary

citizens.

He feels that goodness or vice of ordinary people can have an effect that is

as deep as that of the powerful celebrities. He condemns European monarchies

wondering why royalty is given so much respect while the commoners are equally

important. He rejects the argument that the only reason why a comer respects

royalty is probably because they represent the ‘royal’ nature that exists in every

person.

Considering the weakness that an individual can feel when confronted by

conformity and consistency, and now commonality, Emerson wonders how people

remain confident in their abilities.

The answer is provided by ‘that source, at once the essence of genius, of

virtue, and of life, which we call Spontaneity or Instinct.’ The wisdom that arises

from spontaneous instinct is Intuition, or inner knowledge that comes from direct

apprehension of an object. Every other knowledge is simply tutored by others

instead.

This ‘Intuition’ is closely connected to the idea of transcendentalism. An all-

encompassing ‘soul’ animates the universe and is the source of all wisdom and

inspiration. Direct knowledge, or intuition, comes from a gift from this source.

What Emerson meant by ‘Intuition’ and ‘soul’ is not easy to grasp. He himself

admits that:

 ‘If we ask whence this comes, if we seek to pry into the soul that causes,

all philosophy is at fault. Its presence or its absence is all we can affirm.’

Emerson introduces an idea in contrast to the portrait of the intuitive individual.

He introduces the ‘thoughtless man,’ who does not view the depth of truth being

used by the self-reliant, intuitive person. Thoughtless people do not understand

the self-reliant individuals’ inconsistencies because they are over concerned about

consistency.

Transcendence can be achieved only through intuitive knowledge. It is not

easy to describe this transcendent quality is difficult because of lack of concrete
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words for such an abstract state of mind. It is beyond language and can be conveyed

only in negatives:

 ‘And now at last the highest truth of this subject remains unsaid; probably

cannot be said; for all that we say is the far-off remembering of the intuition.’

This kind of understanding is not obtained from a teacher or intermediary. It

reaches deep down to depths untouched by emotion, such as hope, gratitude, or

even joy.

Trying to relate transcendence to what he has been saying about self-reliance,

Emerson emphasizes the important process of eternally evolving and improving.

The self-reliant individual is not beholden to society: Although society may remain

stagnant, the individual will keep changing. He will grow more virtuous and noble.

Such an individual will gain something that others in society will not, that is,

‘knowledge’ and the power to permeate the spirit that animates everything (natural

objects, such as plants, animals, or trees or social activities, such as commerce or

war.)

In the sections leading up to the conclusion, Emerson offers suggestions on

how to act. Although everyone can become a model of self-reliance for the

improvement of society, he asserts that ‘we’—the lazy, non-self-reliant individuals—

are a ‘mob.’ He feels that too many people are led by suggestions, by desires, and

by feelings of accountability. In trying to adopt an alternative of practising

independent self-reliance, people give in to others’ demands. He encourages the

readers to do the following:

(i) Place truth before politeness

(ii) Give more value to integrity than comfort

(iii) Abandon hypocrisy

(iv) Adopt honesty

He admits that self-reliant individual runs the risk of being misunderstood as

being selfish or self-indulgent. He also vows that individuals who rigorously follow

their consciences will be close to God than those who follow society’s laws.

‘If any man consider… the triumph of principles.’

In the last section of ‘Self-Reliance,’ the essayist writes that the advantages to

society from the kind of self-reliance he has been advocating. He highlights the

need for a morality of self-reliance, and he criticizes contemporary Americans for

being followers and not thinkers. He condemns timid youngsters who fear failure.

He complains about the educated urban youngsters and compares them to the

farm lad, who engages himself in many self-taught occupations and is largely

entrepreneurial. Emerson obviously favours the bucolic life.

He then focuses on four social arenas where self-reliant individuals are

required:

(i) Culture (where individualism is devalued)

(ii) Religion (where creativity is feared)
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(iii) The arts (where people are taught to imitate)

(iv) Society (where so-called progress is falsely valued)

According to Emerson, religious conviction could be of advantage from a

good dose of self-reliance since self-reliance distracts a person from petty, self-

centred urges to a benevolent desire for the common good. Religion’s main problem

is its fear of individual originality.

 ‘Everywhere I am hindered of meeting God in my brother, because he has

shut his own temple doors, and recites fables merely of his brother’s, or his brother’s

brother’s God.’

Any religion can come up with novel ideas and systems of thought, but

religious creeds are dangerous because they substitute a set of ready answers for

the independent thought required of the self-reliant person.

Although Emerson’s relating travel — or culture — to religion is questionable,

both substitute an external source of wisdom for an individual’s inner wisdom. The

person who travels

 ‘with the hope of finding [something] greater than he knows . . . travels

away from himself, and grows old even in youth among old things.’

The reference to youth reminds us that the self-reliant individual is like a

child – genuine and original. An individual travelling for the wrong reasons generates

nothing new and opts to be surrounded by ‘old things.’

The insistence on travel is a indication, according to Emerson, of our

educational system’s failure. Schools only teach students to replicate, too often

we travel to experience others’ works of art rather than create them ourselves. In

‘The American Scholar,’ Emerson advises young scholars to detract from European

literary traditions.

Similarly, in ‘Self-Reliance,’ he tells American artists: ‘Beauty, convenience,

grandeur of thought, and quaint expression are as near to us as to any,’ if only

American artisans would consider ‘the climate, the soil, the length of the day, the

wants of the people, the habit and form of the government.’

Emerson’s criticism of society, and especially its wrong notion of progress,

is different from his previous comments on the subject. The progression of ideas

symbolized in the zigzag line of a ship is not what he is addressing here. He argues

that society does not necessarily improve from material changes. For example,

technological advancement results in the loss of certain kinds of wisdom: The

person who has a watch loses the ability to tell time by the sun’s position in the sky.

Improvements in transportation and war machinery are not accompanied by

corresponding improvements in either the physical or mental stature of human

beings. The most effectual image for this static nature of society is the wave. A

wave moves in and out from the shoreline, but the water that composes it does

not; changes occur in society, but ‘society never advances.’
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The concluding paragraphs of ‘Self-Reliance’ analyse property and fortune.

Emerson castigates reliance on property, as he earlier attacked reliance on the

thoughts of others, as a means to a full life. Rather than admiring property, the

cultivated man is ashamed of it, especially ill gotten property. Respect for property

leads to a distortion of political life: Society is infected by people who regard

government as primarily a protector of property rather than of persons.

Emerson concludes by advocating the individual as a risk taker. No external

event, he says, whether good or bad, will change the individual’s self-regard.

‘Nothing can bring you peace but yourself. Nothing can bring you peace

but the triumph of principles.’ Self-reliance is all about the victory of a principle.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

5. When was the essay ‘Self Reliance’ published?

6. What are the three major divisions of the essay ‘Self Reliance’?

9.5 SUMMARY

On 25 May 1803, Ralph Waldo Emerson was born to the Reverend William and

Ruth Haskins Emerson. He is regarded as the proponent of self-reliance, brimming

with his ideas and thoughts, which he propagated through his several published

essays and public lectures across the United States.

Emerson opens ‘The American Scholar’ with greetings to the college

president and members of the Phi Beta Kappa Society of Harvard College. In the

first two paragraphs comprising the first section on how a scholar should be

educated, Emerson envisions nature as a teacher that instructs individuals who

observe the natural world to see—eventually—how similar their minds and nature

are. Emerson devotes much of his discussion to the second influence on the mind,

past learning—or, as he expresses it, the influence of books. In the first three

paragraphs of the essay, he emphasizes that books contain the learning of the past;

however, he also says that these books pose a great danger. In this third section,

Emerson comments on the scholar’s need for action, for physical labour. He rejects

the notion that the scholar should not engage in practical action. Action, while

secondary to thought, is still necessary: ‘Action is with the scholar subordinate,

but it is essential.’ Furthermore, not to act—declining to put principle into practice—

is cowardly. After Emerson has discussed how nature, books and action educate

the scholar, he now addresses the scholar’s obligations to society. First, he considers

these obligations in general, abstract terms; then he relates them to the particular

situation of the American scholar.

Published first in 1841 in Essays and then in the 1847 revised edition of

Essays, ‘Self-Reliance’ took shape over a long period of time. Throughout his life,

Emerson kept detailed journals of his thoughts and actions, and he returned to
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them as a source for many of his essays. Emerson begins his major work on

individualism by asserting the importance of thinking for oneself rather than meekly

accepting other people’s ideas. As in almost all of his work, he promotes individual

experience over the knowledge gained from books: ‘To believe that what is true in

your private heart is true for all men—that is genius.’ The person, who scorns

personal intuition and, instead, chooses to rely on others’ opinions, lacks the creative

power necessary for robust, bold individualism. The second section of ‘Self-

Reliance’ offers more suggestions for the individual who wants to achieve the

desirable quality of self-reliance.

9.6 KEY TERMS

• Verse: Writing that is arranged in lines, often with a regular rhythm or pattern

of rhyme

• Fiction: A type of literature that describes imaginary people and events,

not real ones

• Firmament: The expanse of the heavens; the sky; poetically, a symbol of

strength

• Pastor: A minister in charge of a Christian church or group, especially in

some Nonconformist churches

• Sacrament: An important religious ceremony such as marriage, baptism or

Communion

• Allegory: A story, play, picture, etc., in which each character or event is a

symbol representing an idea or a quality, such as truth, evil, death, etc.

• Fig tree: A Mediterranean tree or shrub, widely cultivated for its edible

fruit

• Undulation: A smooth curving shape or movement like a series of waves

• Epigraph: A line of writing, short phrase, etc., on a building or statue, or as

an introduction to part of a book

• Individualism: The belief that individual people in society should have the

right to make their own decisions, etc., rather than be controlled by the

government

9.7 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Ruth Haskins and his aunt, Mary Moody Emerson, whose sharp and

decisive intelligence had an enduring influence on him, played a vital role in

helping Emerson to complete his studies at the Boston Public Latin School.

2. Emerson resigned his pastorate at Second Unitarian Church because of his
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refusal to manage the sacrament of the Last Supper, which he believed was

not a useful theological rite. Another reason for him to resign was his belief

that the ministry was an ‘antiquated profession’.

3. The original title of the essay ‘The American Scholar’ is ‘An Oration

Delivered before the Phi Beta Kappa Society at Cambridge’.

4. In the essay ‘The American Scholar’, Emerson uses Transcendentalist and

Romantic concepts to explain his viewpoints by describing a true American

scholar’s relationship to nature.

5. ‘Self Reliance’ was first published in 1841 in Essays and then in the 1847

as a revised edition of Essays.

6. The essay ‘Self Reliance’ has three major divisions: the importance of self-

reliance, self-reliance and the individual, and self-reliance and society. As a

whole, it promotes self-reliance as an ideal, even a virtue, and contrasts it

with various modes of dependence or conformity.

9.8 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Describe briefly Emerson’s concept of a scholar as a ‘Man Thinking’ and a

‘mere thinker’.

2. Briefly describe Emerson’s essay on ‘Self Reliance’.

Long-Answer Questions

1. Write about the life and background of Ralph Waldo Emerson.

2. In the essay ‘The American Scholar’, how does Emerson describe the

influence of the past?

Answers to Short-Answers Questions

1. Emerson relates his concept of a scholar as a ‘Man Thinking’ and a ‘mere

thinker’ with the help of an allegory. According to a very old parable, once

there was only ‘one man’, who was divided into several men to enable the

society to work more efficiently. Preferably, in a society, each person

performs his or her task, and in this way, it works together and therefore

can function effectively. However, currently the society has been subdivided

to a great extent which does not do any good to its citizens. The scholar,

who is a significant part of this society, has also degenerated because of this

sub-division. Initially, when the scholar was a part of the unified society, he

was a ‘Man Thinking’. But now, the subdivided society has turned him into

a ‘mere thinker’. Emerson desires to correct this problem successfully by

acquainting his listeners again about the true identity of the scholar, i.e., how

he is educated and what are his duties.
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2. ‘Self Reliance’ was first published in 1841 in Essays and then in the 1847

revised edition of Essays, ‘Self-Reliance’ took shape over a long period of

time. Throughout his life, Emerson kept detailed journals of his thoughts

and actions, and he returned to them as a source for many of his essays.

Such is the case with ‘Self-Reliance,’ which includes materials from journal

entries dating as far back as 1832. In addition to his journals, Emerson

drew on various lectures he delivered between 1836 and 1839. The first

edition of the essay bore three epigraphs: a Latin line, meaning ‘Do not

seek outside yourself’; a six-line stanza from Beaumont and Fletcher’s

Honest Man’s Fortune; and a four-line stanza that Emerson himself wrote.

Emerson dropped his stanza from the revised edition of the essay, but modern

editors have since restored it. All three epigraphs stress the necessity of

relying on oneself for knowledge and guidance.

Answers to Long-Answers Questions

1. Emerson was born on 25 May 1803 in Boston, Massachusetts to Ruth

Haskins and Reverend William Emerson. In 1817, Emerson went to Harvard

College on a scholarship and completed his graduation in 1821. After

completing his graduation, he moved to Boston where he taught at his brother

William’s School for Young Ladies. It was in Boston where he started to

experiment with fiction and verse. In 1825, he resigned from the School for

Young Ladies and entered the Harvard Divinity School from where he

completed his master’s degree in 1826, which qualified him to preach.

Emerson met his first wife, Ellen Louisa Tucker in Concord, New Hampshire

in 1827, and married her in September 1829. After Ellen’s death, Emerson

began to disagree with the Church’s methods. Despite of being severely ill,

he left for Europe in 1832, where he met several leading thinkers of his

time. After returning from Europe in 1833, Emerson started his career as a

public lecturer with an address in Boston. ‘The Uses of Natural History’

was one of his first lectures, which aimed to improve science by explaining

that ‘the whole of Nature is a symbol or image of the human mind’. He also

gave lectures on varied subjects, such as English literature, the philosophy

of history, human culture, etc.

In September 1835, he married Lydia Jackson in Plymouth, Massachusetts.

On 9 September 1836, Emerson’s first book, Nature, was published

incognito. Following this essay, Emerson delivered his famous speech entitled

‘The American Scholar’ on 31 August 1837 at Harvard. In 1836, Emerson

joined the Transcendental Club which comprised of Henry David Thoreau,

Margaret Fuller and Louisa May Alcott. In 1840, the group, including

Emerson, published its flagship journal, The Dial. After two years, Emerson

became the editor of the journal, and became closely associated with the

movement of transcendentalism. However, the publication of the journal

was ceased after two years.
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In 1841, Emerson published his second book, Essays, which included some

of his best-remembered writings, including ‘Self-Reliance’ and ‘The Over-

Soul’. A second series of Essays, entitled Essays: Second Series, was

published in 1844, which firmly established his reputation as an authentic

American voice. The collection included ‘The Poet’, ‘Experience’, ‘Gifts’

and an essay entitled ‘Nature’, a different work from the 1836 essay of the

same name.

From 1847 to 1848, Emerson toured England, Scotland, and gave his

lectures, which were immensely successful. He also toured Europe in 1833

and compiled the experiences of his travels in English Traits, which was

published in 1856. Before this, his collection entitled Addresses and Lectures

was published in 1849, following which Representative Men was published

in 1850. After 1850, Emerson’s works were not very highly regarded as his

writings previously. However, he remained active intellectually and socially,

gave several lectures in different parts of England, and continued to write

and publish. He also supported the anti-slavery movement during the 1850s

and the Northern cause when the American Civil War broke out.

In 1866, Emerson was invited by Harvard again to give the Phi Beta Kappa

address, entitled ‘May-Day and Other Pieces’. The essay, published in

1867, was a second collection of his poems, and his later essays were

collected in Society and Solitude (1870). However, Emerson’s health and

mental acuteness started declining as he grew older. Later, on account of

his failure of his memory, he ceased his public appearances by 1879, as the

problems with his memory had become embarrassing to him. On 27 April

1882, Emerson died of pneumonia.

2. A major part of the essay is focused on the influence on the past, learning

from the past and the influence of books. Emerson highlights that books

play a vital role in offering the learning of the past. However, he also warns

that these books also propound immense danger. Although it is a fact that

books transform simple facts into important truths, every book is inevitably

a incomplete truth, prejudiced by the standards of the society when it was

written. Each age must develop its own books and also discover its own

truths for itself. Taking this into consideration, Emerson discusses about the

other dangers in books, which, according to him, entice the scholar away

from the actual truth. He emphasizes that if we respect the brilliance and

intelligence of our past thinkers excessively, than it will discourage us from

discovering new ideas and concepts, and prevent us from seeking

individualized truths.

Mindlessly respecting past thinkers makes a scholar nothing but a bookworm

who focuses all thought on insignificant subjects of scholarship, while ignoring

important, universal ideas and concepts. This type of person becomes inactive

and unproductive, and completely contradicts Emerson’s ideal of the creative

imagination: ‘Man hopes. Genius creates. To create, — to create, — is the
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proof of a divine presence.’ The non-creative bookworm is more spiritually

distanced from God — and, therefore, from nature — than is the thinker of

original thoughts.

However, the intellect too can suffer from the unnecessary impact of books.

Emerson’s example of this kind of victim is the English dramatic poets who

have been ‘Shakespearized’ for two hundred years; instead of producing

new, original texts and thoughts, they imitate Shakespeare’s writings. Referring

to an Arabic proverb that says that one fig tree fertilizes another—just like

one author can motivate another—Emerson proposes that true scholars

should refer to books only when their own creative genius is deterred.

The very last three paragraphs of this section emphasizes on the pleasures

and advantages of reading, provided it is done correctly. There is a unique

pleasure in reading. As ancient authors thought and felt as done by people

today, books defeat time, a phenomenon that Emerson believes is evidence

of the transcendental oneness of human minds. Qualifying his earlier

determination on individual creativity, he never undervalues the written word:

great thinkers are promoted by any knowledge, even that in books, although

it takes a significantly independent mind to read critically at all times. This

kind of reading mines the essential vein of truth in an author while neglecting

the unimportant or prejudiced.

Emerson admits that there are certain kinds of reading that are important to

an educated person. These are history, science and similar subjects, the

knowledge of which must be obtained by arduous reading and study.

Moreover, schools must encourage creativity rather than depend on rote

memorization of texts: ‘. . . [schools] can only highly serve us, when they

aim not to drill, but to create.’

9.10 Further Reading
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Struggle for Self-Reliance. Princeton University Press, 2003.
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Emerson: Political Companions to Great American Authors. University

Press of Kentucky, 2011.
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UNIT 10 THOREAU: WALDEN

(‘ECONOMY’ AND ‘WHERE

I LIVED AND WHAT I LIVED

FOR’)

Structure

10.1 Introduction

10.2 Unit Objectives

10.3 Brief Lifesketch of Henry David Thoreau

10.4 Walden; or Life in The Woods: Brief Analysis

10.5 Economy’: The First Chapter

10.6 ‘Where I Lived and What I Lived For’: The Second Chapter

10.7 Summary

10.8 Key Terms

10.9 Answers to ‘Check Your Progress’

10.10 Questions and Exercises

10.11 Further Reading

10.1 INTRODUCTION

Henry David Thoreau was one of the most prominent 19th century authors who

was also, on the other hand, a poet, an abolitionist, naturalist, a transcendentalist,

and a progressive philosopher. He dedicated his life to preserving his freedom as

a man and an artist. Nature was his rudimentary source of inspiration and his

refuge from the follies of human society. Heedless of his friends’ advice to live in a

more orthodox manner, he pursued his own inner bent, which was that of a poet-

philosopher, in prose and verse. Walden was the result of an experiment that he

subjected his lifestyle to for two years. Thoreau lived in a wooden cottage in the

woods, near the Walden Pond for two years, leading an extraordinarily simple life.

Though he regularly interacted with residents of a nearby village, he remained

secluded from mainstream city life. He meticulously maintained a journal and the

book, Walden, was written based on his experiences recounted in this journal.

In this unit we discuss the fundamental themes and ideas dealt with in the

book, with a special emphasis on the first two chapters—‘Economy’ and ‘Where

I lived and What I lived for’.

10.2 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit you will be able to:

• Understand the life and times of Henry David Thoreau

• Evaluate the themes discussed in the book
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• Summarize and discuss the first chapter of Walden, ‘Economy’

• Analyse the second chapter of Walden, ‘Where I Lived and What I Lived

For’

10.3 BRIEF LIFESKETCH OF HENRY DAVID

THOREAU

On 12 July 1817, Henry David Thoreau was born in Concord, Massachusetts.

He is an eminent American litterateur and philosopher. His New England

transcendentalism propelled him to prominence among the American elite. Thoreau

began his professional life as a teacher at Concord Center School. His tenure

there as a teacher lasted only for two weeks as he refused to mete out corporal

punishment to his students.

Fig 10.1 Henry David Thoreau

The first project on his mind was A Week on the Concord and Merrimack

Rivers (1849), a narrative of a boat trip Thoreau had taken with his brother John

in 1839 from Concord, Massachusetts to Concord, New Hampshire. He wrote

the book as a tribute to his brother John, who passed away in 1842 from a tetanus

infection. Thoreau started an experiment in which he wanted to stay away from

the modern amenities of life and amidst nature. So he built a basic wooden house

near the Walden Pond near Concord and spent two years in complete seclusion.

To the pond he brings with him a stack of books and his brother’s voluminous,

posthumously published journal. He wrote the book Walden; or Life in the Woods

based on his experiences in this cottage. The book is a celebration of independence,

social experiment, spiritual journey and a manual for self-discovery. His goals for

these two experimental years included simple living and self-sufficiency; where he

prepared the furniture, food and utensils with his owns hands. He wanted to share

his oneness with nature in his book. John Updike said, ‘A century and a half after
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its publication, Walden has become such a totem of the back-to-nature,

preservationist, anti-business, civil-disobedience mindset, and Thoreau so vivid a

protester, so perfect a crank and hermit saint, that the book risks being as revered

and unread as the Bible.’

10.4 WALDEN; OR LIFE IN THE WOODS: BRIEF

ANALYSIS

Walden expresses the spirit of freedom one feels near nature. Though Walden

used scenes of vivid descriptions and deftly explored an individual’s intimate

connection to the natural world, it is essential to keep in mind that this book is a

well-crafted document that has been revised seven times in eight years. So linked

with the account of Thoreau’s sensual interface with the physical and social worlds

around him is a record of his development into one of the most important writers

and thinkers in the American tradition. Walden is often cited as one of the influential

books on American environmental writing. Thoreau, in Walden, maintain that not

only human beings, animals, trees, and ponds exist in an ecological complex, but

that cultural artifacts such as texts and railroad cuts also participate in our perception

of ecological relationships and are, therefore, overlooked parts of any particular

ecology. Our relationships with not only the human but also the natural world;

expression of these relationships, are all interlocked. Walden discovers both; its

power of continuing significance and its power to elicit fascination from generations

of critics, scholars, students, and readers from all walks of life. Walden is an act of

leisure on many levels. It condenses Thoreau’s two-year experience at Walden

Pond into one year, and the eighteen chapters that make up the book are loosely

structured by the seasonal cycle, beginning and ending in the spring. The penultimate

chapter, ‘Spring’ is the emotional apex of the book, coinciding with that time of

year when the world renews itself. Thoreau drafted the former half of Walden

while at the pond. He revised it again in 1848 and 1849 and the nal revisions,

including most of the content onward from Chapter 9, ‘The Ponds’, were drafted

between 1852 and 1854. Much of the content is drawn from his journal, reworked

and re-experienced through meticulous revision.

Thoreau was teaching in Concord to help sponsor his experiment at the

lake throughout the early stages of composition. The earliest chapters of Walden

have their origins in these lectures, partly because when Thoreau spoke, the

townspeople proved more interested in why he was living alone at the pond and

how he lived there than in anything else. To most of them, his experiment in living

was incomprehensible. Why would one forsake town life and commercial enterprise

to live in a cottage in the woods? One of Thoreau’s most influential friends, Ralph

Waldo Emerson, complained in his funeral eulogy for Thoreau that:

Had his genius been only contemplative, he had been tted to his life,

but with his energy and practical ability he seemed born for great
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enterprise and for command: and I so much regret the loss of his

rare powers of action, that I cannot help counting it a fault in him

that he had no ambition. Wanting this, instead of engineering for all

America, he was the captain of a huckleberry party.

Emerson could not fully identify with what Thoreau was trying to do at the

pond and in Walden; he could not foresee the deep impact that Thoreau’s work,

and mostly Walden, would leave on American thought and culture.

Tensions And Mediations

Thoreau’s constant investigation of the conflicted relationship between the American

society, individuals and physical environment finds expression in the book. The

expressions of these tensions resonate still in the American psyche. In the opening

chapter of the book, titled ‘Economy’ he authorizes himself to speak as an

individualist.  He writes: ‘in most books, the ‘I’, or rst person is omitted; in this it

will be retained; that, in respect to egotism, is the main difference. We usually do

not remember that it is, after all, always the rst person that is speaking. I should not

talk so much about myself if there were anybody else whom I knew as well.’ From

the outset, Thoreau presents himself as the radical who holds out against the society

he lives in on behalf of the environment that man deliberately destroys.  Parallel

and productive tensions between the society and individual, between the author’s

philosophical idealism and the human mind, his deep respect for the physical world

and the tangibility of human lives, make the pattern in the book. Though these

tensions are left unresolved, these provoke deep deliberation. These are fraught

with rich metaphors used from simple acts like angling from a boat in the pond at

night:

It was very queer, especially in dark nights, when your thoughts

had wandered to vast and cosmogonal themes in other spheres, to

feel this faint jerk, which came to interrupt your dreams and link

you to Nature again. It seemed as if I might next cast my line

upward into the air, as well as downward into this element which

was scarcely more dense.

Thus I caught two shes as it were with one hook.

Walden is concerned throughout with the torsion of ûshing for two things at

once: a rooting of experience in a well-known physical place and the grounding of

thought in the relationships between the experiencing subject and the physical

environment. The foremost symbol of this experiential and philosophical shing is

the lake itself; Walden Pond is an interface: ‘Lying between the earth and the

heavens, it partakes of the color of both.’ Standing on the frozen surface of the

pond, Thoreau notices that ‘Heaven is under our feet as well as over our heads.’

As human beings, our primary way of perceiving relationships is visual, and in

Walden the physical world is allowed to gaze back at us as the pond becomes an

eye: ‘A lake is the landscape’s most beautiful and expressive feature. It is the
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earth’s eye; looking into which the beholder measures the depth of his own nature.’

Although Thoreau rarely lets go of the subject position, he gives serious consideration

to the fact that the earth possesses an ability to see and speak; the pond acts as

both an intermediary and interlocutor. As the pond ice opens in the spring, Thoreau

listens attentively:

‘The pond does not thunder every evening, and I cannot tell surely when to

expect its thundering; but though I may perceive no difference in the weather, it

does. Who would have suspected so large and cold and thick-skinned a thing to

be so sensitive?’ The pond is alive, it has a skin, it is sensitive, and it communicates.

‘The largest pond is as sensitive to atmospheric changes as the globule of mercury

in its tube.’ Here we find a comparison between a technological artifact and a part

of nature. Interestingly, although Thoreau allows the technological angle into his

discussion, the natural sphere exists on a larger scale than the human: the pond is

‘the largest’ and the mercury in the thermometer is a mere ‘globule’.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. When and where was Thoreau born?

2. How did he sponsor his experiment?

3. List some tensions dealt with in the book.

10.5 ‘ECONOMY’: THE FIRST CHAPTER

Thoreau starts on by objectively describing his two-year project at the Walden

Pond, near Concord, Massachusetts. He does not, however, mention that the

land belongs to Ralph Waldo Emerson, a good friend and mentor. He says he

lived there for two years and two months, and then moved back to ‘civilized

society’. He thereby proclaimed that this lifestyle choice could not have been

permanent; rather, this was an experiment in living. He talks about the responses

that people gave him for his lifestyle choice; their worry about his health, their

occasional envy in being able to forsake every material pleasure so easily and their

shock at knowing that someone could actually willingly lead such a threadbare life.

Thoreau moves rapidly to the moral of his experiment: to illustrate the benefits of a

simple lifestyle. He tells us he is recounting the basic continuation he led there so

that others might see the virtue of it. Excess possessions, he maintains, uses excess

labour. This also brings along excess worry and anxiety. As people are inclined to

own possessions, they work continuously towards this end, thereby compromising

on their inner freedom. Thoreau asserts that, in their own way, farmers are chained

to their farms just as much as prisoners are chained in jails. Working consistently

only in order to increase material possessions, shackles people to lifelong slavery.

Faced with a choice between increasing one’s means to acquire these necessities

and decreasing one’s needs, Thoreau believes minimizing one’s needs is preferable.
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Thoreau identifies only four basic necessities: food, shelter, clothing, and fuel. Since

nature itself does much to provide these, a person willing to accept the basic gifts

of nature can live off the land with minimal toil. Any attempt at luxury is likely to

prove more a hindrance than a help to an individual’s improvement.

Thoreau explains the construction of his small house as an application of his

faith in simplicity and self-reliance. Starting with nothing, Thoreau must even borrow

the axe he needs to fell trees, an axe that he later returns after sharpening it. In this

way, he gets rid of his indebtedness. He receives gifts of some supplies, purchasing

others, and sets to work slowly but steadily through the spring months. Thoreau is

ready to move in on 4 July 1845, the day of his own independence from social

norms and conventions. Throughout the construction of the house and the

agricultural endeavours that follow, Thoreau keeps meticulous accounts that he

shares with his readers, accounting for all his debits and credits, even to the last

penny. He explains that in farming, after investing around US$ 15, he is able to

turn a profit of almost $9. He describes the diet of beans, corn, peas, and potatoes

that sustains him, thereby providing the readers the contemporary market value

for the foodstuff as well. Overall, Thoreau’s review of his own accounts reveals

approximately US$ 62 worth of expenses during his first eight months at Walden

Pond. He makes a gain of $37 in this period. Thus, at a total cost of just over US$

25, Thoreau acquires a home and the freedom to do as he pleases—a handsome

bargain, in his opinion. Here is a sample of his accounts.

House, $28 12 1/2

Farm one year, 14 72 1/2

Food eight months, 8 74

Clothing &c., eight months, 8 40 3/4

Oil, &c., eight months, 2 00

In all, $61 99 3/4

Analysis

‘Economy’ is the longest and the first chapter of Walden. It presents an introduction

to the oddball amalgamation of styles, allusions, and subject matter that the piece

as a whole offers us. Thoreau shifts from moral gravity to the style of a how-to

manual, and then to a lyrical flight of fancy, and then to a diary entry. In a prophetic

vein he tells us that his Walden experiment was planned to instruct his fellow men,

who ‘labour under a mistake’ about life, work, and leisure. But soon afterward, he

tells us we may expect to spend $3.14 on nails if we build a small cottage of our

own. And then, just as unpredictably, he quotes the poet Chapman telling us how

‘for earthly greatness / All heavenly comforts rarefies to air.’ He speaks like a

philosopher, using an influential stock of words, or he can talk quite simply about

sitting on a pumpkin. It is never obvious whether this is the diary of a private

experience, a sermon delivered to his compatriots, an extended fantasy about life

in the woods, or a piece of nature writing. The common foundation of all this

patchwork is the distinctive voice of the author, who is the true subject of this

book. Reading the work as a personal fantasia rather than as a manual or sermon
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allows us to brush aside a lot of the criticism that has been aimed at Walden from

its first publication until now. Some readers enjoy pointing out the failure of his

project, how contradictory it is to claim self-reliance when he builds a wooden

cottage on another man’s property with borrowed tools and gifts of lumber, and

how Thoreau seemed proud of his achievements throughout the book. Thoreau

does not at all deny any of these accusations. He tells us in the first paragraph of

‘Economy’ that his Walden project was only a short-term experiment, not a lifelong

promise to an ideal. He never claimed to be a socialist or a hero; he never even

claimed to be a skilled farmer or architect. He never claimed to lead a secluded

life; actually he tells us that he never had more company than when he went to live

in the woods, and that he goes to the village every day. As for self-reliance, he is

content to have built a house spending a paltry sum, relying more or less on his

own labour, though he is not an extremist about never seeking help from others.

He routinely takes favours from the residents of a nearby village and returns favours

to them as well. Self-reliance for Thoreau is more than paying one’s own bills

without debt; it is the spiritual pleasure of fully claiming ownership over the world

in which one lives. Finally, Thoreau would happily admit the charge of self-

centeredness: he exults in his vision and in the depths of his mind and soul. The

vitality of this first chapter makes us ponder whether a lively sense of being centered

in one’s world is such a bad thing after all.

10.6 ‘WHERE I LIVED AND WHAT I LIVED FOR’:

THE SECOND CHAPTER

I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to

front only the essential facts of life . . . and not, when I came

to die, discover that I had not lived.

Thoreau describes the numerous places where he nearly settled before

selecting Walden Pond, all of them estates. He quotes the Roman philosopher

Cato’s warning that it is best to regard as buying a farm very carefully before

signing the papers. He was interested in the nearby Hallowell farm, which the

farmer’s wife refused to sell just before the sale deed was finalized. Though his

initial intention was to farm a large tract of land, he decided later that it was good

that he was forced to look at the Walden Pond and its adjoining piece of land for

living a simple life; he concludes that it is best ‘as long as possible’ to ‘live free and

uncommitted’. Thoreau takes to the woods, dreaming of an existence free of

compulsion and full of leisure. He proudly announces that he resides far from the

post office and all the constraining social relationships the mail system represents.

Ironically, this negation of legal deeds provides him with true ownership, making

the poet quote ‘I am monarch of all I survey.’

Thoreau’s enjoyment in his new building project at Walden is more than the

pride of a first-time homeowner. It is an immense philosophic achievement in his

mind, a symbol of his conquest of being. When Thoreau first moves into his dwelling
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on 4 July, it gives him a proud sense of being a god on Olympus, even though the

house still lacked a chimney and plastering. He claimed that a paradise fit for gods

is available everywhere, if one can perceive it: ‘Olympus is but the outside of the

earth everywhere.’ Taking an optimistic view, he declares that his poorly insulated

walls give his interior the benefit of fresh air on summer nights. He justifies its lack

of carved ornament by declaring that it is better to carve ‘the very atmosphere’

one thinks and feels in, in an artistry of the soul. It is for him an almost immaterial,

heavenly house, ‘as far off as many a region viewed nightly by astronomers.’ His

desire to stay here, sitting on his own humble wooden chair, than in some distant

corner of the universe, ‘behind the constellation of Cassiopeia’s Chair’. He is free

from time as well as from matter, proclaiming flamboyantly that time is a river in

which he goes fishing. He does not view himself as the slave of time; rather, he

makes it seem as though he is choosing to contribute in the flow of time as he

chooses, like a god living in eternity. He sermons us, influencing us to sludge through

our survival until we hit rock bottom and can gauge truth on what he terms our

‘realometer’, our means of measuring the actuality of things.

The title of this chapter combines a practical topic of residence (‘Where I

Lived’) with what is probably the deepest philosophical topic of all, the meaning

of life (‘What I Lived For’). Thoreau thus reminds us again that he is neither a

practical do-it-yourself enthusiast nor knowledgeable philosopher, but a mixture

of both at once, attending to matters of everyday existence and to questions of

final meaning and purpose. This chapter pulls away from the bookkeeping lists

and details about expenditures on nails and door hinges, and opens up onto the

more transcendent vista of how it all matters, containing less how-to advice and

much more philosophical meditation and grandiose universalizing assertion. It is

here that we see the full influence of Ralph Waldo Emerson on Thoreau’s project.

Emersonian self-reliance is not just a matter of supporting oneself financially (as

many people believe) but a much loftier doctrine about the active role that every

soul plays in its experience of reality. Reality for Emerson was not a set of objective

facts in which we are plunked down, but rather an emanation of our minds and

souls that create the world around ourselves every day.

Thoreau’s building of a house on Walden Pond is, for him, a miniature re-

enactment of God’s creation of the world. He describes its placement in the cosmos,

in a region viewed by the astronomers, just as God created a world within the void

of space. He says outright that he resides in his home as if on Mount Olympus,

home of the gods. He claims a divine freedom from the flow of time, describing

himself as fishing in its river. Thoreau’s point in all this divine talk is not to inflate his

own personality to godlike heights but rather to insist on everyone’s divine ability

to create a world. Our capacity to choose reality is evident in his metaphor of the

‘realometer’, a spin-off of the ‘nilometer’, a device used to measure the depth of

the river Nile. Thoreau urges us to wade through the muck that constitutes our

everyday lives until we come to a firm place ‘which we can call Reality, and say,

This is.’ The stamp of existence we give to our vision of reality—‘This is’—evokes
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God’s simple language in the creation story of Genesis. The mere fact that Thoreau

imagines that one can choose to call one thing reality and another thing not provides

the spiritual freedom that was central to Emerson’s Transcendentalist thought.

When we create and claim this reality, all the other ‘news’ of the world shrinks

immediately to nothingness, as Thoreau illustrates in his sarcastic parody of

newspapers reporting a cow run over by the Western Railway. He opines that the

last important bit of news to come out of England was about the revolution of

1649, almost two centuries earlier. The only current events that matter to the

transcendent mind are itself and its place in the cosmos.

One of the many pleasant pursuits in which Thoreau is able to spoil, having

renounced a big job and a big mortgage, is reading. He has grand claims for the

benefits of reading, which he compares, following ancient Egyptian or Hindu

philosophers, to ‘raising the veil from the statue of divinity.’ Whether or not Thoreau

is sarcastic in such monumental reflections about books is open to debate, but it is

certain that reading is one of his chief pastimes in the solitude of the woods,

especially after the main construction work is done. During the busy days of

homebuilding, he says he kept Homer’s Iliad on his table throughout the summer,

but only glanced at it now and then. But now that he has moved in not just to his

handmade shack, but into the full ownership of reality described in the preceding

chapter, reading has a new importance. Thoreau praises the ability to read the

ancient classics in the original Greek and Latin, disdaining the translations offered

by the ‘modern cheap’ press. Certainly he goes so far as to assert that Homer has

never yet been published in English—at least not in any way that does justice to

Homer’s achievement. Thoreau emphasizes the work of reading, just as he stresses

the work of farming and home-owning; he compares the great reader to an athlete

who has subjected himself to long training and regular exercise. He gives an almost

mystical importance to the printed word. The grandeur of oratory does not impress

him as much as the achievements of a written book. He says it is no wonder that

Alexander the Great carried a copy of the Iliad around with him on his military

campaigns.

Thoreau also advises us to read widely, those who limit their reading to the

Bible, and to read great things, not the popular entertainment books found in the

library. Thoreau steadily extends his criticism of cheap reading to a criticism of the

dominant culture of agreement, which dispossess even the local gifted minds access

to great thought. Despite the progress of modern society in technology and

transportation, he says real progress—that of the mind and soul—is being forgotten.

He criticism his townsmen for believing that the ancient Hebrews were the only

people in the world to have had a Holy Scripture, ignoring the sacred writings of

others, like the Hindus. Thoreau protest that the townspeople spend more on

anybody ailment than they do on mental undernourishment; he calls out, like an

angry prophet, for more public spending on education. He says, ‘New England

can hire all the wise men in the world to come and teach her, and board them
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round the while, and not be simple at all.’ Thoreau implicitly blames the local class

system for encouraging fine breeding in noblemen but neglecting the task of

ennobling the broader population. He thus calls out for a noble democracy: ‘[i]nstead

of noblemen, let us have noble villages of men.’

Analysis

This chapter shows us how delicately Thoreau can move from the personal to the

public and from observation to diatribe. He commence by simply stating that now

that the work on his house has been finished, he has time to read the Homeric epic

that has been sitting on his table untouched all summer. Reading here seems broached

as a private pastime, an entertainment for the individual mind after the day’s work

is done. But little by little he moves from the particular to the general, commenting

not just on his ability to read Homer in the innovative but on the merits of all

people being able to do so. This point leads him to a writing on modern publishing

and its ridicule of the American audience, which in turn leads him to a sombre

reflection on the parochialism of his compatriots who do not even know that the

Hindus have a sacred writing like that of the Hebrews. By the end of the chapter,

he has driven himself into a thunderous rage—as the large number of rhetorically

powerful question marks and expletive marks in the last paragraph suggest—over

the American discrimination against education. He begins in the individual mode,

referring to his copy of the Iliad and his leisure time. But by the end the orientation

has shifted to ‘we’ rather than ‘I’, so that the word ‘us’ is the last word of the

chapter, appearing in the gloomy and despairing image of ‘the gulf of unawareness

that surrounds us’. Thoreau begins the chapter as a quiet meditation about an

evening’s reading pleasure but somehow ends it as a raging sermon about the state

of the world.

It is in this chapter that Thoreau’s social conditions is most fully felt, especially

the advantages of a Harvard education and a familiarity with the classics and with

ancient languages. Earlier in the work, his words do not let downward his origins;

in discussing home construction or domestic economy, he is simply a fiery thinker

and a practical man. But when he discourses on the prerequisite of reading Aeschylus

in the original Greek, contempt the modern translations accessible by the modern

press, for which he had no respect, we feel that he is a member of the elite speaking

to us. Even though he calls out at the end of the chapter for “noble villages of men”

in which education is spread broadly through the population instead of thinly over

the aristocrats, we feel he must realize the uselessness of expecting woodcutters

to read Aeschylus in Greek. This tension introduces the dark subject of Thoreau’s

snobbism, which recurs later in his swap with John Field and his family. Thoreau

may sincerely appreciate the merits of poverty and values the lifestyle of common

labourers, but his haughty words about the classics recall that in fact he is a Harvard-

educated man slumming in the backwoods, and that his poverty is chosen rather

than forced on him by circumstances.
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CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

4. What style does the first chapter adopt?

5. What is self-reliance for him?

6. Why did he enjoy building his wooden cottage?

7. What is a ‘realometer’?

10.7 SUMMARY

Henry David Thoreau was born on 12 July 1817 in Concord, Massachusetts,

which was a small town about twenty miles west of Boston. He is famous as

American literary and philosophical movement well-known as New England

Transcendentalism.  Thoreau’s working life commenced with a teaching job at

Concord Center School that lasted only some weeks because he was unwilling to

use corporal punishment on his students.

The lasting power of the book Walden derives from Thoreau’s investigations

of the relationship between the individual, his society and nature. The articulation

of these tensions in Walden continues to resonate in the American imagination.

Thoreau begins by objectively describing his two-year project at Walden Pond,

near Concord, Massachusetts. The land belongs to his mentor and guide Ralph

Waldo Emerson, a fact that he chooses not to report. He says he lived there for

two years and two months, and then moved back to ‘civilized society’ thus

acknowledging right away, and quite honestly, that this was not a permanent lifestyle

choice, but only an experiment in living. This chapter shows us how subtly Thoreau

can venture from the personal to the public and from examination to denunciation.

He begins by simply stating that now that the work on his house has been finished,

he has time to read the Homeric epic that has been sitting on his table, anticipating

affection all summer. Reading seems handled here as a private pastime, an

entertainment for the individual mind after the day’s work is done.

10.8 KEY TERMS

• Litterateur: A writer of literary works

• Transcendentalism: A philosophy that emphasizes spiritual and intuitive

over materialistic life

• Corporal punishment: Physical punishment

• Amenities: Facilities

• Seclusion: Living in isolation

• Sensual: Worldly; materialistic; pertaining to satisfaction of one’s senses

• Eulogy: A speech or writing in praise of someone
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• Mediations: Working as an agent of change/reconciliation between two

parties

• Egotism: Pride; boastfulness

• Meticulous: Taking care of minute details

10.9 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. On 12 July 1817, Henry David Thoreau was born in Concord,

Massachusetts. He is an eminent American litterateur and philosopher.

2. Thoreau was teaching in Concord to help sponsor his experiment at the

lake throughout the early stages of composition.

3. From the outset, Thoreau presents himself as the radical who holds out

against the society he lives in on behalf of the environment that man

deliberately destroys.  Parallel and productive tensions between the society

and individual, between the author’s philosophical idealism and the human

mind, his deep respect for the physical world and the tangibility of human

lives, make the pattern in the book.

4. ‘Economy’ is the longest and the first chapter of Walden. It presents an

introduction to the oddball amalgamation of styles, allusions, and subject

matter that the piece as a whole offers us. Thoreau shifts from moral gravity

to the style of a how-to manual, and then to a lyrical flight of fancy, and then

to a diary entry.

5. Self-reliance for Thoreau is more than paying one’s own bills without debt;

it is the spiritual pleasure of fully claiming ownership over the world in which

one lives. Finally, Thoreau would happily admit the charge of self-

centeredness: he exults in his vision and in the depths of his mind and soul.

The vitality of this first chapter makes us ponder whether a lively sense of

being centered in one’s world is such a bad thing after all.

6. Thoreau’s enjoyment in his new building project at Walden is more than the

pride of a first-time homeowner. It is an immense philosophic achievement

in his mind, a symbol of his conquest of being. When Thoreau first moves

into his dwelling on 4 July, it gives him a proud sense of being a god on

Olympus, even though the house still lacked a chimney and plastering. He

claimed that a paradise fit for gods is available everywhere, if one can

perceive it: ‘Olympus is but the outside of the earth everywhere.’

7. He does not view himself as the slave of time; rather, he makes it seem as

though he is choosing to contribute in the flow of time as he chooses, like a

god living in eternity. He sermons us, influencing us to sludge through our

survival until we hit rock bottom and can gauge truth on what he terms our

‘realometer’, our means of measuring the actuality of things.
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10.10 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Write a note on Thoreau’s life.

2. What are the chief themes discussed in the chapter ‘Economy’?

3. Analyse ‘Where I lived and What I lived for’.

Long-Answer Questions

1. What are the chief themes discussed in the chapter ‘Economy’?

2. Summarize and analyse the first chapter of the book.

3. Summarize and analyse the second chapter of the book.

Answers to Short-Answer Questions

1. On 12 July 1817, Henry David Thoreau was born in Concord,

Massachusetts. He is an eminent American litterateur and philosopher. His

New England transcendentalism propelled him to prominence among the

American elite. Thoreau began his professional life as a teacher at Concord

Center School. His tenure there as a teacher lasted only for two weeks as

he refused to mete out corporal punishment to his students.

The first project on his mind was A Week on the Concord and Merrimack

Rivers (1849), a narrative of a boat trip Thoreau had taken with his brother

John in 1839 from Concord, Massachusetts to Concord, New Hampshire.

He wrote the book as a tribute to his brother John, who passed away in

1842 from a tetanus infection. Thoreau started an experiment in which he

wanted to stay away from the modern amenities of life and amidst nature.

So he built a basic wooden house near the Walden Pond near Concord and

spent two years in complete seclusion. To the pond he brings with him a

stack of books and his brother’s voluminous, posthumously published

journal. He wrote the book Walden; or Life in the Woods based on his

experiences in this cottage. The book is a celebration of independence,

social experiment, spiritual journey and a manual for self-discovery. His

goals for these two experimental years included simple living and self-

sufficiency; where he prepared the furniture, food and utensils with his owns

hands. He wanted to share his oneness with nature in his book. John Updike

said, ‘A century and a half after its publication, Walden has become such a

totem of the back-to-nature, preservationist, anti-business, civil-disobedience

mindset, and Thoreau so vivid a protester, so perfect a crank and hermit

saint, that the book risks being as revered and unread as the Bible.’

2. Thoreau starts on by objectively describing his two-year project at the

Walden Pond, near Concord, Massachusetts. He does not, however,

mention that the land belongs to Ralph Waldo Emerson, a good friend and
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mentor. He says he lived there for two years and two months, and then

moved back to ‘civilized society’. He thereby proclaimed that this lifestyle

choice could not have been permanent; rather, this was an experiment in

living. He talks about the responses that people gave him for his lifestyle

choice; their worry about his health, their occasional envy in being able to

forsake every material pleasure so easily and their shock at knowing that

someone could actually willingly lead such a threadbare life. Thoreau moves

rapidly to the moral of his experiment: to illustrate the benefits of a simple

lifestyle. He tells us he is recounting the basic continuation he led there so

that others might see the virtue of it. Excess possessions, he maintains, uses

excess labour. This also brings along excess worry and anxiety. As people

are inclined to own possessions, they work continuously towards this end,

thereby compromising on their inner freedom. Thoreau asserts that, in their

own way, farmers are chained to their farms just as much as prisoners are

chained in jails. Working consistently only in order to increase material

possessions, shackles people to lifelong slavery. Faced with a choice

between increasing one’s means to acquire these necessities and decreasing

one’s needs, Thoreau believes minimizing one’s needs is preferable. Thoreau

identifies only four basic necessities: food, shelter, clothing, and fuel. Since

nature itself does much to provide these, a person willing to accept the

basic gifts of nature can live off the land with minimal toil. Any attempt at

luxury is likely to prove more a hindrance than a help to an individual’s

improvement.

Thoreau explains the construction of his small house as an application of his

faith in simplicity and self-reliance. Starting with nothing, Thoreau must even

borrow the axe he needs to fell trees, an axe that he later returns after

sharpening it. In this way, he gets rid of his indebtedness. He receives gifts

of some supplies, purchasing others, and sets to work slowly but steadily

through the spring months. Thoreau is ready to move in on 4 July 1845, the

day of his own independence from social norms and conventions. Throughout

the construction of the house and the agricultural endeavours that follow,

Thoreau keeps meticulous accounts that he shares with his readers,

accounting for all his debits and credits, even to the last penny. He explains

that in farming, after investing around US$ 15, he is able to turn a profit of

almost $9. He describes the diet of beans, corn, peas, and potatoes that

sustains him, thereby providing the readers the contemporary market value

for the foodstuff as well. Overall, Thoreau’s review of his own accounts

reveals approximately US$ 62 worth of expenses during his first eight months

at Walden Pond. He makes a gain of $37 in this period. Thus, at a total cost

of just over US$ 25, Thoreau acquires a home and the freedom to do as he

pleases—a handsome bargain, in his opinion. Here is a sample of his accounts.

House, $28 12 1/2

Farm one year, 14 72 1/2

Food eight months, 8 74
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Clothing &c., eight months, 8 40 3/4

Oil, &c., eight months, 2 00

In all, $61 99 3/4

3. This chapter shows us how delicately Thoreau can move from the personal

to the public and from observation to diatribe. He commence by simply

stating that now that the work on his house has been finished, he has time to

read the Homeric epic that has been sitting on his table untouched all summer.

Reading here seems broached as a private pastime, an entertainment for

the individual mind after the day’s work is done. But little by little he moves

from the particular to the general, commenting not just on his ability to read

Homer in the innovative but on the merits of all people being able to do so.

This point leads him to a meditation on modern publishing and its stultification

of the American audience, which in turn leads him to a bitter reflection on

the parochialism of his compatriots who do not even know that the Hindus

have a sacred writing like that of the Hebrews. By the end of the chapter, he

has driven himself into a thunderous rage—as the large number of rhetorically

powerful question marks and expletive marks in the last paragraph suggest—

over the American discrimination against education. He begins in the individual

mode, referring to his copy of the Iliad and his leisure time. But by the end

the orientation has shifted to “we” rather than “I,” so that the word “us” is

the last word of the chapter, appearing in the gloomy and despairing image

of “the gulf of unawareness that surrounds us.” Thoreau begins the chapter

as a quiet meditation about an evening’s reading pleasure but somehow

ends it as a raging sermon about the state of the world.

It is in this chapter that Thoreau’s social conditions is most fully felt, especially

the advantages of a Harvard education and a familiarity with the classics

and with ancient languages. Earlier in the work, his words do not let

downward his origins; in discussing home construction or domestic economy,

he is simply a fiery thinker and a practical man. But when he discourses on

the prerequisite of reading Aeschylus in the original Greek, contempt the

modern translations accessible by the “modern cheap and fertile press,” we

feel that he is a member of the elite speaking to us. Even though he calls out

at the end of the chapter for “noble villages of men” in which education is

spread broadly through the population instead of thinly over the aristocrats,

we feel he must realize the uselessness of expecting woodcutters to read

Aeschylus in Greek. This tension introduces the dark subject of Thoreau’s

snobbism, which recurs later in his swap with John Field and his family.

Thoreau may sincerely appreciate the merits of poverty and values the lifestyle

of common labourers, but his haughty words about the classics recall that in

fact he is a Harvard-educated man slumming in the backwoods, and that

his poverty is chosen rather than forced on him by circumstances.
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Answers to Long-Answer Questions

1. Thoreau’s two-year experience at Walden Pond into one year, and the

eighteen chapters that make up the book are loosely structured by the

seasonal cycle, beginning and ending in the spring. The penultimate chapter,

‘Spring’ is the emotional apex of the book, coinciding with that time of year

when the world renews itself. Thoreau drafted the former half of Walden

while at the pond. He revised it again in 1848 and 1849 and the nal revisions,

including most of the content onward from Chapter 9, ‘The Ponds’, were

drafted between 1852 and 1854. Much of the content is drawn from his

journal, reworked and re-experienced through meticulous revision.

Thoreau was teaching in Concord to help sponsor his experiment at the

lake throughout the early stages of composition. The earliest chapters of

Walden have their origins in these lectures, partly because when Thoreau

spoke, the townspeople proved more interested in why he was living alone

at the pond and how he lived there than in anything else. To most of them,

his experiment in living was incomprehensible. Why would one forsake

town life and commercial enterprise to live in a cottage in the woods? One

of Thoreau’s most influential friends, Ralph Waldo Emerson, complained in

his funeral eulogy for Thoreau that:

Had his genius been only contemplative, he had been tted to his life,

but with his energy and practical ability he seemed born for great

enterprise and for command: and I so much regret the loss of his

rare powers of action, that I cannot help counting it a fault in him

that he had no ambition. Wanting this, instead of engineering for all

America, he was the captain of a huckleberry party.

Emerson could not fully identify with what Thoreau was trying to do at the

pond and in Walden; he could not foresee the deep impact that Thoreau’s

work, and mostly Walden, would leave on American thought and culture.

Thoreau’s constant investigation of the conflicted relationship between the

American society, individuals and physical environment finds expression in

the book. The expressions of these tensions resonate still in the American

psyche. In the opening chapter of the book, titled ‘Economy’ he authorizes

himself to speak as an individualist.  He writes: ‘in most books, the ‘I’, or

rst person is omitted; in this it will be retained; that, in respect to egotism, is

the main difference. We usually do not remember that it is, after all, always

the rst person that is speaking. I should not talk so much about myself if

there were anybody else whom I knew as well.’ From the outset, Thoreau

presents himself as the radical who holds out against the society he lives in

on behalf of the environment that man deliberately destroys.  Parallel and

productive tensions between the society and individual, between the author’s

philosophical idealism and the human mind, his deep respect for the physical

world and the tangibility of human lives, make the pattern in the book.
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Though these tensions are left unresolved, these provoke deep deliberation.

These are fraught with rich metaphors used from simple acts like angling

from a boat in the pond at night:

It was very queer, especially in dark nights, when your thoughts

had wandered to vast and cosmogonal themes in other spheres, to

feel this faint jerk, which came to interrupt your dreams and link

you to Nature again. It seemed as if I might next cast my line

upward into the air, as well as downward into this element which

was scarcely more dense.

Thus I caught two shes as it were with one hook.

Walden is concerned throughout with the torsion of shing for two things at

once: a rooting of experience in a well-known physical place and the

grounding of thought in the relationships between the experiencing subject

and the physical environment. The foremost symbol of this experiential and

philosophical shing is the lake itself; Walden Pond is an interface: ‘Lying

between the earth and the heavens, it partakes of the color of both.’ Standing

on the frozen surface of the pond, Thoreau notices that ‘Heaven is under

our feet as well as over our heads.’ As human beings, our primary way of

perceiving relationships is visual, and in Walden the physical world is allowed

to gaze back at us as the pond becomes an eye: ‘A lake is the landscape’s

most beautiful and expressive feature. It is the earth’s eye; looking into

which the beholder measures the depth of his own nature.’ Although Thoreau

rarely lets go of the subject position, he gives serious consideration to the

fact that the earth possesses an ability to see and speak; the pond acts as

both an intermediary and interlocutor. As the pond ice opens in the spring,

Thoreau listens attentively:

‘The pond does not thunder every evening, and I cannot tell surely when to

expect its thundering; but though I may perceive no difference in the weather,

it does. Who would have suspected so large and cold and thick-skinned a

thing to be so sensitive?’ The pond is alive, it has a skin, it is sensitive, and

it communicates. ‘The largest pond is as sensitive to atmospheric changes

as the globule of mercury in its tube.’ Here we find a comparison between

a technological artifact and a part of nature. Interestingly, although Thoreau

allows the technological angle into his discussion, the natural sphere exists

on a larger scale than the human: the pond is ‘the largest’ and the mercury in

the thermometer is a mere ‘globule’.

2. Thoreau starts on by objectively describing his two-year project at the

Walden Pond, near Concord, Massachusetts. He does not, however,

mention that the land belongs to Ralph Waldo Emerson, a good friend and

mentor. He says he lived there for two years and two months, and then

moved back to ‘civilized society’. He thereby proclaimed that this lifestyle

choice could not have been permanent; rather, this was an experiment in
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living. He talks about the responses that people gave him for his lifestyle

choice; their worry about his health, their occasional envy in being able to

forsake every material pleasure so easily and their shock at knowing that

someone could actually willingly lead such a threadbare life. Thoreau moves

rapidly to the moral of his experiment: to illustrate the benefits of a simple

lifestyle. He tells us he is recounting the basic continuation he led there so

that others might see the virtue of it. Excess possessions, he maintains, uses

excess labour. This also brings along excess worry and anxiety. As people

are inclined to own possessions, they work continuously towards this end,

thereby compromising on their inner freedom. Thoreau asserts that, in their

own way, farmers are chained to their farms just as much as prisoners are

chained in jails. Working consistently only in order to increase material

possessions, shackles people to lifelong slavery. Faced with a choice

between increasing one’s means to acquire these necessities and decreasing

one’s needs, Thoreau believes minimizing one’s needs is preferable. Thoreau

identifies only four basic necessities: food, shelter, clothing, and fuel. Since

nature itself does much to provide these, a person willing to accept the

basic gifts of nature can live off the land with minimal toil. Any attempt at

luxury is likely to prove more a hindrance than a help to an individual’s

improvement.

Thoreau explains the construction of his small house as an application of his

faith in simplicity and self-reliance. Starting with nothing, Thoreau must even

borrow the axe he needs to fell trees, an axe that he later returns after

sharpening it. In this way, he gets rid of his indebtedness. He receives gifts

of some supplies, purchasing others, and sets to work slowly but steadily

through the spring months. Thoreau is ready to move in on 4 July 1845, the

day of his own independence from social norms and conventions. Throughout

the construction of the house and the agricultural endeavours that follow,

Thoreau keeps meticulous accounts that he shares with his readers,

accounting for all his debits and credits, even to the last penny. He explains

that in farming, after investing around US$ 15, he is able to turn a profit of

almost $9. He describes the diet of beans, corn, peas, and potatoes that

sustains him, thereby providing the readers the contemporary market value

for the foodstuff as well. Overall, Thoreau’s review of his own accounts

reveals approximately US$ 62 worth of expenses during his first eight months

at Walden Pond. He makes a gain of $37 in this period. Thus, at a total cost

of just over US$ 25, Thoreau acquires a home and the freedom to do as he

pleases—a handsome bargain, in his opinion. Here is a sample of his accounts.

House, $28 12 1/2

Farm one year, 14 72 1/2

Food eight months, 8 74

Clothing &c., eight months, 8 40 3/4

Oil, &c., eight months, 2 00

In all, $61 99 3/4
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Analysis

‘Economy’ is the longest and the first chapter of Walden. It presents an

introduction to the oddball amalgamation of styles, allusions, and subject

matter that the piece as a whole offers us. Thoreau shifts from moral gravity

to the style of a how-to manual, and then to a lyrical flight of fancy, and then

to a diary entry. In a prophetic vein he tells us that his Walden experiment

was planned to instruct his fellow men, who ‘labour under a mistake’ about

life, work, and leisure. But soon afterward, he tells us we may expect to

spend $3.14 on nails if we build a small cottage of our own. And then, just

as unpredictably, he quotes the poet Chapman telling us how ‘for earthly

greatness / All heavenly comforts rarefies to air.’ He speaks like a philosopher,

using an influential stock of words, or he can talk quite simply about sitting

on a pumpkin. It is never obvious whether this is the diary of a private

experience, a sermon delivered to his compatriots, an extended fantasy

about life in the woods, or a piece of nature writing. The common foundation

of all this patchwork is the distinctive voice of the author, who is the true

subject of this book. Reading the work as a personal fantasia rather than as

a manual or sermon allows us to brush aside a lot of the criticism that has

been aimed at Walden from its first publication until now. Some readers

enjoy pointing out the failure of his project, how contradictory it is to claim

self-reliance when he builds a wooden cottage on another man’s property

with borrowed tools and gifts of lumber, and how Thoreau seemed proud

of his achievements throughout the book. Thoreau does not at all deny any

of these accusations. He tells us in the first paragraph of ‘Economy’ that his

Walden project was only a short-term experiment, not a lifelong promise to

an ideal. He never claimed to be a socialist or a hero; he never even claimed

to be a skilled farmer or architect. He never claimed to lead a secluded life;

actually he tells us that he never had more company than when he went to

live in the woods, and that he goes to the village every day. As for self-

reliance, he is content to have built a house spending a paltry sum, relying

more or less on his own labour, though he is not an extremist about never

seeking help from others. He routinely takes favours from the residents of a

nearby village and returns favours to them as well. Self-reliance for Thoreau

is more than paying one’s own bills without debt; it is the spiritual pleasure

of fully claiming ownership over the world in which one lives. Finally, Thoreau

would happily admit the charge of self-centeredness: he exults in his vision

and in the depths of his mind and soul. The vitality of this first chapter makes

us ponder whether a lively sense of being centered in one’s world is such a

bad thing after all.

3. I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to front only

the essential facts of life . . . and not, when I came to die, discover that

I had not lived.
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Thoreau describes the numerous places where he nearly settled before

selecting Walden Pond, all of them estates. He quotes the Roman philosopher

Cato’s warning that it is best to regard as buying a farm very carefully

before signing the papers. He was interested in the nearby Hallowell farm,

which the farmer’s wife refused to sell just before the sale deed was finalized.

Though his initial intention was to farm a large tract of land, he decided later

that it was good that he was forced to look at the Walden Pond and its

adjoining piece of land for living a simple life; he concludes that it is best ‘as

long as possible’ to ‘live free and uncommitted’. Thoreau takes to the woods,

dreaming of an existence free of compulsion and full of leisure. He proudly

announces that he resides far from the post office and all the constraining

social relationships the mail system represents. Ironically, this negation of

legal deeds provides him with true ownership, making the poet quote ‘I am

monarch of all I survey.’

Thoreau’s enjoyment in his new building project at Walden is more than the

pride of a first-time homeowner. It is an immense philosophic achievement

in his mind, a symbol of his conquest of being. When Thoreau first moves

into his dwelling on 4 July, it gives him a proud sense of being a god on

Olympus, even though the house still lacked a chimney and plastering. He

claimed that a paradise fit for gods is available everywhere, if one can

perceive it: ‘Olympus is but the outside of the earth everywhere.’ Taking an

optimistic view, he declares that his poorly insulated walls give his interior

the benefit of fresh air on summer nights. He justifies its lack of carved

ornament by declaring that it is better to carve ‘the very atmosphere’ one

thinks and feels in, in an artistry of the soul. It is for him an almost immaterial,

heavenly house, ‘as far off as many a region viewed nightly by astronomers.’

His desire to stay here, sitting on his own humble wooden chair, than in

some distant corner of the universe, ‘behind the constellation of Cassiopeia’s

Chair’. He is free from time as well as from matter, proclaiming flamboyantly

that time is a river in which he goes fishing. He does not view himself as the

slave of time; rather, he makes it seem as though he is choosing to contribute

in the flow of time as he chooses, like a god living in eternity. He sermons

us, influencing us to sludge through our survival until we hit rock bottom and

can gauge truth on what he terms our ‘realometer’, our means of measuring

the actuality of things.

The title of this chapter combines a practical topic of residence (‘Where I

Lived’) with what is probably the deepest philosophical topic of all, the

meaning of life (‘What I Lived For’). Thoreau thus reminds us again that he

is neither a practical do-it-yourself enthusiast nor knowledgeable

philosopher, but a mixture of both at once, attending to matters of everyday

existence and to questions of final meaning and purpose. This chapter pulls

away from the bookkeeping lists and details about expenditures on nails

and door hinges, and opens up onto the more transcendent vista of how it
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all matters, containing less how-to advice and much more philosophical

meditation and grandiose universalizing assertion. It is here that we see the

full influence of Ralph Waldo Emerson on Thoreau’s project. Emersonian

self-reliance is not just a matter of supporting oneself financially (as many

people believe) but a much loftier doctrine about the active role that every

soul plays in its experience of reality. Reality for Emerson was not a set of

objective facts in which we are plunked down, but rather an emanation of

our minds and souls that create the world around ourselves every day.

Thoreau’s building of a house on Walden Pond is, for him, a miniature re-

enactment of God’s creation of the world. He describes its placement in the

cosmos, in a region viewed by the astronomers, just as God created a

world within the void of space. He says outright that he resides in his home

as if on Mount Olympus, home of the gods. He claims a divine freedom

from the flow of time, describing himself as fishing in its river. Thoreau’s

point in all this divine talk is not to inflate his own personality to godlike

heights but rather to insist on everyone’s divine ability to create a world.

Our capacity to choose reality is evident in his metaphor of the “Realometer,”

a spin-off of the Nilometer, a device used to measure the depth of the river

Nile. Thoreau urges us to wade through the muck that constitutes our

everyday lives until we come to a firm place “which we can call Reality, and

say, This is.” The stamp of existence we give to our vision of reality—”This

is”—evokes God’s simple language in the creation story of Genesis: “Let

there be. . . .” And the mere fact that Thoreau imagines that one can choose

to call one thing reality and another thing not provides the spiritual freedom

that was central to Emerson’s Transcendentalist thought. When we create

and claim this reality, all the other “news” of the world shrinks immediately

to insignificance, as Thoreau illustrates in his mocking parody of newspapers

reporting a cow run over by the Western Railway. He opines that the last

important bit of news to come out of England was about the revolution of

1649, almost two centuries earlier. The only current events that matter to

the transcendent mind are itself and its place in the cosmos.

One of the many pleasant pursuits in which Thoreau is able to spoil, having

renounced a big job and a big mortgage, is reading. He has grand claims for

the benefits of reading, which he compares, following ancient Egyptian or

Hindu philosophers, to “raising the veil from the statue of divinity.” Whether

or not Thoreau is sarcastic in such monumental reflections about books is

open to debate, but it is certain that reading is one of his chief pastimes in

the solitude of the woods, especially after the main construction work is

done. During the busy days of homebuilding, he says he kept Homer’s

Iliad on his table throughout the summer, but only glanced at it now and

then. But now that he has moved in not just to his handmade shack, but into

the full ownership of reality described in the preceding chapter, reading has

a new importance. Thoreau praises the ability to read the ancient classics in
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the original Greek and Latin, disdaining the translations offered by the

“modern cheap” press. Certainly he goes so far as to assert that Homer has

never yet been published in English—at least not in any way that does

justice to Homer’s achievement. Thoreau emphasizes the work of reading,

just as he stresses the work of farming and home-owning; he compares the

great reader to an athlete who has subjected himself to long training and

regular exercise. He gives an almost mystical importance to the printed

word. The grandeur of oratory does not impress him as much as the

achievements of a written book. He says it is no wonder that Alexander the

Great carried a copy of the Iliad around with him on his military campaigns.

Thoreau also advises us to read widely, gently scornful those who limit their

reading to the Bible, and to read great things, not the popular entertainment

books found in the library. Thoreau steadily extends his criticism of cheap

reading to a criticism of the dominant culture of agreement, which dispossess

even the local gifted minds access to great thought. Despite the much-lauded

progress of modern society in technology and transportation, he says real

progress—that of the mind and soul—is being forgotten. He criticism his

townsmen for believing that the ancient Hebrew’s were the only people in

the world to have had a Holy Scripture, ignoring the sacred writings of

others, like the Hindus. Thoreau protest the townspeople spend more on

anybody ailment than they do on mental undernourishment; he calls out, like

an angry prophet, for more public spending on education. He says, “New

England can hire all the wise men in the world to come and teach her, and

board them round the while, and not be simple at all.” Thoreau implicitly

blames the local class system for encouraging fine breeding in noblemen but

neglecting the task of ennobling the broader population. He thus calls out

for a noble democracy: “[i]nstead of noblemen, let us have noble villages of

men.”

Analysis

This chapter shows us how delicately Thoreau can move from the personal

to the public and from observation to diatribe. He commence by simply

stating that now that the work on his house has been finished, he has time to

read the Homeric epic that has been sitting on his table untouched all summer.

Reading here seems broached as a private pastime, an entertainment for

the individual mind after the day’s work is done. But little by little he moves

from the particular to the general, commenting not just on his ability to read

Homer in the innovative but on the merits of all people being able to do so.

This point leads him to a meditation on modern publishing and its stultification

of the American audience, which in turn leads him to a bitter reflection on

the parochialism of his compatriots who do not even know that the Hindus

have a sacred writing like that of the Hebrews. By the end of the chapter, he

has driven himself into a thunderous rage—as the large number of rhetorically

powerful question marks and expletive marks in the last paragraph suggest—
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over the American discrimination against education. He begins in the individual

mode, referring to his copy of the Iliad and his leisure time. But by the end

the orientation has shifted to “we” rather than “I,” so that the word “us” is

the last word of the chapter, appearing in the gloomy and despairing image

of “the gulf of unawareness that surrounds us.” Thoreau begins the chapter

as a quiet meditation about an evening’s reading pleasure but somehow

ends it as a raging sermon about the state of the world.

It is in this chapter that Thoreau’s social conditions is most fully felt, especially

the advantages of a Harvard education and a familiarity with the classics

and with ancient languages. Earlier in the work, his words do not let

downward his origins; in discussing home construction or domestic economy,

he is simply a fiery thinker and a practical man. But when he discourses on

the prerequisite of reading Aeschylus in the original Greek, contempt the

modern translations accessible by the “modern cheap and fertile press,” we

feel that he is a member of the elite speaking to us. Even though he calls out

at the end of the chapter for “noble villages of men” in which education is

spread broadly through the population instead of thinly over the aristocrats,

we feel he must realize the uselessness of expecting woodcutters to read

Aeschylus in Greek. This tension introduces the dark subject of Thoreau’s

snobbism, which recurs later in his swap with John Field and his family.

Thoreau may sincerely appreciate the merits of poverty and values the lifestyle

of common labourers, but his haughty words about the classics recall that in

fact he is a Harvard-educated man slumming in the backwoods, and that

his poverty is chosen rather than forced on him by circumstances
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